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Chapter 1 MEMORY CIRCUITS IN HEALTH AND
ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE
Perhaps to a greater degree than in any other organ system found in the mammalian body, comprehending the
etiology of a particular lesion within the CNS requires an understanding of its paradoxically modular yet distributive
nature. Science has only begun to identify the neurobiological substrates and circuits which mediate specific domains of
cognition and the determination of the complex manner in which these systems interact is arguably one of the greatest
challenges left in modern science. Put plainly, our current understanding of the neurobiological processes which sub-serve
normal cognition is at best, incomplete. Historically, this state of unknowing has been of central consequence to those
who study AD, as a fundamental tenant of deciphering the pathophysiologic mechanism of a particular disease is a
working knowledge of how the system it affects operates in the absence of pathology. In the context of AD research,
without a complete understanding of how memories are acquired, encoded, and stored, it becomes a daunting task to
explain how AD pathogenic lesions produce a particular clinical phenotype. Compounding this issue, AD, as we define it
currently, is a heterogeneous neurodegenerative entity with respect to symptomology, pathophysiology, and possibly
etiology.
The purpose of this introductory chapter is to orient the reader to the background in which AD is studied. This
task, at a minimum, requires a detailed explanation of the intrinsic and extrinsic circuits of the hippocampus in order to
facilitate comprehension of the etiology of memory deficits in AD. Furthermore, in order to appropriately interpret the
generalized pathogenic changes observed in this disease, one must first be familiar with changes occurring as a
consequence of normal aging. Only given this background can a precise neuroanatomical description of the cardinal
features of AD pathogenicity, namely neuron loss, neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) density, and amyloid-β (Aβ) plaque
deposition, be appropriately discussed. Of note, all subsequent chapters will reference the neuroanatomical description of
AD pathology described in this section to provide context for additional descriptions of AD clinical deficits, pathogenic
subtypes, proposed molecular etiology, and treatment approaches.

1

1.1

HIPPOCAMPUS ARCHITECTURE & MEMORY CIRCUITS
Ever since Scoville & Milner’s initial report of selective memory deficits in humans following its removal, the

hippocampal region has been defined as central to our memory capacity. (1) Following the general trend in neuroscience
however, even within the narrow scope of memory, the role of the hippocampus is further constrained to both a temporal
window and selective domain of memory processing. With respect to a temporal constraint to hippocampal function,
evidence comes from human studies indicating that immediate memory, the ability to recognize items just brought into
consciousness, is intact in patients with hippocampal lesions. (2) Dated memories that have already been consolidated into
long-term memory, such as memories of one’s childhood, are similarly exempt from deficits attributable to lesions of the
hippocampus.(3) Analyzed as a whole, these findings have led the field to theorize that the hippocampus plays a temporally
constrained role in memory consolidation, the process occurring between the initial formation of memories and their final
repository in the cortex.(4) Interestingly, the duration of critical hippocampal involvement in memory formation may
depend on mediation from adjacent areas of the temporal cortex, as damage to these regions produces a more temporally
extensive form of memory loss.(5, 6) While early investigators quickly elucidated these temporal restrictions on
hippocampal involvement in memory, they failed to recognize the specific pattern of memory deficits unique to
hippocampal lesions until sometime later. Indeed it was not until 1980, that strong evidence supporting the notion that the
cognitive domain of memory was not globally dependent on the hippocampus was published. Since that time, we now
recognize that the hippocampus plays a critical role only in declarative memory. (7) Composed of episodic and semantic
memory subtypes, the declarative domain of memory defines our ability to consciously recollect events of the past. Its
compliment, procedural or non-declarative memory, involves the acquisition of skills and biases that can be expressed
unconsciously through alternations in performance. Not dependent on hippocampal function, instead, procedural memory
is principally mediated by the neo-striatum and cerebellum.(8, 9) Thus, it is now clear that there are several independent yet
interconnected memory systems in the brain that sub-serve specific domains of memory. In fact, in addition to the
procedural and declarative memories subdivisions already described, robust evidence now supports the existence of an
emotional memory system mediated in part by the amygdala and a working memory system sub-served by various cortical
regions.(8, 10) The discovery of these regionally distinct memory systems can be credited largely to work done in animal
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models through which we are beginning to characterize the neural circuitry and information processing mechanisms that
mediate each of the unique domains of memory.
With respect to the generalized anatomy and processing mechanism of the hippocampal memory system, work
done predominately in animal models supports what has been termed the classic tri-synaptic model of hippocampal
synaptic transmission (Figure 1-1). While not included in this simplified model, extensive work confirms that the origin of
afferent information for the hippocampus is derived from virtually every neocortical association area. (11, 12) Of significance
however, these neocortical afferent sources of information do not directly converge at the hippocampus. Instead, the
association cortices project to one or more subdivisions of the parahippocampal region; comprised of the perirhinal,
postrhinal, and entorhinal cortices. (13) Each of these parahippocampal subdivisions are highly interconnected and send
efferent projections to the CA1 and CA3 sectors of the hippocampus, the dentate gyrus, and subiculum.(14) While each
subdivision of the parahippocampal cortex plays an important role in memory, the efferent projections originating in the
entorhinal cortex, termed the perforant pathway, constitute the major cortical afferent source for the hippocampus and
dentate gyrus and therefore warrant a more precise description. Additionally, as summarized in detail in subsequent
sections, this source of cortical afferent information to the hippocampus is specifically perturbed in AD and constitutes the
first connection defined in the classic tri-synaptic model of synaptic transmission in the hippocampus.(15) Notably, this
collection of efferent projections originates from pyramidal and stellate cells contained in entorhinal layers II and III and
to a lesser extent deep layers V and VI, and received its name as a consequence of its projection through the subiculum on
its way to the dentate gyrus and hippocampal sectors CA1/CA3.(16) More precisely, it terminates along the outer dendritic
branches of the subicular and hippocampal pyramids, and on the outer two-thirds of the dendritic fields of the dentate
gyrus granule cells.(17) As described in further detail below, the perforant pathway initiates a multi-synaptic excitatory
sequence of intrinsic hippocampal circuits that terminate in the CA1 field and the subiculum.(18) Of functional
significance, there appears to be a dichotomy with respect to the laminar origin and terminal distribution of perforant
pathway fibers. Axons originating from cell bodies in layers II and VI appear to project selectively to the dentate gyrus,
whereas layers III and V project to CA1 and the subiculum in what is termed the temporoammonic pathway. Critically, in
addition to its general role in the acquisition of spatial memories, the temporoammonic branch (TA-CA1) of the perforant
path has been shown to mediate spatial memory consolidation.(19) Returning to our reference of the tri-synaptic loop of
hippocampal synaptic transmission, granule cells in the dentate gyrus fire on CA3 pyramidal neurons via unmyelinated
3

efferent axons termed mossy fibers. More precisely, these predominantly glutamatergic axons emerge from the basal
portions of the granule cells and pass through the polymorphic cell layer of the dentate gyrus before entering the stratum
lucidum of CA3.(20) Completing the tri-synaptic circuit, hippocampal CA3 pyramidal neurons synapse next on CA1
neurons via Schaffer collaterals.(15) In reality, the afferent signals reaching the hippocampus via the perforant pathway are
processed by a broad network of highly convergent/divergent connections which are hypothesized to mediate memory
consolidation in a plasticity-dependent manner.(21) However, as information processing in hippocampus has not been
completely elucidated, this tri-synaptic model of hippocampal transmission summarizes the major intrinsic pathways well.
The output of these intrinsic hippocampal circuits is conveyed predominately via efferent projections from pyramidal cells
in CA1 and the subiculum to a variety of locations in the brain including the: thalamus, hypothalamus, basal forebrain,
amygdala, and association cortices.(22) Again, as described in subsequent sections, these efferent pathways are of particular
interest when considering the etiology of memory deficits in AD. As the majority of studies have utilized animal models
to do this, a brief discussion of the efficacy of employing animal models to study hippocampal-dependent memory is
warranted.

4

Fi gu r e 1 -1 . Wir in g Dia gra m o f H ip p o ca m pa l T ri sy na pt ic L o o p
T he wir i ng dia gra m o f t h e h ip p o ca m pu s i s tra d iti o na l ly pr esent ed a s a tri -sy na pt ic l o o p. T h e ma jo r i n pu t i s ca rri ed b y a x o n s o f t h e
p er fora nt pa t h, wh i c h c o nv e y p ol y m o da l sen so ry i n for ma ti on fr o m neu r o n s i n lay er II o f th e ent or hi nal co rt ex t o t h e d enta t e g yru s.
P er fora nt pa th a xo n s ma k e e x cita to ry syna p ti c c o nta ct wi t h t h e d en dri t es o f g ranu l e cell s: a x o n s fro m t h e lat era l a n d media l e n to rh i na l
c ort i c e s i n n er va t e t h e ou t er a n d mi d dl e t hir d o f t h e d e n dri ti c t ree, r esp ect iv ely . Gra nu l e cel l s pr oj ect, t hr ou g h t h eir ax o n s (t h e m o ssy
fib e r s), t o t he pr o xi ma l a p i ca l d e n dri t e s o f C A3 p yra m ida l cel ls whi ch, i n tu r n, p ro j ect t o ip silat eral C A1 p yra mi dal cell s t h rou gh
S cha ffe r c ol la t era l s a n d t o co n tra la t e ra l C A3 a n d C A1 py ra mi dal cell s t hr ou g h co mmi ssu ral con n ect i on s. In ad d iti o n t o t h e se qu en tia l
tri sy na p ti c c ir cu i t, t h er e i s a l so a d e n se a sso cia ti v e n et work i nt er co n n ecti n g C A3 cel l s o n th e sa me sid e. C A3 p yra mi dal c e ll s a r e a l so
in n er va t e d b y a dir e ct i n pu t fr o m la y er II c ell s o f t he e nt or hi n al co rt ex ( n ot sh o wn). T h e di stal ap i cal d en dri t es o f C A1 p yra mi da l
n eu r on s r e c ei v e a dir e ct i n pu t fr o m la y er III c el l s o f t h e ent or hi nal co rt ex. T h er e i s a l so su b sta nt ial mo du lat o ry i n pu t t o h i p p oca m pa l
n eu r on s. T he t hr e e ma j or su b fi el d s ha v e a n e l ega nt la m ina r or gan i zati o n i n wh ich t h e cel l b o di es a r e t i gh tl y pa ck ed i n an i n t e rl o ck i ng C sha p ed a rra n g e me n t, wi th a ffer e nt fi b e r s t er m i na ti n g o n sel ect iv e r eg i on s o f t h e d en d rit i c t r ee. T h e hi p p oca mpu s i s al so h o m e t o a ri c h
di v er sit y o f i n hi bi to ry n eu ro n s t ha t a r e n ot sh o wn i n th e fi gu r e. R epr o du ced wi th P er mi ssio n s fr o m Natu r e R ev i ews N eu ro sci e n c e. ( 2 3 )
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1.2

PATHOLOGICAL CHANGES ASSOCIATED WITH NORMAL AGING
From a neuropathological point of view, neurofibrillary tangles (NFT), senile plaques (SP), and neuronal/ synaptic

loss are the major pathologic features associated with AD. NFTs are comprised of paired helical filaments (PHFs), which
are aggregations of a hyper-phosphorylated microtubule-associated protein known as tau. These lesions are intracellularly
localized. By comparison, Aβ plaques are extracellular aggregations comprised of aberrantly cleaved Aβ peptides. While
these histological abnormalities are well established cardinal features of AD pathogenesis, they are not unique to AD,
being present in a number of brain disorders and even in normal aging. In fact, at the gross level, the pathophysiology of
AD manifests itself in many of the same ways as normal aging, especially with respect to cortical atrophy. Even today, a
common misconception about normal ageing is that significant cell loss and dramatic changes in neuronal morphology
occur diffusely and with no appreciable regional restrictions. Under this misconception, a multitude of studies have
investigated the relationship between cortical atrophy in cognitively normal elderly and patients with AD. Rationally
assuming that increased atrophy must underlie the clinical deficits observed in AD, early studies operated under the
assumption that brain atrophy must be more severe and regionally restricted in AD than in cognitively normal elderly.
Operating under this assumption, several studies have investigated the possibility of meaningful trends existing between
brain weights of cognitively normal elderly as compared to individuals with AD. (24-26) Unexpectedly, even in the largest of
these studies, significant differences in brain weight are not detected between AD and aged-matched controls; although a
non-significant trend towards more severe atrophy in AD is observed. (25, 26) From this negative finding, several points of
insight can be garnered. Most contributory to the lack of a discernable difference observed in brain weight between AD
and cognitively intact elderly, human brain weights in the elderly are characterized by a high degree of inter-individual
variability. Furthermore, while brain weight can decrease by nearly 10% in AD patients, the brains of cognitively normal
elderly also undergo a significant degree of atrophy.(24) In fact, simply as a consequence of normal aging, brain
volume/weight declines with age at a rate of around 2-5% per decade after age 40.(27, 28) Not only does this individuallyvariable rate of atrophy in cognitively normal subjects compound the intrinsic variability in brain mass present at baseline,
it is not constant, with reports suggesting that the rate of neurodegeneration increases over the age of 70 in an
unpredictable fashion.(27, 28) Still, even if AD brains differed in mass from those of cognitively normal elderly subjects, it is
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unlikely this finding would harbor diagnostic utility. This is because without knowing what neuronal systems and cell
populations underlie the reductions in brain mass, the extent of AD pathology alone is unlikely to correlate robustly with
symptom severity. At the most fundamental level this is because the brain is functionally compartmentalized. Highly
integrated neuronal networks, capable of robust plasticity, sub-serve very specific functions which when perturbed evoke
an equally unique behavioral phenotype. Thus, the severity and nature of a particular functional deficit is always a
reflection of two variables: (i) the extent of neuropathology and (ii) the specific neuroanatomical location and nature of
that neuropathology. Put differently, since the pathological features of AD are also present in normal aging, it is not
sufficient to know the extent of AD pathology in the whole brain. Instead, one must privy to both the severity of the
pathology and its anatomical/cellular targets in the brain in order to robustly correlate pathology to functional deficits. The
differential in functional deficits associated with atrophy due to AD and normal aging perfectly illustrates this point.
While the first variable, the extent of cortical atrophy averaged over the whole brain appears similar in normal aging and
AD. The second variable, the neuroanatomical pattern characteristic of each neurodegenerative process is not assessed
when considering total brain weight. For example, a reduction in total brain weight could be explained by neuronal
apoptosis, loss of non-neuronal cell-types, degeneration of white matter tracks or any number of equally plausible
processes. For this reason, the degree of cortical atrophy across the whole brain fails to correlate robustly with symptom
severity in either AD or cognitively normal elderly. Here also, we have our answer to the question, “why does the
neurodegeneration associated with AD produce more profound clinical deficits compared to the process of normal aging if
the degree of cortical atrophy is not significantly different between the two etiologies?” Only when averaged over the
whole brain is cortical atrophy equivalent between AD and normal ageing. In reality, the two pathophysiological
processes display unique patterns of neurodegeneration and impact each region of the brain to a different degree.
Keen to correlate the degree of cortical atrophy with a precise neuroanatomical region of the brain in order to
explain function deficits, beginning in 1955, pioneer neuroanatomist H. Brody began quantifying neuron loss across the
human life span.(29) Subsequently followed by a large volume of studies, science became falsely convinced of a
ubiquitous 10-60% decline in neuronal density from early adulthood to late old age occurring as a consequence of normal
aging within the human cerebral cortex.(24, 29-32) Perplexingly, just as in AD, robust neurodegeneration attributable to the
normal aging process was reported to occur to a varying degree in different regions of the brain. While these early studies
would later be corrected as described below, profound neuron loss in the range of 18-57%, 15-51%, and 14-29% were
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attributed to normal aging in regions such as the temporal association cortices(29, 31, 33, 34), frontal association cortices(30, 31,
34, 35)

, and subiculum(30, 34), respectively. Especially relevant to the topic of memory impairment, later studies would go on

to demonstrate an equally profound 19-43% loss in hippocampal neurons in normally ageing humans.(36) Indicative of the
technical difficulties inherent in quantifying neuronal degeneration, the precise mechanism by which neuronal density
declined in normal aging was not unanimously agreed upon. While the majority of studies supported the hypothesis that
neuronal density decreased due to the loss of gray matter, others emphasized that reductions in white matter pathways is
also contributory. Still others hypothesized, in defiance of the popular paradigm, that robust neuronal death was not
characteristic of normal aging, and that instead reductions in brain volume/mass represented shrinkage of cell bodies or
reductions in neuropil. In fact, not until the advent of new stereological principles in the 1980’s did investigators being to
uncover the systematic confounds which led to this uncertainty. Employing these more precise methodologies, modern
investigators uncovered that early reports of severe neuronal loss as a consequence of normal ageing were confounded by
various technical and methodological issues, such as tissue processing and sampling design.(37) Instead, the resulting
conclusion of these studies was that in humans(38, 39), non-human primates,(40, 41) and rodents(42, 43), significant cell death in
the hippocampus and neocortex is not characteristic of normal ageing. In fact, a ~30% reduction in neuron number in
layer 8A of the prefrontal cortex (PFC), is one of the only reductions in neuron number attributable to normal ageing that
has been corroborated using modern methodologies. (44) Lending further credibility to this finding, the same report states
that neighboring regions of the PFC exhibit conservation of neuron number, and that the neural degeneration in layer 8A
of the PFC correlates with impaired performance on a working memory test.(44)
Similar to early reports of a decline in neuronal density with ageing, early investigations of dendritic branching
incorrectly suggested massive deterioration in the human entorhinal cortex and hippocampus. (45, 46) These experiments too,
however, were plagued by experimental confounds such as the selection of a heterogeneous study population including
both healthy and demented individuals. Subsequent investigations, which were more precisely controlled for the
participants' mental status and which applied stereological controls, have found that normal aged individuals exhibit no
significant reduction in dendritic branching as a consequence of ageing. In fact, perhaps counterintuitively, dendritic
branching and length appears to be greater in aged individuals as compared to younger adults in specific regions of the
brain.(47, 48) Interestingly, some investigators suggest that the observed increases in dendritic branching are largely
accounted for by the lengthening and branching (apical dendrites) or lengthening only (basal dendrites) of terminal
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dendritic segments.(47) Mechanistically, these data suggest a model of robust plasticity in which the aging cortex contains
regressing/apoptotic and surviving/arborizing neurons, with the latter group predominating even in the aging adult brain.
Highlighting only those studies which characterize dendritic branching in regions of particular significance to AD,
extensive dendritic branching in layer II of the parahippocampal gyrus, the origin of the perforant pathway, is now wellestablished in the literature.(47, 48) Additionally, increased dendritic extent in the dentate gyrus of old compared with
middle-aged humans has now been reported.(49, 50) Lastly, the human hippocampus and subiculum exhibit no change in
dendritic branching with age.(50-52) Corroborating these findings in humans, modern studies of dendritic extent in other
animal models have, in general, confirmed that there is no regression of dendrites with age. For example in rats, no
significant reductions in dendritic length of hippocampal granule cells or CA1 neurons between young (3 months),
middle-aged (12–20 months) and aged (27–30 months) rats have been observed.(53-55) Consistent with the studies above
which suggest the morphology of PFC neurons is uniquely sensitive to age-related neurodegenerative processes, agedependent reductions in both apical and basal dendritic branching of PFC neurons have been reported in the medial PFC
in humans and rats.(26, 56, 57) In summary, extensive research in both animal models and human subjects strongly alludes to
the conclusion that PFC neurons are more vulnerable to the neurodegenerative processes of ageing than their hippocampal
counterparts, although this is not to say more subtle changes to neuronal morphology are completely absent in the regions
of the brain which sub-serve memory. To the contrary, while the CA1 region of the hippocampus (55) and dentate gyrus(58,
59)

demonstrate no significant difference in spine density in humans and rats, in the subiculum of non-human primates,

significant reductions in spine density with age have been observed in monkeys between the ages of 7 and 28 years of
age.(60)
Summarizing the changes associated with normal aging, at worst, the brains of intellectually preserved elderly
individuals are characterized by mild brain atrophy with functionally significant reductions in neuron number and
dendritic density predominantly restricted to the cells of the PFC. While this unique pattern of neurodegeneration
differentiates normal aging from the neuropathological profile of AD described below, it also raises a new question.
Namely, “what neurodegenerative processes, if not neuronal/dendritic reductions, account for the commonly observed
phenomenon of age-associated memory impairment (AAMI)?”
Compared to their younger counterparts, it is now well-established that aged humans exhibit a distinct pattern of
memory impairment in the domains of episodic memory and working memory.(61, 62) Given the evidence of robust age9

dependent reductions in PFC neurons in the elderly discussed above, it is not surprising that deficits in working memory
are observed in this population. One way these age-dependent deficits in working memory have been demonstrated
empirically is by evaluating performance on the delayed non-matching-to-sample (DNMS) task. While humans display
significant reduction in performance on this task(63), they are not the only species to exhibit deficits in working memory
with advancing age, as aged rats(64)and non-human primates(65, 66) also show time-dependent deficits on the DNMS task.
However, deficits in working memory are not the only behavioral sequela of PFC neurodegeneration. In addition to its
involvement in working memory, the PFC is also considered to be the neural substrate of executive function. One way to
measure executive function is with the Wisconsin card sorting task (WCST). Unsurprisingly, aged humans are impaired
on the WCST and make more perseverative errors. (67) As with working memory impairment, adaptations of the WCST for
animal models have demonstrated deficits in executive function are also seen in non-human models.(68) Notably, unlike
deficits in spatial and episodic memory observed in AAMI, impairment in working memory and executive function are
not surprising given that the morphology of neurons in the PFC is more susceptible to age-related neurodegenerative
processes.
Whereas the PFC is necessary for working memory (69, 70) and executive function (71), the remaining deficits
associated with AAMI, namely impairment in episodic and spatial memory tasks, are hippocampus-dependent.
Perplexingly, despite the lack of overt neurodegeneration in the hippocampus, performance on episodic memory tasks
declines with age in humans.(61, 62) In addition, aged humans(72), monkeys(73, 74), dogs(75, 76), rats(77, 78) and mice(79) all show
deficits on tasks designed to test spatial navigation. Until recently, the neurobiological substrate of these observed deficits
was a mystery given the absence of overt neuron death or alterations in dendritic density associated with increased age. As
it turns out, the mechanism behind age-associated behavioral impairments attributable to hippocampal-dysfunction are far
more subtle and result from region-specific changes in dendritic morphology, cellular connectivity, Ca 2+ dysregulation,
gene expression and other factors which affect plasticity. With respect to dendritic morphology and cellular connectivity,
electron microscopic investigation at the perforant path–granule cell synapse showed that aged rats have a 27% decrease
in synapse number in the middle molecular layer of the dentate gyrus compared with young rats.(80-82) The specificity of
this synapse loss in the dentate gyrus is astonishingly constrained, as age-related synaptic loss involves axospinous, but
not axodendritic, junctions.(82) Moreover, these alternations in synaptic connectivity are both functionally significant and
regionally constrained, as spatial memory deficits correlate robustly with a reduction in perforated synapses at the medial
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perforant path–granule cell synapse.(83) Notably, the alternations in cell-to-cell interactions observed in the dentate gyrus
are not observed for Schaffer collateral–CA1 synapses, as the total synapse number remains the same across different age
groups.(84) Instead, it is believed that age-related dysfunction in CA1 pyramidal cells is related to profound reductions in
the post-synaptic density area of these perforated synapses. Supporting this conclusion, electrophysiological data
demonstrates that the amplitude of the field EPSP recorded in area CA1 of aged rats is reduced compared to younger rats.
Taken together, these findings support the idea that many hippocampal perforated synapses become non-functional or
silent in aged learning-impaired. While this loss of functional synapses might contribute significantly to cognitive decline
during normal ageing, it is not the only change associated with ageing in the hippocampus. In addition to the changes in
cell-to-cell interactions described, the biophysical properties of hippocampal neurons are also dramatically altered by age.
For example, numerous studies have demonstrated an increase in Ca2+ conductance in aged hippocampal CA1 neurons,
perhaps due to an increased density of L-type Ca2+ channels.(85) While reductions in synapse number could perturb the
cooperativity of active synapses and lead to network dysfunction, dysregulation of Ca2+ homeostasis undoubtedly
contributes to restrictions in plasticity that may contribute to the observed deficits in spatial and episodic memory seen in
the elderly. The best evidence of this summary comes from experiments which demonstrate that aged rats exhibit deficits
in LTP, a process universally acknowledged as crucial to memory formation in the hippocampus. Convincingly, the
functional consequences of altered morphology, biophysical properties and synaptic connections of aged neurons on
plasticity and LTP are robust; with aged rats demonstrate deficits in both phases of LTP. As described earlier, LTP can be
divided into an induction phase and a maintenance phase. The induction phase involves the temporal association of
presynaptic glutamate release with postsynaptic depolarization, resulting in the ejection of Mg2+ from NMDA receptors
and a consequent increase in intracellular Ca2+.(21)81 Considering this phase of LTP’s dependence on appropriate Ca 2+
regulation and the cooperativity of afferent input, it is mechanistically apparently why LTP induction is perturbed in the
hippocampus of aged animals. Less intuitively however, normal aging also impairs the maintenance phase of LTP. In this
second phase of LTP, changes in gene expression and the insertion/relocation of AMPA receptors into the post-synaptic
membrane insures the continued expression of increased synaptic efficacy after induction. As stated, it is known that the
maintenance phase of LTP requires gene expression and de novo protein synthesis. This protein synthesis is facilitated via
the expression of immediate early genes (IEGs) such as cfos. Functionally, IEGs can be grouped into two classes:
inducible transcription factors (c-jun, c-fos, and zif2) and effector proteins.(86) After c-jun and c-fos mRNA are translated
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into protein, their protein products can form a heterodimer called the activator protein 1 (AP1) complex. Critically, AP1 is
a transcription factor that promotes the expression of late-response genes, some of which are important for the growth of
new synapses or the modification of synaptic structure.(87) Relating this pathway of LTP maintenance to age-related
alternations in plasticity which may affect cognition, although hippocampal pyramidal cell expression of IEGs do not
differ significantly across age groups, elderly animals transcribe less IEG mRNA as compared to younger controls.(88)
This consequently may lead to dysregulation of other genes that depend on the AP1 transcription factor, resulting in the
deficits in LTP observed in aged animals. Interpreted as a whole, these studies suggest that age-related changes in key
excitatory synaptic connections, even in the absence of significant circuit degeneration, perturb neuronal function in the
hippocampus to a degree sufficient to impair LTP; one of the principal neuronal phenomenon underlying memory
formation.
In summary, once thought to be exclusively a consequence of massive cell loss and the deterioration of dendritic
branching, animals experience an age-dependent decline in cognitive function.(45, 46) Clinically referred to as AAMI, these
age-related deficits in episodic, spatial, and working memory in addition to perturbations in executive function have now
been mechanistically linked to subtle neuronal changes in the PFC and hippocampus. Without question, of the brain
regions affected by ageing, the hippocampus and the PFC appear to be particularly vulnerable. However, alluding to the
complexity of the pathogenic processes which underlie age-related neurodegeneration, the impact of ageing on neuronal
function in each of these regions differs dramatically. With respect to the PFC, the morphology of these neurons appear
more susceptible to age-related change, as these neurons exhibit a decrease in dendritic branching across animal
models.(26, 55-57) Additionally, in stark contrast to initial reports of wide-spread neuronal decline in the aging brain,
evidence now suggests that regionally constrained losses in cell number (area 8A in monkeys) occurs naturally with age,
and that this decline in cell density is correlated with working memory deficits.(44) Although there is also evidence of Ca2+
dysregulation in aged PFC neurons (89), the functional consequences of this are not yet known and are far better
characterized in the hippocampus. In this second vulnerable brain region, more is known about the impact of ageing on
neuronal function. Specifically, dysregulation in Ca 2+ homeostasis(85) and changes in synaptic connectivity(82) are
hypothesized to perturb plasticity and gene expression resulting in an alteration of the hippocampal neuronal circuitry
which sub-serve memory. Notably, although the age-related neurological changes described are of sufficient severity to
perturb neuronal function in these two brain regions, like the clinically observed deficits associated with AAMI, these
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neuronal changes tend to be subtle when compared with the alterations that are observed in age-associated disorders such
as Alzheimer’s disease. However mild by comparison, a robust understanding of the precise mechanistic underpinnings of
AAMI is critical for the study of AD, as understanding age-related changes in cognition sets a background against which
it is possible to assess the effects of pathological disease states.

1.3

NEUROPATHOLOGICAL CHANGES ASSOCIATED WITH ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE
As justification for why an understanding of age-related neurodegeneration is fundamental to assessing the

pathological changes in AD, one must look no further than the now dated theories of AD pathogenesis developed in the
eighties and nineties. During this time period, a considerable portion of the scientific community favored the hypothesis
that AD simply exemplified exaggerated aging rather than a truly distinct disease process. (90) As in the preliminary
assessments of brain changes associated with ageing, initial attempts to distinguish between normal aging and AD
pathology applied stereological methods for quantitative assessment of neuronal numbers to determine if specific patterns
in neuron loss existed between these two etiologies of cognitive impairment. Logically, since memory impairment is a
cardinal clinical manifestation of both AAMI and AD pathology, neuroanatomists first focused on the neuronal substrates
of memory formation in the brain; the entorhinal cortex, hippocampus and subiculum. In addition to sub-serving the
cognitive functions most perturbed by AD, these regions of interest also non-coincidentally are the first to develop the
histopathological hallmarks of AD; Aβ plaques and NFTs. Unlike in normal aging in which preliminary findings of robust
neuronal loss were later proven false, the neuronal loss reported in AD has been more or less consistent since its initial
discovery. For example, in one of the earliest studies of neuron loss attributable to AD, a 52% and 31% decline in the
number of neurons in the subiculum and hilus of the dentate gyrus represent the two most significant findings,
respectively.(91) While these studies are notable for being among the first to quantitatively measure neuron loss in AD,
later studies which contrasted AD patients with age-matched controls, were those which truly marked the downfall of the
theory that AD and normal aging represent the same pathological process. Chronologically, M.J. West and colleagues
were the first to present well-controlled evidence of differences in hippocampal neuron loss between AD and cognitively
normal elderly. Chief among their 1994 discoveries was the finding of a robust 31% decrease in CA1 hippocampal neuron
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number in individuals with AD as compared to both youthful and aged subjects (AD= 4.4x10 6 CA1 neurons versus
14.08x106 in normal ageing group).(39) In contrast to the finding of reduced CA1 neurons in AD, almost no neuron loss
attributable to ageing was measured in this region. Later studies would go on to characterize the rate of
hippocampal/entorhinal atrophy between AD and cognitively normal controls only to discover that AD patients
demonstrate a greater annual percentage volume change in both the entorhinal cortex (6.8 +/- 4.3%) and hippocampus (5.9
+/- 2.4%) when compared to controls.(92, 93) From these findings, the authors concluded that the neurodegenerative
processes associated with normal ageing and with Alzheimer's disease are qualitatively different.(39) The independent
corroboration of this groups findings would subsequently confirm this conclusion and disprove the hypothesis that AD
and accelerated aging are synonymous terms for the same pathological process. (39, 94-96)
Now pathologically distinct from normal aging in the literature, the specific pattern of neuron loss in AD was
quickly elucidated by further quantitative stereological studies. As stated, the first of these confirmatory studies
recapitulated the finding of severe neurodegeneration in regions of the brain sub-serving memory, with estimated neuronal
losses of 31-68%, 22-47%, and 14-25%, for pyramidal CA1 neurons, the subiculum, and the hilus of the hippocampus,
respectively.(39, 94, 96, 97) Equally critical, a subset of these studies also demonstrated that the extent of neuronal loss
progresses with the pathological severity of AD. For example, Braak stage IV AD patients exhibit a 33% reduction in
pyramidal CA1 neurons while a 51% decline in this same neuron population was measured in Braak stage V AD
patients.(96) Of additional significance, neuron loss is not homogenously distributed even within a particular brain region, a
finding once again indicative of the selective vulnerability of particular neuronal populations to the unique pathological
processes underlying AD. Case in point, comparison of AD and non-demented age-matched controls reveals a 48%
decline in the overall neuronal content of the entorhinal cortex. However, the vast majority of this neuron loss in the
entorhinal cortex, up to 90%, is secondary to the specific loss of neurons in layer II. (98) While neuron loss in the structures
discussed to this point are certainly fundamental to the clinically observed deficits in memory associated with AD, cell
loss in other key brain regions, like the Nucleus basalis of Meynert (NBM), is unquestionably contributory as well. In this
region, investigators report a devastating 42-89% reduction in cholinergic neurons.(99, 100) A component of the highly
integrated basal forebrain cholinergic pathways, strong evidence suggests that this system makes key contributions to
normal cognitive processes and that disruption of this system in AD has serious consequences for attention, learning and
memory. In fact, as described in subsequent chapters, evidence of cholinergic dysfunction contributing to deficits in
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memory observed in AD is so great, modulation of this neurotransmitter system currently represents the gold-standard in
AD palliative treatment. However the ineffectiveness of these treatments clinically may be an indication of other regions
of substantial neuronal degeneration in AD. With respect to neocortical brain regions, two areas of robust neuronal insult
have been described; the PFC and superior temporal sulcus. The later of these two brain regions exhibits a greater than
50% reduction in neuron content in severe AD. (101) Similar to the entorhinal cortex and hippocampus, the former
demonstrates a selectively vulnerable cell population, with an astonishing 90% reduction in PFC pyramidal neurons.(102)
Lastly, while subcortical structures like the substantia nigra are general spared from severe neuron loss in AD(103), the
amygdala(104) and Edinger-Westphal nucleus(105) both exhibit robust degeneration, 51-56% and 67% respectively. Notably,
while these quantitative assessments demonstrating an extensive neuronal loss during the progression of AD have been
instrumental in defining AD as a unique pathophysiological process, questions still remain regarding the nature of this
neuron loss. While the majority of studies support the conclusion that apoptotic cell death underlies the majority of neuron
loss observed in AD(106, 107), other mechanisms of neurodegeneration such as necrosis cannot be ruled out in light of
evidence of abnormal oxidative stress and advanced glycation-end products.(108)
Beyond distinguishing AD as a unique pathophysiological entity, when interpreted within the context of
hippocampal-mediated memory pathways, the patterns of neuron loss in AD also provide a mechanistic understanding of
the cognitive dysfunction observed in AD. As discussed, the input and output pathways of the hippocampal formation are
formed by axons that arise from specific and discrete cell populations. Summarizing the afferent/efferent pathways
relevant to memory formation, cortical input from sensory association and limbic cortices to the hippocampus arises from
projection neurons in layers II and III of the entorhinal cortex. The axons of these neurons in the entorhinal cortex
constitute the performant pathway and serve as the major cortical afferent source for the hippocampus/dentate gyrus. As
these are precisely the neurons lost in AD brains, with layers V & VI unaffected, it is clear to see that afferent input into
the hippocampus is very likely perturbed in AD. In the absence of pathology, afferent signals from the performant
pathway are then processed via intrinsic hippocampal circuitry. Once processed via a mechanism not yet completely
elucidated, hippocampal output to the cortex arises principally via the CA1 pyramidal neurons and from projection
neurons originating in the subiculum. Mirroring the specificity of AD lesions with respect to afferent hippocampal
pathways, CA1 pyramidal neurons and the subiculum are robustly degenerated as a consequence of AD pathology. Thus,
both the principal afferent and efferent pathways to the hippocampus are selectively perturbed in AD. Generalizing for the
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sake of clarity, the functional ramification of this finding is analogous to a bi-lateral hippocampal lesion, with
hippocampal tissues intact, but unable to facilitate memory consolidation in isolation.

1.3.1

Tau Deposition in AD

While neuronal loss represents the first cardinal pathological feature of AD and partially explains the clinical
deficits observed in AD, it is obviously far too ubiquitous among neurodegenerative disorders to be considered a
pathognomonic feature of AD. Instead, a fundamental distinction between other neurodegenerative pathologies and AD is
that the pathophysiology of the latter is characterized by a distinct topographical distribution of two pathognomonic
neurobiological lesions; Aβ plaques and neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs). In summary of this topographical distribution of
NFTs, the CA1 fields of the hippocampus, entorhinal cortex and the inferior temporal cortex typically harbor the greatest
degree of tauopathy. In contrast, the superior frontal and occipital cortex are relatively spared in AD, even in the tenth and
eleventh decades of life.(109) Acknowledging the finding that NFT deposition in the substantia nigra and locus coeruleus
are not specific to AD pathology, NFT deposition follows a stepwise topographic distribution pattern that begins in the
trans-entorhinal region (Braak stage I) before affecting the entorhinal cortex (Braak stage II), hippocampus and temporooccipital gyrus (Braak stage III), temporal cortex (Braak stage IV), parietal cortex (Braak stage V) and lastly occipital
cortex (Braak stage VI).(110) Notably, while this temporal profile of NFT deposition is typical of AD, NFTs are not
specific for AD and are indeed found universally in almost every class of brain disease. Exemplifying the ubiquitous
nature of NFTs in diseases of the brain, NFT deposition has been found in the brains of individuals who experience:
frontotemporal lobar degeneration with tauopathy (FTLD-MAPT), focal cortical dysplasia, myotonic dystrophy, prion
diseases, metabolic/storage diseases, some brain tumors, chronic traumatic encephalopathy, viral encephalitis, and other
brain diseases.(111-116). Especially with respect to its role in the pathology of AD, the ubiquitous presence of NFTs in
human brain disease suggests that NFTs are, at least under some conditions, a secondary response to injury. In support of
this interpretation, NFTs are even found, albeit in a topographically restricted manner, in the absence of overt
pathology.(117) Two independent studies demonstrate this finding, with all individuals over the age of 40 years exhibited at
least initial NFT pathology in the brainstem. (116, 118) On the other hand, others argue that NFTs play a primary role in
neurodegeneration, citing that NFT pathology is observed in the human brain long before the formation of Aβ plaques in
patients with AD.(116, 118, 119) Still, despite likely representing a secondary response to injury rather than the primary
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neurodegenerative insult, the density of neuroanatomical localization of NFTs remains one of the most important clinical
parameters in AD. This is principally due to the vast literature supporting the conclusion of a robust correlation between
neocortical (not necessarily allocortical or subcortical) NFT density and ante-mortem cognitive status. Highlighting the
most scientifically rigorous of these studies, many groups have independently demonstrated that the density of NFTs in
select cerebral fields significantly correlate with cognitive performance as assessed via behavioral assays such as the
MMSE.(120, 121) In fact, the correlation between NFT deposition and cognitive deficits is so robust that the neuroanatomical
distribution of NFTs is predictive of the cognitive domains affected in patients with AD. (96, 101, 122) For example, the trend
for AD pathology to manifest itself as disturbances in memory clinically has been linked to the deposition of NFTs in the
anatomical substrates of memory in the medial temporal lobe. Similarly, deficits in domains associated with mid-to-late
stages AD such as executive function, visuospatial capacities, and speech manifest themselves in synchrony with the
development of NFTs in the neocortical brain regions sub-serving these constituents of cognition. In summary, regardless
of its role as an initiating factor or secondary sequela of AD pathogenesis, NFT load is unequivocally related to cognitive
impairment. This relationship is so robust, that amongst the thousands of cases and dozens of studies conducted
worldwide, never has there been a report of a documented individual with “end-stage” neocortical NFT pathology who
lacked ante-mortem cognitive impairment.(123, 124)
Beyond this clinical relevance, the neuroanatomical distribution of NFTs has also been shown to correlate with
the prototypical pattern of neuron loss observed in AD. (96, 101, 122) However, a subset of studies have indicate that more
neurons disappear in brains of AD subjects than can be explained directly by the number of NFTs observed at autopsy. (101)
One hypothesis to explain this discordance is that NFTs are removed or reabsorbed from the brain over the course of AD
pathogenesis.(102) While reports of such “ghost tangles” have been made, the cumulative body of evidence is more
supportive of neuronal shrinkage and/or non-NFT-mediated cell death mechanisms to explain this observation.

1.3.2

Amyloid Deposition in AD

Despite neuron loss and NFT deposition being cardinal features of AD and more closely related to symptomatic
progression, to date, the unequivocal diagnosis of AD rests predominately on the histopathological confirmation of Aβ
senile plaques in the brain.(125) As discussed, this is in part due to the fact that NFTs and neuron loss are universally
common lesions and therefore lack the specificity necessary to differentiate AD from other etiologies of dementia. In this
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regard, NFTs and neuron loss resemble many of the additional changes that may also occur in the brains of AD patients
including: amyloid angiopathy, age-related brain atrophy, synaptic pathology, white matter rarefaction, granulovacuolar
degeneration, and neuroinflammation.(126-128) In contrast to all of these lesions described, Aβ plaques are unique to AD by
definition. However their use in defining criteria for the morphological diagnosis of AD is considerably complicated by
two other issues; the phenotypical heterogeneity of Aβ plaques and science’s incomplete understanding of their formation.
In the current paradigm, amyloid plaques are hypothesized to undergo gradual growth in the interstitial space of the brain
via continual extracellular deposition of Aβ peptides at “seeding sites”. These growing plaques encroach progressively on
the axons and dendritic processes of neighboring neurons, eventually leading to neuronal death. (129) While the research
behind this assertion is robust and very likely true for a subset of amyloid deposits in AD, its validity may be comprised
due to its failure to acknowledge the multiple subtypes of amyloid deposits in AD brains. For instance, deposits of Aβ
peptide frequently, but not always, aggregate at the center of a cluster of dystrophic neurites. Termed, neuritic plaques,
this subset of senile plaques are considered to be the most closely associated with neuronal injury. In support of this
conclusion, studies have demonstrating greater synapse loss and glial activation around this subset of lesions.(130-132) For
this reason, the confirmation of neuritic plaques in the brain at autopsy serves as the keystone of guidelines for the
neuropathological assessment of AD. However the pathological significance of the second class of Aβ plaques, named
non-neuritic or diffuse plaques, cannot be underestimated. Speaking generally, this is a morphologically diverse subset of
Aβ-peptide-containing lesions which includes deposits of Aβ-peptide not in close association with dystrophic neurites. In
contrast to their neuritic counterparts, diffuse amyloid plaques lack associated inflammatory cells and are not closely
associated with neuron degeneration.(132) Recent studies also indicate diffuse plaques originate via an independent
mechanism. Instead of a gradual extracellular deposition of Aβ at seeding sites, diffuse plaques are hypothesized to be the
result of leaks of amyloid from compromised blood vessels at focal sites of blood-brain-barrier breaches.(129)
Troublesomely, while the various subtypes of Aβ plaques have been recognized for decades at the histochemical level, the
majority of AD researchers continue to publish under the false assumption that Aβ plaques can be referred to as a
homogenous unit. For those researchers who do make the effort to distinguish between Aβ plaque types, the issue is
further complicating by the inconsistent use of nomenclature pervasive in the literature. Using diffuse plaques as an
example, similar lesions are also referred to as cotton wool plaques, amyloid lakes, and sub-pial bands. It is important to
emphasize that this issue is not purely semantic. As discussed, not only do neuritic and diffuse plaques differ in their
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correlation with cognitive deficits, they may also arise as a consequence of completely distinct pathological processes.
While the significance of the latter point is still unknown, the failure to distinguish between morphological plaques types
certainly has led to the overemphasis that Aβ plaque deposition does not correlate with disease severity. To the contrary,
when morphological subtypes of Aβ plaques are considered, progression to clinical dementia is associated with a higher
proportion of more “mature” plaque subtypes. For example, in one study comparing plaque morphology between preclinical and end-stage AD, 53% of all amyloid deposition was classified as diffuse plaque in the pre-clinical group as
compared to 31% in the end-stage cohort.(133) Even in the absence of a direct correlation between Aβ plaques and
symptom severity, a strong association between AD genetic risk factors and Aβ plaque formation is clearly established in
the literature.(134) All high-penetrance AD genetic risk alleles (APOE4, Trisomy 21, APP mutations/duplications, PSEN1/2
mutations) have been linked with increased Aβ deposition and formation of the putative toxic subtypes of Aβ peptide
species. Given that genetic factors confer approximately 70% of an individual’s risk for AD, these findings carry strong
mechanistic implications and support the idea that Aβ plaques represent a temporally upstream feature of AD
pathogenesis.(134, 135)
Despite inconsistencies in nomenclature and the general failure of the field to recognize the various subtypes of
Aβ plaques, the topographical pattern of Aβ deposition in the brain has been well-characterized. In stark contrast to the
pattern observed for NFTs, the topographical pattern of Aβ deposition is markedly different. Aβ plaques appear first in the
neo-cortex (phase I) and expand in an anterograde fashion into allocortex (phase II). Next, Aβ deposition becomes robust
in the diencephalic nuclei, striatum and cholinergic nuclei (phase III) before spreading to the brainstem nuclei (phase IV)
and finally cerebellum (phase V).(136) Translating this 5 phase system to pay homage to the 3 stage system used by Braak
& Braak, stage A is defined by the presence of neuritic Aβ plaques in the basal portions of the frontal and temporal
cortices.(110) Of particular significance with respect to the clinical correlation of Aβ deposition with memory deficits,
during this stage no evidence of amyloid is present in the hippocampus although the pre-subiculum and entorhinal cortex
demonstrate evidence of diffuse plaques. Similarly, primary sensory and motor brain regions are completely spared, with
the only notable exception to this rule being the olfactory cortex. (137) By stage B of the Braak & Braak system, a moderate
density of Aβ plaques is found ubiquitously in the isocortex with the notable exceptions of primary sensory and motor
areas. During this stage of AD the hippocampal formation is only mildly involved, with sparse Aβ deposition mostly
restricted to the pyramidal cell layers of the subiculum and sector CA1. The unique exception to this description is the
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presence of two rows of densely packed amyloid deposits in the molecular layers of the subiculum and fascia dentata. In
comparison to CA1, sectors CA2 and CA4 contain relatively few plaques regardless of AD severity. Although Aβ plaque
deposition in the hippocampus worsens with disease progression, the final Braak & Braak stage, stage C, is defined by Aβ
deposition in the primary sensory/motor areas.(138) Alluding to the possibility of a subpopulation of vulnerable cell types,
Aβ deposition also follows a unique laminar distribution in the cortex across all stages. (138) Briefly, the external glial layer
remains virtually completely devoid of amyloid deposits while layers II and III display sparse Aβ plaque distribution.
Similarly, the myelin rich layers IV and Vb of the isocortex fail to demonstrate a propensity to facilitate amyloid
aggregation. Instead, robust Aβ plaque deposition is loosely restricted to a laminar distribution in layers I, Va, and VI.(110)
In summary, Aβ deposition follows a topographically and temporally distinct pattern in AD which distinguishes it
from other etiologies of memory impairment. Furthermore, Aβ deposition appears uniquely restricted to particular layers
in specific brain regions. In light of this differential in pathological involvement between brain regions and laminar
distribution of NFTs and Aβ, some investigators have concluded that the pathological changes in Alzheimer disease must
extend along connecting fibers. Indeed, as described in other sections, the pathological regions of interest in AD are
connected by well-defined groups of neurons. Notably however, the validity of this theory will likely remain untested
until the molecular etiology of AD has been completely elucidated. Still, the invariable and severe involvement of the
olfactory areas of the brain in AD is in striking contrast to the minimal changes in the somatosensory and primary visual
areas. While this finding has various explanations, it raises the possibility that the olfactory pathway may be initially
involved in AD pathogenesis and facilitate disease progression as a consequence of its highly integrated nature into the
brain’s memory circuitry. A more common interpretation of this finding is that Aβ plaque deposition and even NFT are
inconsequential to AD progression and instead represents an epiphenomenon of aging. (139-142)
Without a doubt one the longest and most hotly contested controversies in modern science, critics of Aβ-centric
definitions of AD commonly cite four general arguments. (143) The first of these assertions, stems from reports of
cognitively normal individuals with “advanced AD pathology” at autopsy. The second, much weaker argument points to
the fact that individuals presenting with cognitive impairment similar to AD but who lack AD pathological changes at
autopsy have been reported. Summarizing these first two assertions in a more generalizable manner, the degree of Aβ
pathology corresponds poorly to the clinically observed severity of cognitive impairment. Despite being converse
examples of one another, both of these assertions are partially addressed via the implementation of a more complete
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definition of “advanced AD pathology”. While it is true that Aβ plaques in the absence of other neurodegenerative
changes are not a sufficient substrate for severe dementia, this definition of “advanced AD pathological change” is
incomplete. More precisely, the classification of widespread Aβ plaque deposition as advanced AD pathology without
regard for the numbers and distribution of NFTs is incorrect. Instead, advanced AD pathology should be characterized by
all three cardinal features of AD pathology; namely neuron loss, NFT deposition, and Aβ plaque density. In congruence
with this holistic definition of AD pathology, the most recently published guidelines for the pathological confirmation of
AD present criteria for both NFTs and Aβ plaques and even include a distinction between total Aβ plaque load and
neuritic plaque load.(144) Thus, the response to the first assertion is that Aβ plaques, in the absence of NFTs and neuron
loss, do not represent the same pathophysiological process which underlies AD. This retort in part emphasizes the point
made earlier with respect to the morphological variability of Aβ plaques. All aggregations of Aβ are not equivalent. This
is certainly not to say that the failure of Aβ plaque load to correlate robustly with disease severity is attributable solely to
oversights in differentiating between diffuse and neuritic plaques, although the latter do correlate better with disease
severity.(145) Instead, as discussed at length in subsequent chapters, the key point here is that Aβ peptides, and as a
consequence Aβ plaques, are tremendously diverse. A collection of Aβ peptides of heterogeneous length, amino- and
carboxyl-termini, and post-translational modification have been identified. Not only are do each of these peptides differ
with respect to their contributions to direct and indirect neurotoxicity, they assemble at different rates and exist in vivo in
a variety of different assembly states spanning from small oligomers to protofibrils and plaque aggregates. In short, the
simplistic conceptualization of Aβ plaques and NFTs used by critics of Aβ-centric models does not adequately reflect the
complexity of biological changes in the brains of AD patients. Because critics often subscribe to this simplistic model,
some groups argue that Aβ plaques and NFTs are actually neuro-protective rather than cytotoxic. These groups contend
that because Aβ deposits and NFTs are present in normal aging, albeit to a reduced degree, there must be some beneficial
and adaptive aspects to their formation. While the vast literature contending this argument is reviewed in subsequent
chapters, the major failure of this third fundamental critique of AD pathology is its failure to recognize the complexity of
AD pathophysiology. The immense number of peptides and higher-order aggregates derived from the APP and MAPT
genes very likely result in combinations of end-products which may simultaneously be neuro-protective and cytotoxic.(124)
For those critics who do not contest the pathogenicity of Aβ plaques and NFTs, the fourth and probably largest point of
criticism directed towards Aβ-centric models of AD stems from the failure of amyloid-centric therapies in randomized
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clinical trials. This topic is of such prominence, it is addressed fully in subsequent chapters. Speaking generally however,
experts in the field agree that the failure of anti-amyloid clinical therapeutic trials does not threaten the validity of Aβcentric models of AD pathogenesis because they have yet to appropriately test the hypothesis. Virtually all studies to date
have been plagued with experimental confounds, most embarrassingly with some trials drawing negative conclusions only
to discover the therapies tested failed to even cross the blood brain barrier. Oversights of this nature in combination with
inhomogeneous cohort selection, the late timing of therapy, and a variety of other confounds discussed elsewhere
summarize why clinical trials have failed to provide definitive answers as to the direct role of Aβ plaques or NFTs in the
cognitive impairment associated with AD.
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Chapter 2 CLINICAL SUBTYPES & SYMPTOMS OF
ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE

2.1

SPORADIC & EALRY-ONSET SUBTYPES OF ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE
Experts have long recognized two forms of AD: (i) the sporadic variant and (ii) familial AD (FAD) (Figure 2-1).

Unfortunately for the field, alternative terminologies have been loosely applied to each of these AD forms in a manner
which can be misleading. Most troublingly, the sporadic variant of AD is colloquial referred to as late-onset AD, a term
which ignores the existence of early-onset forms of sporadic AD. Furthermore, the classification of FAD can be
subdivided based on the development of symptoms and inheritance pattern (Figure 2-2). By definition, the term FAD
implies the inheritance of genetic risk factors which has led to the presentation of AD in at least three generations.
However because the vast majority of FAD patients develop symptoms before the age of 60-65, this term is commonly
used in lieu of the more precise term early-onset FAD (EOFAD). Just as with sporadic AD, not all forms of FAD result in
an early-onset presentation. Thus, use of the term FAD to denote only cases of EOFAD inadvertently ignores cases of
late-onset FAD (LOFAD). Furthermore, for the subset of LOFAD cases which harbor an autosomal dominant genetic
component, the term autosomal dominant AD (ADAD) is correctly employed. Logically, the autosomal dominantlyinherited form of AD which results in early symptom onset is termed autosomal dominant early-onset AD (ADEOAD).
Though it may seem academic, this variable nosology is of significance when considering the challenge of identifying
individuals that should undergo predictive genetic testing, as the probability of a positive hit will vary depending on the
subpopulation tested. For example, using the stringent criteria of symptom onset before age 61, the prevalence of EOAD
is 41.2 per 100,000 persons. If instead we were interested in applying genetic screening to individuals with ADEOAD,
defined as the occurrence of EOAD in at least three generations, then an the expected prevalence would be closer to 5.3
individuals per 100,000.(146) While the topic of genetic screening certainly underlines the importance of understanding of
AD nosology, this point can be similarly made for the construction of cohorts for AD therapeutic clinical trials.
Most importantly for the purposes of this work, an appropriate understanding of AD nosology is critical when
interpreting the origin and generalizability of amyloid-centric hypothesis of AD. Put in the simplest terms, the distinction
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between sporadic AD and FAD is of significance because evidence suggests that the pathologic etiologies of these two
forms of AD are distinct. As reviewed at length in subsequent sections, all known cases of FAD arise secondary to
mutations in three genes relevant to the production of Aβ peptides. As a consequence, although myriads of other possible
mechanisms for sporadic AD exist and data suggests that disturbances in Aβ production alone are likely insufficient to
incite disease, Aβ is considered a central mediator of sporadic AD pathophysiology. Still, it is important to recognize that
all studies to date suggest that the amyloid cascade theory plays a more important role in EOFAD than it does in sporadic
AD.(147-150) Moreover, while this genetic evidence strongly implies the etiology of EOFAD involves the overproduction of
Aβ peptides, the pathogenesis of sporadic AD appears more dependent on the perturbation of both Aβ production and
clearance. From this etiological distinction, one critical point must be made. For decades, the vast majority of AD research
has been conducted in preclinical mouse models which carry etiological construct validity only for EOFAD. While it is
certainly reasonable to assume that the pathophysiological processes underlying sporadic AD may mimic those observed
in EOFAD to an undetermined degree, it is also essential to recognize this experimental confound. This point is of no
higher significance when considering the development of therapeutic strategies for sporadic AD. Among the greatest
criticisms of Aβ-centric hypotheses to date, all Aβ-centric therapies have failed to robustly combat the progression of AD.
While the reasons for these failures are discussed at length in the appropriately titled section, it is worth mentioning here
that pathophysiological differences between EOFAD and sporadic AD may be contributory, with sporadic AD
representing a far more complex disease. Therefore, in order to efficaciously combat the multi-factorial nature of sporadic
AD pathology, it is very likely that the most effective therapies will need to target multiple-levels of AD pathophysiology.
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Fi gu r e 2 -1 . T h e A m yl oi d Ca sca d e H y po t he si s.
T hi s i s th e l ea d h y po th e si s fo r Al zh e i m er 's d i sea se ( AD) pa th o gen esi s, whi ch p o si t s tha t th e cen tral ev ent i s a n i mba lan ce b et we e n β a m yl oi d ( Aβ) pr odu ct i on a nd cl ea ra n c e. I n fa m ilia l AD, g en et ic alt erati o n s cau se a l i fe -l o n g di stu r ban ce i n Aβ pr o du cti o n o r g e n era t e
Aβ pe p ti d e s tha t a r e m or e pr o n e t o a g gr e ga t i on . In spo rad i c AD, a d van ced a g e a n d p o ssessio n o f th e ap o li p op ro t ei n E ( Ap o E) ɛ4 a ll e le
ha v e ma j or e ffe ct s on t h e ri sk fo r d e ve l op i ng AD . T h e co mmo n d en o mi nat or i n th e pa t ho g en esi s i s a co n for mat io nal chan g e i n Aβ ,
whi c h ma k e s i t pr o ne t o a g gr e ga t io n , wit h t he i ni tia l for ma ti o n o f solu bl e ol i go mer s, foll o wed b y lar g er fi br il s t hat a ccu mu l a t e i n to
di ffu se pla qu e s a n d, a t a la t er sta g e, n eu rit i c pla qu e s. C o gn it i v e i mpa ir ment i s b eli ev ed t o b e du e t o Aβ ol i g o mer s i n hi bi ti n g
hi p p oca m pa l l o n g -t er m p ot e ntia ti o n a n d i m pa ir e d sy na p ti c fu n ct io n , a s wel l a s a n i n fla mma to r y r esp o n se, o xi da ti v e str ess, a n d sy na p ti c
a nd n eu ro na l d eg e n era ti o n wit h n eu r otra n sm itt e r d e fi c it s. T au pa th o lo g y wit h ta ng l e for ma ti o n i s r egar d ed a d o wn str ea m e v e nt t ha t
c on tri bu t e s t o c o g ni ti v e sy m pt o m s. Ab br e via t i on s: AP P, a myl oi d pr ecu r sor pr ot ei n; C S F, cer eb ro sp ina l flu i d; LT P , l o n g -t e r m
p ot e ntia ti o n; P ET , p o si tr on e mi ssio n t o m o gra p h y; PS EN, pr esenil i n. R epr odu ced wit h P er mi ssi o n s fr o m T RE ND S i n P har m a c ol o gi ca l
S ci e n c e s. ( 1 5 1 )
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Fi gu r e 2 -2 . D ia gra m R e pr e se nt in g t h e Re la t io n shi p B et ween S ev eral T er ms Ab ou t AD.
Re d c ir cl e : fa m ilia l AD ( F AD ); b la ck cir cl e : ea r ly -o n se t AD ( EO AD) ; blu e cir cl e an d sha d o w; au t o so mal d o mina nt AD ( AD AD ). T h e
a rea su rr ou n d e d b y r e d a n d b la ck li n e s r e pr e se nt s ea rl y o n set fa milia l AD ( EOF AD) . T h e r egi o n en cir cled b y blu e a n d bla ck li n e s
re pr e se nt s t h e a u t o so ma l do m i na n t for m o f ea rl y -o n set AD ( A DEO AD) . R ep ro du ced wit h P er mi ssi o n s fro m t h e Ca nad ian J o u rna l o f
Neu r ol o gi ca l S ci e n ce s. ( 1 5 2 )
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2.2

CLINICAL FEATURES OF ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative subtype of dementia characterized symptomatically by a

progressive decline in cognitive function which leads to severe morbidity and ultimately death. Such is the devastating
nature of AD burden that the reported mean survival after diagnosis of AD ranges from only 3-8 years.(153-157)
Interestingly, although the phenotypic heterogeneity of AD is cited as one of the largest impediments to its study, the early
deficits in memory which typify AD are largely constrained to explicit memory faculties until late in the disease course.
One of the two main subdivisions of long-term memory in humans, explicit memory refers to knowledge that can be
consciously recalled (in contrast to implicit memory which cannot be consciously recalled). Thought to be principally
supported by mesial temporal and neocortical structures in the brain, explicit memory can be further subdivided into
episodic, spatial, autobiographical, and semantic forms of memory(158, 159) Here again, the clinical presentation of AD
exhibits a temporal bias for the development of early deficits in episodic memories before impairment is observed in the
semantic memory subcategory of explicit memory.(160) Loosely defined as those memories involving the storage and
recollection of life-events, episodic memory is characterized by a subjective sense of time, an egocentric focus, and
autonoetic consciousness, or the ability to mentally place oneself in the past.(161-163) The neuronal substrate of episodic
memory is believed to include both mesial and neocortical brain regions while semantic memory, the recall of nonbiographical knowledge such as the name of objects, vocabulary, and concepts, is not believed to be associated with
mesial brain structures.(164) As further demonstration of the brain structure-dependent specificity of early AD memory
impairments, within the domain of explicit memory, recall deficits in AD are further biased towards those memories
which have not been well consolidated. By dividing explicit memory into immediate recall, memory for recent events, and
memory of distant events, it can be demonstrated that AD patients typically exhibit the most profound deficits when
recalling recent events.(1, 165) Strikingly, the recall of this particular temporal subset of memory has been found to be
highly dependent on brain structures such as the hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, and related structures in the mesial
temporal lobe; precisely the brain regions affected earliest in AD. (1, 165-167) In contrast to memory of recent events, forms
of explicit memory not dependent on the hippocampus and other mesial temporal lobe structures such as immediate
memory (encoded in the sensory association areas and prefrontal cortices) and memories which have been consolidated
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for many years and are thus retrievable via non-hippocampus mediated mechanisms are spared early on in the AD course.
Thus, as a consequence of its bias for recently encoded memories of the episodic subtype of explicit memory, the early
memory deficit observed clinically in the majority of AD patients is most precisely described as an anterograde long-term
amnesia. Of note, the technical qualifier “long-term” in this description is misleading, as “long-term memories” include
those memories which can fail over the course of a few minutes. Instead of denoting an absolute time interval the
distinction between long-term and short-term memory systems are best stratified by two fundamental characteristics,
temporal decay and chunk capacity limits, with only short-term memories exhibiting both these phenomenon. (168)
Precisely due to the confusion these technical definitions impose, clinicians prefer the term “recent memory impairment”
when characterizing the early memory impairment of AD. Although highly variable among patients, this “recent memory
impairment” typically manifests itself as the first notable symptom of AD and for this reason is the most frequently cited
chief complaint of newly presenting AD patients. As AD progresses, the memory impairment initially constrained to
recent episodic memories as described progresses slowly to encompass deficits in semantic memory. As a consequence of
AD’s tendency to spare the subcortical systems supporting implicit memory and motor learning, deficits in these domains
are typically only noted very late in the disease course. Without exception, the clinical course of memory impairment in
AD is progressive, although the magnitude of an individual’s cognitive decline is highly unpredictable. Attempts to
characterize the standard rate of accruement with respect to memory deficits in AD have largely focused on behavioral
measurement tools such as the Mini-Mental Status Examination (MMSE) and Clinical Dementia Rating Scale. In studies
tracking probable AD patient cohorts over 2-4 years, studies have reported on average a decline of 3-3.5 points on the
MMSE each year.(169-172) Additionally, in a rapidly progressing subset of individuals suffering from AD, totaling less than
<10% of all AD patients, cognitive decline can be very rapid, with a loss of 5-6 points annually on the MMSE.(173)
However, it should be noted that the reliability of cognitive memory examinations are routinely found to be limited in
their ability to assess cognitive decline in AD. For example, when the MMSE is administered to probable AD patient
cohorts, studies have found that only 15.8% to 65% of patients exhibit a significant decline on their MMSE performance
after a 2-3 year follow-up, with significance defined as a loss of >3 points; a single standard deviation in these studies. (169,
172)

Despite the problems in reliability when employing behavioral metrics of cognitive performance, such studies have

demonstrated that the rate of cognitive decline in AD may be associated with age of onset. Perhaps counterintuitively, an
older age of onset of AD has been associated with a milder clinical progression as compared to patients diagnosed at a
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younger age.(174)Regardless of the age onset, patients presenting with early neuropsychiatric symptoms including
psychosis, agitation and aggression coincide highly with those patients whose cognitive decline progresses more
rapidly.(175)
2.2.1

Language Dysfunction in Alzheimer’s Disease
However, despite the constrained nature of AD’s presenting memory impairment to recent episodic memories and

the correlation this specific deficit shares with regions of the brain most heavily affected in the disease’s pathogenesis, it
is imperative to recognize that the course of AD is highly heterogeneous. In fact, although memory impairment is the most
common presenting symptom in the majority of patients presenting with AD, language dysfunction is quite commonly the
first initial symptom recognized by patients. (176) Early deficits in language are most commonly constrained to wordfinding difficulties, circumlocution, increasingly restricted vocabulary in spontaneous speech, and anomia on
confrontational naming tests which may progress to include agrammatism, paraphasic errors, impoverished speech
content, and impaired comprehension. Interestingly, accruing deficits in language are related to the progressive
development of deficits in semantic memory. As evidence of this correlation between language dysfunction and semantic
memory in AD, studies have demonstrated that patients with AD perform significantly worse on category fluency tests
(which rely more heavily on semantic memory) as compared to letter fluency tests. (177-179) Notably, the ability to repeat
phrases is highly conserved in AD patients until very late in the disease course. (177)

2.2.2

Impairments in Visuospatial Skills in Alzheimer’s Disease

Yet another prominent deficit in a subset of patients with early-stage AD is impairments in visuospatial skills.
Impairments in the visuospatial domain manifest themselves insidiously, with patients commonly describing difficulties in
navigating unfamiliar places or an increasing frequency to misplace items. (180-182) However, as with the impairments in
memory and language, AD progression can commonly lead to patients suffering from difficulties navigating within
familiar terrains such as their own neighborhood. As the disease course progresses even further, clinically detectable
visual agnosia, the inability to recognize objects, or prosopagnosia, the inability to recognize faces, become a concern. In
the very late stages of AD, reports of severe visuospatial deficits such as hemi-spatial neglect have been reported in AD
patient populations.(183, 184)
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2.2.3

Disturbances in Executive Function and Judgement in Alzheimer’s Disease

Beyond deficits in memory, language, and visuospatial skills, subtle changes in executive function and judgement
can also accompany the early deficits observed in AD. Clinically, impairments in executive function are typically first
detected by family members due to the insidious onset of symptoms and nature of the impairment. AD patients typically
display poor insight and a reduced ability for abstract reasoning upon examination, however the most commonly
identified impairments include a lack of motivation or apathetic demeanor as compared to baseline.(185) Indeed, as with the
other deficits described in AD, impairment in executive function and errors in judgement inexorably progresses with the
disease course. As impairment worsens, poor judgement and an inability to plan may manifest as symptoms, often to the
degree that patients are no longer able to complete everyday tasks.(186) Notably, the importance of monitoring the
accruement of deficits in executive function is paramount in the assessment of AD patients for two distinct reasons.
Firstly, AD patients with severe impairments in judgement may present clinically with anosognosia, or a reduced insight
into their own deficits. Thus, if not appropriately noted in the clinical assessment of AD, patients may tend to
underestimate their deficits and offer alibis in response to the cognitive dissonance generated by their perceived state of
health and what is relayed to them by the physician. Secondly, the severity of impairments in judgement and executive
function are correlated with the pattern of associated AD neuropsychiatric symptoms. For example, patients with
relatively preserved insight are predisposed to being depressed, while conversely, judgement impaired individuals are
more likely to be agitated, disinhibited, and exhibit psychotic features. (186-188)
These neuropsychiatric symptoms, more typical in middle to late stage AD, are extremely common and typically
lead to greater functional impairment than do the amnestic symptoms of AD.(189, 190) This is true not only for AD, but for
dementias as a whole, with approximately 61-92% of demented patients accruing neuropsychiatric symptoms at some
point in their disease course.(189, 191-194) As with other dementias, the spectrum of neuropsychiatric symptoms observed in
AD includes: agitation, aggression, delusions, hallucinations, wandering, depression, and disturbances in sleep. (195, 196)
With respect to symptom onset, personality changes such as apathy, social disengagement, and disinhibition are the most
common early manifestations. Sleep disturbances are also highly prevalent, even in early AD, afflicting 25-35% of
patients, and can be worsened by typical AD therapies such as acetylcholinesterase esterase inhibitors.(197, 198)
Additionally, 20-45% of AD patients may develop Sundown Syndrome, the psychological propensity to develop
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increased confusion, agitation, restlessness, and a generally more severe neuropsychiatric profile in the evening. (199, 200)
More characteristic of middle-stage AD, unlike many other symptoms of AD, the severity of Sundown Syndrome
typically attenuates as the disease progresses. (201) Similar to the well-defined pattern of recent memory impairment
observed in AD, the neuropsychiatric symptoms in AD are, in some ways, also useful in differentiating AD from other
forms of dementia. Studies demonstrate that the percentage of patients with mild to severe AD who experience delusions
is somewhere between the range of 30-34% while only 7% of AD patients report hallucinations.(193, 202) In a long-term
follow up study including 456 patients with mild to moderate AD, 70% of patients reported at least one delusional episode
over a 4.5 year time period. As only 33% of patients reported visual hallucinations in this cohort, the literature seems
definitive on the typical pattern of neuropsychiatric deficits observed in AD. (202) In short, delusions are most commonly
observed in AD, while a patient presenting with the symptoms of memory loss and visual hallucinations, particularly early
in the disease course, is more concerning for Dementia with Lewy Bodies. Predictably, the presence of either delusions or
hallucinations in AD is correlated with increased risk for severe cognitive impairment, functional decline, and death. (202204)

Furthermore, delusions, hallucinations, depression or aggression is highly correlated with patient placement

institutionalization and nursing home placement and thus greater socioeconomic burden. (190, 202, 205, 206) From the
perspective of family members, delusions of the paranoid subtype in particular generate significant emotional trauma. (204)
For example, AD patients may rationalize that their personal objects have been stolen or that someone is trying to harm
them. Paranoid delusions in AD can even progress to the stage that they develop Capgras syndrome, the belief that their
loved ones have been replaced by imposters. Inappropriate sexual behavior, especially towards caregivers, is yet another
neuropsychiatric manifestation of AD and in dementia as a whole, with a reported prevalence of 15-25% of all demented
patients.(207-210) Tragically, the neuropsychiatric symptoms and changes in personality observed in AD are progressive and
often resistant to therapeutic intervention.

2.2.4

Miscellaneous Signs and Symptoms of Alzheimer’s Disease

While the magnitude of morbidity associated with neuropsychiatric symptoms in AD is very high, less
stigmatized symptoms such as dyspraxia are also major contributors to dependency in middle to late-stage AD.(211)
Defined as an impaired ability to perform coordinated movements, clinical dyspraxia in AD first manifests as a difficulty
performing complex multi-step activities. As a consequence of its insidious onset, dyspraxia is best evaluated in a newly
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presenting AD patient via ideomotor tasks as opposed to patient history. (212) Asking the patient to pantomime the use of
an everyday tool, such as a toothbrush or comb for example, has been demonstrated to elicit mild dyspraxia in AD
patients before it manifests clinically.(213, 214) Interestingly, the tendency of AD patients to utilize their body parts as
objects may actually stem from an inability to retrieve information about the appropriate holding posture for items. (213)
Notably, dyspraxia typically manifests only after the emergence of cognitive and language deficits in AD, with damage to
the anterior cingulate cortex in particular being correlated with the more debilitating ideomotor and dressing dyspraxia
symptoms.(212, 214) It is important to distinguish dyspraxia from pyramidal and extrapyramidal motor signs such as
myoclonus, incontinence, and seizures. While these symptoms do occur in AD, they are restricted to late-stage disease,
with seizures occurring in 9-16% of AD patients.(215-219) In fact, the presence of clinically apparent motor dysfunction in
early to middle stages of cognitive impairment is justification for consideration of an alternative diagnosis. (220) However as
mentioned, AD is a phenotypically heterogeneous disease of variable course and unpredictable symptomatology. Thus,
atypical symptoms or even distinct presentations of AD are well reported.

2.2.5

Atypical Presentations of Alzheimer’s Disease

For example, in AD patients with an uncommonly prominent involvement of the parietal lobes bilaterally,
dyspraxia, visuospatial disorientation, and dysgraphia may outweigh language impairment and memory deficits with
respect to symptom severity earliest in the disease course. (221, 222) Interestingly, the development on language and auditoryverbal short term memory deficits in this variant presentation of AD later in the disease course is believed to represent the
spread of neuropathology from the parietal cortices to encompass the peri-Sylvian language regions of the brain.(222) A
second atypical presentation of AD is characterized by early and robust posterior cortical atrophy, specifically with
deficits in the dorsal visual stream contained in the lateral occipital and parieto-occipital cortices.(221, 223-227) As opposed to
early deficits in memory, this syndrome manifests primarily with progressive cortical visual impairment that is most
commonly experienced symptomatically as difficulty reading or driving.(221, 228) Acalculia (an impairment in performing
simple mathematics), alexia (difficulty reading), and anomia (difficulty recalling the names of everyday objects) are also
common presenting symptoms.(229, 230) Clinically, the visuospatial variant of AD may present similar to Balint syndrome,
containing elements of simultanagnosia (the inability to integrate a visual scene despite sufficient acuity to resolve the
individual elements composing it), optic ataxia (the inability visually guide a limb towards a target), and ocular apraxia
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(the inability to direct gaze accurately between targets). (231) Visual agnosia, apraxia, prosopagnosia, and visual field
neglect comprise the remaining constellation of symptoms associated with this atypical presentation of AD. (182, 228, 231, 232)
Compounding the difficulties associated with correctly diagnosing the visuospatial variant of AD, common alternative
pathologies such as Dementia wit Lew Bodies, frontotemporal lobar degeneration, and prior disease can mimic this
presentation.(224, 230) In addition to the visuospatial variant of AD, a frontal variant has also been ubiquitously reported in
the literature, with prominent deficits in executive function overshadowing the more typical impairments in memory.(233,
234)

Although considered an atypical presentation, one study found that in a cohort of 100 mild AD patients, 88 exhibited

more significant impairment in executive function as compared to 56 who were classified as predominately memory
impaired.(233) Thus, variants of AD may not be as rare as previously thought and more troublingly, both variants have been
linked with a more rapid clinical progression.(233, 234)
Further muddling the clinical presentation of AD, Alzheimer pathology can frequently co-exist with other
neurodegenerative processes, most commonly vascular dementia. In fact, the coincidence of AD and vascular dementia is
so high patients are more likely to possess a combined pathology as compared to either disease process in isolation. (235)
Independent reports of autopsy studies reveal that approximately one-third of all patient brains with vascular dementia
contain AD-like pathology, with almost all AD patients demonstrating either cerebral amyloid angiopathy, microvascular
degeneration, or periventricular white matter lesions.(236) Typically, the cognitive deficits of vascular dementia are highly
specific and subdivided into cortical and subcortical syndromes. Expectedly, the brain regions harboring the most
abundant pathology dictate the nature of the impairment. For example, vascular dementia in the medial frontal cortex
principally presents with executive dysfunction and apathy, medial temporal localization typically elicits anterograde
amnesia. Similarly, vascular dementia involving the left parietal cortex presents with aphasia, apraxia, or agnosia while
right parietal involvement produces symptoms such as anosognosia, asomatognosia, confusion, and agitation. (237) With
respect to subcortical pathology, deficits in personality, mood, urologic disease, and motor signs may be common. (238, 239)
As many of these symptoms overlap with those observed in AD, the comorbidity of AD with other neurological diseases
such as vascular dementia significantly blurs the classical symptomology associated with AD.
Similarly, although more frequent in patients with frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD), approximately onethird of patients with primary progressive aphasia (PPA) also have signs of AD pathology at autopsy. (221, 240-243) A
pathologically heterogeneous disorder, PPA is characterized by progressive language difficulty with relative sparing of
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memory and cognitive function early on in the disease course. (176) Notably, AD with PPA typically presents with the
logopenic variant, characterized by word-finding pauses in the absence of major grammar or comprehension deficits. (176,
244-246)

However, less commonly, cases of AD with non-fluent or semantic variants of PPA have been reported. (221, 243) As

with most comorbid conditions in medicine, the clinical course and symptomology of either pathology can be modified
unpredictably by the other neurodegenerative condition resulting in significant diagnostic uncertainty. (247)

2.3
2.3.1

CURRENT CLINICAL DIAGNOSTIC STRATEGIES
History of Clinical Guidelines

With such a broad symptomology, unpredictable onset, and variable progression, compounded by the possibility
of co-morbid or atypical presentations, reliably establishing a clinical diagnosis of AD remains one of the fundamental
problems in geriatric medicine. Of note, a definitive diagnosis of AD requires histopathological analysis of patient brain
tissue to confirm presence of Aβ plaques. (110, 248) As this approach is only practically implemented post-mortem, experts in
the field of AD have sought to establish core clinical criteria with strong diagnostic sensitivity and specificity to facilitate
the assignment of a diagnosis of probable or possible AD. The first of these diagnostic recommendations for AD was
published in July 1984 by the National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke (NINCDS) in
collaboration with the National Institute of Aging and Alzheimer’s Association (ADRDA). The resulting NINCDSADRDA criteria remained largely unmodified for 27 years. In a review of 13 independent studies measuring the
diagnostic accuracy of the NINCDS-ADRDA diagnostic criteria for probable AD, a mean sensitivity and specificity of
81% and 70% have been reported, respectively.(249) However, these parameters varied greatly between studies, with
sensitivity ranging from 49-100% and specificity from 47-100%.(249) With respect to the clinical criteria for possible AD,
reported sensitivities range from 85-96% while specificity ranges from 32-61% depending on the study.(249) Interpretation
of this summary provides two pieces of insight. First, the clinical accuracy for diagnosing either probably or possible AD
based on clinical examination alone is unacceptably low despite some authors suggesting these values are acceptable.
However, consideration of these mean sensitivity and specificity values in the context of AD incidence, estimated to have
reached 469,000 people over the age of 65 in 2014, reveals the inadequacy of the NINCDS-ADRDA criteria as the lone
diagnostic determinant for AD.(250) Even ignoring the unreasonably broad ranges for sensitivity/specificity, the reality of
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these values means that almost 90,000 AD patients would not receive the correct diagnosis while over 140,000 individuals
would be told they have some other condition. Extrapolating these figures out to 2050, when the incidence of AD is
projected to double, and these seemingly reasonable sensitivity/specificity values become much less acceptable.(250)
Secondly, reports which boast a reasonably high sensitivity for the clinical diagnostic accuracy of the NINCDS-ADRDA
criteria are often those which report very low specificity and visa-versa. This trend emphasizes the subjectivity intrinsic to
diagnoses made solely on clinical criteria, and reveals the need of objective biomarkers to aid in the diagnosis of AD. To
the field’s credit, this is precisely the conclusion that was reached when then NINCDS-ADRDA clinical criteria for AD
were revised by the National Institute for Ageing-Alzheimer’s Association (NIA-AA) in 2011. Here, two principal
changes to the NINCDS-ADRDA recommendations were made, (i) preclinical stages of AD were acknowledged and (ii)
imaging and biomarker technologies were incorporated to assist in the diagnosis of AD. Briefly, the NIA-AA
recommendations note 3 distinct stages of AD: preclinical AD, MCI due to AD, and dementia due to AD. Importantly,
clinical diagnostic criteria are only provided for the last of these stages. However, preclinical AD is defined in the
guidelines as patients without overt cognitive impairment but with evidence of an underlying AD pathology as assessed
by biomarker studies. Very likely, the inclusion of a preclinical stage of AD was incorporated to reinforce the paradigm
that AD associated brain changes may occur up to 20 years prior to symptom onset. (251-253) In contrast to preclinical AD,
in which patients have yet to develop signs of cognitive impairment, individuals receiving a diagnosis of MCI due to AD
under the NIA-AA guidelines must exhibit measurable cognitive decline. Similar to the preclinical AD stage, the NIA-AA
guidelines stress the need for further biomarker validation before the definition of MCI due to AD can be utilized
clinically. Once biomarkers have been reliably validated however, the NIA-AA guidelines recommend biomarker
screening for AD pathophysiology in all MCI patients to facilitate risk stratification for progression to full dementia.
These recommendations stem from studies suggesting that 10-15% of patients presenting with MCI will progress to AD
within 1 year of visiting their physician.(254, 255) More concerning, approximately half of patients with MCI will progress to
dementia within 4-5 years.(254) Placed in the context of 10-20% of all U.S. citizens over the age of 65 suffering from MCI,
it is clear to see why risk stratification in such a large population is warranted.
The second major evolution in the diagnosis of AD made by the NIA-AA guidelines is the inclusion of
biomarkers in the assessment of AD. While not yet clinically recommended, the NIA-AA defines two major categories of
AD biomarkers: biomarkers of Aβ pathology and biomarkers of neurodegeneration. As a consequence of the
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incorporation of these technologies, the diagnostic bins of probable and possible AD were expanded to include:
pathophysiologically proved AD, probable AD, probable AD with AD pathophysiological process, possible AD, possible
AD with AD pathophysiological process, and dementia unlikely due to AD. The diagnoses of probable/possible AD with
AD pathophysiological process were intended only for research purposes, and differ from probable/possible AD diagnoses
only in that they require biomarker evidence of an Aβ pathophysiology. Four arguments were outlined for the exclusion of
biomarkers in the diagnosis of AD in the clinical setting: (1) the core clinical criteria alone were projected to provide good
diagnostic accuracy, (2) limited research has been done to characterize the benefit of incorporating biomarkers in AD
diagnosis clinically, (3) biomarker tests are highly variable between clinical sites or (4) unavailable in community hospital
settings. However, in the recommendations and indeed in the field as a whole, the eventuality of biomarker incorporation
in the clinical diagnosis of AD is widely accepted. (144)
Although the 2011 NIA-AA recommendations do not remedy the innate limitations associated with an
exclusionary clinical diagnosis of AD, they do update the NINCDS-ADRDA recommendations in several meaningful
ways. Perhaps most relevant to improving the diagnostic accuracy of the core clinical criteria, the new guidelines
incorporate additional exclusion criteria into the diagnosis of AD based on advances in the characterization of similarly
presenting dementias such as Dementia with Lewy bodies, vascular dementia, behavior variant frontotemporal dementia,
and primary progressive aphasia.(256-260) More generally, the NIA-AA recommendations also help to acknowledge the
heterogeneous nature of AD symptomology, by highlighting the relatively high prevalence of non-amnestic presentations
of AD. Similarly, the NIA-AA recommendations do away with proposed age cutoffs for AD, noting that AD pathology
before 40 or after age 90 is essentially the same pathophysiological process despite clinical-pathological correlations
becoming lost in these populations. Lastly, the recommendations update the diagnostic algorithm to include information
on now well-established genetic risk factors for AD such as mutations in APP, the presenilin family, and APOE.(144)

2.3.2

Diagnostic Criteria

As described, in an effort to improve diagnostic accuracy with respect to detecting new onset AD, revisions have
been made to both the NINCD-ADRDA criteria and DSM-IV to yield the NIA-AA criteria and DSM-V, respectively.
Additionally, the IWG has published its own criteria for the diagnoses of AD. In general, all these guidelines are quite
similar, focusing on cognitive decline which must affect a patient’s independence or ability to function in everyday life.
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Each set of guidelines also require states of delirium and other medical causes of cognitive dysfunction to be ruled out
clinically before assigning a diagnosis of AD. All have additionally expanded the domains of cognitive function from
their predecessors in an effort to account for the heterogeneous symptomology of AD. In fact, one of the largest
differences between the DMS-V, IWG, and NIA-AA criteria lies in their nomenclature. Still, of the three sets of
diagnostic criteria, those outlined by the DSM-V are by far the least specific for AD. For example, severely limiting its
applicability in the research setting, a major short-coming of the DSM-V criteria is its failure to incorporate biomarker or
genetic testing into the clinical assessment. More troublingly, the DSM-V does not specifically assign a diagnosis of AD
or address pre-symptomatic manifestations of AD. Still, considerable changes have been made from previous versions in
an effort to conform to new-age paradigms of AD. Most strikingly, the classification “Delirium, Dementia, Amnestic, and
Other Cognitive Disorders” in the DSM-IV is now referred to as “Neurocognitive Disorders” in the DSM-V. In addition
to seeking harmonization with the NIA-AA criteria, this new classification scheme was introduced to distinguish diseases
like AD from psychiatric disorders that have cognitive impairment as a symptom rather than a defining feature, such as
schizophrenia or depression. Within the classification of neurocognitive disorders exist three main diagnoses: mild
neurocognitive disorder (NCD), major NCD, and delirium. In contrast to the DSM-IV guidelines which required deficits
in memory and impairment one or more of the following: aphasia (language problems), apraxia (impaired motor ability),
agnosia (failure to recognize known objects), or deterioration in executive function, the DSM-V does not require memory
impairment for the diagnosis of major NCD. Instead, as outlined in Table 2-1, the diagnosis of major NCD is defined as
impairment in two or more cognitive domains that is accompanied by a loss of independence. However, according to the
DSM-V, to assign a specific etiology of Alzheimer's to either mild or major NCD requires “clear evidence of decline in
memory and learning”. Furthermore limiting the utility of the DSM-V, especially in the research setting, is its failure to
capture pre-symptomatic stages of AD. Despite the DMS-V’s criteria for mild NCD being virtually identical to those for
"mild cognitive impairment (MCI) due to Alzheimer's disease" as outlined in the NIA-AA diagnostic guidelines,
preclinical/asymptomatic AD is not addressed. Thus, only two sets of research criteria for Alzheimer’s disease (AD) are
now available: one published by an International Working Group (IWG) in 2007 and a second published by the NIA-AA
in 2011. Unlike the DSM-V, both the IWG and NIA-AA guidelines cover the AD clinical spectrum from pre-symptomatic
pathology through the development of MCI and eventually dementia. While the IWG criteria and NIA-AA
recommendations both address asymptomatic and symptomatic stages of AD, each differs in its approach and
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terminology. At the heart of the differences in each respective guidelines approach to classification, lies a difference in the
definition of the term AD. In line with more traditional approaches to AD diagnosis, the term AD as used by the IWG
refers only to the symptomatic stage of the disease. In contrast, the newer NIA-AA criteria refer to AD as a pathological
process, whether asymptotic or symptomatic. Within the domain of symptomatic AD, one of the principal differences
between these two sets of guidelines lies in the cognitive criteria required for diagnosis. More stringent in this respect, the
2007 IWG criteria for AD require objectively measured impairment on an episodic memory test. In contrast, the NIA-AA
guidelines openly accept both objective and subjective reports of cognitive impairment, as well as deficits in non-memory
domains of cognition. Later revisions to the IWG criteria in 2010 would accommodate non-amnestic presentations of AD
by assigning subjects with non-memory impairments the diagnosis of atypical AD; but only if presenting with a welldefined syndrome such as: primary progressive non-fluent/logopenic aphasia, frontal variant of AD, or posterior cortical
atrophy.(261) Moreover, currently on the IWG criteria require a positive AD biomarker for the assignment of a diagnosis of
AD. Despite these differences between the NIA-AA and IWG guidelines with respect to symptomatic AD, the major
advantage of both guidelines as compared to the DSM-V is the recognition of preclinical stages of the disease and the
incorporation of biomarkers. Again, terminology differs between both sets of guidelines, with the IWG defining three
stages of AD: preclinical AD, prodromal AD, and AD dementia. By comparison the NIA-AA uses a slightly more graded
approach, with 3 stages of preclinical AD being followed by the diagnosis of “MCI due to AD” and lastly the diagnosis of
AD itself. While the IWG’s criteria for prodromal AD are almost precisely concordant with the NIA-AA’s definition of
MCI due to AD, both focusing on objective evidence of cognitive impairment with the preservation of independence,
important differences exist when considering the domain of asymptomatic AD.(261-263) Here, the most important
distinctions between the IWG and NIA-AA guidelines stem from their differing utilization of AD-specific and nonspecific
biomarkers. Notably, both guidelines utilize essentially the same biomarkers, consisting of: CSF measurements of
Aβ42/tau, amyloid imaging methodologies, measures of hippocampal atrophy as assessed by MRI, and evidence of hypoperfusion/hypo-metabolism as assessed by PET/SPECT imaging. No substantial differences in AD specific biomarkers
exist between guidelines, with CSF tau, CSF Aβ42, and amyloid imaging methods termed pathophysiological markers and
amyloid markers by the IWG and NIA-AA respectively. Similarly, the remaining non-AD specific biomarkers are referred
to as topographical markers by the IWG and as neural injury markers by the NIA-AA. Semantic differences between
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guidelines considered, perhaps the most relevant difference is the degree of validation for each set of criteria in the
literature.
As briefly addressed, when considering only symptomatic AD patients of typical presentation, the DSM-V, IWG,
and NIA-AA are in agreement with respect to diagnostic criteria. Given this fact, it is not surprising that the diagnostic
accuracy of each set of guidelines appears to be more or less comparable. Although studies of the DSM-V criteria’s
reliability for major cognitive disorder have not yet been published, previous studies investigating the reliability of DSMIIIR’s definition suggest moderate performance (kappa .51-.73).(264-267) Similarly, no reports of the DSM-V’s diagnostic
sensitivity/specificity have been reported, however traditionally reports suggest that these parameters have improved with
each new generation of the DSM. As evidence, as part of the 1994 Canadian Study of Health and Aging the relative
percentage of subjects with AD dementia was evaluated using the DSM-III, DSM-III-R, and DSM-IV in a population of
10,263 individuals. The relative proportion of subjects with AD dementia was 29.1 percent when the DSM-III criteria
were used, 17.3 percent with the DSM-III-R criteria, and 13.7 percent with the DSM-IV criteria.(268) With respect to
sensitivity and specificity, reports for the DSM-III-R are again most abundant. In autopsy confirmed studies, the
sensitivity of these dated guidelines lies somewhere in the range of 51-76%, while reported specificities range anywhere
from 80-97%.(269, 270) Information regarding the diagnostic accuracy of the IWG criteria is also scarce, especially when the
2010 adaptations are considered. In the limited studies to date, sensitivity and specificity vary broadly, with ranges of
68%-95% and 86-93% being reported, respectively.(271, 272) Of particular interest, one of these studies compared the
specificity of the IWG criteria for AD in non-demented individuals as well as in a population of mixed dementias included
in the differential of AD. Predictably, a reported specificity of 95% was obtained when distinguishing AD from nondemented patients. Optimistically, the results of this study suggest that the IWGs proposed incorporation of biomarkers
into the diagnosis of AD can considerably raise specificity, as objective memory tests alone resulted in a specificity of
only 86%. However, under the more realistic clinical scenario of attempting to distinguish AD patients in a mixed
dementia cohort, specificity dropped considerably to 49%.(271) While the specificity of the IWG criteria when applied to a
mixed dementia cohort is humbling, when contrasted to the 33% specificity when objective memory tests are used in
isolation, the incorporation of biomarkers once again becomes supportable. On the hand, sensitivity when applying the
IWG guidelines was only 86% compared to 93% for episodic memory tests alone. All data considered, the IWG
guidelines appear to yield robust improvements in specificity when applied to non-demented patient cohorts as compared
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to conventional diagnostic strategies. In the context of mixed dementia cohorts however, a reasonable specificity of 77%
can only be obtained when the requirement that both pathological and topographical biomarkers be positive is
implemented. Consistent with the theme however, the application of such stringent criteria affects negatively on
sensitivity (48% if requiring both pathological and topographical biomarkers to be positive). In summary, the DSM-V and
IWG criteria both appear to fulfill their aim of providing improving diagnostic accuracy for AD; although considerable
uncertainty will preside over their true reliability until robust trials are conducted. Here, the NIA-AA criteria demonstrate
an advantage, as substantial effort has gone into validating these set of guidelines despite its chronologically delayed
publication in 2011. As summarized in Table 2-2, the NIA-AA criteria for probable and possible AD distinguish
themselves from the NINCDS-ADRDA, IWG, and DSM-V guidelines via the inclusion of stringent exclusion criteria
designed to improve the diagnostic specificity for AD. (273) For example, a patient who meets the core clinical criteria for
probable AD but demonstrates evidence of non-AD etiologies, such as cerebrovascular disease or FTLD, would be
clinically downgraded from probable to possible AD. Similarly, atypical onset or progressions are grounds for demotion
to a diagnosis of possible AD despite the core clinical criteria for probable AD being met. (144) With respect to diagnostic
accuracy, in a mixed cohort of 157 patients with pathologically confirmed AD or FTLD, the NIA-AA criteria had a
marginal sensitivity of 65.6% for probable and 79.5% for possible AD. The reported specificity of the NIA-AA diagnostic
guidelines in the same study were 95.2% and 94% for probable and possible, AD respectively. (274) Notably, the high
specificity in this study is likely due to the increasingly stringent exclusion criteria adopted by the NIA-AA criteria. Of
particular importance, raters in this study were provided only with anonymized clinical data with which they evaluated
each patient against the NIA-AA criteria. Raters were not allowed patient interaction nor did they collect the pertinent
clinical information themselves. Instead, this was done by a specialist cognitive group.(274) While these features were
likely necessary for completion of the study, it is important to recognize the ideal nature of this clinical scenario when
extrapolating these findings to real-world patient populations. Additional studies which more accurately measure the NIAAA criteria in typical clinical environments will undoubtedly be necessary.
Other studies have focused on evaluating the NIA-AA criteria with specific focus on the proposed incorporation
of biomarkers as modifiers to the diagnosis of probable AD. (275, 276) Recently, patient data obtained from the Alzheimer
Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI), an ongoing, longitudinal, multi-center study designed to develop clinical,
imaging, genetic, and biochemical biomarkers for the early detection and tracking of AD, was used to evaluate the NIA40

AA criteria. Two-hundred and eleven individuals with clinical data, PET or CSF amyloid biomarkers, and MRI or FDGPET biomarkers for neuronal injury were selected in the final cohort. When using a requirement that subjects have a
positive amyloid biomarker and single neuronal injury marker having an AD pattern, 87% (48% for both neuronal injury
biomarkers) of the subjects could be categorized as “high probability” for AD according the NIA-AA criteria. However,
in this supposedly pure cohort of AD, 10% of patients demonstrated no positive amyloid biomarkers (CSF or PIB-PET)
and thus would receive a diagnosis of “dementia unlikely due to AD”.(276) While these findings suggest that incorporation
into the NIA-AA criteria does stratify a large proportion of subjects with AD, an appreciable minority of clinically
categorized AD patients may also be excluded from the diagnosis of AD. Perhaps most troublingly, the study reveals a
significant degree of inconsistency in biomarkers on a per-patient basis. For instance, in 37% of patients with confirmed
AD pathology as assessed by CSF of PIB-PET, one biomarker for neuronal injury is positive while the other is
negative.(276) While reported under the context of evaluating the NIA-AA criteria, such findings undermine the diagnostic
accuracy of biomarkers as a whole and therefore reflect poorly on the IWG criteria as well. Furthermore, inconsistencies
in biomarker readout become even more troubling when they are weighted more heavily in the diagnostic assessment;
such as in the evaluation of MCI where clinical symptoms are less pronounced.
Given that 10-15% of amnestic MCI patients progress to AD annually, one of the principal goals of the IWG and
NIA-AA has been to generate guidelines capable of predicting the relative risk for convergence to AD among mixed MCI
populations.(254) Defined as a state of circumscribed anterograde long-term memory impairment with preserved general
cognitive and social functioning, each set of guidelines take a distinct approach to the topic of mild cognitive impairment
(MCI). Again differentiating itself from the other two sets of guidelines, the DSM-V does not attempt to assign an ADspecific pathological process to the clinical syndrome of MCI, which it classifies under the division “mild neurocognitive
deficit”. Thus, the DSM-V criteria does not aid in risk stratification for progression to AD in cohorts of MCI patients. For
this reason, no studies on the predictive value of the DSM-V are available. Instead, studies have focused on the degree of
diagnostic concordance between the DSM-IV guidelines as compared to those recommended in the DSM-V. For example,
in a cohort of 234 individuals with MCI, 85% received a concordant diagnosis of MCI using the DSM-IV and mild NCD
using the DSM-V. Raising concern however, 40% of the subjects classified by the DSM-IV as mildly cognitively
impaired were diagnosed with major NCD with operationalization of the DSM-V criteria.(277) In summary, while the
DSM-V performs similarly to previous versions when assessing for dementia (major NCD), these guidelines have a
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tendency to over-report dementia in MCI cohorts. Moreover, as the DSM-V does not currently directly address the issue,
only the IWG and NIA-AA criteria exist to aid researchers in discriminating between AD and non-AD causes of MCI.
While numerous studies have investigated the predictive value of individual biomarkers in patient populations with MCI,
fewer have operationalized either the IWG or NIA-AA guidelines in attempt to evaluate their diagnostic accuracy. In one
of the best studies today with respect to patient sample size, 138 AD patients, 145 non-demented subjects, 78 patients with
other dementias and 91 patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) were evaluated using the IWG guidelines. To
accomplish this aim, the study operationalized the IWG criteria by combing clinical evaluation with objective episodic
memory tests (MMSE & Visual Association Test). Additionally, the IWG’s recommendation for “topographical
biomarkers” was operationalized via MRI via assignment of a dichotomized medial temporal lobe atrophy (MTA) score.
Similarly, dichotomized CSF profiles based on beta-amyloid1–42, tau, and phosphorylated tau at threonine 181 levels
were used as “pathological biomarkers” in the study. The report details the positive (the probability of a person who has
the disease testing positive divided by the probability of a person who does not have the disease testing positive) and
negative (the probability of a person who has the disease testing negative divided by the probability of a person who does
not have the disease testing negative) likelihood ratios obtained when applying the IWG criteria for prodromal AD in a
MCI population.(278) To the credit of the IWG, the new criteria predicted progression from MCI to AD better than
objective memory tests alone (+LR=2.44, -LR=.33, +LR=1.75, -LR=.37, respectively). These likelihood ratios correspond
to 69% specificity and 77% sensitivity for the IWG criteria, compared to 54% specificity and 80% sensitivity for objective
memory tests alone. While these values again support the conclusion that the IWG criteria represent a major improvement
in AD diagnostics, it should be noted that most studies of the IWG guidelines lack robust sample sizes; included the one
discussed (N=62 MCI patients).
Providentially, larger studies investigating the diagnostic utility of the NIA-AA criteria in MCI populations are
available for review.(279-282) In congruence with its strategies in both preclinical AD and AD dementia, the NIA guidelines
leverage biomarkers to stratify the diagnostic certainty associated with the “diagnosis of MCI due to AD”. For example, a
patient meeting the core clinical criteria for MCI due to AD but exhibiting negative “amyloid “ and “neural injury”
biomarkers would be assigned the qualified diagnosis “MCI unlikely due to AD”. By comparison, a patient with MCI
symptoms and a positive biomarker in either subdivision would be given the diagnosis of “MCI due to AD of intermediate
likelihood”. Logically, a patient with positive amyloid and neuronal injury biomarkers would be assigned the diagnosis of
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“MCI due to AD of high certainty” under the NIA-AA guidelines.(263) In summary of the work that has been done to
validate the NIA-AA criteria for MCI due to AD, the vast majority of studies demonstrate increasing clinical severity and
higher conversion rates to AD in the subgroups of higher diagnostic certainty. (279-281) For example, reports suggest that 414% of “MCI due to AD of low certainty” patients will progress to AD as compared to 50-80% of patients fulfilling the
criteria for “MCI due to AD of high certainty”. (279, 282)
With respect to a comparison of the relative sensitivity/specificity between the IWG and NIA-AA guidelines, a
single study in a modestly sized cohort has been performed. Speaking generally, the IWG criteria for prodromal AD were
found to be more sensitive but less specific as compared to the NIA-AA guidelines for the diagnosis of “MCI due to AD
of intermediate likelihood”. Using the IWG criteria for prodromal AD, cognitive impairment plus positivity in at least one
biomarker, a robust sensitivity of 100% was obtained. (280) Expectedly however, a high degree of false positives were
suffered as a consequence of this high sensitivity, with the IWG criteria for prodromal AD only achieving 36%
specificity.(280) By way of comparison, a specificity of 97% and sensitivity of 50% was obtained when the NIA-AA
diagnostic criteria for “MCI due to AD of intermediate certainty” were employed. Predictably, when the NIA-AA criteria
for “MCI due to AD of high certainty” were employed, requiring positivity in both divisions of biomarkers, specificity
ranged from 45-69% while sensitivity improved to between 79-93% depending on the combination of biomarkers
employed.(280) Reviewing the data, it is clear that while the incorporation of a single biomarker for AD increases
diagnostic sensitivity robustly, without a confirmatory marker, a high degree of false positives are to be expected. Using a
dual-biomarker requirement, one to demonstrate neuronal injury and a second to demonstrate specific amyloid pathology,
specificity is improved while sensitivity is reduced. Again, the predominant limitation hindering the incorporation of
biomarkers into the clinical diagnostic setting seems to be the high degree of discordance between biomarkers of neuronal
injury and AD specific pathology. Several explanations exist for this lack of concordance, especially in minimally
symptomatic cohorts. Patients with positive AD pathology biomarkers but negative neuronal injury markers might not yet
exhibit sufficient neurodegeneration to elicit symptoms. Conversely, patients with neuronal injury yet negative AD
pathology biomarkers may harbor a neurodegenerative process distinct from AD or the heterogeneous nature of AD
pathology may be too broad to be captured by only one test. Alternatively, the current generation of biomarkers may
simply not be sensitive enough to faithfully detect AD pathology or neuronal injury early in the disease process. Further
research and the development of second generation biomarkers will undoubtedly be necessary to overcome these
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limitations. Notably this sentiment is echoed by the organizations that develop these guidelines, as both the IWG and
NIA-AA limit the scope of biomarkers to the research setting.
As early-detection represents a key goal of AD research, other studies have evaluated the proposed preclinical
definitions of AD formulated by the NIA-AA. By definition, preclinical AD refers to the stage of AD in which the
molecular pathology of AD is already present in the brain but is not yet clinically expressed. Thus, preclinical AD criteria
seek to stratify asymptomatic and cognitively normal individuals into groups which are predictive of clinical progression
to AD. As stated in the NIA-AA’s report, preclinical AD is defined by biomarker or genetic data and until further
validation, is restricted to use in research. Despite this lack of clinical implementation, the preclinical guidelines
formulated by the NIA-AA are arguably more important to the future of AD research than the clinically implemented
criteria for probable/possible AD. This is because preclinical AD definitions are widely implemented in the recruitment of
patients for early intervention strategies and for longitudinal study of people at risk. Again representing the most well
studied preclinical AD criteria to date, the NIA-AA describe three stages of preclinical AD. Stage 1 is characterized by
abnormal levels of Aβ which can be demonstrated by PET amyloid imaging or CSF Aβ levels. Stage 2 represents
abnormal levels of Aβ in addition to brain neurodegeneration as evidenced by brain atrophy on structural MRI,
abnormalities on [18F] fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET, or elevated levels of CSF tau. Stage 3 includes the features of
stage 2 as well as subtle cognitive changes. The order of the NIA-AA stages is meant to imply that the risk for cognitive
impairment due to AD increases progressively across successive stages.(283) In the first large study investigating the
predictive value of the NIA-AA preclinical AD classifications, of the 296 initially normal subjects studied , 10%
progressed to a diagnosis of mild cognitive impairment or dementia (27 amnestic MCI, 2 non-amnestic MCI, and 2 nonAD dementias) within 1 year. The proportion of subjects who progressed to MCI or dementia increased with advancing
stage (stage 0, 5%; stage 1, 11%; stage 2, 21%; stage 3, 43%; test for trend, p < 0.001). (284) Validating these findings, an
independent group has reported that in initially cognitively normal cohorts 11%, 26%,and 56% of stage 1,2, and 3 of
preclinical AD patients, respectively, progress to symptomatic AD. Moreover, compared to individuals classed as normal
at the beginning of the study, participants with preclinical AD as defined by the NIA-AA had an increased risk of death
after adjustment for covariates (hazard ratio 6.2, 95% CI). (285) Thus, in two independent studies, preclinical AD as defined
by the NIA-AA guidelines may correlate with an increased risk of conversion to MCI or dementia.(284, 285) Not
surprisingly, the NIA-AA is not alone in their attempts to generate clinically predictive stages of preclinical AD. Indeed as
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stated, due to the irreversible nature of neuronal damage, most researchers have focused on accurately diagnosing AD
prior to the onset of symptoms as opposed to developing methods to confirm symptomatic pathology. While the NIA-AA
definitions for preclinical AD have been the focus of many preliminary studies, organizations like the IWG have
generated similar definitions of preclinical AD that also merit introduction. In comparison to the 3 stage model employed
by the NIA-AA, the IWG distinguish between two patient groups. The first diagnosis, “asymptomatic at risk for AD”,
refers to cognitively normal individuals with evidence of AD molecular pathology by laboratory or imaging
biomarkers.(286) As a consequence of being virtually equivalent to NIA-AA stage 1 preclinical AD criteria, not all subjects
receiving a clinical assignment of “asymptomatic at risk for AD” are predicted to progress to AD. Rather than being
predictive, these diagnostic categories are instead designed to highlight individuals at increased risk for progression to
symptomatic AD. In contrast, the second IWG preclinical AD group termed “Pre-symptomatic AD”, refers to cognitively
normal and asymptomatic carriers of a dominantly inherited gene mutation that causes AD. In contrast to all NIA-AA and
IWG definitions of preclinical AD, individuals within the “Pre-symptomatic AD” group are certain to develop in
individuals over the course of a normal lifespan. (286)
While the studies discussed focused on the predictive value of the NIA-AA criteria for preclinical AD, other
groups have focused on the operationalization of the NIA-AA guidelines. In one such study, a group of 42 clinically
diagnosed AD subjects were used to generate imaging biomarker thresholds for amyloid burden (PIB-PET) and
neurodegeneration (hippocampal volume MRI) which facilitated a diagnostic sensitivity of 90%. Additionally, a control
group of 450 cognitively normal adults was used to characterize the cognitive performance of their population-based
sample. Using their established thresholds, the 450 cognitively normal adults were then stratified according to the NIAAA guidelines for preclinical AD. In the cognitively normal cohort scoring in the bottom 10th percentile, 43% were
classified as having no sign of AD/cognitive impairment. Of the remaining patients demonstrating subtle cognitive
deficits, 16% were classified as stage 1, 12% stage 2, and 3% stage 3. (275) Overall, only 3% of the population-based
sample was unable to be classified using the NIA-AA guidelines operationalized with the group’s amyloid and cognitive
performance thresholds. However, these figures include an additional classification group. Termed suspected non-AD
pathophysiology (SNAP), this classification includes patients with normal amyloid PET imaging but abnormal
neurodegeneration marker studies. Still, the study concludes that 97% of a population-based cohort is capable of being
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stratified into NIA-AA stages of preclinical AD, suggesting the guidelines are generalizable enough to representative
patient populations.
Summarizing the current state of diagnostic guidelines for AD, updated consensus criteria for the clinical
diagnosis of AD include: the revised NICDS-ADRDA guidelines recommended by the NIA-AA, the DSM-V, and the
IWG-2 criteria for AD. While these guidelines are good representations of AD diagnostic criteria as a whole, they by no
means reflect the full complement of AD diagnostic criteria. Groups like the European Federation of Neurological
Societies, European Neurological Societies, and Canadian Consensus on the Diagnosis and Treatment of Dementia have
also published their own sets of guidelines, although they are generally similar to those discussed. (287, 288) For example, all
these updated diagnostic criteria for AD acknowledge the phenotypical heterogeneity of AD by generating specific
guidelines for the identification of typical, atypical, and mixed forms of AD. Furthermore a subset of these guidelines, like
those published by the IWG and NIA-AA, include criteria for preclinical states of AD and incorporate biomarkers into the
diagnostic algorithm of AD in an effort to increase diagnostic accuracy. While the incorporation of biomarkers is arguably
is one of the greatest advancements made by modern diagnostic criteria, it also represents its greatest shortcoming as to
date, no guidelines have published standards for each biomarker. (271, 279)This in part may contribute to the widely ranging
sensitivity/specificity data available for the current diagnostic guidelines for AD. Beyond the lack of biomarker
standardization, our lack of knowledge with respect to the pathologic course of AD is also contributory to deficits in
diagnostic accuracy. This is particularly true when attempting to identify AD in the preclinical stage, where there isn’t
even a consensus on whether there is a single sequence of events in the pathological cascade. At present, the limited
cross-sectional and long-term follow up studies do not provide adequate data from which to draw a conclusion. Without
question more work is warranted, as early diagnosis of AD and its distinction from other dementing disorders is crucial to
implement effective treatment strategies and management of AD patients.
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T a ble 2 -1 . D SM -5 Cr it er ia for Ma j or N eu r o c o gn it iv e Di sor d er

DSM-5 Criteria for Major Neurocognitive Disorder
1.) Evidence of significant cognitive decline from a previous level of performance in one or more cognitive domains
a. Learning & memory
b. Language
c. Executive Function
d. Complex attention
e. Perceptual-motor
f. Social cognition
2.) Cognitive deficits interfere with independence in everyday activities. At a minimum, assistance should be required with
complex instrumental activities of daily living, such as paying bills or managing medications.
3.) Cognitive deficits do not occur exclusively in the context of a delirium
4.) The cognitive deficits are not better explained by another mental disorder

T a ble 2 -2 . NI A -AA Co r e C li ni ca l C rit e ria fo r Pr oba b le AD

NIA-AA Core Clinical Criteria for Probable AD
Neuropsychiatric Symptoms that:
1.) Interfere with ability to function at work or at usual activities
2.) Are not explained by delirium or major psychiatric disorder
3.) Cognitive impairment established by history-taking form the patient AND a knowledgeable informant in addition to
objective bedside mental status examination
4.) Cognitive Impairment involving a minimum of two domains
a. Impaired ability to acquire and remember new information
b. Impaired reasoning and handling of complex tasks, poor judgment
c. Impaired visuospatial abilities
d. Impaired language functions
e. Changes in personality, behavior, or comportment
5.) Insidious onset
6.) Clear-cut history of worsening symptoms
7.) Initial and most prominent deficits are in one of the following:
a. Amnestic presentation: recent memory impairment
b. Non-amnestic presentation:
i.
language impairment with prominent word-finding deficits
ii.
Visuospatial impairment with visual cognitive deficits
iii.
Dysexecutive presentation with prominent impairment of reasoning, judgment, or problem solving
8.) No evidence of substantial:
a. Concomitant cerebrovascular disease
b. Core features of Dementia with Lewy bodies
c. Features of behavioral variant of frontotemporal dementia
d. Features of semantic or nonfluent/agrammatic variants of primary progressive aphasia
e. Other concurrent, active, neurological or non-neurological disease process or medication
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T a ble 2 -3 . NI A -AA Co r e C li ni ca l C rit e ria fo r Po ssi bl e AD

NIA-AA Core Clinical Criteria for Possible AD
I.

II.

Atypical course – The core clinical criteria above are met in terms of the nature of the cognitive deficits, but there is
either a sudden onset of cognitive impairment or insufficient historical detail or objective documentation of
progressive decline.

Etiologically mixed presentation – All of the core clinical criterial for AD dementia are met but the individual also has
evidence of concomitant cerebrovascular disease, features of dementia with Lewy bodies other than the dementia
itself, or evidence for another neurologic or medical comorbidity or medication that could have a substantial effect on
cognition.

T a ble 2 -4 . IW G D e fi nit i on s & C or e C li ni ca l C rit e ria

IWG Definitions & Core Clinical Criteria
Mild cognitive impairment
Variably defined but includes subjective memory or cognitive symptoms or both, objective memory or cognitive impairment
or both, and generally unaffected activities of daily living; affected people do not meet currently accepted dementia or AD
diagnostic criteria
Amnestic mild cognitive impairment
A more specified term describing a subtype of mild cognitive impairment, in which there are subjective memory symptoms
and objective memory impairment; other cognitive domains and activities of daily living are generally unaffected; affected
people do not meet currently accepted dementia or AD diagnostic criteria
Preclinical AD
The long asymptomatic period between the first brain lesions and the first appearance of symptoms and which concerns
normal individuals that later fulfil AD diagnostic criteria
Prodromal AD
The symptomatic predementia phase of AD, generally included in the mild cognitive impairment category; this phase is
characterized by symptoms not severe enough to meet currently accepted diagnostic criteria for AD
AD dementia
The phase of AD where symptoms are sufficiently severe to meet currently accepted dementia and AD diagnostic criteria
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2.3.3

Differential Diagnosis

While refined diagnostic criteria, the inclusion of biomarker technology, and the undeniable increase in AD
awareness within the medical, research, and public forums are all causes of celebration within the AD community, these
trends likely represent a double-edged sword. This is because as the heterogeneity of AD presentations becomes
increasingly well recognized, alternative medical conditions included in the differential diagnosis of AD may be
increasingly overshadowed. In fact, in a meta-analysis of 39 studies describing 5620 individuals with dementia-like
symptoms, 9% were found to have a non-dementia etiology.(289) The sobering message of such findings is made clear
when considering that unlike AD, a large proportion of these non-dementia causes of cognitive impairment have robust
medical treatments.
While AD is by far the most likely cause of dementia, representing between 60-80% of cases, a number of
alternative forms of dementia may closely mimic the presentation of AD. (290) Furthermore, less than 50% of all cases of
AD dementia reflect an AD pathophysiological process in isolation. Instead, in the majority of cases of dementia due to
AD, the pathophysiological hallmarks of AD coincide with patterns of neurodegeneration associated with other forms of
dementia. Termed, “mixed dementias”, AD with vascular dementia, AD with DLB, and AD with vascular dementia and
DLB constitute the most frequently encountered dual-etiology of dementia, in that order. In addition to being the most
common form of comorbid dementia with respect to AD, vascular dementia (VaD) is also the second most common
independent form of dementia after AD, representing 10-20 percent of cases in North America and Europe.(291, 292) Like
AD, both incidence and prevalence demonstrate a robust positive correlation with advancing age. (293) Worthy of note
however, differences in screening methods and a lack of standardized diagnostic criteria have led to substantial variability
in the reported prevalence and incidence of VaD. In fact, no standardized clinical criteria for VaD have been widelyadopted and some investigators have suggested that VaD should not be classified as a dementia at all due to the lack of
early presenting memory deficits.(294-296) Still, studies estimate VaD prevalence to be between 1.2 - 4.2 percent of
individuals and report age-adjusted incident rates of 6 to 12 cases per 1000 person years in individuals over the age of 65
and 70 years, respectively.(291, 297) Thus, as a consequence of its high incidence/prevalence, differentiating VaD from AD
represents a common clinical dilemma. At the foundation of the difficulties associated with accurately diagnosing, and
estimating the relative health burden of VaD, is the fact that cerebrovascular disease is itself a heterogeneous disorder.
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Thus, like FTD discussed later, VaD represents a heterogeneous clinical syndrome rather than a distinct etiology of
dementia. Instead, VaD encompasses all pathophysiologic processes attributable to cerebrovascular disease which in some
form ultimately manifest as deficits in cognition. However, this is not to say that the pathophysiology of VaD is
completely unknown. To the contrary, researchers have discovered that at least three common pathological entities are
thought to underlie the deficits observed in VaD.(236) The first and most injurious of these pathological entities involves
the infarction of large, principally cortical, but occasionally subcortical, arteries. The second etiology involves infarction
of small arteries to form lacunes. Exclusively subcortical, these small arteries include branches of the large arteries
emanating off the circle of Willis, and middle cerebral, and basilar arteries.(298, 299) The sequela of this small-vessel disease
is very common, with incidence rates in of micro-infarcts ranging from 26 - 52 individuals per 100,000 population in
community-based cohorts.(300-302) Furthermore, estimates of the frequency of one or more detectable micro-infarcts range
from 16% to 46% in unselected elderly persons dying of all causes, with micro-infarcts being detected in 33% of
cognitively normal elderly dying of all causes.(303) Completing the triad of known pathogenic processes underlying VaD,
chronic subcortical ischemia can lead to the development of cognitive deficits in the setting of small-vessel disease not
sufficiently localized to produce overt micro-infarction. Most commonly, this chronic subcortical ischemia occurs in the
distribution of small arteries in the periventricular white matter and affects each constituent of the CNS depending on their
selective vulnerability. Put differently, chronic ischemia leads to a pattern of neurodegeneration determined by the
specific vulnerability of each cell population; with preliminary losses in neuronal tissues being followed by the
death/degeneration of oligodendrocytes, myelinated axons, astrocytes, and endothelial cells.(304) Mechanistically, the term
micro-infarcts is somewhat miss-leading, as embolization in the small penetrating arteries that perfuse the periventricular
white matter or non-cortical gray matter has yet to be pathologically confirmed. Instead, small vessel disease is most
commonly attributable to lipohyalinosis or microatheroma formation secondary to chronic hypertension; as evidenced by
the decreasing prevalence of these lesions in the setting of properly managed hypertension.(305, 306) This mechanistic
distinction is of significance when ascribing the underlying etiology of observed micro-infarcts to either VaD or AD, as
the latter can mimic the former due its high coincidence with cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA), the accumulation of
amyloid in cerebral vessels. Not only can AD with CAA mimic lacunar pathology, but extensive CAA in AD can also
mimic the ischemic white matter damage typically associated with VaD by diffusely narrowing the penetrating cortical
vessels with amyloid deposits.(307, 308) Given the already diverse pathology of VaD, it is not surprising that the clinical
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manifestations of vascular dementia (VaD) are diverse and thus overlap tremendously with AD. Also as expected, the
pattern of cognitive deficits is highly dependent on the brain regions burdened by pathology. Though pathologically
diverse, investigators currently recognize two clinical of VaD.
With respect to prevalence in the United States, the second most common pure neurodegenerative dementia after
AD is likely dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB). This statement is only conjecture however, as accurately reporting the
epidemiological impact of DLB is limited by medicine’s current inability to accurately diagnose DLB clinically or even
differentiate its etiology from other dementias. Although the symptomology of DLB can be similar to AD in many ways, a
majority of individuals with DLB are more likely to present with prominent visual hallucinations, parkinsonism, cognitive
fluctuations, dysautonomia, sleep disorders, and neuroleptic sensitivity. Unlike typical AD, these features, as well as early
visuospatial impairment, may even occur in the absence of significant memory impairment. Notably, these symptomatic
differences between AD and DLB reflect the contrasting etiologies of the diseases’ and correlate with the differential sites
of neurodegeneration in the brain associated with each condition. For example, the tendency for DLB patients to present
with parkinsonian movement features earlier in the disease course as compared to AD, reflects the predisposition for
alpha-synuclein aggregation in the substantia nigra in DLB. Interestingly, these aggregates of alpha-synuclein, referred to
as Lewy Bodies, are not unique to DLB but are also found in Parkinson’s disease. However, while people with DLB and
PD both have Lewy bodies, the onset of the disease is marked by motor impairment in PD and cognitive impairment in
DLB. However, especially in late-stage PD, dementia is common, although the incidence of dementia due to PD is about
one-tenth that of AD. Troublingly, the differentiation of Parkinson disease dementia and DLB is so arbitrary; a “one-year
rule” which has been shown not to correlate with pathological etiology is still employed. (309, 310) Generally speaking, this
“one-year rule” holds that in PDD, dementia occurs in the setting of well-established parkinsonism, while in DLB,
dementia usually occurs concomitantly with or before the development of parkinsonian signs. Thus, if parkinsonism is
present for more than one year before the onset of dementia, it is officially classified as PDD. Contributing to the
diagnostic uncertainty which plagues dementia in general, dementia due to PD may result from a mix of AD and DLB
pathological processes as Lewy bodies, Aβ plaques, and neurofibrillary tangles are all observed in PD brains. Thus, with
even the pathological lesions not cleanly segregated between forms of dementia, it is not surprising that distinguishing
between phenotypes of dementia clinically remains one of the paramount challenges in medicine.
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Denoting more of a heterogeneous group of clinical syndromes than a specific neurodegenerative disease, the
definition of frontotemporal lobar dementia (FTD) has evolved over time and currently serves as an umbrella term for
three clinical presentations: behavioral variant FTD (bvFTD) and two forms of primary progressive aphasia (PPA),
specifically, the non-fluent and semantic variants. Poetically alluding to the clinical similarities of AD and FTD, Alois
Alzheimer characterized the first reported case of PPA and dubbed the disorder Pick disease due to the distinctive round,
silver-staining inclusions he termed Pick bodies upon histological examination of the patient’s brain tissue.(311) Subsequent
clinic-pathological studies determined that many patients diagnosed clinically with Pick disease did not have Pick
neuropathology at autopsy, and thus Pick disease now designates a pathological diagnosis, rather than a clinical syndrome.
Further reflecting the lack of correlation between the clinical syndromes of FTD and underlying pathophysiology, the
distinct term frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) denotes the distinct pathological processes which underlie the
clinical syndromes of FTD. Three main histological subtypes of FTLD have been characterized: FTLD-tau, FTLD-TDP,
and FTLD-FUS. FTLD-tau is characterized by tau positive inclusions often referred to as Pick-bodies while FTLD-TDP is
characterized by ubiquitin and TDP-43 positive, tau negative, FUS negative inclusions. Lastly, FTLD-FUS is
characterized by fused in sarcoma RNA-binding protein (FUS) positive cytoplasmic inclusions, intra-nuclear inclusions,
and neuritic threads. While the relative prevalence of each of these FTLD subtypes is not well-studied, one report suggests
that FTLD-TDP represents 48.5% of FTD cases while FTLD lacking distinctive histopathological features (18.2%) and
Pick disease (15.2%) constitute the next two most common neuropathological diagnoses. (312) Notably, these lesions
display a characteristic pattern of distribution in the cortex, medulla, hippocampus, and motor cells of the spinal cord and
XIIth cranial nerve in each of the clinical syndromes of FTD. Again, as in AD and DLB, the initial presenting symptoms
of the three FTD variants reflect the pattern of neurodegeneration with respect to brain regions. For example,
neuroimaging studies have correlated increasing tissue atrophy in the right ventromedial superior frontal gyrus, right
subgenual cingulate gyrus of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, and right dorsal ACC and left premotor cortex, with
worsening apathy, disinhibition and aberrant motor behavior, respectively.(313, 314) Thus, in the case of bvFTD, which
typically presents with disinhibition, apathy/less of empathy, hyper-orality, and compulsive/ritualistic behaviors, the afore
mentioned brain regions are most robustly affected. With respect to its contribution to the diagnostic uncertainty
surrounding AD, patients with early-onset AD are frequently misdiagnosed with bvFTD and vice versa. This is principally
due to AD patients often performing poorly on measures of executive function. Still, symptomatic differences exist, with
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AD patients often retaining social cognitive faculties until late in the disease process and having more robust deficits in
episodic memory and visuospatial skills than do patients with bvFTD. Although important in differentiating bvFTD from
AD, these subtle differences in clinical presentation become of even greater importance when considering the differential
of AD versus PPA. Characterized by the insidious onset and gradual progression of aphasia, PPA manifests itself
symptomatically as deficits in word finding, word usage, word comprehension, or sentence construction, the only notable
clinic difference between PPA and a typically presenting AD patient is the absence of memory impairment in PPA.(244) In
the context of atypical presentations of AD in which clinically detectable deficits in language outweigh observed deficits
in memory impairment, it is easy to see why FTD syndromes constitute a major source of misdiagnosed cases of AD.
Further muddling the differentiation of AD versus FTD, although characterized by isolated language impairment early in
the disease course other cognitive faculties are frequently reduced in FTD as the disease progresses. Like bvFTD and all
other forms of neurodegeneration discussed, the symptoms of PPA correlate best with neurodegeneration to specific brain
regions, in the case of FTD the language-dominant hemisphere of the brain, as opposed to with a specific underlying
pathophysiologic process. At a group level, three clinical variants of PPA have been described and have been loosely
affiliated, with limited clinical value, to different underlying neuropathologies. The first of these clinical PPA variants,
termed non-fluent PPA, is most commonly associated with the FTLD-tau pathophysiology.(241) In contrast, FTLD-TDP
pathology most commonly underlies the semantic variant of PPA. (234) Lastly, the logopenic variant of PPA, most typically
associated with AD pathology, is characterized by impaired single-word retrieval and repetition with errors in speech and
naming but with spared single-word comprehension, object knowledge, motor speech, and absence of agrammatism. (234)
Interestingly, though mimicking AD pathology in most ways, hemispheric asymmetry distribution of neurofibrillary
tangles distinguishes the logopenic variant PPA from typical AD.(240, 315) While differences in NFT distribution are not yet
clinically utilized to distinguish between logopenic PAA and AD, the symptoms of all FTLD typically manifest earlier in
life as compared to AD, with the average age of onset for FTLD and AD being 60 and 65 years old, respectively.
Similarly, reports have concluded that FTD progresses more rapidly than AD. (316) Not surprisingly, this 5 year differential
in age of onset nor subtle differences in initial presentation have proven sufficient to reliably distinguish between AD and
FTD syndromes and thus, a strong push towards the development of biomarkers for both diseases has been a priority in
both fields over the past two-decades. The significance of this clinical dilemma carries ever more significance when
considering that the differential between AD and FTD is not purely academic, with current guidelines advising against the
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use of cholinesterase inhibitors in FTD. Importantly however, treatment trials with any form of medications, including
cholinesterase inhibitors, are not reasonable in the context of robust diagnostic uncertainty. For this reason, questions
surrounding the therapeutic management of different forms of dementia are highly prevalent among clinical forums.
As a consequence of their long incubation periods and inexorable progression, prion diseases represent
yet another class of dementia causing conditions included in the differential of AD. Representing more than 90% of all
cases of prion disease, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease manifests itself symptomatically as impairments in memory and
coordination as well as changes in behavior. Pathologically, human prion diseases such as CJD are associated
with common neuropathological features including: neuronal loss (especially in cortical layers III-V), proliferation of glial
cells, absence of an inflammatory response, and the presence of small vacuoles (20-30 microns) within the neuropil which
produce a spongiform appearance. As in all human prion diseases, these profound neuropathological changes are the
result of an accumulation of aberrantly folded proteins. Unlike their non-pathogenic counterparts, prion proteins exhibit
multiple structurally diverse conformations, of which at least one is transmissible to other prion proteins.(317) Like AD
patients, the brains of CJD patients may display appear atrophic and exhibit signs of ventricular enlargement. However as
with other forms of dementia, the pattern of atrophy is in some ways distinct when compared to AD. Atrophy in CJD may
include the deep gray structures: the caudate, putamen, and thalamus, but in contrast to AD typically spares the
hippocampus. Conversely, robust cerebellar degeneration is not typical of AD, yet is atrophy of the folia due to loss of
gray matter is common in CJD. Although variants of CJD have been defined, sporadic CJD represents 85-95% of cases
and is associated with two cardinal clinical manifestations, namely a rapidly progressive mental deterioration with
frequent behavioral abnormalities and myoclonus. (318, 319) Notably, while myoclonus and a rapidly progressive course are
not typical of AD, the diverse range of presentations of AD and CJD, coupled with the possibility of atypical presentations
for AD, currently generates significant diagnostic uncertainty when distinguishing between the two etiologies. (320, 321) For
example, one study found that 58% of AD patients also meet clinical criteria for CJD. Critics of these types of studies
might argue that sensitive and specific biomarkers for CJD should alleviate this diagnostic uncertainty. However, in this
same study, approximately 10% of AD patients (2/19) presented with diagnostically significant levels of 14-3-3 protein, a
biomarker for CJD, in their CSF.(320) Thus, neither clinical criteria nor biomarker studies are currently sufficient to
distinguish between AD and CJD in all cases. In addition to its similar symptomology, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease afflicts a
similar patient demographic as AD, with a typical age of onset between 57 and 62 and rarely reported cases of disease in
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young adults or individuals over the age of 80. (319, 322-325) Despite the symptomatic and demographic overlap between AD
and CJD, clinically, this dilemma is rarely played out, as the incidence of sporadic Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease is
approximately one case per 1,000,000 population per year. Unfortunately there is no effective treatment for CJD, with
death usually occurring within one year of symptom onset with a median disease duration of six months. (317, 326, 327)
As a consequence of its treatable nature, normal pressure hydrocephalus (NPH) in particular represents an
essential consideration in the diagnostic workup of AD. Manifesting itself clinically as the classical triad of difficulty
walking, memory loss and urinary incontinence, dementia attributable to normal pressure hydrocephalus is caused by
chronically sustained local elevations in CSF pressure at the periventricular white matter secondary to impaired
reabsorption. Produced by the choroid plexus in the lateral ventricles, CSF flows next to the third and fourth ventricles
before reaching the basal cisterns, tentorium, and subarachnoid space over the cerebral convexities to the area of the
sagittal sinus. Under normal conditions, CSF is absorbed into the systemic circulation primarily across the arachnoid villi
into the venous channels of the sagittal sinus. As stated, impaired absorption of CSF across the arachnoid villi is the
suspected mechanism of most cases of secondary NPH. Most commonly, this is due to intra-ventricular/subarachnoid
hemorrhage or prior acute or chronic meningitis of any etiology. However, Paget disease, mucopolysaccaridosis of the
meninges and Achondroplasia all constitute other rarely reported causes of NPH. These conditions impair reabsorption of
CSF by inciting inflammation and subsequent fibrosis of the arachnoid granulations, although alternative mechanisms
have been proposed. Nevertheless, in approximately half of all patients, leptomeningeal biopsy reveals evidence of
arachnoid fibrosis.(328, 329) Decreased CSF resorption leads to gradual accumulation of CSF within the ventricular system,
which manifests as increased local pressure. While increased pressure is not measured on lumbar puncture, a pressure
effect is nonetheless believed to occur locally on periventricular white matter tracts, producing the observed dilatation of
the lateral ventricles which is pathognomonic for NPH. With respect to differentiating NPH from AD, while both
classically present with cognitive deficits, gait abnormalities and urinary incontinence are more typical of NPH. However,
when considering the prevalence of gait abnormalities in the elderly demographic most at risk for AD, reported by one
study to be as high as 56% of individuals over the age of 70, gait abnormalities may frequently coexist with AD.(330)
Similarly, urinary incontinence from other causes such as prostatism or stress incontinence may frequently coexist with
AD due to its high prevalence in elderly populations. In one study investigating the prevalence of urinary incontinence in
the patient demographic older than 70 years of age, 12 percent of men and 36 percent of women were reported to exhibit
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clinically observable symptoms.(331) Again reflecting the differences in the underlying neuronal insult between AD and
NPH, prominent dementia, especially when it includes cortical features (aphasia, apraxia), strongly suggests AD as an
alternative or comorbid diagnosis in a patient with suspected NPH. A guideline undoubtedly justified by the restricted
nature of CSF elevations, and thus neuronal insult, to the periventricular white matter in NPH as opposed to the cortical
neurodegeneration typical of AD. However, further compounding the diagnostic uncertainty when distinguishing between
AD and NPH, as with virtually all forms of dementia, NPH can coexist with other dementias, and in particular AD.(328, 332334)

In studies of patients with strong clinical and laboratory evidence of NPH, biopsies carried out at the time of shunting

reveal AD pathology in 20 to 61 percent.(328, 333-337) Two series have found that the degree of AD pathology correlated with
the degree of cognitive impairment.(334, 336) Uniquely, normal pressure hydrocephalus can often be corrected with surgical
installation of a shunt to drain excess CSF, making it one of the few treatable etiologies of dementia. Critically,
distinguishing between NPH, AD, and NPH with AD may carry implications for the response to treatment, as NPH
patients with underlying AD typically demonstrate no improvement following CSF shunting.

2.3.4

Clinical Evaluation Strategy

Both NIA-AA and equally used DSM-V clinical criteria highlight the importance of the history of present illness
when assessing a presenting patient for AD. Throughout the clinical interview, careful observation to the patient’s
attention, speed of responses, and ability to provide relevant information can be crucial in raising diagnostic suspicion.
Critical information to garner during the interview includes the patient’s age, education level, pre-morbid function,
medical history, and current prescriptions. Additionally, more so than in other illnesses input from family members is an
indispensable asset to the physician. Using either guideline, diagnostic suspicion for AD arises principally on
documentation of significant impairment in more than one cognitive domain. Notably, a “significant impairment”, must
represent a change from the patient’s baseline and be of sufficient severity to impair his/her independence. In the DMS-V,
the cognitive domains are segregated into: learning and memory, language, executive function, complex attention,
perceptual-motor, and social cognition. Translated to a complete assessment of mental status in the clinic, physicians
should note deficits in: level of consciousness, attention, memory, language, visual spatial perception, executive function,
mood and thought content, praxis, and calculations. Level of consciousness or arousal is typically subjectively evaluated
and patients can be stratified into alert, attentive, sleepy, or unresponsive. Assessment of attention is critical, as a deficit in
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this domain can confound additional testing. Deficits in attention can be elucidated either in the course of the clinical
interview or via testing through exams such as the digit span test. (338, 339) Here the examiner recites numerical digits at a
rate of one per second and asks the patient to repeat back the number sequence. Regardless of age or education level,
cognitively normal individuals can recite a 5-9 numerical sequence.(340) If more subtle deficits in attention are suspected,
increasingly complex attentional tasks such as the trail-making test, symbol-copying tasks, and letter-cancellation tasks
can be employed.(338, 341-343) Evaluation of memory in a suspected AD patient should, at minimum, distinguish between
impairments in immediate/working memory, recent memory, and retrieval of remote memories. While the digit span test
used to assess attention is sufficient to probe working memory, tests of recent memory involve asking the patient to
remember 3-4 words and then recite those words 5-10 minutes into the interview once their attention has been shifted. The
proctor may issue categorical cues to aid in the retrieval of words, with cognitively intact individuals being capable of
recalling 3-8 words.(340) Prompting the patient to recall the names of past presidents or recall important historical events is
suitable for preliminary probing of long-term memory. Predictably, language deficits are most often noticed during the
clinical interview and perceived deficits can be probed via a variety of tests. Commonly, deficits in categorical fluency
can be assessed by asking the patient to recite at least 15 words in a particular category (i.e. animals) within a minute,
while letter fluency can be assessed by asking patients to recite the same number of words beginning with a particular
letter (commonly “F”).(179) In contrast to the necessity of objective behavioral tasks for the evaluation of deficits in
memory, it is generally agreed upon that information garnered during the clinical interview is the most appropriate
method for documenting impairment in executive function. If not relayed as a problem by the patient, executive function
can be probed by asking the patient to describe their probable course of action during an imagined emergency. (342)
Alternatively, standardized tests for the 5 domains of executive function including: working memory (serial reverse tasks),
verbal fluency (categorical/letter fluency tests), motor programming (Luria fist-edge palm test), response inhibition (go/no
go tests), and ability to divide attention (Wisconsin Card Sorting Test) area available. (343-345) Clinical evaluation of affect
should focus firstly on any abnormal intrusions, preoccupations, perservations, delusions, or hallucinations as these
neuropsychological symptoms best differentiate AD from non-AD causes of dementia.(190, 193) Additionally, evaluation for
depression both in the clinical interview and via standardized batteries such as the Beck Depression Inventory, Geriatric
Depression Scale, or Neuropsychiatric Inventory is high yield as up to 40% of AD patients are estimated to harbor an
underlying depression.(187) Visuospatial abnormalities can be suggested via patient report of misplacing items with
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increased frequency or difficulty navigating unfamiliar terrain. Neurological assessment typically differentiates between
perceptual and constructional visuospatial functions. Perceptual function is probed by prompting the patient to draw
copies of geometric visual stimuli such as overlapping pentagons. (182, 340) In contrast, constructional visuospatial function
is assessed most commonly via building/assembly tasks with patients asking to construct structures from blocks. (340) The
evaluation of praxis, defined as impairment in the performance of learned motor activities in the absence of primary
motor/spatial deficits, manifests symptomatically as difficulty dressing, feeding, or bathing during the clinical interview.
Asking the patient to demonstrate these everyday yet complex learned movements is an ideal way to elucidate deficits
during the preliminary evaluation of AD. Lastly, deficits in mathematical calculation are rapidly assessed via the “serial
sevens test”, in which patients are asked to sequentially subtract 7 from 100 and recite the difference. Of note, this test
must be evaluated in the context of patient’s education level, attention, and anxiety in order to be of diagnostic
significance. Two or more deficits in these domains, in the setting of an insidious onset and in the absence of alternative
etiologies, should generally prompt the physician to conduct a detailed cognitive and neurological physical evaluation for
AD.
In clinical practice, routine independent testing of each of these cognitive domains is impractical. Thus, perceived
deficits obtained from the patient history is most often coupled with standardized neuropsychological batteries, most
commonly the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), to test for the presence or progression of AD.(346, 347)
Encompassing a broad range of cognitive abilities including: orientation, recall, attention, calculation, language
manipulation, and constructional praxis, the MMSE takes minutes complete making it highly compatible with clinical
implementation.(346) Based on a maximum score of 30 points, a score of less than 24 points is suggestive of dementia or
delirium, although the exam is easily confounded by age, education, as well as language, motor, and visual
impairments.(348) Improvements in the interpretation of the MMSE have been reported, with age-specific norms as well as
studies of MMSE scores as a function of education being reported. (349) Still, in a large community population study of
18,056 individuals, a reported sensitivity and specificity of the MMSE for accurately detecting dementia was 87%, and
82% respectively.(349) Especially when utilized to evaluate the possibility of AD, in addition to a patients overall score, the
pattern of point deductions in the MMSE can be of significance. Especially early in the disease course, the cognitive
domain of memory may be the only faculty affected. As the MMSE contains two tasks that evaluate memory, the three
object naming and delayed recall tests, a patient with mild AD might score zero points on these exams and present with a
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“normal” score of 27. Thus, a failure to look specifically for common deficits in the MMSE may contribute to falsenegatives, especially in early-stage AD.
Further limiting the diagnostic utility of the MMSE with respect to tracking progression of AD as opposed to
establishing a new diagnosis, changes of 2 or less points on the MMSE may represent measurement error, regression to
the mean, or a practice effect and are thus of uncertain diagnostic significance.(350) Instead, the Clinical Dementia Rating
(CDR) scale, designed specifically to measure the severity of AD in a longitudinal manner, is the preferred cognitive test.
Conducted as a semi-structured interview with the patient and/or caregiver, impairments in the domains of memory,
orientation, judgement, community affairs, home and hobbies, as well as personal care are assessed. The severity of AD is
binned as absent, questionable, mild, moderate, or severe. Although designed for implementation in clinical trials and
longitudinal studies of AD, the CDR is increasingly utilized in clinical decision making models to assess a patient’s ability
to live independently. For example, the CDR can be an objective tool in assessing whether an AD patient’s symptoms are
severe enough to warrant placement in a skilled nursing facility or if his/her driver’s license should be revoked. Despite
CDR examinations taking upwards of 3 hours to complete, studies have reported strong validity and an inter-rater
reliability of 62-83% in well-controlled settings.(351-353).
Physical examination in a patient with suspected AD focuses primarily on ruling out an atypical presentation of a
medical illness and a detailed neurological assessment which seeks to identify focal neurological deficits. Specifically,
focal sensory-motor neurological deficits suggestive of prior stroke, signs of Parkinson’s disease such as cogwheel
rigidity, tremors, gait abnormalities, and abnormal eye movements should be assessed to help exclude alternative
diagnoses. Noted specifically in both NIA-AA and DSM-V criteria, the exclusion of delirium is a fundamental component
of AD diagnosis. Differentiating between dementia and delirium relies heavily on patient history and repeated assessment
of his/her cognitive faculties (Table 2-5). From these longitudinal assessments, dementia and delirium can often be
distinguished based on symptom onset, course, duration, and presence or absence of changes in perception or sleep. (354)
However, especially in the absence of a complete longitudinal history, this exclusion can be difficult. To alleviate this
diagnostic burden, the Confusion Assessment Method and Memorial Delirium Assessment scale have been developed and
are well validated in their ability to detect delirium.(354) In general, both methods require an acute onset of changes or
fluctuations in the mental status and attention in the patient, as well as an altered level of consciousness or disorganized
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thinking.

With an appropriate H&P decreasing the likely hood of alternative forms of dementia, additional laboratory

tests can help exclude atypical presentations of common medical illnesses.
T a ble 2 -5 . D e m e ntia v e r su s D e lir iu m

Dementia versus Delirium(354)
Delirium
Dementia
Features
Acute
Insidious
Onset
Fluctuating
Stable Decline
Course
Hours to Weeks Months to Years
Duration
Hallucinations
Normal
Perception
Disrupted
Fragmented
Sleep/Wake
Fluctuates
Normal
Attention
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Chapter 3 EPIDEMIOLOGY OF ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE

3.1

CURRENT & PROJECTED ESTIMATES OF DISEASE BURDEN
Representing the most common cause of senile dementia, Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disorder

of age-dependent onset characterized by an inexorable and progressive perturbation of cognitive function which
invariably leads to a loss of independence and ultimately death. In an effort to convey the magnitude of this disease’s
current and future impact on global health, it is best to systematically analyze each component of this introductory
statement. Firstly, elaborating on the reference made to AD’s unrivaled prevalence, as of 2014 AD accounts for 60–80%
of all cases of senile dementia.(290) To place this statistic in perspective, more than 5 million Americans suffer from this
disease while more than 36 million individuals are estimated to be afflicted worldwide.(355) Looking forward to the future,
conservative projections estimate that an astonishing 66 million people will be living with AD by 2030. With the
prevalence of AD continuing to double approximately every 20 years, this forecasts the worldwide health burden
attributable to AD at 115 million individuals by the year 2050. (355) Expectedly, this relatively short doubling rate for AD
prevalence is suggestive of an equally astonishing incidence, with just under half a million Americans developing AD in
2014 alone. Like projections for AD prevalence, future rates of AD incidence are exceptionally morbid. Assuming a
historical perspective for the sake of clarity, the incidence of AD in 2000 was estimated at 411,000 new cases. A decade
later, this statistic had risen by 10% to an annual incidence of 454,000 new cases in 2010. (250) However by 2050, an
estimated 959,000 new cases of AD are projected to be reported in the U.S. alone, a 130% increase from the year
2000.Similarly, barring the development of medical breakthroughs to prevent AD, U.S. AD prevalence is expected to
triple from the current 5 million cases to nearly 14-16 million cases by 2050.(356) As alluded to by the “age-dependent”
qualifier used in the introductory sentence, the estimates of AD prevalence and incidence described above are both
disproportionately comprised of elderly individuals. Breaking the 500,000 new cases of AD in 2014 down by age, only
59,000 of these cases afflict individuals below the age 75 as compared to the 172,000 and 238,000 cases involving
individuals below and over the age of 85, respectively. (250) Similar trends in AD prevalence are observed with 1 in 9
individuals over the age of 65 and 1 in 3 individuals over the age of 85 having AD in the U.S. (356) In the face of such
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jarring epidemiological statistics, the intuitive question becomes “what factors drive the projected increases in AD
incidence and prevalence?” While a variety of variables have been identified, the predominant answer in the field
references the phenomenon of demographic aging occurring both in the U.S. and worldwide. Generally speaking, this
term refers the rising proportion of individuals over the age of 65 in the population. Speaking to the specific case of the
U.S., two variables predominantly explain this increase in the elderly population; aging of the baby boomers and extended
life expectancy.
Inarguably one of the great achievements of mankind, the average adult lifespan continues to extend within the
context of ever improving medical technologies. Over 5 decades ago, average life expectancy was 65 in developed regions
and only 42 years in less developed regions of the globe. Today, the average adult can expect to live to 78 years of age in
the developed world and 68 years of age in more rural regions. (357) Importantly, review of this data suggests the gap
between more modern nations and the less developed world is narrowing, which explains why demographic aging is
occurring more quickly in these rural countries. Forecasting life expectancy into the year 2050, the average citizen will
live to be 83 and 75 years of age in the developed and developing world, respectively.(357) While these numbers are
interesting they do not directly convey the relevance of an ageing population to AD. To accomplish this, we need to
analyze these data in a slightly different manner. Recalling that the average age of onset is between 60-65 years of age,
this specific population of elderly individuals represents the main demographic at risk for AD. Assuming no prophylactic
treatment options are discovered for AD, the proportion of at risk individuals in this elderly population who will go on to
develop AD is unlikely to change significantly. Thus, both the prevalence and incidence of AD are expected to increase
proportionally to the number of individuals in the at risk elderly demographic. When looking at the figures for individuals
over the age of 65 worldwide, this number has risen from 202 million in 1950 to over 841 million in 2013. Projecting
these trends to the year 2050, 1.6 billion people or 32% of the projected world population will be at highest risk for
AD.(357) Of equal importance, 80% of these individuals will live in less developed regions. (357) Of significance, these
statistics indicate that any future diagnostic/therapeutic option must not be prohibitively expensive or methodologically
complex in order to adequately address the epidemic of AD worldwide.
While longer life-expectancies represent a global phenomenon, the elderly population spike in the U.S. has a
second contributing factor of significance; the aging of the baby boomer generation. Describing those individuals born
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between 1946 and 1964, during the post-world war II era, over 78.3 million Americans were born over this time period.
During this pan-demographic period of prolific reproduction, the number of annual births in the U.S. exceeded 2 children
per 100 women for the first time in decades. Relating this to AD epidemiology, as of 2011, the first individuals of this
generation have reached age 65, AD’s typical age of onset.(358) As a consequence of the full cohort of baby-boomers
reaching AD's age of onset, the future health burden of AD is daunting with its prevalence projected to reach 65.7 million
people by 2030. However, the impact of the baby-boomers does not end here, as their children, termed the millennium
generation, will also produce a less dramatic “echo baby boom”. While the implications of these projections are
admittedly abstract, cumulatively they convey the message that while AD represents a significant public health concern
currently, its associated disease burden will reach epidemic proportions in the coming decades.
Having communicated the message that AD represents an increasingly common global health threat, we next
focus on statistics which convey the humanitarian and economic cost associated with AD. In congruence with other
subtypes of dementia, mortality is often secondary to terminal-stage complications related to advanced patient
debilitation. Thus, dehydration, malnutrition, and infection are among the most common causes of mortality in patients
suffering from AD, with pneumonia reported to be the most frequently identified cause of death.(359-363) Notably, while the
World Health Organization defines cause of death as “the disease or injury which initiated the train of events leading
directly to death”, the tendency within the medical community to report more acute sequela of AD as the primary cause
of death carries with it the unfortunate consequence of under-representing the true mortality of AD. (364) In fact, one report
indicates that the sensitivity of death certificates for reporting AD-related mortality may be as low as 28%.(360) Despite this
tendency for mortality statistics to substantially underestimate the prevalence of dementing illnesses, according to the
National Center for Health Statistics of the Centers of Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), 83,494 people died from
AD in 2010; a statistic cementing AD firmly as the sixth-leading cause of death in the United States.(365) Again
emphasizing AD’s age-dependent onset, it rises to the fifth-leading cause of death for those age 65 and older.145 In an
effort to reflect the degree to which under-reporting of AD on death certificates might have, we need to look at the
number of individuals who die with AD as a comorbid condition. In 2014 this number is estimated to be 600,000
individuals in the U.S. alone, or put another way, one-third of every senior citizen over the age of 65. (366) While the true
number of deaths attributable to AD likely falls somewhere between the range of 83,000 and 600,000, there is no doubt
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surrounding AD’s contribution to premature death in the elderly. Regardless of the cause of death, among people age 70,
61% of those with AD are expected to die before age 80. To provide context to this statistic, simply compare it to the 30%
percent of people without AD who die before age 80 in this age demographic.(367) In light of these statistics, it becomes
clear why AD is a world health priority when compared to less common causes of death. However, the finding that the
mortality rate attributable to AD is rising while that of other top ten disease fall, demonstrates the unique public health
threat posed AD (Figure 3-1). A testament to the impact translational research can have on human disease, between 2000
and 2010 the number of deaths attributable to heart disease, the number one cause of death in the U.S., decreased by 16%.
Similarly, deaths attributable to prostate and breast cancer decreased by 8% and 2%, respectively. Assuming a global
health perspective, the number of deaths attributable to HIV declined by 42%.(290) Clearly, advances in medicine made
possible by translation research are having a profound impact on virtually all top ten causes of death. As NIH funding is
projected to reach 586 million dollars for the 2015 fiscal year, a substantial amount of resources have gone in to
decreasing the mortality attributable to AD. Disappointingly, the total number of deaths attributable to AD increased by
68% across the 2000 to 2010 decade.(366) The purpose of these statistics is to drive home the introductory sentence’s final
phrase; that AD invariably ends with patient death. However this is not the greatest health burden associable to AD.
Foreshadowed by the phrase “invariably leads to a loss of independence”, the true disease burden associated with
AD stems from its progressively debilitating clinical course. The statistic which best captures this concept is termed
disability-adjusted life-years (DALY) and reflects the sum of the number of years of life lost due to the disease as well as
the number of healthy years of life lost secondary to disability. Similar to the mortality data, the magnitude of this statistic
has risen for AD to a greater degree than for any other medical condition. Using DALYs as a measure of disease burden,
AD rose from the 25th most burdensome disease to the 12th from 1990 to 2010.(368)
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Increases in both the number of years of life lost and the number of years lived with disability underlie this
unrivaled jump in ranking. Importantly, this data confirms that AD contributes significantly to poor health and disability
in the U.S. and that AD disease burden is increasing at an unrivaled pace each decade. Predictably, while mortality weighs
heavily when considering the humanitarian cost of AD, fiscally, the number of years lived with disability is most
contributory to the astronomical cost of healthcare for AD patients. A staggering 214 billion dollars in medical costs for
all individuals with dementia was paid in 2014. (144, 273) Though contributory, the high prevalence of AD is not the main
factor driving this cost. Instead, this monetary burden is derived as a consequence of AD being a progressive disease that
robs the patient of his/her independence. Individuals affected with AD live an overage 4-8 years once diagnosed, but some
can live as long as 20 years.(290) While the course duration of AD is variable, patients consistently become totally
dependent on caretakers for all essential daily living tasks. Aside from losing the ability to feed and bathe themselves, AD
patients also frequently develop other behavioral symptoms such as depression and wandering which places them at high
risk for institutionalization. To appreciate this, simply compare the average Medicaid payment for a Medicare beneficiary
without AD ($561) to that of one with AD ($10,771).(290) Notably these figures only address the cost directly associated
with AD and neglect the cost accrued by patients as a consequences of having AD as a comorbid condition. While this
cost is difficult to tabulate, data does demonstrate that AD patients with comorbid conditions can exhibit a 6-50% increase
in their number of hospital stays. Taking the specific case of coronary artery disease as an example, total Medicare
payments for a non-AD patient with this condition are estimated at $16,768 annually as compared to $27,033 for a similar
patient with AD.(290) Incredibly, even if the annual increase in cost attributable to AD for each of these conditions could be
added to the $214 billion statistic mentioned earlier, this would still not account for even 50% of AD’s total economic
burden.
As with all diseases that impair one’s ability to remain self-sufficient, the greatest cost attributable to AD stems
from the 17.7 billion hours spent by friends and family caring for their debilitated loved ones. (290) This is due in part to the
fact that 85% of all care provided to older adults in the U.S. comes not from trained medical professionals, but family
members.(369) The second contributing factor stems from AD being a disease which “progressively perturbs cognitive
function”. There are two components here that deserve attention, the fact that AD is progressive and that it selectively
impairs cognition. With respect to the second factor, patients with AD or any form of dementia for that matter require an
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exorbitant amount of care to maintain a meaningful quality of life. For example, 54% of AD patients require assistance
getting into bed while 40% require help dressing themselves. Furthermore, as a consequence of AD being an “inexorably
progressive” disease, the average duration of caregiving is substantially longer for AD than for non-AD elderly.(369) Not
surprisingly, the economic impact of this unpaid care is tremendous, with 54% of caregivers admitting to having to take
time off work and 15% needing to take a leave of absence. Best estimates place the total cost of this unpaid caregiving at
$220.2 billion in 2013 alone.(370) Thus, the value of informal care is at least equal to the direct medical and long-term care
costs of AD & dementia. Again however, this statistic is misleading, as caregivers have also been shown to be less
satisfied in life, become sick more frequently, and report increased levels of stress. (371-373)
In summary, AD is a neurodegenerative disorder of age-dependent onset characterized by an inexorable and
progressive perturbation of cognitive function which invariably leads to a loss of independence and ultimately death. As
emphasized in the body of this chapter, each component of this description is of significance when tabulating the
economic and humanitarian costs associated with AD. It is under this context that we study AD, and in view of the
growing socioeconomic catastrophe and worldwide health problems associated with AD, the impetus to develop new
diagnostic and treatment strategies for AD has never been greater.

3.2

POTENTIAL BENEFIT OF ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE TREATMENT DEVELOPMENT
As emphasized in the entirety of this work, there is currently no available disease-modifying therapeutics for AD.

Defined as a therapy that addresses the underlying pathogenic etiology of AD symptoms, the lack of such a treatment
makes AD unique among the top ten causes of death in the United States. Unlike all of these other conditions, today,
medicine is without a way to prevent, cure, or even slow AD progression. Instead, as described in subsequent sections in
detail, the five current-generation medications approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration for the treatment of
AD only provide temporary symptomatic relief in a subset of patients. Put plainly, these drugs do not alter the disease
course of AD and as a consequence, as alluded to in the previous section, billions of dollars and millions of American
lives are lost. Bluntly, without an effective disease-modifying treatment, the socioeconomic and public health
consequences of AD will cripple the nation. Recognizing this, in 2011 the National Alzheimer’s Project Act (NAPA) was
signed into law and tasked with the development of a national plan to address the growing threat of AD. Only a year later,
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the National Plan to Address Alzheimer’s Disease was published. This document calls for additional research dollars and
sets scientific benchmarks with the aim of “preventing and effectively treating AD by 2025”. As we have no alternative,
the purpose of this section is to emphasize the potential impact of a disease-modifying therapeutic for AD. To do this, we
will contrast real-world estimations of AD burden with that of a hypothetical U.S. nation with access to a diseasemodifying therapy by the NAPA’s 2025 deadline.(374)
For the purposes of this discussion, we will assume the hypothetical treatment is both effective in delaying the onset
of AD by 5 years and universally accessible within the United States. Using conservative projections, the number of
Americans affected by AD in 2030 is projected to be around 8.2 million people. Now, assuming universal access to a
disease-modifying treatment by 2025, the projected number of AD cases in the U.S. drops to 5.8 million (Figure 3-2).
Thus, in just 5 years the implementation, a disease-modifying treatment can reduce AD prevalence by approximately a
third. Of course, the benefits of such a treatment are compounded as a function of time. For example, 40% of the 9.9
million Americans who would be expected to have developed AD by 2035 would be living normal lives in a U.S. nation
with access to a disease-modifying treatment. Of course, and a consequence of AD’s age-dependent onset, the
demographic most benefited are those individuals over the age of 65. Instead of 11% of all individuals over the age of 65
having AD in 2030, only 8% would be afflicted if AD onset could be delayed by 5 years. These same statistics are 16%
without a disease-modifying treatment and 9% by the year 2050, again emphasizing the time-dependent growth in
therapeutic benefit associated with a preventative approach to AD. In fact, one of the only negative side-effects associated
with a treatment which delays AD progression is that for a brief time, the proportion of those living with severe AD would
increase. This is because a delay in onset would prevent people from moving into the mild stage of the disease, but have
no effect on those who already had the condition before the treatment became available. Using population statistics to
illustrate this point, with a delay in AD onset of 5 years beginning in 2025, 53% of patients with AD in 2030 would be
classified as end-stage. If the current AD trajectory remains unaltered, this percentage would only be 41%. Of course, this
trend is only temporary and by 2050 the introduction of treatment would actually decrease the proportion of patients with
end-stage AD from 48% to 46%. Additionally, a 5 year delay in onset would also decrease the total number of individuals
in each stage of AD such that in 2050, 3.6 million individuals would have severe-stage AD compared with the 6.5 million
people under the current disease trajectory. Still, it is important to recognize the point that a disease-modifying treatment
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is unlikely to alter the disease course of patients with moderate to severe AD. This is because it highlights the following
point; the longer the delay in disease-modifying treatment development the more individuals progressing to disease stages
which can no longer be altered.(374)
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Time is of the essence too when considering the economic threat posed by AD. As with prevalence, a treatment in
2025 that delays symptom onset by 5 years would reduce the total cost of AD care immediately. Unaltered, the annual
treatment cost for AD in the U.S. is projected at $451 billion for the 2030 fiscal year. Delaying symptoms just 5 years
shifts this projected cost to $368 billion, an $83 billion dollar savings in just half a decade of implementation. With more
time for the benefits to accrue, by 2050, total costs to all payers would decrease by one-third from $1.101 trillion under
the current disease trajectory to $734 billion. Of special significance to the well-being of the U.S. healthcare system, 40%
of this $367 billion savings would be accounted for by Medicare cost reductions. Employing a Medicare specific example,
introduction of a disease-modifying therapeutic would produce a savings of $67 billion in the 2035 fiscal year alone.
Similar benefits are expected for Medicaid, with $1 billion saved in the first year alone, and a savings of $38 billion by
2035. Tallying the cumulative savings for federal and state governments from 2026-2035 reveals an astonishing $535
billion differential in cost. However, significant savings are not restricted to the public sector. To the contrary, AD
patients and their family members would spend $2 billion less on care by 2026, and $44 billion less by 2035, if an
effective disease-modifying treatment was discovered. Again summing the cumulative savings in the decade following the
implementation of our hypothetical therapeutic in 2025, total savings for all payers would reach a staggering $935 billion.
While these statistics are of significance because they serve as the principal impetus behind the recent increases in
government research funding for AD, the truth of the matter is that the current state of healthcare cannot be maintained if
disease-modifying treatments for AD are not developed soon. One statistic, the estimated $3.2 trillion in government
spending to care for AD and other dementias over the 2026-2035 decade, is sufficient to convey this point. (374)
In summary, it is of fundamental importance to the well-being of society that AD research be appropriately funded so
that a disease modifying treatment can be discovered. At the $2 billion a year investment suggested by the NAPA for AD
research, even summing all research spending between now and 2025, the federal government would recoup their funding
in the first three years after a disease-modifying treatment became available.8,9 The American legislature has taken
positive steps in this regard, but further support is needed. So too, measures to insure government funding is being spent
on clinically feasible therapies is critical. As of 2015, the American Congress passed the Alzheimer’s Accountability Act,
requiring the National Institutes of Health to submit a review of AD research investments and the progress being made
towards a treatment.10 Still, more can be done by politicians and scientists alike. Specifically, scientists need to advocate
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for newly developed AD therapies with increased scrutiny. As reviewed in subsequent sections, historically AD clinical
trials have been initiated without proper attention to study design or the clinical feasibility of the therapy they are designed
to evaluate. Not only does this epitomize a misallocation of public funding, but more significantly, if left unchecked,
improper evaluation of potential AD therapeutics may lead to the dismissal of agents with true clinical efficacy.
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Chapter 4 CURRENT SYMPTOMATIC MANAGEMENT OF
ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE
Of all the statistics presented to justify the need for further AD research, the most alarming from a public health
perspective must be the fact that AD remains the only top ten cause of death in the U.S. without a disease-modifying
treatment. Put more plainly, no treatment options which halt or even retard the progression of AD pathology have been
successfully implemented clinically. Instead, the mainstay of AD treatment remains symptomatic management, with
emphasis placed on the treatment of behavioral disturbances, environmental manipulations to support function, and
counseling with respect to safety issues. However, management of even common medical problems can be more complex
in patients with dementia.(375) Particularly in AD, but generalizable to dementia as a whole, patients have a decreased
ability to make decisions, adhere to treatment plans (including medication compliance), and report adverse effects of
therapy.(376, 377) Likely as a consequence of these issues, patients with advanced stages of dementia appear to have
diminished survival when faced with acute illnesses.(378) In a study that adjusted for length bias, a random sample of
10,263 subjects ages 65 and older from the Canadian Study of Health and Aging were screened for dementia and followed
for five years.(157) The adjusted median survival for patients with probable and possible AD was 3.1 and 3.5 years,
respectively. In this chapter, the current treatment paradigm for AD will be reviewed with an emphasis on pharmaceutical
interventions targeting the cholinergic system. By way of introduction, the synthesis and recycling of Ach in the CNS will
be reviewed in addition to the neuroanatomy of the major cholinergic pathways in the brain and their role in memory.
Building on this understanding of the cholinergic system’s role in memory, the perturbations in cholinergic signaling in
AD will be summarized. From this point, a mechanistic review of the major pharmaceutical interventions for AD, namely
acetylcholinesterase inhibitors will be presented. The rational, mechanism of action and usage guidelines for the only nonAchE targeting drug used in AD, Memantine, are also summarized. Lastly, data evaluating the efficacy of these therapies
in accordance with current guidelines will be reviewed.
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4.1

ACETYLCHOLINE SYNTHESIS & RECYCLING
Originally identified in cardiac tissue by Henry Hallet Dale in 1915, Acetylcholine (Ach) was the first

neurotransmitter recognized by science after Otto Loewi characterized its function in the Vagus nerve. Acetylcholine
(Ach) is a polyatomic cation synthesized via the conjugation of choline and acetyl-CoA by the enzyme choline
acetyltransferase. As is the case for all proteins at the synaptic terminal, the enzyme responsible for the synthesis of Ach,
choline acetyltransferase (CAT), is produced at the cholinergic cell body and transported down the axon. Importantly, the
enzyme kinetics of CAT is not saturated under normal physiological conditions and therefore increased expression of this
enzyme is unlikely to modulate cholinergic neurotransmission. Instead, the availability of choline and acetyl-CoA are the
rate-limiting steps in Ach synthesis. As described in Figure 4-1, the majority of choline in the synaptic terminal is
recycled from the synaptic cleft. Additionally, two independent pathways have been established for the production of
choline. First, phospholipase D cleaves the phosphoester bond towards the choline head-group forming free choline and
the membrane bound phosphatidic acid. By the second mechanism, phosphatidylcholine is degraded into its glycerol
backbone and fatty acid constituents by the sequential actions of phospholipases A and B. Phospholipase A1/2 removes
the acyl chain from the C1 position of phosphatidylcholine, forming a free fatty acid and lysophophatidylcholine.
Phospholipase B then removes the C2 acyl residue to form glycerol-3-phosphocholine and a fatty acid. Finally, glycerol3-phophocholine is hydrolyzed to glycerol-3-phosphate and free choline. By either mechanism, free choline is then
covalently linked with an activated acetyl unit from acetyl-CoA to form Ach in a reaction catalyzed by choline-acetyl
transferase. Similarly, a variety of metabolic pathways cause mitochondrial release of acetyl-CoA to rise proportionally
with neuronal activity, insuring adequate substrate supply for CAT. Interestingly, while the substrate abundance is the rate
limiting step for Ach synthesis, studies indicate that consuming an enriched choline diet does not modulate cholinergic
transmission. One explanation of this finding is that increased choline availability peripherally is not translated to the
CNS. Once synthesized, the large majority of Ach is immediately packaged into approximately 100 micron vesicular
compartments by the vesicular Ach transporter. Only a small fraction of Ach remains the in the cytosol of the synaptic
cleft and the functional significance of this pool is not completely elucidated. Importantly, no pharmacological agents
capable of modifying the function of the vesicular Ach hydrogen-Ach antiporter have been identified. While Ach
neurotransmission is generally facilitated via the traditional calcium-dependent mechanisms, it is important to recognize
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Ach also serves as a potent neuromodulator. Regardless of its release mechanism, Ach elicits its physiological response
via two broad classes of cholinergic receptors: nicotinic and muscarinic Ach receptors. Speaking generally, these two
classes of Ach receptors differ in their synaptic localization, structure, and mechanism of action. With respect to
localization, nicotinic receptors are predominately restricted to the post-synaptic membrane while their muscarinic
counterparts are found both pre- and post-synaptically. Shifting our attention to structure, neuronal nicotinic receptors are
selectively-permeable ion channels while muscarinic
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Fi gu r e 4 -1 . S ch e ma ti c R e pr e sen ta t io n o f a Hy p ot h et i ca l C ho li n er gi c S y nap se .
M Ac hR su b ty p e s ha v e d iv e r se sy na p ti c l o ca li za ti on pa tt ern s a n d fu n ct io n p re - a n d p o st -sy na pt ica ll y t o mo du lat e n eu r ot ra n smi tt er
re lea se a nd po st sy na p ti c e x ci ta b il it y, r e sp e cti v el y . F or in sta n ce, t h e M 2 a n d M 4 m AchR s ser v e a s au to recept o r s o n ch oli n er gi c t er m ina l s
to su p pr e ss Ac h r e l ea se a n d i n hi b it c h ol in e rg i c n eu r otra n smi s si o n at sel ect sy na p ses in t h e cent ral n er v ou s sy st em ( l eft n eu ro n). T h e
m Ac hR s l o ca t e d o n n o n -c h oli n er gi c neu r o n s a c t a s he t er o cep t or s co nt ro ll in g t h e r el ea se o f o th er n eu r otra n smi tt er s, su ch a s DA ( n ot
sh o wn). M 1 , M 3 , M 5 , bu t a l so M 4 m Ac h R s t ha t a r e l o ca t ed p o stsy na pt ica ll y facil itat e sl o w ch ol i n er gi c sy na pti c n eu ro tra n sm issi o n
re la ti v e t o n Ac hR su b ty p e s. T h e α 7 a n d α 4 β 2 n Ac hR su b ty p es mediat e fa st sy nap ti c tra n smi ssi on a nd al so u se -d ep end en t c ha n ge s
re qu ir e d fo r n eu r ona l pla sti ci t y. T h e se n Ac hR su b t yp e s can ha v e b ot h pr e - a nd p o st sy nap ti c l o cali zat i on . T h e en do g en ou s l i ga n d o f
th e se c h ol i n er gi c re c e pt or s, Ac h , i s sy nt h e si z e d i n c h oli n er g ic n eu r o n s (l eft n eu ro n) by t h e en zy me Ch AT t hr ou g h t h e t ra n sf er o f a c et yl Co A on t o c ho li n e. C h ol in e u p ta k e i s m ed ia t e d b y pr e sy na pti c hi g h -a ffi nit y ch ol i ne t ran sp or ter s ( C hT ). Aft er sy n th esi s, Ac h i s pa ck a ge d
in to syna p ti c v e sic l e s b y th e v e si cu la r Ac h t ra n sp or t er ( v Ach T ). Aft er n eu r ona l a ct iva ti o n -mediat ed r el ea se i nt o th e syna pt ic cl e ft, Ac h
ca n bi n d to pr e - a n d p o st sy na pt i c r e c e pt or s, or it ca n b e ina cti vat ed th rou g h h y dr ol y si s by t h e Ach E en zy mes, a pr o cess tha t ca n b e
in hi b it e d b y di ffe r e nt su b sta n c e s ( e g, or ga n o ph o sp ha t e s, Ach E i n hi bi t or s) t o in crea se sy nap ti c Ach l ev el s. O n ce Ach i s h y d rol y z e d,
c ho li n e i s tra n spo rt e d t h rou g h th e C hT s i nt o t h e pr e sy nap ti c t er mina l, wher e i t i s a gai n sy n th esi zed i nt o Ach. R ep ro du ced wit h
P er mi ssi on s fr o m Na tu r e N eu ro p sy c h op ha r ma c ol o g y. ( 3 7 9 )
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receptors are classified as G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs). In more detail, nicotinic receptors are comprised of 5
polypeptide subunits. Whereas the nicotinic receptor localized to the neuromuscular junction is composed of four different
species of subunit (2 α, β, γ, δ), the neuronal nicotinic receptor is composed of only two subunit types (2 α and 3 β). The 5
polypeptide subunits assume a conformation such that a funnel-shaped internal ion channel is formed in the center of the
protein complex. Relating this structure to function, nicotinic receptors facilitate post-synaptic membrane depolarization
as a consequence of ligand-binding. Of importance to pharmaceutical development, the binding surface on the nicotinic
receptor appears to be primarily on the alpha subunits. As stated, the structure of muscarinic receptors is distinct from
nicotinic receptors as this class of Ach receptor is classified as a GPCR. The muscarinic receptor is composed of a single
polypeptide as compared to the 5 polypeptide subunits described for nicotinic Ach receptors. Seven regions of the single
polypeptide which comprises muscarinic receptors are made up of 20-25 amino acids arranged in an α helix. As a
consequence of this secondary structure, each of these regions of the protein is markedly hydrophobic and thus spans the
cell membrane. Critically, the fifth internal loop and the carboxyl-terminal tail of the muscarinic receptor are believed to
be the site of interaction with G proteins. Similarly, the site of agonist binding is a circular pocket formed by the upper
portions of the seven membrane-spanning regions. As with all GPCRs, the biochemical responses to stimulation of
muscarinic receptors involve the receptor occupancy causing an altered conformation of an associated GTP-binding
protein. G protein is made up of the three subunits α, β and γ. In response to the altered conformation of the muscarinic
receptor, the alpha subunit of the G protein releases bound guanosine diphosphate (GDP) and simultaneously binds
guanosine triphosphate (GTP). The binding of GTP "activates" the G protein and leads to dissociation of the alpha subunit
from the trimeric complex. Now free, the alpha subunit can interact with effector systems to mediate specific responses.
Again speaking generally, three principal effector systems are employed by muscarinic Ach receptors: inhibition of
adenylate cyclase, stimulation of phospholipase C, and activation of potassium ion channels. The inherent catalytic
activity of the G protein hydrolyzes the GTP back to GDP. This hydrolysis results in a conformational change in the alpha
subunit which causes it to again associate with the β and γ subunits, terminating the action of the G protein. Thus, the rate
of GTP hydrolysis dictates the length of time the muscarinic receptor remains activated, not the period of time in which
Ach is bound to the receptor.
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Regardless of receptor class however, following dissociation from the receptor, Ach is rapidly hydrolyzed by the
enzyme acetylcholinesterase (AchE). AchE is a serine esterase with a catalytic triad consisting of Ser200, His440, and
Glu237, a domain similar to that found in serine proteases trypsin and chymotrypsin. The enzyme is located on the surface
of the post-synaptic membrane and linked by a GPI anchor. Importantly, AchE has one of the highest catalysis rates
known in biology, 2.5x104 molecules per second, and breaks Ach down into its choline and acetate constituents. The
products choline and acetate are inactive molecules and are reabsorbed by the synapse and recycled to replenish
acetylcholine containing vesicles for subsequent chemical transmission. As with the synthetic enzyme for Ach, choline
acetyltransferase, AchE is synthesized in the neuronal cell body and distributed throughout the neuron by axoplasmic
transport. Unlike all other proteins described in this process, irreversible and reversible classes of AchE inhibitors have
been developed. Furthermore, drugs that inhibit Ach breakdown are effective in altering cholinergic neurotransmission in
the CNS. Mechanistically, this is because in the absence of AchE activity, Ach molecules accumulate in the synaptic
space where they can stimulate either class of Ach receptor continuously. In fact, the irreversible inhibition of AchE by
isopropylfluoroesters modulate cholinergic neurotransmission so much, they can be incompatible with life. Two notable
examples of this class of AchE inhibitors are organophosphates such as dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) used
widely as an insecticide and Sarin nerve gas used in biological warfare. The mechanism of action of these irreversible
inhibitors of AchE is that they carbamylate the AchE, rendering both the acetyl and choline binding domains inactive. As
evidenced by their use in biochemical warfare, irreversible inhibitors of AchE are too difficult to calibrate in the clinical
setting. Instead, reversible AchE inhibitors are employed to transiently increase Ach levels in diseases and conditions
where an increased Ach level is desired. As described in detail later, one such condition is AD, with patients routinely
demonstrating a variety of perturbations in cholinergic function. Four cholinesterase inhibitors, Tacrine, Donepezil,
Rivastigmine, and Galantamine are currently approved for use in AD by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA).
Tacrine, the first cholinesterase inhibitor approved, is essentially no longer used due to hepatic toxicity and severe,
predominantly gastrointestinal side effects.
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4.2

CHOLINERGIC SYSTEM NEUROANATOMY & ROLE IN MEMORY
Widely distributed in the CNS, Ach has been implicated in a variety of physiological functions including: cerebral

cortical development, cortical activity, regulation of cerebral blood flow, sleep-wake cycles, and most relevantly to AD,
modulation of cognitive performance on learning and memory tasks. In fact, the discovery that cholinergic neurons in the
basal forebrain degenerate in AD has been one of the most potent catalysts behind the relentless investigation of
cholinergic contributions to learning and memory. Today, substantial evidence garnered from both human and animal
models strongly implicates that the central cholinergic pathways are vital components to the neuronal circuitry underlying
learning, memory and cognition. In fact, by 1982 this assertion was so well-established in the literature, that Raymond
Bartus and colleagues proposed “the cholinergic hypothesis of geriatric memory dysfunction”. (380) According to this
hypothesis, the deterioration of cognitive function associated with AD dementia in the elderly is attributable to a decline
in basal forebrain cholinergic neurotransmission. Predictably, the same studies that support the notion that cholinergic
pathways are of central importance to learning and memory are cited by supporters of this hypothesis and thus warrant
brief review. Historically, pharmacological manipulations and lesion studies represent the two traditional approaches used
to study the role of cholinergic systems in learning and memory. To interpret these studies, it is first necessary to review
the neuroanatomy of the cholinergic pathways which constitute the primary sources of cholinergic innervations to the
limbic and cortical brain structures. Note, while this section will detail specific pathways, it is important to recognize that
Ach is released from neurons projecting to a broad range of cortical and subcortical sites.
In general, two sets of cholinergic projections can be distinguished; the magnocellular basal forebrain cholinergic
system and the brainstem cholinergic system.(381, 382). Of highest significance to learning and memory, the basal forebrain
system is comprised of efferent and afferent projections from cholinergic neurons originating in the nucleus basalis of
Meynert (nBM) and the medial septal nucleus (MSn), as well as the vertical and horizontal limbs of the diagonal band of
Broca. The cholinergic neurons comprising these structures send predominantly cholinergic projections to a broad range
of sites in the neocortex as well as limbic cortices such as cingulate cortex, entorhinal cortex and hippocampus, and other
structures including the basolateral amygdala and the olfactory bulb. (381) More specifically, axons emanating from the MS
innervate predominantly the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex (in addition to the vertical limb of the diagonal band of
Broca), whereas vertical/horizontal limbs of the diagonal band of Broca project primarily into the anterior cingulate cortex
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and olfactory bulb, respectively. Of significance to AD research and Ach’s role in learning and memory, the entorhinal
cortex, one of the first regions affected by AD pathology, receives some of the densest cholinergic innervation of all
cortical structures.(381) Of less significance to learning and memory but still warranting description, the brainstem
cholinergic system includes neurons located in the pedunculopontine tegmental nucleus and laterodorsal pontine
tegmentum and provides cholinergic input primarily to the thalamus and basal ganglia, but also to a minor degree the
cortex. To summarize the key neuroanatomical substrates of cholinergic influence in learning and memory, the basal
forebrain cholinergic system constitutes the major source of afferent Ach-based input to the cortex and hippocampus.
Specifically, the horizontal limb of the diagonal band of Broca in conjunction with the nBM provide the majority of
cholinergic input to the neocortex while the MS and vertical limb of the diagonal band of Broca project to the entorhinal
cortex and hippocampus proper.
While the precise mechanism by which Ach influences the neuronal circuitry facilitating learning and memory is
not universally agreed upon for all memory systems, Ach is known to modulate the responsivity of individual neurons via
a variety of mechanisms. These effects include depolarization(383), reductions in spike frequency accommodation(384),
enhancement of long-term potentiation(385), presynaptic inhibition of glutamatergic and GABAergic synaptic
transmission.(386, 387) As explained above, two classes of Ach-responsive receptors mediate these effects. Of the five
subtypes of muscarinic receptors in the central nervous system, the M1 receptor is located predominantly at post-synaptic
sites and is functionally related to the M3 and M5 receptors. The M1 receptor mediates the post-synaptic effects induced
via activation of muscarinic receptors including depolarization and suppression of spike-frequency accommodation.(388)
M2 receptors on the other hand are located at both pre- and post-synaptic sites and are functionally related to the M4
receptor subtype.(389) Interestingly, the cholinergic modulation of glutamatergic synaptic transmission via activation of
muscarinic receptors on glutamatergic terminals appears to involve the M4 subtype of receptor. (388, 390) The second class of
Ach-responsive receptors, nicotinic receptors, demonstrates an even more diverse range of receptor properties, as well as a
temporally and spatially restricted expression pattern. Focusing specifically on the role of nicotinic Ach receptors in the
hippocampus, this class of receptor is expressed primarily by interneurons, where evidence suggests they play a role in
gating neuronal firing.(391) With respect to spatial expression of particular subtypes of nicotinic receptors, alpha4beta2
(type I) receptors are sensitive to low concentrations of Ach(392) (0.1–1μM) and have been described on the soma and
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dendrites of CA1 interneurons of mice.(393, 394) Alpha4beta2 (type II) receptors are less sensitive than their type I
counterparts(392), and have been identified on the axonal segments of CA1 interneurons where their activation by low
concentrations of Ach can induce release of GABA without triggering an action potential. (393) While Alpha3beta3beta2
receptors are found on the axons of pyramidal associated interneurons, little is known about their role in
neurotransmission.(391) In contrast Alpha7 nicotinic Ach receptors are well characterized even in the context of AD and
display faster dynamics, a high calcium permeability, and are activated by the Ach precursor choline.(391) Alpha7 nicotinic
Ach receptors are found on the somata(394) and dendrites(395) of hippocampal neurons where they can regulate calcium
responses, as well as on the axon terminal where they enhance transmitter release. (396) As this description of Ach receptor
expression illustrates, the cholinergic pathways of the brain are well-suited to modulate neuronal activity in key memory
regions of the brain such as the hippocampus.
With this neuroanatomical description of cholinergic circuitry in mind, it follows logically that the previously
mentioned lesion studies focused predominately on the magnocellular basal forebrain cholinergic system when attempting
to investigate the role of Ach in memory. And indeed, studies support the role of Ach-signaling in learning and memory.
At the most basic level, pharmacological studies have demonstrated that high doses of anti-muscarinic agents such as
atropine and scopolamine can disrupt both the acquisition and recall of learned behaviors. (397, 398) In contrast, the
enhancement of central cholinergic tone via administration of AchE inhibitors can, under specific circumstances, enhance
performance in learning and memory tasks.(399) Importantly these findings have been recapitulated in animal models,
providing an experimental avenue through which to investigate Ach’s role in cognition.(397) For example, robust
experimental evidence confirms that depletion of cholinergic input to either the PFC or parahippocampus disrupts
working memory. Interestingly however, deficits in working memory associated with each of these cholinergic lesions are
distinct from one another. To summarize the relevant animal studies, loss of cholinergic input to the parahippocampal
region results in working memory deficits exclusively for non-familiar stimuli while similar lesions in the PFC impair
memory for trial-unique stimuli.(400, 401) Translation of this work into humans reveals even greater insight, as muscarinic
blockade does not impair performance on short-term memory tasks such as the digit span. (402) These results have been
interpreted to suggest that the familiar stimuli used in this paradigm (numbers) are already sufficiently established
synaptic connections and therefore have a reduced need for cholinergic neuro-modulation. Distilling these findings into a
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commentary on Ach’s role in working memory, cholinergic modulation of working memory seems more influential for
novel stimuli than for familiar ones.(403) While these studies help elucidate the role of Ach in working memory, studies of
people who smoke have led to the understanding that cholinergic input modulates attention. (404) For example, smokers
deprived of nicotine are impaired on attention demanding tasks and their performance can be rescued to baseline levels
via the administration of nicotine. Additionally, nicotine has been shown to boost visual attention performance in nonsmokers.(405) Cholinergic depletion studies further underscore the importance of Ach in attentional processing. For
instance, selective cholinergic deafferentation of the cortex via pharmacological ablation of the nBM in rats has been
demonstrated to produce selective deficits in an attention demanding task.(406) Given the robust evidence supporting Ach’s
role in attentional processing, investigators have partially elucidated the relevant physiological processes. In short,
evidence suggests that Ach potentiates afferent projections while suppressing intrinsic projections, thereby allowing for
greater processing of extrinsic stimuli.(407)Akin to the brain region specific relationship between cholinergic innervation
and working memory performance for familiar/non-familiar objects, in attention each Ach receptor class plays a unique
role. To summarize, nicotinic receptors are critical for the amplification of afferent signals while the suppression of
intrinsic synapses likely depends on the muscarinic class of Ach receptors.(403)
Finally, and perhaps of greatest relevance to AD because the brain regions involved, a wealth of evidence
supports a functional link between Ach-mediated neuro-modulation and spatial/episodic memory. Currently, Ach is
hypothesized to support the formation of new memories in two ways. The first, as just described, is to increase the extent
that afferent signals influence cortical activity while simultaneously decreasing the extent to which intrinsic signals
influence activity. Described more generally, Ach’s modulation of attention facilitates memory formation because the
fidelity of a memory is fundamentally limited by how effectively the relevant information was processed at encoding. The
second way Ach may modulate spatial/episodic memory formation is by enhancing the physiological phenomena that
support the encoding of new memories; specifically the induction of LTP and theta oscillation amplitude.(386, 408) In
slightly more detail, independent pharmacological manipulation of the alpha4beta2 and alpha7 receptors have revealed
that both are capable of inducing LTP but that the alpha7 receptors, in particular, induce a more stable form of LTP.(409)
As mentioned, the second physiological phenomena modulated by Ach is termed the Theta rhythm, a prominent
oscillatory rhythm observed in local field potentials of hippocampal neurons when stimuli are presented during memory
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tests to humans.(410, 411) With respect to the evidence supporting its role in learning, the amplitude of theta is predictive of
improved memory encoding. In humans for example, the amplitude of intra-cranially recorded theta oscillations during
encoding in a free recall task was significantly greater for subsequently recalled words than for forgotten words. (412)
Mechanistically, this may be a consequence of LTP induction demonstrating a dependence on theta phase. In the simplest
model, LTP is preferentially induced during the peak of theta in the local field potential whereas LTD is preferentially
induced during the trough of theta in the local field potential. (413) However in addition to this modulation of
neuroplasticity, it has been suggested that theta may drive the formation of the spatial tuning pattern observed in
hippocampal place cells and entorhinal grid cells. As discussed, the hippocampus and medial EC play crucial roles in
navigation; as lesions of either region lead to deficits on spatial memory tasks. (414) Today, we now know a little about how
the position of an animal is neutrally encoded in these temporal lobe structures. Cells in the pyramidal cell layers of
hippocampal regions CA1 and CA3, for example, preferentially fire in distinct sub-regions of testing enclosures, and as
such have been termed “place cells”. Located in the entorhinal cortex, grid cells received their name after the discovery
that they fire action potentials in a pattern which marks the vertices of a grid in the shape of an equilateral triangle. (415)
Although the precise mechanism by which Ach contributes to the tuning of place cells and grid cells is not clearly
understood, a promising hypothesis is that the spatial tuning of such cells is affected by cholinergic modulation through an
intermediary: theta rhythms. Happily, models detailing how theta rhythm might relate to spatial memory formation are
more refined. Referred to in the literature as the oscillatory interference model, this model holds that grid cells fire when
the sum of at least two oscillators cross an arbitrary threshold. (403) Importantly, the frequency of each oscillator is
determined by the speed of the animal when heading in a preferred direction (e.g., north). Additionally, the frequency of
each oscillator increases proportionally with the speed of the animal. Lastly, if the animal travels in a direction orthogonal
to the preferred heading (e.g. west), the oscillator returns back to a baseline frequency presumed to lie in the theta
frequency range. When two such velocity controlled oscillators that differ in their preferred direction by an integer
multiple of 60⁰ are summed and thresholded, the interference pattern closely resembles the spatial tuning pattern of
entorhinal grid cells.(403) Relating this theoretical model back to behavior, it is predicted that grid cell tuning should then
require an intact theta rhythm. And indeed, studies suggest that MS inactivation both significantly reduces the amplitude
of theta oscillations and significantly decreased the spatial tuning of grid cells. (416) Provided the additional insight that
Theta rhythm is principally modulated by cholinergic and GABAergic inputs from the MS via the fornix, models of
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network theta rhythm oscillations suggest how theta may serve as an intermediary between cholinergic regulation and
episodic and spatial memory function.(403)
In summary, Ach plays an important role in cognitive function, as shown by pharmacological manipulations that
impact working memory, attention, episodic memory, and spatial memory function. However, it is important to note that
our ability to draw conclusions from the studies discussed are not completely devoid of confounds. Specifically relevant
in the case of lesion studies is the fact that cholinergic neurons are always intermingled with populations of noncholinergic cells. In addition to their cholinergic projections, the brain regions constituting the basal forebrain cholinergic
system also contain many non-cholinergic neurons, such as GABAergic interneurons that make connections with
cholinergic neurons.(417) Importantly, the synaptic connections of these non-cholinergic neurons are not restricted to intercholinergic neuronal circuits. Instead, GABAergic innervation from basal forebrain structures also project to the
hippocampus.(418) In light of studies which indicate that the degree of cholinergic dysfunction doesn’t necessarily predict
the severity of cognitive dysfunction, it is possible that perturbations of non-cholinergic may contribute to memory
deficits observed when cholinergic signaling is disturbed. As an example of one such study, stereotactic obliteration of the
nBM results in robust memory impairment which can be ameliorated via the administration of Physostigmine.(419) While
this study generates what appears to be clear association between cholinergic function and memory performance, as
discussed, a cholinergic neuron specific lesion in the nBM is virtually impossible. Proponents of Ach’s central role in
memory formation will argue that in the context of physostigmine-induced amelioration of lesion-induced memory
deficits, this fact is academic. However, subsequent studies have demonstrated an important dissociation between a
lesion’s ability to produce memory deficits and the extent to which it perturbs cortical cholinergic tone. Put differently,
under certain experimental procedures, a lesion of the nBM which reduces cholinergic tone by 44% does not produce as
robust deficits in conditional learning as does a lesion which only decreases cholinergic tone by 27%. (420) The conclusion
reached by these studies is that damage to non-cholinergic cells in the vicinity of the nBM must contribute to the observed
perturbations in memory. Thus, while it is unanimously agreed that loss of predominantly cholinergic basal forebrain
structures impair learning and memory in humans and animal models, the mechanism by which this occurs and the
relative importance of Ach in these processes is still yet to be elucidated. Here, the evidence reviewed falls short as a
consequence of the pharmacological approach they employ. As highlighted in the introduction to this section, it is
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important to note that nearly the entire neuro-axis is innervated by cholinergic neurons. (421) It is also the case that
muscarinic receptors are found in virtually every region of the CNS.(422, 423) In the context of such ubiquitous Ach receptor
expression in the brain, systemically administered cholinergic agents undoubtedly influence behavior by their effects at a
variety of targets in the CNS. Furthermore, the sensitivity of these cholinergic based processes underlying cognitive
performance would be predicted to vary as a function of the behavioral task probed. As will be discussed in the
subsequent section, the very same regions of cholinergic input which have been studied in the context of learning and
memory exhibit significant cell death in AD. However, it remains to be fully established if the cholinergic
neurodegeneration represents the pivotal functional determinant of the cognitive symptoms observed in AD. Therefore,
the subsequent section will emphasize the ways in which AD pathology extends beyond cholinergic signaling dysfunction
in an effort to highlight the need for disease-modifying therapies.

4.3

CHOLINERGIC CHANGES IN ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE
Without question, long-standing evidence suggests that cholinergic signaling contribute significantly to learning

and memory. Even as early as the 1970’s, the systematic scientific investigation of brains of patients with Alzheimer’s
disease revealed deficits in key pathways associated with Ach neurotransmission. Among the earliest and most influential
of these discoveries is that the morphology of cholinergic cells in the basal forebrain are especially susceptible to the
pathogenic changes of AD and are thus among the groups of neurons that degenerate robustly.(424-426) However, the
specific functional consequences of this neuron loss remains uncharacterized, as there is no direct evidence that damage to
these neurons is responsible for cognitive decline in AD. Still, decreases in the activity of choline acetyltransferase
(ChAT) in the cortex and hippocampus are amongst the most consistent and severe neurochemical abnormalities found in
AD. For example, a 30-90% decline in ChAT activity is typical in AD brains while in-situ hybridization studies
demonstrate a 50% decrease in ChAT mRNA levels in the temporal, frontal and parietal lobes.(424, 425, 427, 428) However as
discussed, ChAT is not rate-limiting for Ach synthesis and thus the purported decrease in ChAT activity is
mechanistically unlikely to be a causal factor of AD cognitive symptoms. Instead, the majority of experts favor the
hypothesis that changes in ChAT activity and expression simply reflect the degeneration of basal forebrain cholinergic
neurons. Supporting this hypothesis, the decline in ChAT activity in the nBM is correlated with the decline in cholinergic
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neuron number.(429) Also in congruence with this hypothesis, ChAT activity in the neocortex of patients with dominantly
inherited olivopontocerebellar atrophy, a condition for which cognitive deficits are not a major symptomatic feature, is
reduced to as great an extent as in AD patients.(430) This finding in particular raises the question of whether impaired
cholinergic function, especially in the cortex, contributes to cognitive decline in AD at all. However, in discordance with
the hypothesis that cholinergic dysfunction does not underlie cognitive deficits in AD, ChAT activity in the hippocampus
of AD patients is significant reduced while individuals with olivopontocerebellar atrophy demonstrate no hippocampal
cholinergic deficit.(430) In contrast to the first finding, this latter discovery raises the possibility that some aspects of
cognitive impairment in AD are indeed associated with dysfunction of the cholinergic neuropathways, in this specific case
the septo-hippocampal projections. Still, the finding that ChAT levels are decreased only in end-stage AD while patients
with MCI or even mild AD display no significant deviation in this marker of cholinergic tone with respect to baseline
severely undermines the “cholinergic hypothesis of AD”. (431, 432) Complicated the matter, for numerous reasons the
pharmacological studies which support the role of Ach in learning and memory are not generalizable to AD. Chief among
them, even if cholinergic degeneration was the sole pathological feature of AD, because both muscarinic and nicotinic
transmission would be impaired, muscarinic receptor antagonists would not be expected to recapitulate the full spectrum
of AD pathology. Additionally, the muscarinic antagonists used in these studies produce an acute blockade of cholinergic
receptors that are primarily post-synaptic. In contrast to all these characteristics of cholinergic antagonist models of
cognitive function, AD is a chronic, slowly progressing, and irreversible disorder that involves, in addition to the noted
changes in presynaptic cholinergic function, substantial pathology of many other neurotransmitter systems. A prime
example of this ultimate point is the reduction of excitatory neurotransmitters secondary to the selective loss of cortical
pyramidal neurons believed to support normal cognition. Similar to the manner in which neuron loss in the basal forebrain
underlies deficits in cholinergic signaling, early degeneration of cortical pyramidal neuron in AD impairs uptake of Daspartate, a putative excitatory amino acid, as well as contributes to observed deficits in glutamate concentrations in the
brain of AD patients.(433-435) While these changes may occur as a consequence of perturbation sin cholinergic signaling,
other neurotransmitter systems without direct cholinergic innervations are similarly perturbed in AD. Depending of the
stage of disease, neurotransmission facilitated via the serotonergic raphe nuclei, the noradrenergic locus coeruleus (436), as
well as g-amino-butyric acid (GABA)(433, 437) and somatostatin(438, 439) producing interneurons are also disturbed in the
neurodegenerative process of AD. Evidence that these distinctions between AD pathology and cholinergic models of AD
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cognitive deficits are of significance comes from studies which demonstrate patterns in regional cerebral in AD patients
are markedly different from those obtained from young normal subjects given scopolamine to induce memory
impairments.(440)
To summarize, while cholinergic models do strongly implicate a robust modulatory role for Ach in learning and
memory, there is a lack of evidence which directly links perturbations in Ach signaling with the cognitive deficits
observed in AD. This is not to say cholinergic dysfunction does not contribute, as it almost certainly does. However, while
cholinergic deafferentation does induce deficits in cognition, it fails to produce the typical longitudinal decline observed
in AD. (441)This hints at the fact that dysregulation of Ach neurotransmission is only part of a more complex etiology
underlying the memory deficits observed in AD. The hypothesis that cholinergic dysregulation underlies the etiology of
AD is even weaker, as loss of Ach-producing neurons fails to induce other pathognomonic lesions of AD such as NFTs
and Aβ plaques. Additionally, markers of cholinergic tone are not severely altered until late in the disease process. These
data cumulatively suggest that cholinergic dysfunction is a downstream consequence of some inciting neuropathology.
Therefore, a modernized theory of the role of Ach-based signaling in AD extends beyond the involvement of the isolated
neurotransmitter system itself and instead investigates the interactions between the cholinergic system and the
pathological hallmarks of AD. Here the evidence is convincing, as all cardinal features of AD pathology demonstrate
significant correlations with deficits in Ach-mediated neurotransmission and occur either in sync or before them. For
example, many studies indicate that the density of senile plaques correlates negatively with ChAT activity in the brains of
AD patients.(442, 443) Albeit to less robust degree, similar correlations have been found for NFTs and cholinergic neuron
degeneration in most cortical areas of the brain. (428, 444, 445) While the mechanistic underpinnings of these correlations are
the focus of subsequent sections exploring the molecular pathogenesis of AD, the finding of significance with respect to
present day AD therapy is the finding that decreases in ChAT activity and the extent of cholinergic neuron loss in the
nBM both correlate with the severity of dementia in AD. (432, 444) Importantly, these early discoveries of a marked
cholinergic deficit in the brains of patients with AD subsequently led to the study of therapeutically augmenting
cholinergic activity. Yet, as just discussed, there are several critical points concerning the use of these drugs in AD. In an
effort to highlight the validity of these concerns, modern guidelines for the treatment of AD using pharmaceuticals which
target the basal forebrain cholinergic pathways will be reviewed. Additionally, data reflecting the real-life clinical efficacy
of these drugs will be summarized by highlighting data collected during randomized control studies.
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4.4

CURRENT ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE THERAPEUTIC GUIDELINES
To date, the main target of cholinergic therapy continues to be the use of compounds with anticholinesterase

activity. This practice comes as a consequence of studies which indicate augmentation of Ach-mediated
neurotransmission at other points in its synthesis/degradation pathways is not clinically impactful. Despite reductions in
ChAT being the most consistent cholinergic abnormality in the brains of AD patients, investigators rationally ignored this
potential drug target recognizing that this enzyme is not rate-limiting in the synthesis of Ach. As discussed previously, the
availability of precursors for this enzyme, namely choline and Acetyl-CoA, dictate the rate at which Ach is synthesized in
cholinergic neurons. Unfortunately, despite being appropriately grounded in cholinergic physiology, supplementation of
choline containing compounds fails to produce improvements in psychological test measures. Notably, this is not due to
an inability to raise plasma choline levels, as a 30 gram per day dose of lecithin increased plasma levels of choline 3-fold
while a similar treatment with choline chloride produced a doubling of this Ach precursor in the blood.(446, 447) Clearly,
cholinergic precursor loading strategies must in some way fail to induce enzymatic activity. Most likely, increased plasma
levels of choline do not necessarily translate to increased substrate availability in the brain. While strategies aimed at
increasing cholinergic signaling at the presynaptic neuron have largely failed to modulate behavior, treatments aimed at
eliciting a response at the post-synaptic neuron by employing cholinergic receptor agonists have demonstrated limited
efficacy. For example, in one study employing a selective muscarinic receptor agonist in a cohort of 343 individuals with
mild to moderate AD, a significant treatment effect on behavior was observed at high doses (225 mg per day for 6
months).(448) Impressively, dose-dependent reductions in vocal outbursts, suspiciousness, delusions, agitation, and
hallucinations were noted. End-point analysis also demonstrated improvements in treated cohort’s memory, social
behavior, mood, self-care, and overall function in daily living as assessed by the Nurses’ Observational Scale for Geriatric
Patients. Thus, unlike cholinergic precursor loading strategies, pharmacological manipulation of muscarinic signaling
pathways may harbor therapeutic efficacy. However, one characteristic of this approach severely limits its clinical
applicability; its heinous side-effect profile. In the high-dose arm of the study described for example, 52% of patients
discontinued treatment because of adverse events. These dose-dependent adverse events were predominantly
gastrointestinal in nature, with 76% of patients experiencing severe nausea and 52% having at least one episode of emesis
in the high dose arm of the study. More severe adverse events such as syncope were also reported in 12.6% of patients on
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the high dose regiment.(448) To summarize these findings, cholinergic precursor loading strategies are associated with a
negligible side effect profile but also fail to demonstrate clinical efficacy. By contrast, muscarinic agonists demonstrate
reasonable therapeutic efficacy, but are clinically impractical as a consequence of their association with adverse events.
As it so happens, cholinesterase inhibitors, which increase cholinergic transmission by inhibiting cholinesterase at the
synaptic cleft, have a more favorable side effect profile and are of modest benefit in patients with AD. For this reason, of
the four drugs currently utilized for the symptomatic treatment AD, three: Donepezil, Rivastigmine, and Galatamine are
inhibitors of AchE activity.
Principally due to the inconsistencies associated with their efficacy, universal guidelines for the clinical utilization
of AchE inhibitors in AD patients are not available. Instead, prescription of these drugs is based on the individual
physician’s preference and clinical evaluation. Generally speaking however, the clinical application of AchE inhibitors is
guided by the results of extensive randomized control clinical trials. Important variables that have been addressed include:
the degree of benefit associated with AchE therapy, the optimal duration of therapy, and the cost-effectiveness of
treatment. Beginning with efficacy studies, the average benefit attributable to AchE inhibitor-based intervention in
patients with dementia is characterized by small improvements in cognition and activities of daily living.(449, 450) To
illustrate this point, one group performed a meta-analysis of 14 studies measuring changes in cognitive outcome
associated with AchE therapy by means of the 70 point AD assessment cognitive subscale. Irrespective of the specific
AchE inhibitor employed in any given study, the treated AD patients displayed a 1.5-3.9 point improvement. At the
surface these results favor the utilization of AchE inhibitors in AD patients. However, a methodological assessment of
these studies reveals considerable flaws, like multiple testing without correction for multiplicity or exclusion of patients
after randomization. As a consequence, the major conclusion reached by the referenced meta-analysis is not that AchE
inhibitors are a valid therapy for AD, but that the scientific basis for their utilization is questionable.(450) Importantly
similar studies are in congruence with this conclusion. For example, in a second meta-analysis of 29 randomized, placebocontrolled trials, patients on AchE inhibitors improved 0.1 standard deviations on behavioral measures of daily life
activities compared with placebo. Placed in a more accessible context, this effect would be similar to preventing a two
months per year decline in a typical AD patient. (451) A separate meta-analysis presents the clinical utility of AchE
inhibitors in a slightly different manner, concluding that 12 AD patients would require treatment for one to exhibit
minimal improvement while one of the 12 patients would develop a treatment-related adverse event.(452) Compounding the
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complexity associated with interpreting such studies is the fact that the vast majority of the studies included in these metaanalyses were industry sponsored. In an effort to summarize findings devoid of this conflict of interest, in one of the only
studies assessing AchE inhibitors not sponsored by the pharmaceutical industry to date, no significant benefit of
Donepezil compared to placebo for the two primary endpoints, entry into institutional care and progression of disability,
were found.(453) Thus, with respect to the degree of benefit associated with therapeutic management of AD using AchE
inhibitors, at best this approach yields very modest improvement in cognitive function while at worst its unwarranted
utilization in AD generates unnecessary adverse events. Unfortunately, treatment response to AchE is unpredictable and
evidence suggests that the response to AchE inhibitors may be quite variable, with as many as 30-50% of patients
showing no observable benefit.(454, 455) The counter-argument to this point stems from research indicating that up to 20% of
patients show a greater than average response to AchE inhibitor therapy, exhibiting a clinically relevant >7 point
improvement on the AD assessment cognitive subscale. (456, 457) Yet another subpopulation of AD patients may actually get
worse when started at AchE inhibitor therapy.(458, 459) Taken together, these findings reinforce the importance of making
clinical decisions on a per patient basis in a manner which takes into account each individual’s clinical response and sideeffect profile.
That said, a treatment trial with a cholinesterase inhibitor is typically employed for patients with mild to moderate
cognitive impairment (MMSE 10 to 26). In a typical 8-week treatment trial, AchE inhibitors are prescribed at the
maximum tolerated dose and a benefit/risk analysis is made by the patients’ care team and family. Logically, treatment is
continued if improvements are noted upon bedside testing and stopped if no improvement is noticed. As suggested at the
beginning of this paragraph, randomized controlled trials investigating the efficacy of AchE inhibitors in mild to moderate
AD show more consistent findings in favor of their use at this particular stage of the disease. While AchE inhibitors can
be prescribed indefinitely, a significant degree of discord in the literature exists as to whether they are effective in
advanced-stage AD. Notably, this issue is particularly relevant with respect to treatment duration, as physicians must
decide when to taper patients off their AchE inhibitor regiment. As an example of the uncertainty which still surrounds
AchE inhibitor use in end-stage AD, in a study of 208 nursing home residents, 70 percent of whom had a MMSE score
<20 at baseline, therapeutic use of Donepezil was associated with improved clinical dementia rating (CDR) and MMSE
scores at six months compared with placebo-treated patients. However, there was no difference between groups when
assessed using the Neuropsychiatric inventory. (460) In a similar study of 243 community-dwelling patients with severe AD
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(MMSE score 1 to 12), the cognitive function of patients prescribed Donepezil improved when assessed via the Severe
Impairment Battery (SIB), Clinician's Interview-based Impression of Change, and MMSE, but not others (activities of
daily living, neuropsychiatric inventory, caregiver burden, resource utilization). (461) Other studies offer more convincing
support for the use of AchE inhibitors in severe AD, with one study of 216 nursing home patients with severe AD (MMSE
1-10) reporting improvements in cognitive ability as assessed by the SIB. (462) To summarize the therapeutic window of
AchE inhibitors in AD, these drugs likely provide symptomatic relief in mild to moderate AD with symptomatic benefits
lost with disease progression over time despite continued treatment. (462-464) Seeking to extend the therapeutic window of
AchE inhibitors, some investigators have looked into the efficacy of high-dose regiments of AchE inhibitors in moderate
to severe AD. Such groups hypothesize that the loss of initial therapeutic benefit over time may be mitigated by higher
doses of a cholinesterase inhibitor. And indeed there are studies which suggest that current dosing regiments have not
maximized the therapeutic potential of AchE inhibition. In more detail, the currently approved doses of 5 and 10 mg/d of
Donepezil have been associated with 20% to 30% inhibition of cortical AchE activity, respectively.(465, 466) Recognizing
the opportunity for improvement, a Japanese team placed 61 AD patients who had been receiving a stable dose of
Donepezil 5 mg/d on an increased dosing regimen of 10 mg/d for 24 weeks. Over this time period, treatment with highdose AchE inhibitor was more effective in preventing deterioration in severe AD as measured using the Revised
Hasegawa Dementia Scale and Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE).(467) Inspiringly, these findings have been
recapitulated to some degree in a much larger cohort and scientifically robust manner. In this double-blinded study
conducted across 219 sites across the globe, 1371 patients were randomly assigned to either remain on their standard-dose
of Donepezil (10 mg) or increase to a 23 mg/day regiment. (468) Co-primary effectiveness measures were changes in
cognition and global functioning, as assessed using least squares mean changes from baseline (LSM [SE] Δ) scores on the
Severe Impairment Battery (SIB; cognition) and the Clinician’s Interview-Based Impression of Change Plus Caregiver
Input scale (CIBIC+; global function rating) overall change score (mean [SD]). After 24 weeks of treatment, the LSM
(SE) Δ in SIB score was significantly greater with Donepezil 23 mg/d than with Donepezil 10 mg/d (+2.6 [0.58] vs +0.4
[0.66], respectively; difference, 2.2; P< 0.001). Consistent with other studies in its inconsistency, the between-treatment
difference in CIBIC+ score was non-significant (4.23 [1.07] vs 4.29 [1.07]).(468) Still, the authors conclude that in
moderate to severe AD, higher doses of Donepezil are associated with greater benefits in cognition compared with
standard-doses. In post hoc analysis, the authors go on to note that patients with more advanced AD appear to benefit
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from high-dose regiments of Donepezil more so than their less severely demented counterparts. However clearly, as
recognized by the investigators of all studies referenced, this observation requires additional work to be validated.
As a direct consequence of the uncertainty surrounding the clinical efficacy of AchE inhibitors, as evidenced by
the studies just described, data on the cost-effectiveness of current AD treatments is especially challenging to interpret.
Nevertheless, available treatments for AD need to be evaluated in order to determine whether the clinical benefits justify
their additional costs. Critically, data on this issue has demonstrated a profound ability to impact clinical practice, as data
suggesting AchE inhibitors lose efficacy in late-stage AD patients has led to recommendations in the UK suggesting the
restriction of treatment, on cost-effectiveness grounds, for patients with moderate to severe cognitive decline. In an effort
to steer policy makers into the appropriate choice, numerous investigators have generated models of cost-effectiveness for
AchE inhibitor treatment in virtually all stages of AD. However, the major limitation of these types of studies is that the
magnitude of cost offset and of the effect of Ach Inhibitor therapy on health-related quality of life depends heavily on the
model's assumptions about the duration of the drug effect, where we just learned internally consistent and controlled data
are lacking.(469) In an effort to limit the impact of this confound, the best constructed studies estimate the duration of drug
effect from randomized controlled clinical trials. For example, employing efficacy data from 2 phase III clinical trials of
Rivastigmine in this manner, one group has generated a hazard model of disease progression to estimate long-term
differences in cognitive functioning between patients receiving Rivastigmine and patients receiving no treatment. (470) At
the conclusion of their study, AchE inhibitor therapy was estimated to delay the transition to more severe stages of AD by
up to 188 days for patients with mild AD after 2 years of treatment. For patients with mild-to-moderate and moderate
disease, the delay in AD progression attributable to AchE inhibitor therapy was estimated to be 106 and 44 days,
respectively. Combining these estimates with data on health-cost obtained from other cross-section studies, the authors
report an estimated average daily cost savings ranging from a low of $0.71 (Canadian dollars) per patient per day after 6
months of treatment to a high of Can $4.93 (Canadian dollars) per patient per day after 2 years. Placing this data into
context, this study and others suggest that on average, treatment with AchE inhibitors yields savings in the direct cost of
caring for AD patients that exceed the cost of the drug after 2 years of treatment. (470) More recent studies have leveraged
the advantage of improved literature on the topic of therapeutic efficacy for AchE inhibitors and generally agree with the
assessment of early studies, suggesting that after 2 years of treatment in patients with mild AD, incremental costeffectiveness for direct medical costs is around 20,353 euro/QALY. (471) Therefore, although not definitive, simulations of
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cost-effectiveness suggest that health benefits and cost savings justify the use of AchE inhibitors when used to treat mild
to moderately severe AD. However, largely in congruence with data of treatment efficacy in late-stage AD, these same
studies also indicate that both benefits and savings may be greatest when treatment is started while patients are still in the
mild stages of AD. And of course, other studies employing only slightly different methods have reached the opposite
conclusion that benefits are below minimally relevant thresholds even in patients with mild AD.
And so, once again, the AD literature is split with respect to the efficacy of AchE inhibitors, be it in mild or
advanced stage AD. As a consequence, the appropriate duration of AchE inhibitor therapy in the clinic is also unguided by
studies of robust scientific merit. Based only on the relative abundance of conclusions, it is generally agreed upon in the
field that AchE inhibitors offer the most therapeutic benefit when initiated early. While a definitive conclusion on the
therapeutic value of AchE inhibitors in AD undoubtedly requires more attention, a comparison of these efficacy studies
with others performed in patient populations with differing subtypes of dementia reveals a few additional points of
interest. First, to date, the vast majority of trials have not provided support for the use of AchE inhibitors in preventing
progression of mild cognitive impairment to dementia.(472-475) At first glance, these findings seem to be contradictory to
the conclusion that early intervention is the most appropriate treatment interval for cholinergic therapeutics. However
instead, this finding may simply reflect differences in the pathogenesis underlying cognitive deficits in MCI as compared
to AD. Alternatively, the failure of cholinergic modulators to influence the progression of MCI highlights another open
question in the field. Namely, whether AchE inhibitors can induce negative feedback on cholinergic tone, thereby
themselves compounding cholinergic decline.(476, 477) In congruence with the first hypothesis, all subtypes of dementia
demonstrate a unique therapeutic response to AchE inhibitor therapy. In summary of the relevant findings, similar benefits
are seen with AchE inhibitors in patients with vascular dementia as compared to AD.(478, 479) In contrast however,
cholinesterase inhibitors appear to show greater efficacy in patients with diffuse Lewy body dementia and no efficacy in
Huntington disease.(480, 481) Importantly, these results hint at the existence of distinct etiologies underlying cognitive
deficits observed in each disease, each with their own varying susceptibility to the modulatory effects of cholinergic input
and as a consequence therapy. Relating this theory to disease back to AD pathology, in general, traditional
pharmacological replacement strategies are unlikely to succeed in AD because so many neurochemically distinct systems
degenerate, and because structures such as the hippocampus and cortex, which are among the presumed postsynaptic
targets for cholinergic drugs, are themselves damaged in this condition. As stated, for these reasons most experts agree
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that more fertile grounds for cholinergic based therapies exist in more mildly impaired, more neurologically intact
populations.(403) An extension of this expert opinion is that research programs aimed at identifying the etiology of the
degenerative processes and preventing their progression by various means may be more fruitful long-term strategies.

4.5

USE OF MEMENTINE IN ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE
As a comprehensive understanding of the molecular pathogenesis is still lacking, opinions vary widely with

respect to viable drug targets that will influence the etiology of the degenerative processes in AD. Put differently, there is
very little consensus as to which pathological abnormalities lies upstream in the pathogenesis of AD and as a
consequence, it is difficult to predict which degenerative processes should be of highest therapeutic interest. As stated,
numerous lines of evidence suggest that deficits in cholinergic signaling can induce cognitive dysfunction, a finding
which has been used to justify the use of AchE inhibitors in AD. However, the mild degree and inconsistent nature of
improvements in cognition attributable to cholinergic therapy seemingly confirm the presence of contributory
degenerative processes. Further, there is no evidence to suggest that AchE inhibitor therapies perturb the degeneration of
cholinergic neurons in the basal forebrain system. Instead this treatment approach simply supplements cholinergic tone to
compensate for accruing deficits in cholinergic signaling secondary to loss of nBM projections. Thus, not only do AchE
inhibitor therapies fail to qualify as disease modifying treatments, they also fail to prevent the progression of the
degenerative process they posit as central to the cognitive deficits in AD. In congruence with the hypothesis that
preventing the progression of degenerative processes may prove more fruitful with respect to the long-term treatment of
AD, investigators have leveraged the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor antagonist Memantine (Namenda/Axura in
Europe).
Mechanistically unique among the currently quartet of FDA approved drugs for the treatment of AD, Memantine
(Namenda/Axura in Europe), is an N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor antagonist devoid of any direct effect on
cholinergic signaling. Instead, it is purported to prevent cognitive decline via a neuro-protective mechanism. As discussed,
NMDA receptors are highly integrated into the neural circuitry of the hippocampus and cortex, which under physiological
conditions; serve as the principal neuronal substrates of learning and memory in the brain. Notably, glutamate is the
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principal activator of NMDA receptors as well as the principal excitatory neurotransmitter used by these cortical and
hippocampal memory systems. Therefore, succinctly, the rationale behind use of an NMDA receptor antagonist in AD
stems from the fact that excessive NMDA stimulation can lead to glutamatergic excito-toxicity. Synthesizing this
background information into a mechanistic hypothesis, the purported utility of Memantine in AD is the retardation of
neuron loss in the hippocampus and cortex secondary to glutamatergic excito-toxicity. In addition, by shifting
glutamatergic signaling closer to baseline, the physiologic function of remaining neurons could be restored, resulting in
symptomatic improvement.(482) While the literature behind this rationale is by far the most widely recognized, it is
important to note that other properties of Memantine may also be relevant to its efficacy in AD. For instance, two of the
properties most likely to be contributory to improvements in cognition include its ability to enhance LTP(483) and decrease
tau hyper-phosphorylation.(484) Regardless of the significance of these additional mechanisms, efficacy data suggests that
Memantine is of modest benefit in patients with moderate to severe AD; a finding which distinguishes it further from
AchE inhibitor-based therapies which demonstrate highest efficacy in early-stage disease. Exemplifying this evidence, in
a 28-week study of 252 moderately to severely impaired AD patients (MMSE scores of 3-14); Memantine therapy
significantly reduced cognitive deterioration on multiple scales of clinical efficacy as compared to placebo. (485) Similarly,
the addition of Memantine to AchE inhibitor regiments in a cohort of 295 patients with moderate to severe AD proved
more effective at maintaining MMSE scores as compared to treatment with just AchE inhibitors alone.(486) Of course,
publications which dispute these findings are available for review, some of which suggesting that the continuation of
AchE inhibitor therapy may be of higher therapeutic value than the addition of Memantine .(487) In this discordant study
however, only patients who had already received Donepezil for more than 3 months were recruited. Significantly, this
recruiting method represents an experimental confound by generating a survivorship bias in which those patients whom
Donepezil had an unfavorable side-effect profile or failed to improve cognition could never be recruited. (488) Thus, in
congruence with the majority opinion, Memantine was approved by the FDA in October 2003 for use in patients with
moderate to severe AD, making it the only currently approved drug with demonstrated efficacy in late-stage AD.
Fortunately with respect to its clinical use, this drug is also unique in that it carries a negligible side-effect
profile. In fact, in some studies, the incidence of adverse events for patients on Memantine was even lower than for
placebo.(485, 489) Importantly this minimal side-effect profile has been used to argue in favor of its use earlier in the AD
course. However, with respect to Memantine efficacy early in disease progression, there is little, if any, evidence to
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support its use in patients with milder AD. In a systematic review of data pooled from three unpublished studies of
Memantine treatment in mild to moderate AD, intention to treat analysis indicated a very small but statistically significant
beneficial effect for Memantine at six months on cognition (<1 point on the 70-point ADAS-Cog) but no effect on
behavior or activities of daily living. While this result admittedly presents a mixed conclusion, a subsequent review of
three additional trials including 431 patients with mild AD (MMSE 20 to 23) failed to recapitulate even a small degree of
impact on cognitive function, finding no substantial benefit with Memantine.(490) Additional studies are clearly needed, but
the current consensus in the field is that the prescription of Memantine should be restricted to advanced disease. Notably
this restriction to late-stage AD means that Memantine is typically employed as a combination therapy rather than a
monotherapy, as patients are typically already on a regiment of AchE inhibitors by the time they reach the advanced
stages of AD. Predictably, the literature on the addition of Memantine to an established regiment of AchE inhibitor is
mixed. In 322 patients with moderate to severe AD (MMSE 5 to 14), treatment with Memantine plus Donepezil resulted
in significantly better outcomes than placebo plus Donepezil on measures of cognition, activities of daily living (ADLs),
global outcome, and behavior.(489) However in an equally powered study, no significant benefits of the combination of
Memantine and Donepezil over Donepezil alone were noted.(486) Given these inconsistencies even in advanced-stage AD,
it is not surprisingly that in a cohort of 433 mild to moderate AD patients, addition of Memantine to a regiment of AchE
inhibitor produced no significant improvement. (491) And so again, the only consistent finding with respect to the efficacy
of combination therapy with Memantine as compared to monotherapy with AchE inhibitors alone is that if combination
therapy does provide a modest benefit, it is likely only observable in more advanced stage disease.
Condensing all of the data presented on the topic of modern treatments for AD into a practical algorithm for
disease management.(492) Pharmacologic therapy using AchE inhibitors should be initiated upon diagnosis of AD, as these
drugs exhibit their maximum clinical impact early in the disease course. As a consequence, all of the currently available
cholinesterase inhibitors (Donepezil, Galantamine, and Rivastigmine) are indicated for mild-to-moderate AD and are of
equal therapeutic potency. Patient or caregiver preference, ease of use, tolerability, and cost should dictate which of these
drugs are used. Treatment should be individualized; with patients being switched from one AchE inhibitor to another if
the initial agent is poorly tolerated or ineffective. Especially in early-stage disease, the literature supports the conclusion
that these drugs improve cognitive function, global clinical status and patients' ability to perform activities of daily living.
Additionally, there is also evidence for reduction in emergence of behavioral symptoms with AchE inhibitor therapy. As
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patients progress to more severe stages of AD, Memantine may be introduced on top of the patients existing AchE
inhibitor regiment without worry of side effects. Most critically, clinicians must regularly monitor symptoms and
behaviors, manage comorbidities, assess function, and educate caregivers on how to obtain access to relevant information
and support. As emphasized by this summary, the main targets of cholinergic therapy continue to be the use of drugs with
anticholinesterase activity despite their inability to overcome the cognitive deficits associated with the cholinergic hypo
function seen in AD. Today, it has become evident that dysfunction of the cholinergic projection system is mainly a later
stage event in the development of AD. While there is in fact phenotypic dysregulation of cholinergic signaling in early
AD, no frank loss of neurons early in the basal forebrain system are appreciated. Correlating nicely with these pathogenic
features, AchE inhibitor therapy appears more useful early rather than late in the course of AD. Looking forward,
compounds need to be developed not only to enhance cholinergic activity, but preferably to slow or prevent the
degenerative processes underlying the eventual extensive loss of CBF neurons in AD. Of course, the ultimate goal must
be the discovery and clinical evaluation of disease-modifying treatments.
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Chapter 5 MOLEcuLAR EtIOLOGY OF ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE
For well over two decades, the amyloid cascade hypothesis of AD has dominated with respect to its influence on
research conducted in academia and the pharmaceutical industry. Distilled to its simplest form, this hypothesis synthesizes
histopathological and genetic data, and posits that the deposition of the amyloid-β (Aβ) peptide in the brain parenchyma
initiates a sequence of events that ultimately lead to AD dementia. An extension of this hypothesis is that the NFTs, cell
loss, vascular damage, and dementia associated with AD pathology are a downstream consequence of Aβ-pathology.(493)
Two seminal events in AD research are predominantly responsible for the generation of this cornerstone hypothesis: (i)
the characterization of Aβ plaques by Alois Alzheimer in 1907 in the first described case of AD(311) and (ii) the discovery
that AD could be inherited in an autosomal dominant fashion.(494) Amazingly, the influence of Alois Alzheimer’s initial
characterization of AD is still readily observed today, as the neuropathological hallmark of AD remains the amyloid
plaque and identification of these lesions is required for pathological confirmation of AD in all generations of published
guidelines.(125) Since the discovery that aberrantly cleaved Aβ-peptide was the primary constituent of these lesions, Aβ
plaques have been posited as central to AD pathogenesis. (495) Admittedly this discovery in no way constitutes scientific
evidence of a central role for Aβ plaques in the pathogenesis of AD. Nevertheless, this early discovery inarguably placed
Aβ plaques at the center of attention with respect to AD pathology, where it has remained since. The fact remains
however that this initial discovery does nothing to exclude the possibility that Aβ plaques may simply represent a
downstream consequence of some inciting etiology. In discordance with this possibility however, a seemingly irrefutable
amount of genetic evidence supports a central role for Aβ peptides in the pathogenesis of at least some forms AD. This
data, as well as work done in humans, animal models, and in vitro is the focus of this chapter. However in addition to
providing the mechanistic underpinnings underlying Aβ-centric models of AD, this section will also provide the necessary
background to address the most commonly levied criticisms of this model. Though expanded on later, it warrants
mentioning here that the failure of Aβ-targeted therapies in clinical trials has caused some in the field to question the role
of amyloid-β and amyloid deposition in AD. While the primary focus of this chapter will be evidence supporting Aβ’s
central role in AD pathogenesis, subsequent sections will address these criticisms directly.
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5.1

AMYLOID PROCESSING
Before the evidence for and against Aβ-centric hypotheses of AD pathogenesis can be appropriately presented, a

generalized review of the physiological processes behind the production and clearance of the Aβ peptide is warranted. As
early as the 1980’s, researchers intent on purifying amyloid plaques discovered they were comprised principally of Aβ
peptides 40-42 amino acids in length that aggregated as oligomers. (496) Later, gene cloning and cDNA analysis of the
monomer Aβ proteins would lead to the discovery that this peptide family was derived from the proteolytic cleavage of a
larger precursor which was subsequently named the amyloid precursor protein (APP). (497) The APP gene contains 18
exons and gives rise to at least eight APP protein isoforms by alternative splicing of exons 7, 8, and 15. (498) Of note, the
APP isoforms mainly expressed in neurons always contain exon 15 and are more amyloidogenic than the non-neuronal
forms. The longest APP isoform is a single transmembrane-spanning polypeptide of 770 amino acid residues with a long
extracellular N-terminal segment and a short C-terminal tail.(499) However the AP isoform most commonly expressed in
neurons occurs as a result of alternative splicing of exon 7. This generates one polypeptide of 695 amino acids in length
whereas alternative splicing of exon 8 results in a polypeptide of 751 amino acids which is also expressed in the brain, but
more commonly in non-neuronal tissues.(500) Structurally, APP is a membrane bound cell-receptor which contains the Aβ
peptide sequence in the extracellular domain. (499) Unfortunately, the function of APP is still poorly characterized. In-vitro
studies suggest that secreted APP can function as an autocrine factor by stimulating cell proliferation and adhesion. (501, 502)
Similarly, APP secretion has been shown to support nerve growth factor-induced neurite outgrowth in PC12 cell
culture.(503) Still other studies have implied a role for APP in signal transduction (504) or in the regulation of transcription
via interactions with other proteins such as Fe 65 and histone acetyltransferase Tip60.(505) Fortuitously, more is known
about the proteolytic cleavage pathways of APP and their down-stream end-products. Simplified for the sake of clarity,
proteolytic processing of APP can occur via an amyloidgenic (pathogenic) or non-amyloidgenic (benign) pathways.
Importantly, determination of APP’s cleavage fate occurs following transport to the cell membrane in a process
chaperoned by the intracellular adaptor protein sorting nexin 17 (SNX17). (506) Once embedded in the plasma membrane,
the initial proteolytic cleavage of APP by α- or β- secretase commits the process to a benign or amyloidgenic product,
respectively.19 In more detail, cleavage of APP byα-secretase, a membrane-bound constituent of the disintigrin and
metalloprotease (ADAM) family of proteins, releases a soluble fragment termed sAPPα into the extracellular space.(507)
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Additionally, this generates a C-terminal fragment C-83, 83 amino acids in length which is abruptly cleaved by γsecretase at a cleavage site embedded in the intramembrane space. Of great significance when discussing the genetic
evidence supporting amyloid-centric models of AD, the γ-secretase enzyme, though not fully characterized, consists at
minimum of four individual proteins: presenilin, nicastrin, anterior pharynx-defective 1 (APH01), and presenilin enhancer
2 (PEN-2).(508, 509) As a result of γ-secretase mediated intramembranous cleavage, two subsequent fragments are generated
from C-83; the APP intracellular domain (AICD) which is released in the cytosol and p3 which are released into the
extracellular space. Of note, amyloidgenic processing of APP also results in the cytosolic release of AICD. However, as
alluded to by its name, the end result of amyloidgenic processing of APP is the production of Aβ peptides in lieu of the p3
fragment. To explain how this difference in end-products arises, it is critical to note that the first proteolytic cleavage of
APP in the amyloidgenic pathway is mediated by β-secretase or β-site APP converting enzyme (BACE). Like its
counterpart α-secretase, this enzyme also cleaves APP at a portion of the peptide contained in the extracellular space.
However, the β-site (between residues 671 and 672 of APP) is 18 amino acids closer to the N-terminal of the protein as
compared to the α-site, resulting in the release of a much shorter soluble APP-β (sAPPβ) fragment and longer C-terminal
fragment.(510, 511) Further differentiating β-secretase from its non-amyloidgenic counterpart, cleavage of APP by BACE
occurs in the endosomal–lysosomal compartment as opposed to the cell membrane. (512) Analogous to the C-83 fragment
produced in non-amyloidgenic APP processing, the C-terminal fragment of 99 amino acid residues (C-99) generated
following β-secretase cleavage remains membrane bound until cleaved by γ-secretase. Cleavage of C-99 by γ-secretase
occurs in the vicinity of residue 712 and as stated, results in the release of cytosolic AICD peptide and Aβ peptide.
Of importance, commitment of APP to the non-amyloidgenic pathway secondary to α-secretase cleavage nullifies
the possibility of amyloidgenic processing because the α-site of APP is situated between that of β- and γ-secretases.(513)
Put slightly differently, cleavage of APP by α-secretase results in a C-terminal fragment which his too short to generate
Aβ peptides upon subsequent cleavage by γ-secretase. While this competitive model of α- and β-secretase cleavage of
APP makes sense intuitively, a consensus as to whether a physiological imbalance of these pathways contributes to the
pathology of AD has not been reached. Arguing against such a hypothesis, inhibition of α-secretase does not increase
BACE1 activity in vitro.(514) However, this does not exclude the possibility that disruption of non-amyloidgenic
processing contributes to AD pathophysiology, to the contrary, a strong body of evidence now suggests that non100

amyloidgenic cleavage of APP is imperative to the maintenance of neuronal growth and function. For example, sAPPα
has been shown to have neurotrophic and neuro-protective properties, promoting neurite expansion, synapse production
and cell adhesion among various other functions. Additionally, evidence suggests that AICD has a role in modulating p53
expression, activating caspase 3, and maintaining cellular actin dynamics. (515-517) Still, the underlying difference between
the two cleavage pathways of APP is the release of Aβ and p3 fragments. To date, the shorter p3 bi-product of APP
cleavage has no known function. As loss of p3 function is seemingly benign, the significance of its generation instead lies
in its inability to form stable oligomeric intermediates like those of Aβ.(518) Like several other proteins associated with
neurodegeneration, Aβ peptides have the ability to self-associate, and can form an array of different assemblies ranging
from dimers all the way to aggregates of fibrils. (519, 520) Importantly, each Aβ peptide species has its own relative
propensity to self-aggregate. In this regard, accumulation of Aβ 40 is of minimal concern. In contrast, as a consequence of
its two extra hydrophobic residues, alanine and isoleucine, Aβ42 demonstrates a remarkable propensity to self-aggregate,
even at low concentrations. Rationally, it was assumed that Aβ toxicity is mediated by fibrils similar to those present in
amyloid plaques. In part due to the poor correlation between Aβ plaque distribution and neurodegenerative changes
however, this assumption has been challenged with more recent data suggesting that non-fibrillar, water-soluble
oligomeric assemblies of Aβ may be the primary toxic species of Aβ. (521-523) Of note, the term Aβ peptide is used here and
in the literature to represent a range of peptide products of APP cleavage ranging from 38-42 amino acid residues.
Although all are products of γ-secretase cleavage, it is critical to note that each may harbor a unique pathogenicity, a
hypothesis which will be explored in full detail below. Before this however, we return to the topic of seminal findings
which sparked the creation of amyloid-centric hypothesis of AD.

5.2

GENETIC EVIDENCE SUPPORTING AMYLOID-CENTRIC HYPOTHESES OF AD
As noted in this chapter’s introduction, the emergence of amyloid centric hypotheses of AD can be credited in large

part to genetic discoveries linking perturbations in APP processing to the development of AD. These findings, to be
outlined in this section, are of special significance because they were among the original sources of evidence cited by the
authors of the very first iteration of the amyloid cascade hypothesis.(493) In homage to its significance in this regard, work
highlighting the similarities in AD and Down’s syndrome (DS) pathogenesis will be presented first. Next, leveraging the
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outline of APP processing provided above, mutations in APP which promote the AD phenotype in humans and animal
models will be reviewed. Continuing with this theme, genetic variations in β- and γ-secretase which promote the
amyloidgenic cleavage of APP will be summarized. Lastly, the relatively recent discovery in APOE and its effect on the
development of AD pathology will be highlighted.
5.2.1

Down’s Syndrome & AD

Cited by J. Hardy and G. Higgins in their original description of the amyloid cascade hypothesis in 1992, parallels
between the pathology of AD and DS were among the strongest lines of evidence supporting a role for APP processing in
the pathogenesis of AD.(493) Briefly, DS is a condition in which a person inherits an extra full-length or partial copy of the
21st human chromosome resulting in a broad range of disabilities. Of particular relevance to AD however, studies suggest
that approximately 75% of DS patients over the age of 65 have AD.(524, 525) This represents a 6-fold increase in AD
prevalence in DS patients as compared to the normal population. Alarmingly, autopsy studies reveal that by age 31, Aβ42
deposits are universal in the brains of individuals with Down’s syndrome.(526) Furthermore, this rapid accruement of
amyloid in the brain has been shown to be detectable in DS patients as young as 12 years of age. (526) Just as in sporadic
AD, the brains of DS patients exhibit Aβ deposition in blood vessel walls and as extracellular deposits. In general,
especially with respect to Aβ plaque distribution, the neuropathology of DS is quite similar to AD. In fact, only a few
differences between DS and AD with respect to amyloid neuropathology have been noted. The first comes from PETimaging studies which leverage amyloid-specific tracers. This work suggests there may be regional differences in the
pathological progression of DS and AD, with early accumulation of amyloid in the frontal cortex in DS rather than in the
temporal cortex.(527) Additionally, less robust progression of neuronal loss in DS compared with AD has been reported.
Perhaps contributing to these differences however, these studies note that the brains of DS patients start out with fewer
neurons, suggesting a lower brain “reserve” to compensate for accruing pathology, especially in the frontal and temporal
cortices.(528) Lastly, as noted earlier, amyloid pathology occurs decades earlier in DS as compared to sporadic AD patients,
suggesting that if a shared neuropathological etiology exists, it is accelerated in DS. (527, 529) In an attempt to describe how
these findings led to the initial proposition of the amyloid cascade hypothesis, consider the following historical context.
Operating under the assumption that the high prevalence of AD in DS is secondary to a shared pathogenic mechanism,
initial linkage studies mainly targeted chromosome 21. The general hypothesis of these studies was that in DS, AD is
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caused by over-representation of a gene on chromosome 21 as a result of the trisomy 21, while in AD a mutation in that
same gene leads to the production of an abnormal protein or to the overproduction of a normal protein. In congruence with
this hypothesis, later studies conducted in early-onset AD families would reveal linkage to genetic markers in the region
21q11.2-21q21.(530) Serendipitously, at approximately the same time APP was characterized and localized to the same
chromosomal region.(497)
In support of the concept of a conserved neuropathological etiology between AD in DS and AD, the key
neuropathological features in the former closely mirror those described in the sporadic variant of AD. Beyond similarities
in the regional distribution of Aβ plaques, patients with DS also accumulate NFTs slightly later, with the hippocampus,
entorhinal cortex, and neocortex being among the most highly affected regions, just like in AD.(531) One point that
confirms amyloid pathology is exacerbated by the DS phenotype is the finding that both Aβ and NFT densities are
increased in DS as compared to AD.(532) Other similarities between AD and DS neuropathology include increased build-up
of plaque-associated proteins, microglial activation, astrogliosis, inflammation, and oxidative stress.(533-535) This large
degree of overlap in the neuropathology of DS and AD strongly supports that some common pathogenic mechanisms may
exist. This point is of critical significance because unlike AD, the molecular etiology of DS is well-established to be
secondary to partial or complete trisomy 21. Because chromosome 21 includes the gene for APP, the molecular etiology
of DS directly promotes amyloid-centric hypothesis of AD pathogenesis. The argument goes as follows. Since patients
with DS are at elevated risk for developing AD of a very early onset, the molecular etiology of DS must accelerate a key
pathological mechanism of AD. As the molecular etiology of DS is characterized by an increase in the number of genetic
copies of APP, perturbations in APP processing to generate Aβ peptides must be central to the pathogenesis of AD.
However this is not the only finding in DS patients which promotes an amyloid-centric model of AD pathogenesis.
Assuming a shared neuropathological etiology of AD in DS patients and the general public, the finding that NFTs
accumulate later in DS as compared to Aβ plaques strongly supports amyloid-centric hypotheses of AD over models
which favor tau. Furthermore, the finding that NFTs and Aβ plaques are both increased in DS patients implies there may
be a link between Aβ deposition and NFT formation. If this were not the case, Aβ plaque density would be expected to
increase as a consequence of increased availability of the APP substrate, but no effect on NFT density would be predicted.
Of course, APP is not the only gene triplicated in DS and therefore it is very likely that one or more of the roughly 635
genes on chromosome 21(according to European Bioinformatics Institute) may also play a role in producing the AD
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phenotype. Highlighting the importance of APP though, in a DS patient with only partial trisomy 21 (missing APP and
several other genes), there was no dementia or AD pathology at autopsy. (536) On the basis of this case study and the
findings summarized above, in the opinion of many investigators, perturbations in APP processing must play some role in
the development of AD pathology in DS.
While much of the data summarized to this point is significant in that it partially inspired the generation of the
amyloid cascade hypothesis, it is important to note that these early findings do not fully represent the insight garnered
from the parallel study of AD and DS. Motivated by the similarities between AD and DS pathology already described,
many groups have leveraged mouse models of DS in order to characterize the pathophysiological processes underlying
AD. The most widely used mouse model for studying DS to date, the Ts65Dn mouse model, is trisomic for 88/161 of the
ortholog protein coding genes on human chromosome 21. (537) Lending credibility to this approach, the phenotype of
Ts65Dn mice is remarkably similar to changes observed in AD, characterized by a progressive deterioration of working
memory, cholinergic deficit in the basal forebrain, and neuroinflammation. (538) However, one limitation that severely
limits the utility of DS mouse models for researching AD and potentially undermines the classical amyloid cascade
hypothesis is its failure to replicate the pathological hallmarks of AD; NFTs and Aβ plaques. (539) Three potential
interpretations of this deficiency have been proposed from an amyloid-centric perspective.(540) First, the current
generations of DS mouse models differ genetically from human DS patients in two ways. First, mouse models like
Ts65Dn lack trisomy for a number of genes located on human chromosome 21 which demonstrate functional features that
are of compelling relevance to AD. Take for example astrocyte-derived growth factor S100β. Considered a component of
the neuro-inflammatory response, in addition to the promotion of neurite degeneration, this protein has been implicated in
the formation of neuritic plaques.(541) Secondly, the Ts65Dn mouse model is also trisomic for a small centromeric segment
of mouse chromosome 17 that is not orthologous to human chromosome 21. Of the 50 genes contained in this segment,
several code for dynein light chains whose increased dosage could influence endosomal transport and thus alter APP
processing.(542) Lastly, the ability of Aβ peptide to aggregate in increased in humans as compared to DS mice as a
consequence of a three amino acid difference in the Aβ sequence.(540) Thus, the lack of Aβ plaques in DS mouse models,
and as a consequence NFTs, may be interpreted not as a failure of the amyloid cascade hypothesis but as a consequence
the deficiencies in mouse models with respect to their similarity to human DS. Of significance, the lack of pathological
AD hallmark lesions in AD has not limited the utility the DS models but has instead been leveraged to investigate Aβ104

independent mechanisms of neurodegeneration. Of highest relevance to the cognitive deficits observed in AD, DS mouse
models have provided a powerful tool for studying the neurodegenerative mechanisms underlying the loss of cholinergic
neuron populations in the basal forebrain. Briefly, in mouse models of DS, APP overexpression results in endosomal
enlargement and dysfunction. Exemplifying an Aβ-independent mechanism which still supports the amyloid cascade
hypothesis, endosome enlargement has been shown to be mediated specifically by the β-cleaved carboxyl-terminal
fragment (β-CTF) of APP.(543) Not surprisingly given the role of endosomes in cellular transport, DS mouse models also
exhibit deficits in the retrograde transport of nerve growth factor (NGF) and brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)
signaling. The hypothesis derived from these findings is that failure in growth factor support secondary to impaired
endosomal transport is central to the neurodegeneration of basal forebrain cholinergic neurons.(544) Lending credibility to
this work, reductions in the high-affinity NGF receptor, trkA, are observed in basal forebrain cholinergic neurons of
Ts65Dn mice, DS patients, and individuals with AD. (545) In summary, although animal models of DS do not produce
plaques and tangles, this does not exclude the possibility that the pathogenic mechanisms underlying DS deficits may
contribute to cell loss downstream from these pathological changes. Indeed, the exploration of similarities and differences
between DS and AD animal models may point to important aspects of underlying biochemical and structural changes that
drive the development of AD.

5.2.2

APP Mutations as Support for Amyloid-centric Hypotheses of AD

As reviewed in a previous chapter, a subset of early-onset forms of AD are inherited in an autosomal dominant
fashion and as a consequence are classified as Familial variants of AD (FAD). Still among the strongest lines of evidence
supporting amyloid centric hypotheses of AD pathogenesis to date, mutations of the APP gene are robustly linked to
early-onset variants of AD.(494, 546) In addition to the DS literature just presented, yet another discovery made in a distinct
neuropathology spurred the discovery of APP mutations in AD. Published in 1990, a Glu693Gln mutation in APP was
found in families suffering from hereditary cerebral hemorrhage with amyloidosis of the Dutch type (HCHWA-D).(547) A
rare autosomal dominant disorder found in a few families in the Netherlands, HCHWA-D is characterized by recurrent
cerebral hemorrhages secondary to excessive deposition of Aβ in the walls of blood vessels in the brain. (548) Though the
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degree to which the pathogenic processes underlying HCHWA-D are represented in AD is still under investigation, this
discovery did demonstrate that mutations in APP can incite Aβ deposition. Encouraged by this finding, later studies would
perform mutation analysis of APP in early-onset AD families to yield the evidence to be summarized in the following
paragraphs.
Notable for being among the first mutations in APP ever discovered, sequence analysis of exons 16 and 17, which
encode the Aβ peptide sequence, revealed a Val717Ile mutation in APP in families with early-onset AD.(494) Underlining
the causative nature of this mutation, the APP Val717Ile mutation is the most prevalent mutation in APP and has been
found in several families of unique ethnic backgrounds. Since this discovery, the number of published pathogenic APP
mutations has skyrocketed from just 7 as of 1998, to somewhere around 50 today.(512, 549) As a general rule, the vast
majority of pathogenic APP mutations occur in exons 16 and 17 at or near the proteolytic cleavage sites of α-, β-, and γsecretases. Interestingly, while the vast majority of these mutations are autosomal dominant, two recessive APP
mutations, A673V, and E693D, have also been reported in cohorts of early-onset AD families.(550, 551) These recessive
mutations aside, APP mutations exhibit close to a 100% penetrance. (552) Significantly, three main groups of APP
mutations have been identified: (i) mutations near the beta APP cleaving enzyme 1 (βACE1) site, (ii) mutations near the
gamma APP cleaving enzyme site, and (iii) mutations in the mid-domain of the Aβ region.(553) Critically, the presence of
these point mutations in APP suggests, at least for the familial variant of AD, increased amyloid production and as a
consequence deposition is the causative factor underlying the disease pathogenesis of AD. Disappointingly the precise
mechanism by which each APP mutation influences Aβ production is not clearly understood. The Swedish mutation APP
670/671 produces, in transfected fibroblast cell lines compared to the wild type cells, elevated levels of the soluble Aβ
peptide, which, in normal conditions, is rapidly cleared. (554, 555) In contrast, mutations in APP 717 produce a more than
two-fold increase in Aβ42-43, the longer and more insoluble forms of the Aβ peptide that rapidly aggregate to form amyloid
deposits.(556) Still other mechanisms of uncertain validity have been proposed including: mutations that inhibit the
breakdown of the COOH-terminal fragment of APP that contains Aβ, mutations that alter anchoring of APP in the cell
membrane, or mutations which stabilize Aβ-containing amyloidgenic fragments within lysosomes. (494, 546, 557, 558) As
qualified in the introduction to this section, the apparent causality described between mutations in APP and the
development of early-onset forms of AD does not necessarily carry relevance to sporadic forms. That said, a pathogenic
missense mutation at codon 665 of APP has been reported in late-onset AD.(559) Most convincingly, the finding that
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mutations in APP which reduce the production of amyloidgenic proteins by 40% are protective against the development of
sporadic AD suggests Aβ-dependent mechanisms of neurodegeneration must be of significance in this variant in addition
to inherited forms of the disease.(560) Others argue that genetic variations in the APP promotor may be closer associated
with the development of sporadic AD than are polymorphisms in the gene itself. For example, variant screening in the
APP promotor revealed a microsatellite sequence in the first intron of APP which showed weak association with AD. (561)
More likely, epigenetic modifications of APP in concert with alternative splicing may contribute to the development of
sporadic AD.(562) Importantly, epigenetic modulation of APP processing provides a mechanism by which environmental
exposures can represent an etiologic factor in the pathogenesis of AD. Undoubtedly, more work is warranted in this area.
In the interim, the data summarized above solidifies Aβ overproduction as the etiologic cause of FAD and strongly
supports amyloid centric hypothesis of AD. Notably however, APP mutations account for only 5-10% of early-onset
forms of AD.(512, 552) By far the more prevalent etiology, mutations in the presenilin (PSEN) family of proteins are believed
to cause up to 80% of familial early-onset AD cases.(512)

5.2.3

PSEN Mutations as Support for Amyloid-centric Hypotheses of AD

As described, the vast majority of early-onset AD families do not have mutations in the APP gene. Hypothesizing
that additional AD loci might exist to explain the remaining cases, in 1992, a locus on the long arm of chromosome 14
was detected by linkage analysis.(563) Approximately 3 years later, a gene named PSEN1 was identified and isolated by a
positional cloning strategy.(564) Remarkably, a second gene, PSEN2, was found secondary to its homology to PSEN1 and
mapped to 1q31–q42 later that same year.(565) Each gene consists of a total of 13 exons, of which exons 3–12 comprise the
coding sequence while the others encode the untranslated regions.(566) Significantly, these genes code for two highly
homologous (67% identity) multi-spanning transmembrane proteins termed presenilin 1 and 2(PS1 and PS2).(512) With
respect to structure, PS1 is comprised of 467 amino acid residues while PS2 is 448 amino acids in length. Both are highly
conserved across species and primarily localized to the endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi apparatus, and nuclear envelope.(567)
Furthermore, each presenilin peptide includes eight transmembrane domains and a hydrophilic intracellular loop region.
Physiologic endoproteolytic cleavage generates stable N- and C-terminal fragments of each presenilin, and though the
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function of this cleavage is still unclear, this fragmented form is the predominant presenilin derivative in the mammalian
brain.(568) With respect to hypotheses of presenilin physiological function, PS1 may play a role in developmental
morphogenesis(569) while the C-terminal fragment of PS2 has been shown to inhibit apoptosis.(570) The significance of
these proteins in FAD however is credited to their involvement in the proteolytic processing of APP. As briefly described,
γ-secretase is in fact a complex of at least four distinct proteins: APH-1, nicastrin and PEN-2, and PS1 or 2. Of
significance, these constituent proteins are heavily modified by proteolysis during assembly and maturation of the γsecretase complex. In fact, autocatalytic cleavage of presenilin into its N- and C-terminal fragments is required to endow
the complex catalytic activity. In more detail, APH-1 is required for proteolytic activity and is believed to initiate the
assembly of premature protein components. (571) Nicastrin on the other hand is credited for maintaining the stability of the
assembled γ-secretase complex and for regulating its intracellular trafficking. (572) In a similar vein, PEN-2 facilitates the
stabilization of the γ-complex after presenilin proteolysis has generated the activated N- and C-terminal fragments.(573)
Perhaps providing a mechanism by which APP metabolism can be altered without alterations in its purported catalytic
activity, PEN-2 associates with the γ-secretase complex via binding of the transmembrane domain of PS1/2. (574) Lastly,
and of highest relevance to the genetics of AD, PS1 and PS2 sub-serve proteolytic processing of specific proteins such as
APP and NOTCH by either serving as the catalytic component of the γ-secretase complex (aspartyl protease) or at least
serving as a cofactor.(575-577) As evidence of their critical role in mediating γ-secretase activity, it has been recently
demonstrated that γ-secretase inhibitors bind selectively and specifically to presenilin heterodimers.(578) Still, when
considering an amyloid dependent etiology for sporadic AD, it is important to note that PS1/2 are not unique in their
ability to modulate APP metabolism. To the contrary, the other constituent proteins of γ-secretase each act as a key
regulator for presenilin-mediated γ-secretase cleavage of C-99 by forming a functional complex with PS1 and PS2.
Emphasizing the importance of these regulatory proteins, Nicastrin has been shown to modulate Aβ production by binding
to the carboxy-terminal of derivatives of APP.(579) Further, missense mutations in a conserved hydrophilic domain of
nicastrin increase Aβ42 and Aβ40 peptide secretion while deletion in this domain inhibits Aβ production.(579) Thus, while
PSEN mutations are unquestionably the etiological cause of the majority of familial early-onset AD cases, there is a
danger of oversimplifying Aβ-related pathways when adapting genetic mutations to support Aβ-centric hypotheses in
sporadic AD. Almost surely, pan-dysregulation across a variety of cell systems contributes to the development of AD in
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the general population. Therefore, when considering the following evidence, bear in mind that genetic etiologies are posed
as causative only in FAD and are only used to support a central role of Aβ in sporadic AD.
Incredibly, the more than 120 mutations discovered in PSEN1 and 8 in PSEN2 are thought to underlie up to 80%
of familial early-onset AD cases.(512) Of the pathogenic mutations noted in PSEN1, most are missense mutations while two
are nucleotide insertions (580) and one is a trinucleotide deletion.(581) In contrast to APP mutations, PSEN mutations are
scattered over the entire coding region of the gene, with some clustering in exons 5 and 8 corresponding to the second
transmembrane domain and the N-terminal portion of the sixth hydrophilic loop, respectively. (582) Of interest, these
mutations are predominantly located in the highly conserved transmembrane domains. Just as in APP, the molecular
mechanisms by which mutant PS1 exerts its pathogenic effect are not fully elucidated. A favored hypothesis in the field is
that mutant PS1 modulates γ-secretase activity by virtue of its altered catalytic properties, resulting in the production of
more pathogenic forms of Aβ peptide. In congruence, in vivo experiments demonstrate that mutant PS1 proteins influence
the γ-secretase-mediated processing of APP at the Aβ C-terminus in a manner which increases the Aβ42 to Aβ40 ratio.(583,
584)

Additionally mutant PS1 increases the levels of Aβ 42 in the endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi compartments.(585)

Interpreting this data, wild-type presenilin generates Aβ40, considered to be less neurotoxic even though it is present in
amyloid plaques.(586) The mutant presenilins discussed on the other hand, direct APP processing towards the production of
the more amyloidgenic and neurotoxic Aβ42 peptide.(556, 587)Importantly, studies demonstrate that Aβ42-containing fibrils
exhibit binding affinity for Aβ40, providing a mechanism by which low concentrations of Aβ42 could effectively recruit
less amyloidgenic species into plaque depositions. (588)
Reiterating, this data is of significance because it laid the foundation for the formation of the Aβ cascade
hypothesis and still serves as one of the fundamental lines of evidence supporting a causal role for amyloid accumulation
in the pathogenesis of AD. Just as in studies of DS and APP however, modern discoveries have augmented the proposed
mechanisms by which Aβ peptides induce pathogenesis. With respect to genetic studies of PSEN1/2, a novel splice-site
mutation in intron 8 of PSEN1 was associated with a peculiar form of AD which may partially account for the low
correlation between Aβ plaque deposition and the severity of cognitive impairment. In more detail, the neuropathological
features of this variant of AD exhibit diffuse senile plaques of a unique morphology. In contrast to the neuropathology of
traditional AD, the predominant plaque type in this variant resembles cotton wool balls without amyloid fibril deposition
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in the core or associated dystrophic neurites and inflammatory reactions. (589) As these patients still develop progressive
memory loss, such features suggest that Aβ deposition is not the key event in the pathogenesis of AD. Instead the
rationale goes that the neurotoxic effect of Aβ42 must at least partially occur before its extracellular aggregation via a
variety of probable mechanisms including but not limited to: disruption of calcium homeostasis, increased production of
free radicals, and/or perturbation of intracellular signaling pathways. (590) While these mechanisms of Aβ-induced
neurodegeneration are explored in full detail in subsequent sections, the point here is that these processes are completely
distinct from senile plaque formation and may therefore explain the absence of a strong correlation between AD
neuropathology and amyloid plaque distribution. Similarly, it should be noted that alternative mechanisms by which
presenilin mutations induce AD neuropathology have been proposed. For example, the discovery of a direct interaction
between PS1 and proteins in the catenin family has led to the hypothesis that PSEN1 mutations may increase neuronal
apoptosis by altering the stability of β-catenin; a protein notable for this role in cell to cell adhesion mechanisms and as a
signaling protein in transcriptional activation pathways. In support of this γ-secretase independent mechanism, β-catenin
levels are significantly reduced in AD patients with PSEN1 mutations and loss of β-catenin signaling has been shown to
potentiate apoptosis induced by Aβ proteins in vitro.(591, 592) With respect to γ-secretase independent mechanisms of AD
pathogenesis involving PS2, evidence suggests that phosphorylation of the C-terminal fragment of PS2 inhibits its
cleavage by caspase-3, inducing an anti-apoptotic effect.(570) Thus, alterations in the PS2 phosphorylation might promote
the pathogenesis of AD by affecting the susceptibility of neurons to apoptotic stimuli. Of course, many more PSENmediated pathogenic mechanisms have been proposed. However, the point in noting γ-secretase independent mechanisms
is that it alludes to the complexity underlying pathophysiologic disturbances in APP processing. As discussed, APP and
PSEN mutations are noteworthy in that they demonstrate that Aβ overproduction is the causative etiology behind FAD.
Still, mutations in these three genes account for only a third to a half of all autosomal dominant cases of AD, which in turn
represent less than 1% of total AD cases. (593) As repeatedly suggested, these statistics confirm that the molecular etiology
underlying the development of late-onset forms of AD are distinct from those genetically-mediated variants. However,
this is not to suggest that genetic mutations have not improved our understanding of the molecular pathogenesis of
sporadic AD. As described in subsequent sections, genetic variation in the APOE gene provide some of the most robust
evidence supporting modern interpretations of the amyloid-cascade hypothesis.
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5.2.4

APOE4 Support of Amyloid-centric Hypothesis of Sporadic AD Pathogenesis

First described by G. Utermann and colleagues in 1979, polymorphisms in apolipoprotein E (ApoE) constitute the
most heavily influential genetic risk factor for the development of sporadic AD discovered to date. (594) Since their initial
characterization, three major isoforms of ApoE have been identified which differ in amino acid sequence at two sites,
residues 112 and 158.(595) In more detail, the primary peptide structure of both ApoE2 and ApoE3 are characterized by a
cysteine residue at position 112 while an arginine residue resides at this position in the ApoE4 isoform. In contrast, the
amino acid sequence of ApoE3 and ApoE4 are similar in that they both contain arginine at the 158 position, while ApoE2
is unique in having a cysteine substituted at this site. Of note, all three isoforms are coded at a single genetic locus on the
long arm of chromosome 19 by their three corresponding alleles (ε2, ε3, and ε4). (596) With respect to prevalence in the
United States, the ε3 form is the most common, with about 60% citizens inheriting two copies of this allele.(597)
Consequently, the ε2 and ε4 forms are much less common. An estimated 20-30% percent of individuals in the United
States have one or two copies of the ε4 allele while only 2% have two copies of ε4. The remaining 10-20% have one or
two copies of ε2.(597) Lending significance to these population statistics, as stated, many studies have demonstrated an
association between the ε4 allele and late-onset familial and sporadic forms of AD. One of the most influential of these
studies reported a 20% increased risk in developing AD secondary to heterozygosity for the ε4 allele and an astonishing
90% increase in risk attributable to ε4 homozygosity. Beyond increasing an individual’s relative risk of developing AD,
this same study also demonstrated that ApoE genotype modulates the mean age of onset. Individuals with a single ApoE4
allele develop AD around age 84 while the mean age of onset for homozygotes is only 68 years of age. Summarizing this
work, the ε4 allele influences both the risk of developing AD and its age of onset in a “dose-dependent” fashion.
Hauntingly, it was also among the first studies to demonstrate that homozygosity for ApoE4 is virtually sufficient to cause
AD by age 80.(598) Further advancing amyloid-centric hypotheses of AD, apoε4 allele dosage is highly correlated with
increased neuritic plaque density in AD patients. (599) Critically, this finding has been recapitulated in cognitively normal
subjects, with fibrillar Aβ burden in the brains of cognitively normal individuals increasing in a ε4-dependent manner.(600)
Further alluding to an interaction between ApoE status and Aβ, the ε4 allele reduces age of onset in early-onset AD
families linked to mutations in the APP gene (601, 602). Of unknown significance, no effect of ApoE status has been detected
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in similar cases of AD secondary to mutations in PSEN1.(603) In light of these findings, the ε4 allele appears to be a risk
factor and not an invariant cause of AD. Considering a molecular mechanism by which ApoE4 exerts its pathogenic
effect, this indicates that other environmental or genetic factors operate in concert with the ε4 allele to induce an AD
phenotype. Exemplifying this point, in certain ethnic groups, the ApoE4 allele seems to have a weakened or non-existent
effect on processing underlying the development of AD. (604, 605) Thus, an important unanswered question in the field
remains what variables influence ApoE function and how do these perturbations contribute to the development of sporadic
forms of AD.
Secondary to its association with AD, over the last decade, research into the physiologic function of ApoE has
expanded its role in cell biology tremendously. Structurally, it is a plasma glycoprotein comprised of 299 amino acid
residues with a combined mass of 34,200 Daltons.(606) Further characterizing its structure, the N-terminal domain (residues
1–191) is a stable globular structure containing a receptor binding site, while the carboxy-terminal domain (residues 216–
299) is helical and facilitates APOE’s lipoprotein binding functions.(607) Peripherally, it is synthesized mainly by the liver,
but also by macrophages and monocytes.(606) Within the CNS, while some reports indicate expression in neurons, more
than 95% of ApoE synthesis and secretion has been localized to astrocytes and microglia. (608) Under the current paradigm,
ApoE functions as a ligand in receptor-mediated endocytosis of lipoprotein particles both in the CNS and peripheral
nervous system. After receptor-mediated endocytosis of ApoE-containing lipoprotein particles by low-density lipoprotein
(LDL) receptor family members, ApoE may be either degraded or recycled back to the cell surface. (609) Unlike plasma
HDL that contains apoA-1 as its major apolipoprotein, the predominant apolipoprotein of HDL in the central nervous
system (CNS) is ApoE.(610) In plasma, ApoE proteins are present on lipoproteins in association with other apolipoproteins,
whereas in the brain ApoE is predominantly present on distinct high density-like lipoprotein particles.(611) However, the
role of ApoE containing high density-like lipoprotein particles in lipid and cholesterol homeostasis is not clearly defined
in the CNS. What is known is that cholesterol released from ApoE-containing lipoprotein particles is used to support
synaptogenesis and the maintenance of synaptic connections.(612) As a consequence of these findings, the general function
of ApoE is hypothesized to involve the mobilization and redistribution of lipids during neuronal growth and after neuronal
insult.(613) Whether ApoE-containing lipoproteins play a major role in supporting synaptogenesis and maintenance of
synaptic connections in vivo in the uninjured brain has not yet been proven, as several studies have shown that the brain of
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ApoE knock-out mice for the most part appear normal in the absence of injury.(614) In addition to these primary functions,
reports suggest ApoE may also facilitate a host of other cellular processes including nerve regeneration, immuneregulation, and the activation of several lipolytic enzymes. (615, 616)
Although perturbations in any of the physiological functions of ApoE may underlie its isoform-specific effect on
the risk of developing AD, convincing evidence suggests that the physical interaction of ApoE with Aβ plays an important
role in AD pathogenesis. While this hypothesis will the main topic of review, it is important to note that other potential
mechanisms have not been ruled out. These include the ability of ApoE to modulate tau phosphorylation and
neurotoxicity as well as its role in synaptic plasticity and neuroinflammation. Nevertheless, the prevailing hypothesis is
generally supportive of the traditional amyloid cascade hypothesis, although it highlights the point that Aβ peptide
aggregation and perturbations in Aβ clearance play a much larger role in the development of sporadic AD as compared to
mechanisms of Aβ overproduction. Delving deeper into these pathogenic mechanisms, the finding that residues 12–28 of
the Aβ peptide appear to contain the binding site for ApoE, bolsters the hypothesis that a physical interaction between
ApoE and Aβ plays an important role in AD pathogenesis. (617) Similarly, the finding that the efficiency of complex
formation between lipidated ApoE and Aβ follows the order of apoE2 > apoE3 ≫ apoE4, provides a rationale for the
differential in AD rates observed between different ApoE genotypes. (618) The realization that the binding affinity of ApoE
isoforms to Aβ correlates inversely with the risk of developing AD subsequently led to the hypothesis that ApoE isoforms
might variably modulate Aβ production or aggregation. Disappointingly, attempts to experimentally confirm this
hypothesis in vitro have produced conflicting results. For example, some studies suggest all three ApoE isoforms promote
Aβ40-42 fibrillation, with the apoE4 isoform carrying the greatest potency and ApoE2 the least. In complete discordance
however, similar work also suggests that ApoE isoforms decrease Aβ fibrillogenesis in vitro by interfering with Aβ
nucleation.(619, 620) As both mechanisms are consistent with the increased amyloid plaque load in subjects with the ApoE ε4
allele, further work will be needed to elucidate if either of these mechanisms contribute to ApoE4’s promotion of Aβ
deposition. Cognizant of the fact that the in vivo environment in which ApoE modulates Aβ in the brain may be very
different from the artificial settings described, investigators have generated mouse model knock-outs of ApoE in pursuit
of a more physiologically relevant system. In congruence with the hypothesis that ApoE status modulates risk for AD by
influencing a central Aβ-dependent etiology, lack of murine ApoE results in a significant decrease in Aβ deposition and
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consequent lack of amyloid plaques with neuritic dystrophy. (621, 622) Furthermore, elimination of murine APOE results in a
redistribution and alteration in the character of Aβ deposition in homozygous APP (V717F) transgenic mice. Aβ
deposition in these mice is dramatically reduced in the cortex and dentate gyrus while Aβ deposition and the number of
plaques in the CA1 and CA3 subfields of the hippocampus are markedly increased. (623, 624) Motivated by the intriguing
findings made in ApoE knock-out mice, several lines of transgenic mice have been generated to study the role of human
ApoE isoforms in AD pathogenesis. For reasons yet to be deciphered, the expression of human ApoE isoform transgenes
in PDAPP mice results in a marked delay in the deposition of Aβ and formation of neuritic plaques compared to PDAPP
mice expressing murine ApoE or no ApoE.(622, 623) These mice also exhibit isoform-specific differences in Aβ deposition,
with human E4 accelerating plaque formation in a manner similar to its murine analog. (625, 626) Notably, the studies just
described strongly implicate Aβ as the central pathogenic specie in AD pathogenesis. Still, to date, no in vivo evidence
exists to prove that ApoE modulates Aβ production in a manner which would align its pathogenic mechanism with that of
APP and PSEN mutations. For this reason, alternative mechanisms involving the role of ApoE in the clearance of Aβ have
been hypothesized. Summarizing the predominant paradigms in the field, the first hypothesis suggests that ApoE directly
and indirectly modulates Aβ metabolism causing a toxic accumulation of amyloidgenic forms of the peptide over time.
The second major theory suggests that ApoE directly interferes with cytoskeletal architecture of neurons via its
modulation of tau protein metabolism. Lastly, some investigators suggest that as a consequence of ApoE’s role as a key
player in lipid homeostasis in the CNS, isoform-specific perturbations in ApoE levels contribute to the development of
AD pathology through a variety of non-Aβ-mediated pathways.
In support of the hypothesis that ApoE modulates Aβ metabolism, in addition to the effects of ApoE on
fibrillogenesis already presented, there is evidence that ApoE4 alters both the transport and clearance of Aβ in a manner
which can facilitate amyloidgenic processes. Inconsistently, studies have demonstrated that lipid-poor and lipid-free
apoE4 enhances Aβ production by inducing LRP1- and ApoER2-mediated endocytosis of APP and β-secretase.(627, 628)
While there is still no convincing data that ApoE isoforms have differential effects on the production of Aβ in vivo, the
literature is more consistent in its assertion that ApoE plays an important role in the metabolism and clearance of Aβ.
Most convincingly, several studies have demonstrated that the endolytic degradation of Aβ peptides within microglia by
neprilysin and related enzymes is dramatically enhanced by ApoE. (629, 630) Similarly, Aβ degradation in the extracellular
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environment by insulin-degrading enzyme is facilitated by ApoE.(629) Supporting the validity of these pathways with
respect to the development of sporadic AD, the capacity of ApoE to promote Aβ degradation is dependent upon the ApoE
isoform and its lipidation status. Summarizing the effect of lipidation on ApoE function in this context, enhancement of
lipidated ApoE expression via the activation of liver X receptors stimulates Aβ degradation via the pathways
described.(629) Transitioning to support for ApoE’s role in Aβ clearance, several studies have demonstrated that human
ApoE facilitates the binding and internalization of soluble Aβ. (631, 632) Again however, a consensus on isoform-dependent
differences in this process has yet to be reached. With respect to general mechanisms through which ApoE might
modulates Aβ transport, reports suggest ApoE-containing lipoprotein particles regulate the cellular uptake of Aβ by
receptor-mediated endocytosis and increase its removal from the brain to the systemic circulation by facilitating transport
across the blood-brain-barrier. In support of these both of these mechanisms, a recent study has shown that the brain to
blood clearance of lipidated apoE4 in the mouse brain is significantly lower than that mediated by the apoE3 and apoE2
isoforms.(633) Unlike the evidence supporting ApoE’s role in the metabolism of Aβ however, the evidence that apoE4
reduces blood to brain clearance is conflicted, with another study demonstrating no differences in Aβ clearance from the
brain in mice expressing transgenes for either human apoE3 or apoE4. (634) Complicating the picture, Aβ-containing ApoE4
complexes are sequestered from the periphery into brain capillaries to a greater extent than Aβ bound to apoE2 or apoE3,
suggesting that apoE4-mediated blood to brain transport of Aβ may contribute to the development of AD pathology. (635)
The second major mechanism by which ApoE might contribute to the development of AD is through direct and
indirect interference with the cytoskeletal architecture of neurons via its modulation of tau protein metabolism. As
reiterated multiple times, the hyper-phosphorylation of tau and subsequent formation of NFTs is considered a hallmark
lesion of AD. Although a complete review of tau’s contribution to the etiology of AD is described elsewhere in this work,
its relationship with ApoE is discussed here. Fortuitously, work done in both in cell culture and animal models are in
accordance with respect to ApoE mediated modulation of tau function. These studies demonstrate that ApoE3 binds
tightly to tau through the interaction of tits N-terminal domain and the microtubule-binding repeat regions of tau. Perhaps
accounting for the isoform-specific variations in AD prevalence, this same work demonstrates that ApoE4 does not
interact significantly with tau.(636) Since hyper-phosphorylation has been demonstrated to perturb the physiologic function
of tau, the finding that ApoE3 binds preferentially to non-phosphorylated tau and can even prevent its phosphorylation
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lends further credibility to tau-centric mechanisms of ApoE-mediated pathogenesis. One major limitation to this theory
worth noting is that no studies localizing ApoE to the neuronal cytosol, where the majority of tau exists, have been
published.(637) Data suggesting that a fragment of ApoE4 (1–272 amino acids), but not full-length ApoE4 isoform, can
escape the secretory pathway, translocate to the cytosolic compartment, and interact with cytoskeletal components such as
tau and neurofilament potentially alleviates this limitation, but future work is needed to confirm the physiological
relevance of this interaction.(638) Seeking a less convoluted mechanism, others have hypothesized the effects of ApoE on
tau phosphorylation could be explained by an intracellular signaling pathway induced by ApoE in lieu of a direct
interaction between ApoE and tau.(639, 640) And indeed, when the signaling pathways stimulated by ApoE are examined in
primary neuron cultures, ApoE and ApoE-derived peptides induce activation of the ERK1/2 pathway via a mechanism
dependent on calcium influx through the NMDA receptor. Similarly, in a process mediated by ϒ-secretase and G-proteins,
ApoE inhibits the c-Jun N-terminal kinase 1/2 pathway.(640) In summary, ApoE may exert a direct or indirect effect on tau
phosphorylation and these processes may or may not contribute to AD pathogenesis. Despite the accumulation of in vitro
evidence just described, in vivo studies confirming the physiological relevance of observed ApoE-isoform dependent
effects on tau will be critical.
In an effort to present a holistic representation of the field, the last hypothesis reviewed suggests that isoformspecific perturbations in ApoE levels contribute to the development of AD pathology through a variety of non-Aβmediated pathways. Disappointingly, the demonstration ApoE protein levels in the brain parenchyma or CSF vary as a
function of ApoE genotype have not been reliably produced in human cohorts. (619, 641-644) As human studies fail to support
the hypothesis that ApoE genotype influences protein expression, proponents of this hypothesis have moved into
transgenic mice lines, weakly arguing these models are less confounded by external variables. Still, initials studies
characterizing such mice again failed to demonstrate fluctuations in ApoE levels as a consequence of human ApoE2,
ApoE3, or ApoE4 isoform expression.(645) However, several subsequent studies have reported a genotype-dependent
difference in ApoE levels with the ApoE2 genotype corresponding to elevated levels of ApoE as compared to ApoE4
expression (E2>E3>E4).(646, 647) Notably however, these findings are equally well explained by in vitro studies which
demonstrate that ApoE4 is degraded more quickly than ApoE2 or ApoE3 in primary mouse astrocyte cultures. (648)
Assuming for the sake of argument that ApoE levels are modulated by genotype, the question of significance remains
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“what relevance does this have on the pathophysiological processes of AD?” Here, the hypotheses are better formulated
and grounded in data. Recognizing that ApoE is expressed in response to neuronal injury, it has been hypothesized that
ApoE is required for the repair of CNS tissues secondary to its role in redistributing lipids and cholesterols for membrane
repair and synaptic plasticity.(649) In congruence with this concept, most in vitro studies have shown that apoE3 augments
neurite outgrowth to a greater extent than ApoE4.(650) Similarly, compared with ApoE3 transgenic mice, ApoE4 carries
exhibit impaired compensatory sprouting, reduced synaptogenesis, and more severe memory impairment following insult
to the entorhinal cortex.(651, 652) Of note, since a link between this mechanism and Aβ deposition has not been fully
described, it neither supports nor undermines amyloid-centric models. In contrast, the finding that ApoE4 exacerbates the
neurotoxicity of Aβ peptides backs these models. (653) Of significance, a potential mechanism by which ApoE mediates this
feat may be through its influence on neuro-inflammatory processes. This suggestion stems from the finding that ApoE is
capable of modulating innate inflammatory response and may have a generalized anti-inflammatory effect.(654) Consistent
with the anti-inflammatory role of ApoE, lack of its expression in mice is associated with the increased induction of
cytokines and pro-inflammatory responses in response to Aβ insult(655, 656) Thus, the interaction and subsequent codeposition of Aβ with ApoE might serve to compromise the anti-inflammatory function of ApoE by reducing the
functionally available pool size of ApoE, eventually leading to chronic neuro-inflammation. In support of this concept, Aβ
has been shown to induces the production of ApoE. The resulting surge in ApoE can apparently then limit Aβ-driven
neuro-inflammation, suggesting the presence of a feedback-style mechanism.(655, 657) In an effort to investigate if the antiinflammatory function of ApoE contributes robustly to the development of AD, investigators have looked for isoformdependent differences. Again in congruence with the proposed pathogenic model, exogenously applied ApoE4 has more
robust pro-inflammatory activity than ApoE3 in astrocytes and microglial cells. (657, 658) Supporting the physiological
relevance of this finding to in vivo conditions, following administration of LPS, ApoE4 knock-in mice exhibited a greater
inflammatory response as compared with ApoE3 expressing mice. (659, 660) Taken as a whole, the data reviewed suggests
two possible mechanisms through which ApoE might modulate AD risk via modulation of neuro-inflammatory pathways.
From the perspective that ApoE4 invokes a pro-inflammatory response, ApoE4 may exacerbate detrimental neuroinflammation in the development of AD. Assuming an anti-inflammatory role for ApoE4, as a consequence of less
effective anti-inflammatory function the ApoE4 genotype might inefficiently prevent pathological neuro-inflammation in
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AD. Given the prominent activation of innate inflammatory responses observed in the brains of AD patients, conclusively
testing these two opposing hypotheses should represent a central aim of future AD research.
As can be garnered by the high degree of uncertainty which surrounds each of the purported mechanisms by
which ApoE status contributes to the pathogenesis of AD, deficits in our knowledge of AD molecular pathophysiology
greatly hinders our ability to form conclusions about genetic risk factors. While this chapter is complete in that it
addresses each of the causative mutations of AD, a complete review of all susceptibility genes is lacking. This is in part
due to the uncertainty which surrounds their contribution to AD pathology. Of these genes, ApoE is inarguably the
strongest predictor of genetic susceptibility for sporadic AD. Therefore, a mechanistic understanding of this genetic risk
factor may uncover truths about the underlying molecular etiology of AD. As discussed, humans possess three common
ApoE alleles: ApoE2, ApoE3, and ApoE4. Each genetic allele exhibits isoform-specific effects on the development of
AD, with possession of an ApoE4 allele decreasing the age of onset, ApoE3 being considered neutral, and ApoE2 thought
to be protective. Considering all the data on causative and susceptibility genes in AD to date, it seems safe to assume that
the amyloid-cascade hypothesis should be considered the conclusive model of early-onset FAD etiology. With respect to
the development of sporadic AD however, the controversies surround the pathophysiological role of ApoE highlight the
conclusion that this variant is a complex disorder caused by a manifold of factors. Still, given the vast degree of evidence
suggesting that the effect of ApoE occurs in a Aβ-dependent fashion, or at least influences Aβ production/clearance, it
seems likely that familial and sporadic forms of AD might result from essentially the same pathological cascade. (661) Put
another way, while a simplistic interpretation of the amyloid cascade hypothesis holds true for genetically-mediated forms
of AD, a more inclusive amyloid-centric model of AD pathogenesis is required to fit all variants of sporadic AD. In
congruence with this opinion, the genes that cause the autosomal dominant form of AD have not been detected as risk
factors in the gene-wide association studies conducted to date. One likely explanation for this finding is that the common
genetic variations in these three genes are not sufficient to alter their expression in a manner that increases the risk of AD
to a detectable threshold. Instead, as suggested by the vast literature on the topic, the development of sporadic AD is likely
dependent on the convergence of multiple pathophysiological cascades which may or may not intersect on the Aβ
pathogenic cascade.
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5.3

TRANSGENIC MOUSE MODELS AS SUPPORT FOR AMYLOID-CENTRIC HYPOTHESES OF
ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE
The majority of chronic neurodegenerative diseases, including AD, are associated with the accumulation of

misfolded proteins into aggregates that contain fibrillar structures. As demonstrated by a review of AD genetics, an
increase in Aβ production, an increase in the ratio of Aβ42 to Aβ40, or generation of a mutant form of Aβ with greater
amyloidogenic propensity are the main pathogenic mechanisms underlying the rare early-onset forms of autosomaldominant familial AD. However, determining whether this Aβ deposition drives the pathogenesis of sporadic AD, is a
neutral bystander, or just represents an unsuccessful repair attempt has proven one of the greatest challenges of translation
research to date. Analysis of susceptibility genes like ApoE demonstrate that overproduction of Aβ is unlikely to represent
the major pathogenic mechanisms underlying sporadic forms of AD.(519, 662) Instead, countless data suggests that defects in
the clearance Aβ from the brain by cellular uptake or transport across the blood-brain barrier might underlie many cases of
sporadic AD.(663, 664) In addition, a vast literature exits suggesting that increased Aβ aggregation influenced by Aβ binding
molecules may also play an important role. Secondary to intrinsic limitations of human genetic studies, animal models of
AD have been developed to help analyze pathogenic pathways in more detail. Not surprisingly, the development of a
mouse model of AD which recapitulates the pathological and behavioral features of this complex, chronic and progressive
disease has proven to be a major challenge. Confident in the validity of amyloid-centric models of AD, the firstgeneration of AD mouse models focused on recapitulating the deposition of Aβ peptides into senile plaque-like structures.
Naturally, the general approach employed was to overexpress human APP transgenes bearing mutations associated with
early-onset familial forms of AD. Demonstrating the utility of this approach, the PDAPP mouse was the first mutant
human APP transgenic mouse reported to exhibit Aβ plaque pathology. (665) When the pattern of Aβ deposition in this
early mouse lines was analyzed, early plaque pathology was evident in the hippocampus and cortical brain regions
between 6 and 12 months of age. Encouragingly, not only did APP-overexpressing transgenic mice display both diffuse
and dense core plaques, they also exhibited other cardinal features such as astrocytosis, microgliosis, and dystrophic
neurites. Most significantly, APP transgenic mice also exhibited age-dependent cognitive deficits. Critically, this seminal
finding demonstrates Aβ accumulation and deposition in the brain can induce behavioral impairments and in doing so
supports amyloid-centric models of AD pathogenesis.(666, 667) Shortly after the initial characterization of memory deficits in
these mice seemingly confirmed the etiological significance of Aβ plaques, reports of learning and memory deficits
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occurring prior to robust Aβ deposition in the brain were published.(668, 669) This revelation, in addition to in vitro studies,
led to the hypothesis that soluble oligomeric Aβ species could also induce cognitive dysfunction. Thus, while the firstgeneration of AD mouse models provided many answers with regard to the relevance of Aβ deposition in the pathogenesis
of AD, they produced many more novel questions. Chief among these conundrums was the failure of Aβ plaque density to
incite other pathological features of AD such as NFT deposition or robust neuron loss. From a more practical standpoint,
the rate of Aβ accumulation in these models was too slow for robust study of AD pathogenic pathways. In recognition of
this shortcoming, additional amyloidgenic mutations were introduced in an effort to bolster the pathogenic Aβ-cascade.
Compared to single APP transgenic mice, APP-presenilin transgenic mice rapidly accumulate deposits of Aβ, with
plaques being observed at a much earlier age and in greater densities. At the pinnacle of these efforts, the 5XFAD
transgenic mouse model contains a total of five different familial AD mutations resulting in the formation of Aβ plaques
as early as 2 months of age.(670) Notably, in addition to reducing costs associated with raising animals to the age where
they present with AD features, these models better recapitulate the pathological phenotype of sporadic AD. Unlike the
majority of single APP transgenic mice, some double transgenic mice, like the 5XFAD mouse line, demonstrate
significant neuron loss upon histological examination. (670) Still, these second generation mouse models represent an
incomplete model, as they fail to demonstrate robust NFT formation. To definitively address this issue, mutant tau mice
have recently been crossed with APP/PSEN transgenic mouse lines to generate tri-transgenic APP/PSEN/tau mutant mice
(3x-Tg-AD) depicting both Aβ plaque and NFT pathologies. (671) Reaffirming the conclusion that tau hyperphosphorylation is a downstream pathology with respect to Aβ-mediated neurodegenerative processes, 3x-Tg-AD mice
exhibit Aβ deposits at the same age as in the single mutant APP transgenic mice (6 months of age). However, the quantity
and distribution of the NFT pathology (12-15 months) is greatly enhanced in this model compared to the single mutant tau
transgenic mice, suggesting overexpression of Aβ or APP could accelerate downstream tau pathology. (672) Thus, in large
part due to the characterization of AD mouse models, disturbances in Aβ production/clearance are believed to lie
upstream of NFT formation in the pathogenesis of AD. This contribution to AD research cannot be overstated, as taucentric models of AD pathogenesis have represented a well-supported alternative to Aβ-centric models since their
inception. Today, as a result of the genetic and evidence from AD mouse models described, instead of completely
refuting Aβ’s role in AD pathogenesis, the vast majority of literature focuses on how disturbances in Aβ
production/clearance initially occur and why these disturbances cause neurodegenerative changes.
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5.4

MECHANISMS OF Aβ NEUROTOXICITY AT THE SYNAPSE
As discussed, more than 3 decades of research on Aβ has produced a wealth of evidence that its accumulation in

brain regions facilitating memory and cognition contributes strongly to the development of AD. As briefly addressed
during its introduction, early versions of the amyloid cascade hypothesis of AD posited that amyloid plaques exert their
neurodegenerative influence by interacting with surrounding dendrites, axons and glia. This hypothesis stems in part from
histological analysis of Aβ plaques and their surrounding neuronal tissues which reveals that prototypically straight
cortical dendrites assume a distorted and curved morphology when adjacent to an Aβ plaque. (673) Subsequent examination
of this phenomenon using array tomography in APP transgenic mice would reveal a striking penumbra of excitatory
synapse loss and neuritic dystrophy that is greatest immediately adjacent to a plaque and which lessens in a radial fashion.
Emphasizing the high degree correlation between these neurodegenerative changes and proximity to Aβ plaques, synapses
become virtually normal approximately 30–50 μm away from the plaque core edge.(674, 675) Despite these convincing
findings, the discovery that AD mouse models exhibit signs of neurodegeneration prior to robust plaque deposition made
it clear that Aβ-centric models of AD pathogenesis needed to be rethought in order to retain mechanistic plausibility. After
an extensive search for potential molecular mediators of neurodegeneration that coincide with the development of
cognitive deficits, the discovery of buffer-soluble bioactive oligomers gave rise to the concept that the insoluble amyloid
fibrils comprising the plaques might themselves be relatively inactive but instead mediate pathogenicity of smaller,
potentially neurotoxic assemblies by serving as reservoirs. From a biophysical perspective, this model appears more
viable, as small oligomers collectively provide a much greater surface area for interaction with neurons and glia than do
the large, non-diffusible plaques. An additional strength of this reformulated model is that it maintains the validity of
decades of research implying Aβ plaque deposition is a critical pathogenic event in the development of AD, as Aβ dimers,
trimers, tetramers, dodecamers, and higher-order oligomers have been found in cell culture media (676), in APP transgenic
mouse brains(677) and in AD brain tissue(678) Exemplifying the smooth transition from Aβ plaque centric models to Aβ
oligomer-mediated hypotheses of toxicity, later studies would demonstrate that the penumbra of synaptic loss described in
the local environment near Aβ plaques is reactive to antibodies specific for Aβ oligomers.(674, 675) Several findings strongly
undermine the possibility that this finding is coincidental. For one, synthetic Aβ oligomers and soluble Aβ oligomers
isolated from cell culture media or AD brain extracts acutely impair synaptic functions when added to hippocampal slices
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or slice cultures.(678, 679) Furthermore, when biochemically isolated soluble oligomers and insoluble amyloid plaque cores
are transplanted into wild-type mouse brain slices, only soluble oligomers potently blocked LTP. Even more
convincingly, when these seemingly inert amyloid cores are first dissolved in harsh solvents to release their constituent
oligomers before application to wild-type brain slices, they too potently impair LTP. (678) Such morphological analyses
suggest that plaques induce synaptic and neuritic deficits at least in part by acting as local reservoirs of diffusible
oligomers. Further promoting the validity of this model, reports have even suggested mechanisms by which the
equilibrium between plaques and oligomers can be pathologically modulated. In this context, it has been found that lipids
can convert inert Aβ amyloid fibrils into neurotoxic protofibrils that can subsequently impair learning in mice.(680) Taken
together, these and other experimental approaches suggest that plaques may confer local neurotoxicity because they are in
equilibrium with surrounding oligomers and protofibrils. Beyond shifting attention away from Aβ plaques, research
conducted in APP transgenic models also demonstrates that synaptic transmission is commonly perturbed by soluble Aβ
oligomers via a variety of mechanisms. This point is critical, as it highlights the error in concluding that Aβ is noncontributory to the pathogenesis of AD when interpreting the finding that APP transgenic mice do not universally exhibit
neuron loss. While it is true cell bodies are not significantly decreased in all models, the substantial neuritic dystrophy and
synapse loss present in these models are clear signs of a neuronal degenerative process. As for synaptic perturbations
being of relevance to AD, not only is synaptic loss considered one of the pathological hallmarks of AD, it is best correlate
of cognitive decline.(131, 681) Furthermore, in APP transgenic mouse models, manipulations that prevent or reverse synaptic
deficits also prevent or reverse cognitive impairment.(682, 683) Thus, the assertion made by some that APP transgenic mice
do not exhibit pathophysiological relevant signs of neurodegeneration is a complete falsehood.
With respect to mechanisms by which Aβ elicits neurotoxicity directly, the hypothesis that Aβ oligomers
modulate synaptic function is among the most well-supported in the literature to date. Rephrasing the original amyloidcascade hypothesis to fit this model, current Aβ-centric models contend that progressively growing assemblies of Aβ in
the brain result in synaptic dysfunction and consequent dismantling of the neuronal circuits and networks which sub-serve
learning and memory, ultimately resulting in the cognitive disturbances characteristic of AD. As evidence of Aβ
modulating synaptic transmission, in vitro and in vivo studies have shown that Aβ oligomers promote the collapse of
glutamatergic dendritic spines in part by reducing the number of surface AMPA and NMDA receptors. (684-686) On the other
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hand, the production of Aβ and its secretion into the extracellular space are in turn regulated in part by neuronal
activity.(687) Interestingly, these experimental findings raise the possibility of a feedback loop via which Aβ peptide
concentration can modulate neuronal excitability. (684) In this paradigm, Aβ production is enhanced by action potentialdependent synaptic activity, leading to increased levels of extracellular Aβ at synapses where it may facilitate reductions
of excitatory transmission. With respect to AD pathophysiology, elevated levels of Aβ would be expected to put this
negative feedback regulator into overdrive resulting in suppressed excitatory synaptic activity at the postsynaptic level. In
addition to this data suggesting Aβ acts as a negative regulator of neuronal activity post-synaptically, other work suggests
that Aβ could also act as a positive regulator at the presynaptic level. As illustrated by Figure 5-1, in general studies have
demonstrated that low concentrations of synthetic Aβ 42 (picomolar range) markedly potentiate synaptic transmission,
whereas higher concentrations of Aβ42 (low nanomolar range) synaptic depression.(688) Unlike Aβ’s post-synaptic effects
on synaptic transmission, the potentiating effect of Aβ at the presynaptic terminal is not dependent on NMDA and AMPA
receptor modulation. Instead, presynaptic modulation of synaptic transmission by Aβ appears to be dependent on α7nicotinic Ach receptor (nAchR) activation, as confirmed by the finding that inhibition of this nicotinic receptor subtype
decreases Aβ secretion and blocks Aβ-induced facilitation.(689) Given that α7-nAchR permit influx of Ca2+, the current
paradigm suggests that Aβ may be part of a positive feedback loop that increases presynaptic Ca 2+ levels and Aβ secretion
via direction interaction with α7-nAchR.(689) Importantly, in a similar manner to its effects at the post-synaptic neuron,
Aβ-induced presynaptic effects depend on an optimal Aβ concentration, with higher or lower concentrations potentially
impairing synaptic transmission.(690) Overall, these and other data suggest an apparent bell-shaped relationship between
extracellular Aβ and synaptic transmission in which intermediate levels of Aβ potentiate presynaptic terminals, low levels
reduce presynaptic efficacy, and high levels depress postsynaptic transmission.
While presynaptic and postsynaptic regulation of neurotransmission by Aβ-peptides is an intriguing phenomenon,
these mechanisms are worth reviewing in that they possibly relate Aβ levels to the neurodegenerative changes and the
development of cognitive deficits characteristic of AD. As reviewed, excitatory synaptic transmission is tightly regulated
by the number of active NMDA and AMPA at the synapse. This high degree of regulation is necessary as NMDA receptor
activation can induce either long-term potentiation (LTP) or long-term depression (LTD) depending on the extent of the
resultant [Ca2+] rise in the dendritic spines. In more detail, a large transient rise in synaptic Ca 2+levels secondary to robust
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NMDA receptor activation induces LTP. In contrast, in regions such as the hippocampus, persistent weak synaptic
stimulation resulting in mild increases in synaptic Ca 2+ concentration is sufficient to induce LTD. Once induced, LTD
results in the internalization of synaptic NMDA receptors and the activation of peri-synaptic NMDA receptors. Generally
speaking, LTP induction promotes the recruitment of AMPA receptors to the post-synaptic membrane resulting in
enhanced excitatory post-synaptic potentials and growth of dendritic spines. On the other hand LTD induces spine
shrinkage and synaptic loss.(691) These effects of LTD on synaptic density are most relevant to our discussion, as
pathologically elevated levels of Aβ may shift NMDA receptor-dependent signaling cascades towards pathways involved
in the induction of LTD.
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Fi gu r e 5 -1 . Pr e sy na p ti c a n d P o st sy na pti c R e gu la t io n o f S yna p ti c T ra n smi ssio n b y A β -pr ot ein
(A) Hy p ot h et i ca l r ela t io n sh ip be t we e n Aβ l e v el a n d syna pt i c a ct iv it y. I nt er med iat e l ev el s o f Aβ en ha n ce sy nap ti c a cti vi ty
pr e sy na p ti ca l ly , wh e rea s a bn or ma ll y h ig h o r l o w l e v el s o f Aβ impa ir sy na pti c a cti vi t y b y in du ci n g p o st sy na pti c d ep ressi o n or r edu ci n g
pr e sy na p ti c e ffi ca c y, r esp e cti v el y . ( B) Wi t hi n a p h y si o lo g ica l ran g e, small i n cr ea ses i n Aβ pri mar il y fa cil itat e pr esyna pt i c fu nc ti o n s,
re su l ti n g in sy na p ti c p ot e nt ia ti o n . ( C) At a b n or ma ll y hi gh l ev el s, Aβ en han ces l o ng -t er m d epr essi on ( LT D) -r ela ted mecha ni sm s,
re su l ti n g in po st sy na p ti c d e pr e ssio n a n d l o ss o f d en dr it ic spi n es . R epr o du ced wi th Per mi ssio n s fr o m C ol d S pri n g Har bo r P e rsp e ct iv e s i n
M ed i ci n e. ( 6 9 2 )
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The mechanism by which this is accomplished has not been completely elucidated, but may involve activation of α7nAchR(693), peri-synaptic activation of NMDA receptors(679, 686) and downstream effects on calcineurin–STEP–cofilin, p38
MAPK and GSK-3β signaling pathways.(686, 694, 695) Importantly, Aβ-induced LTD-like processes may also underlie Aβinduced LTP deficits, as blocking LTD-related signaling cascades prevents Aβ-dependent inhibition of LTP.(694)
In summary of these findings, various soluble oligomers of Aβ appear to induce complex patterns of synaptic
dysfunction and network disorganization that underlie the intermittent but gradually progressive cognitive manifestations
of AD. These oligomeric Aβ species may be in dynamic equilibrium with insoluble, fibrillar deposits of Aβ contained
within Aβ plaques and demonstrate the ability to interact with components of neuronal and non-neuronal plasma
membranes. Evidence suggests that there are multiple assembly forms of Aβ peptide that induce neuronal dysfunction
through unique mechanisms of action. For this reason, it is unlikely that there are only one or two cognate receptors for
neurotoxic forms of Aβ. Instead, the ever-expanding variety of molecular mediators of Aβ-protein neurotoxicity has led to
the notion that the binding of hydrophobic Aβ assemblies to cellular membranes triggers multiple effects affecting diverse
pathways. In the subsequent section, we explore a selectin of these molecular mediators in an attempt to provide a holistic
understanding of AD pathogenesis.

5.5

TAU AS A MOLECULAR MEDIATOR OF Aβ NEUROTOXICITY
Despite the many criticisms against the amyloid cascade hypothesis, accumulating evidence obtained in in vitro

and in vivo models and in patients provides solid experimental support for the hypothesis, and particularly for Aβ-induced
Tau-pathology. More importantly these data position Aβ as accelerator/initiator and Tau as executor of the pathogenic
process, designating their interaction as crucial triggering event in AD. As mentioned earlier, in additional to neuron loss
and Aβ plaque deposition, NFTs containing hyper-phosphorylated tau are a hallmark of AD pathology. However NFTs
cannot be considered pathognomonic for AD, as they are present in a number of other disorders including: Pick's disease,
progressive supranuclear palsy, corticobasal degeneration, and motor neuron diseases. Still, there is a strong correlation
between the severity of cognitive dysfunction and NFT load and localization in the brains of AD patients.(696) Of note,
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there are six major isoforms of human tau derived by alternative mRNA splicing from a single gene on human
chromosome. Alternative splicing of exon 10 gives rise to 3-repeat (3R) and 4-repeat (4R) forms, but all forms are
expressed in the adult brain. Found mainly in the axonal compartment, to date, the best established functions of tau
involve the stabilization of microtubules and the regulation of motor-driven axonal transport.(697) Importantly, physiologic
phosphorylation of tau is critical regulator of these functions as it modulates its association with signaling proteins. As
tau’s physiologic functions are posited as central to proper neuron function and survival, loss of this protein’s influence
secondary to hyper-phosphorylation is assumed to contribute greatly to the pathogenesis of AD. (697, 698) While the precise
mechanisms by which tau hyper-phosphorylation occurs in disease is not completely understood, it likely involves
disruptions in the balance of protein phosphatase and kinase activities (699), or structural alterations that result in changes in
the availability of specific residues in these enzymes (Figure 5-2).(700) Tau has as many as 84 putative phosphorylation
sites, of which 45 are serines, 35 threonines, and 4 tyrosines. Exemplifying the degree to which physiological tau
phosphorylation is deregulated in AD, in filamentous tau extracted from AD patients almost 50 of these residues are
phosphorylated in comparison with only nine sites identified in normal human brain tissue.(701, 702) With respect to its role
in AD pathogenesis, tau phosphorylation is believed to contribute to neuronal cell death by decreasing the assembly of
tubulin(703)), disrupting axonal transport(704), causing reentry of neurons into the cell cycle(705), and possibly leading to
further abnormal tau processing. As stated in the introduction however, current models of AD pathogenesis place taumediated neurodegeneration downstream of disruptions in Aβ production/clearance. Much of the rational for this stems
from the genetic findings already outlined. Unlike mutations in APP and PSEN genes, no AD causing mutations had been
identified in the tau gene. Further, in some lines of APP transgenic mice, Aβ formation causes tau hyper-phosphorylation,
whereas tau transgenic mice do not show Aβ plaque pathology. (706) Additionally, crossing APP transgenic mice with tau
transgenic mice results in a greatly enhanced quantity and distribution of the NFT pathology, without altering Aβ plaque
pathology.(707) However, dysregulation in tau must play significant role in mediating neurodegeneration in AD, as
mutations in the tau gene are linked to familial forms of frontotemporal dementia with parkinsonism. (708) Integrating these
findings, the leading hypothesis with respect to tau’s contribution to the neurodegenerative process underlying AD is that
tau serves as a molecular mediator of Aβ-induced neurodegeneration. Importantly, a robust literature supports this
hypothesis.
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Fi gu r e 5 -2 . S ch e ma ti c R ep r e sen ta ti o n o f N or ma l D y na mi c E qu ili br iu m o f T au
A sch e ma ti c r ep r e sen ta ti o n o f t h e n or ma l d yna m i c e qu il i briu m o f tau , o n a n d o ff t h e MT s, wh i ch i s pri mar il y d et er mi n ed b y th e
p ho sp h or yla ti on sta t e o f ta u . Al th ou gh t h e pr e se n c e o f tau o n th e MT s pr esent s a p h y si cal ob sta cl e for v esi cl es a n d ot h er ca r g o e s tha t
a re mo v in g a l on g t h e a x o n, MT -bou n d ta u i s e sse ntia l t o MT i nt egri t y. T hu s, r elat i v el y fr equ ent cy cl es o f tau – MT bi n di n g ( pr o m ot e d b y
d ep h o sp h or yla t io n o f tau ) a nd d eta c h m en t o f ta u fro m t h e MT (p ro mo t ed by ph o sp h or ylat i on o f tau ) ar e n eed ed in or d er to ma i n ta i n
e ffe c ti v e a x ona l tra n sp or t. R e pr o du c e d wit h P er m i ssi o n s fr o m Natu r e R ev i ews N eu ro sci en ce. ( 7 0 9 )
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Focusing first on the relevant in vitro findings, application of synthetic or extracted Aβ peptides increases tauphosphorylation and alters its conformation in a GSK3-dependent manner.(710-712) Importantly, beyond GSK3, several
other signaling mechanisms have been implicated in Aβ induced Tau-alterations in primary neurons. For example,
CAMKK2-AMPK kinase- and C-Jun N-terminal kinase-mediated tau phosphorylation have also been reported in cell
lines exposed to Aβ peptides.(713, 714) Regardless of the primary mechanism, these in vitro findings provide compelling
evidence that Aβ induces pathologically relevant alterations in tau. Similarly, experiments conducted in AD transgenic
animal models strongly support the hypothesis of Aβ-induced tau-pathology. Although addressed specifically in another
section, it is worth noting here that preliminary characterization of mutant APP or mutant APP/PS1 transgenic mice
revealed a lack of NFT deposition, leading to the conclusion that Aβ-deposition could not induce tau dysregulation.
However, subsequent analysis of APP/PSEN transgenic mouse lines with high Aβ plaque burden consistently revealed the
presence of hyper-phosphorylated tau contained within the dystrophic neurites surrounding Aβ plaques. (665, 667, 715, 716) The
failure of these models to exhibit NFT formation is now ascribed to the low propensity of endogenous mouse tau to form
NFTs, as APP/PSEN transgenic rats readily demonstrate NFT formation. (717, 718) In order to overcome this limitation, a
triple-transgenic model expressing human mutated forms of the APP, tau, and presenilin was developed. In congruence
with the research described, characterization of this model further reinforced the relationship between Aβ deposition and
NFT pathology, as Aβ plaque pathology preceded NFT deposition in these mice. (671, 672) Additionally, anti-Aβ
immunization in combined amyloid and tau transgenic mice reduces attenuates early tau hyper-phosphorylation. Lastly, in
tau transgenic mice, injection of pre-aggregated Aβ peptides into the brain results in the induction of NFTs remote from
the injection site, in neurons functionally connected with the site of injection. (719) In summary of these findings, the
invariable demonstration of Aβ-induced tau-alterations in animal models, regardless of the approach employed to
upregulate Aβ, strongly supports the conclusion that Aβ is an upstream inducer of tau-pathology. Conversely, the
consistent failure of tau mouse models to affect or aggravate amyloid pathology seemingly excludes the possibility that
Aβ deposition simply represents a downstream consequence of tau dysregulation, as proposed by some. (720)
Importantly, dynamic biomarker analysis has confirmed the temporal order in which changes in Aβ burden, tauhyper-phosphorylation, and measures of neurodegeneration occur in AD patients. In these studies, measurements of
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) Aβ levels were used in combination with PET amyloid imaging to monitor the initial
presentation and progression of amyloid-specific pathology. Similarly, CSF measurements of total tau and phosphorylated
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tau were taken as indicators of NFT burden. Lastly, hypo-metabolism as assessed via fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET and
atrophy as measured by structural MRI served as markers of neurodegeneration in these studies. In congruence with the
trends observed in animal models, the earliest changes in AD patients were noted in CSF Aβ 42 levels followed closely by
the detection of significant Aβ plaque burden via PET imaging. (721, 722) Uniquely, Aβ pathology was the only biomarker
identified which exhibited changes prior to the onset of symptoms. Later, once symptoms had developed, alterations in
CSF tau were noted and subsequently followed by measurable brain atrophy. (136, 721) Thus, the data summarized strongly
supports amyloid-centric mechanisms of AD pathogenesis by demonstrating that changes in Aβ proceed alterations in tauphosphorylation or neuron degeneration. Those familiar with the field may question the validity of these biomarker
studies, pointing out the fact that histopathological data suggests that tau deposition occurs prior to Aβ plaque formation
and in asymptomatic adults.(110) Although the referenced data indeed demonstrates that tau-pathology can precede amyloid
deposition, subsequent studies have since demonstrated that this tau-pathology is associated with normal aging and that
the tau-pathology of AD is markedly increased and progresses more rapidly. Therefore, the proposed effect of Aβ on tau
is to qualitatively transform and accelerate the antecedent subcortical tauopathy associated with normal aging, leading to
the neocortical spread NFTs characteristically observed in AD patients.(577, 722-724) Convinced of this mechanism, the field
has since focused its attention on elucidating the mechanisms by which amyloid induces alterations in tauphosphorylation.

5.5.1

Plausible Mechanisms of Aβ-induced Tau Dysregulation:
Generally speaking, three mechanisms have been proposed to underlie the phenomenon of Aβ-induced tau-

pathology in AD. To be reviewed in more detail below, the first of these mechanisms links the development of taupathology to the downstream effects of Aβ on synaptic function reviewed in a previous section. Alternatively, others
suggest that Aβ-mediated neuro-inflammation results in the perturbation of kinase/phosphatases critical to the
physiological phosphorylation of tau. Lastly, recent evidence suggests that Aβ cross-seeding of tau may induce a
transition from “mild” tau-strains to more aggressive tau-strains, thereby triggering a prion-like spreading of tauopathy
along neuronal circuitries. While a unifying mechanism of amyloid-induced tau-pathology is yet to be identified, the
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significance of these models to our discussion lies in their emphasis of Aβ-induced acceleration of tau-pathology as a
critical mediator of AD pathology.
Since the discovery that extracellular application of Aβ peptides can induce tau-pathology in tau transgenic mice,
researchers have assumed that Aβ must interact with neurons through association with its membrane or receptors. And
indeed, binding of Aβ to different types of receptors and directly to membranes has been reported. Highlighting some of
the most well-established interactions, Aβ has been shown to interact directly with: alpha7 nicotinic acetylcholine
receptors (α7 nAchR), NMDA and AMPA receptors, the Ephrin-type B2 receptor (EphB2), insulin receptors, the receptor
for advanced glycation end products (RAGE), the prion protein receptor (PrP-receptor), the mouse paired
immunoglobulin-like receptor (PirB) and its human counterpart the leukocyte immunoglobulin-like receptor (LilrB2).(675,
725-730)

. Similarly, reports of Aβ induced neurotoxicity via association with membranes and their integral proteins have

been published.(725) Lending pathological relevance to the existence of these interactions, association of Aβ with a subset
of these receptors has been shown to potentiate disturbances in tau-phosphorylation. Taking for example the putative
interaction between Aβ and α7 nAchR, binding of Aβ to this nicotinic receptor subtype increases tau-phosphorylation at
Ser-202, Thr-181, and Thr-231.(726) The observant reader might note that this same interaction was posited to contribute to
Aβ-induced LTD. On that topic, Aβ assemblies are believed to interact indirectly with NMDA-receptors through the
EphB2 receptor.(729) As discussed, the general effect of Aβ on synaptic plasticity is to shift synaptic potentiation (LTP) to
synaptic depression (LTD) via modulation of NMDA receptor function. Interestingly, in addition to synaptic
degeneration, Aβ-induced reduction of NMDA-dependent LTP has been linked to increased tau-phosphorylation via a
GSK3-mediated pathway in both hippocampal slices and mouse models.(707, 731, 732) Thus, NMDA receptors may play a
role in Aβ-induced changes in tau via GSK3β. Synthesizing the reviewed interactions into a model of Aβ-induced tau
dysregulation, increases in Aβ results in perturbed intra-cellular signaling cascades secondary to direct and indirect
interactions between Aβ and a variety of neuronal receptors/membrane proteins. Dysregulation of these intra-cellular
cascades in turn raises intra-cellular Ca2+ levels and disrupts the physiological function of phosphatases and protein
kinases such as GSK3. This in turn results in the hyper-phosphorylation of tau, leading to its aggregation and deposition in
NFTs and associated neurotoxicity.
Interestingly, the ability of Aβ to induce robust neuro-inflammation stands as a second plausible mechanism
through which Aβ-induced tau hyper-phosphorylation may arise. As reviewed at length in subsequent sections, a variety
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of molecular pathways link the deposition of Aβ with the development of inflammation in the brain, with several authors
going so far as to suggest that neuro-inflammation constitutes a better etiological cause of AD than do Aβ assemblies.
Highlighting the significance of inflammatory cascades to the development of tauopathy only, several reports have
demonstrated that tau-pathology is dramatically aggravated by acute and chronic inflammatory insults. (733) Interestingly,
some data suggests that the correlation between neuro-inflammation and the development of tau-pathology may be
mediated by astrocytes and glial cells. For example, antibody-mediated inhibition of the interleukin 1, a potent proinflammatory cytokine produced by microglia, attenuates hyper-phosphorylation of tau while potentiation of interleukin
1β signaling exacerbates tau-pathology.(733, 734) Additionally, in vitro studies corroborate the conclusion that astrocytes and
microglia play a role in Aβ-induced tau-phosphorylation, as this pathological process is exacerbated in co-cultures with
glial cells as compared to in cultures of primary neurons alone. (735, 736) Importantly, this hypothesis is physiologically
plausible as amyloidgenic mouse models of AD invariably exhibit astro- and micro-gliosis, a finding which seemingly
confirms that Aβ pathology results in the activation and recruitment of these cell types to amyloid-burdened regions of the
brain.(716)
A third hypothesis in the field is that Aβ assemblies may qualitatively transform antecedent tau-pathology via a
cross-seeding mechanism. The consequence of this being the triggering of an accelerated prion-like spreading of taupathology along neuronal circuits. Breaking this model into its constituent components, it has been demonstrated that Aβ
peptides can enable initiation and propagation of amyloid plaque formation to remote regions of the brain via a prion-like
seeding mechanism.(737, 738) In this mechanism, a specific subtype of misfolded Aβ proteins can subsequently act as seeds
that structurally induce misfolding of other proteins, causing them to aggregate into pathogenic assemblies ranging from
small oligomers to large fibrillar amyloids. Recently, these prion-like spreading properties have been demonstrated for
tau, with misfolded tau extracted from brains of transgenic mice being shown to propagate tau-pathology in a seed
dependent manner when administered to the brains of tau transgenic mice. (739-741) Given the evidence that Aβ and tau can
form soluble complexes in vitro, it is possible that Aβ species might induce this form of prion-like spreading in tau
pathology as well, although such a mechanism has yet to be directly demonstrated. (742) Instead, proponents of this theory
point to animal studies demonstrating that injection of Aβ assemblies into the brain can induce tau-aggregation not only at
the site of injection, but also in remote regions of the brain functionally connected to the injection site.(743) Similarly, in
some AD mouse models, NFT deposition is noted in regions of the brain like the hippocampus in the absence of robust
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Aβ deposition. However, the hippocampus very much anatomically and functionally connected to the subiculum, a region
of the brain riddled with Aβ plaque pathology. (732) While support for this hypothesis requires significant bolstering, one
strength of this model is that it might explain the spatio- and temporal characteristic spreading of tau across brain regions
as described originally by Braak and Braak.(110) Furthermore, confirmation of this hypothesis might serve to reconcile the
discrepancies observed between histopathological data suggesting that tau-pathology proceeds Aβ deposition and
biomarker data collected in AD patients which supports the converse relationship. Under this model, a pre-existing
tauopathy associated with normal aging becomes qualitatively transformed by Aβ-mediated cross-seeding, resulting in a
conformational change in tau which increases its propensity to aggregate and propagate across functionally connected
brain circuits. Thus, the pre-existence of tau-pathology may be a requirement for the development of AD, explaining why
Aβ pathology specifically affects neurons with pre-existing tau-pathology (Braak stage I-II), and not nearby neurons.(732)

5.5.2

Mechanisms of Tau-induced Neurodegeneration

Although the relative contributions of each of the outlined mechanisms by which tau-pathology is induced in AD
are still being investigated, a consensus has more or less been reached in the literature with respect to tau misfolding and
fibril formation occurs under pathological conditions. (744-746) Based on a variety of evidence, abnormal disengagement of
tau from microtubules secondary to hyper-phosphorylation and a concomitant increase in the cytosolic concentration of
tau are believed to be the key events that lead to tau-mediated neurodegeneration. Under the current paradigm, tau
misfolding is thought to be a stochastic phenomenon that is more likely to occur at higher cytosolic tau concentrations.
Additionally, it is believed that the transition from unbound tau to NFTs is a multi-step phenomenon complete with
intermediate tau assemblies. In congruence with this idea, the earliest deposits of tau are called ‘pretangles’ and are not
stained by Congo red or thioflavin‑T.(747, 748) This finding is of significance, as it indicates that pretangles do not contain β
‑sheets, and that a structural rearrangement involving the formation of the characteristic pleated β‑sheet must occur
during the transition from pretangles to PHFs. Importantly, morphometric analysis suggests that in AD, at least 95% of
total tau is contained in NFTs located in neuronal processes known as neuropil threads or dystrophic neurites. (749)
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Furthermore, while the vast majority of tau is axonally located under physiological conditions, in AD, re-localization of
tau to the somatodendritic domain has been observed and may contribute to its neurodegenerative effects.
One obvious mechanism by which tau-mediated neurodegeneration might occur is via the loss of its normal
microtubule stabilizing function. Such a disturbance would be expected to compromise axonal transport and in this way
contribute to the synaptic dysfunction underling the observed neuron death characteristic of AD. In support of this model,
administration of the microtubule stabilizing drug paclitaxel has been shown to ameliorate the neurodegenerative
phenotype in tau transgenic mouse models.(750, 751) Notably however, if loss of tau’s physiological function was the only
contributory process to the neurodegenerative changes observed in AD, the density and localization of NFTs would not be
expected to robustly correlate with the degree of cognitive impairment. The existence of such a correlation was among the
first lines of circumstantial evidence to suggest that toxic gains-of-function by NFTs might play an important part in the
progression of AD.(752) Though not yet verified, some suggest that the toxic effects of NFTs may be mediated by their
large size. In this model, the fibrillary material contained with NFTs serves as a physical barrier which disrupts cellular
functions such as axonal transport. In a similar gain-of-function, tangles may sequester larger quantities of other
functionally significant proteins.
Although loss of tau function and the toxic gain-of-function acquired by NFTs as they enlarge may contribute to
neurodegeneration, to date, the interaction of tau with the tyrosine protein kinase Fyn represents the most well supported
hypothesis of tau-mediated synaptic loss. Importantly, studies demonstrate that in addition to its axonal functions, tau also
targets Fyn kinase to the dendrite via its amino-terminal projection domain.(753) Once at the postsynaptic membrane, Fyn
phosphorylates the NR subunit 2 of NMDA receptors to facilitate their interaction with the postsynaptic density protein 95
(PSD-95).(754-756) Critically, the ability of NMDA receptors to bind to PSD-95 is essential in the generation of
glutamatergic excitotoxicity, an essential component of AD pathophysiology. Evidence emphasizing the significance of
this interaction comes from studies which demonstrate disruption of NMDA receptor/PSD-95 complexes prevents
excitotoxic damage in cultured neurons and in vivo models.(757) Given this background information, it is clear how
elevated levels of tau might contribute to neurodegeneration. Put simply, dissociation of tau from microtubules secondary
to hyper-phosphorylation results in a larger available pool of unbound tau in the somatodendritic compartment capable of
increasing Fyn levels at the post-synaptic membrane. As a consequence, the interaction between NMDA receptors and
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PSD-95 is increasingly facilitated resulting in enhanced NMDA-mediated excitotoxicity. As stated, a number of
experiments support this model. For example, when truncated versions of tau which are incapable of targeting Fyn to the
dendritic compartment are expressed in transgenic mouse models, dendritic levels of Fyn are reduced, NMDA receptors
become uncoupled from PSD-95, and as a consequence the animals are spared of any signs of tau-induced
neurodegeneration.(758) As a final note, beyond outlining a clear molecular mechanism of tau-induced neurodegeneration,
this model also links tau dysregulation to amyloid centric models of AD in that reduction of Fyn in APP transgenic mice
prevents Aβ-induced cognitive deficits while its overexpression increases neurodegeneration. (759, 760)

5.6

NEUROINFLAMMATION & ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE
As discussed, in vivo evidence suggests that a dynamic equilibrium exists between amyloid plaque deposits,

fibrils, oligomers, and monomer peptides. Critically, aggregation of Aβ peptides changes not only their biophysical
characteristics but also dramatically alters their biological activity. This is well evidenced by the finding that oligomeric
assemblies of Aβ are more neurotoxic in cell cultures as compared to Aβ monomers.(676) Furthermore, the phase transition
from monomeric Aβ peptide into larger oligomeric, fibrillary, and aggregate species has been shown to facilitate Aβ’s
interaction with a host of receptors that mediate its endocytosis. This is particularly true of constituent receptors of the
innate immune system, as toll-like receptors- (TLR) 2, 4, and 6 and their co receptors can all be triggered by assemblies of
Aβ.(761) Similarly, class A scavenger receptors; CD36 and CD47 all promote the phagocytosis of Aβ. (761) These findings
raise an interesting question, “why is it that so many pattern recognition receptors interact with Aβ species?” Interestingly,
some authors now leverage the binding promiscuity of Aβ to advocate for the hypothesis that neuro-inflammatory
cascades triggered by Aβ could have evolved in cells of the immune system as a host response to microbial challenges. (761)
The background rationale for this hypothesis is fascinating and thus warrants review. The origin of this hypothesis can be
credited to the observation that the receptors that sense pathogen-associated molecular patterns, such as bacterial
lipopolysaccharide and viral surface proteins, are also those triggered by Aβ aggregates. This led to the speculation that
the tertiary structure of misfolded Aβ assembles may contain a conserved molecular pattern for which the innate immune
system has evolved immunological signaling receptors. In support of this thought process, both bacteria and fungi express
surface amyloids.(762-764) Unbeknownst to many in the field, the spectrophotometric dye Congo red, one of two gold135

standard histochemical stains for Aβ deposits, was originally also used as a stain for bacterial amyloid fibrils. Thus, it is
not far-fetched to hypothesize that the detection of amyloid by pattern-recognition receptors of the immune system could
have evolved as a host response to microbial challenges. However, in contrast to an immune response to microbes, which
is terminated once the stimulating pathogen has been removed, sustained elevations of Aβ may not allow the resolution of
inflammation. Therefore, while many Aβ-induced inflammatory mediators might initially support the clearance of
pathogenic Aβ and promote cell survival, chronic neuro-inflammation developing in the context of sustained Aβ might
directly compromise neuronal function and survival.(764)
Undeniably, evidence supports the existence of a contributory role for neuro-inflammation in the pathogenesis of
AD. In fact, just as with tau, some groups have gone so far as to suggest a neuro-inflammatory etiology of AD which
largely denies a pathological significance to the amyloid cascade. With the relatively recent discovery that Aβ
accumulation can begin decades before the onset of clinical symptoms however, a majority in the field have again
returned to amyloid-centric models. Generally speaking, these models postulate that assemblies of Aβ can activate
immunologically relevant cell types via a multitude of interactions with their immunological receptors. Most relevantly to
the hypothesis that Aβ-induced neuro-inflammation represents a vestigial response to exogenous pathogens, many of the
signal-transduction pathways that are elicited by AD are also activated during a host response to microbes. For example, a
key component of the innate immune system’s response to viral/microbial pathogens is the activation of a proteolytic
cascade that regulates the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines like those in the IL-1β family.(761) Importantly, these
cytokines exist in biologically inert precursor forms until activated by proteolytic cleavage mediated by either caspase-1
or caspase-8.(765) Activation of these caspases is in turn regulated by a large multi-molecular signaling complex known as
an “inflammasome” (Figure 5-3). The sensor molecules of this structure include members of the Nod-like receptor (NLR)
or pyrin and HIN domain-containing (PYHIN) families, and have been shown to be sensitive to a range of aggregated
molecules including Aβ.(766) Supporting a pathophysiological relevance of Aβ’s interaction with sensor molecules of the
inflammasome, brains from patients with AD have a greater abundance of active caspase-1 than do those of age-matched
control subjects.(766) Similarly, APP/PSEN transgenic mice with mutations in NLR, caspase-1, or any other constituent of
the inflammasome complex are largely protected for the neurodegenerative effects of Aβ over-expression.(766) This effect
may be attributed to observed increases in Aβ clearance and/or a removal of IL-1β’s negative influence on synaptic
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plasticity. While the interaction between Aβ and inflammasomes is one of the best characterized neuro-inflammatory
mechanisms underlying AD to date, it is important to note other pro-inflammatory factors may also influence the
pathogenesis of AD. As evidence, the CSF of AD patients is enriched in p40, a subunit of IL-23, indicating that the IL-12
and IL-23 signaling pathways are additionally activated in AD. (767)
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Fi gu r e 5 -3 . I n fla m ma so m e Act iva ti o n Ca sca d e .
T he a c ti va t i on o f m i cr og lia wit h T LR a g o ni st or c y tok in es l ea d s t o t h e tra n scri p ti o nal i ndu ct i on o f g en es en cod i ng co mp o n e nt s o f th e
NLR P3 i n fla m ma so me a nd pr o -I L -1 β ( pr i mi n g st ep ). Add it io n al si g nal s, in clu d in g d eu bi qu i ti nati o n o f N LR P3 , ar e fu rt h er r e qu ir e d for
th e a c ti va t io n o f N LR P3 ( li c e n si n g st ep ). Aβ ca n in du c e l y so s o mal da ma g e t hat l ead s t o a ssemb l y o f t h e N LR P3 i n fla mma so m e
(a ct i va ti o n st e p) a n d th e a cti va t i on o f ca spa se -1 . Act i ve ca spa se -1 l ead s t o t h e pr o cessi n g o f I L -1 β a n d r el ea se o f t h e bi oa ct iv e for m o f
IL -1 β. R ep ro du c e d wit h P er mi ssi o n s fro m Na tu r e I m mu no l og y . ( 7 6 1 )
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Furthermore, studies done in transgenic animal models demonstrate that attenuation of these neuro-inflammatory
pathways reduces Aβ load and abolish deficits in spatial memory. Interestingly, as astrocytes are the principal immune
cell type expressing IL-23 receptors, it may be that microglial derived p40 may stimulate the astroglial uptake of Aβ.
Similarly, as discussed, astrocytes may reciprocally modulate the clearance of Aβ by microglia via the release of lapidated
ApoE, a critical mediator of microglial phagocytosis of Aβ.(768) Adding to the complexity, the release of small-molecular
mediators such as nitric oxide (NO), can also influence the pathogenesis of AD. Indeed, studies demonstrate that during
AD the inducible isoform of NO synthase (iNOS) is expressed by neurons and glial cells in response to pro-inflammatory
cytokine release.(769) Aside from NO’s ability to directly facilitate neurodegeneration by inhibiting mitochondrial
respiration, facilitating axonal and synaptic damage, and inducing neural apoptosis, iNOS can directly nitrate the Tyr 10
residue of Aβ resulting in its enhanced propensity to self-aggregate. Not only is this nitrated form of Aβ thus more capable
of seeding cores of Aβ plaques, but studies also demonstrate it is more potent in suppressing synaptic plasticity. (770) This
last finding highlights two key points that need to be addressed in further detail. The first is that mediators of neuroinflammation have a robust ability to modulate synaptic plasticity and thus are uniquely poised to disrupt the
physiological mechanisms which maintain the integrity of neural circuits. The second is that Aβ production, clearance,
and aggregation may be influenced by neuro-inflammatory signals in a manner which magnifies the innate neurotoxicity
of Aβ.
Elaborating on the first point, a well published function of microglia is the maintenance of synaptic integrity. In
fact, under physiological conditions the processes of microglia constantly scan dendritic spines and influence the
continuous remodeling of neural contacts. (771) As a result of activation by a pro-inflammatory stimulus however,
microglial processes retract. Thus, it is hypothesized that loss of neuronal synapse monitoring by microglia during an Aβinduced inflammatory response could lead to neuronal changes and disrupt circuits relevant to learning and memory
(Figure 5-4). This idea is supported by the finding that several cytokines including IL-1β(772), IL-18(773), and TNF-α(774),
have been shown to suppress long-term potentiation in the hippocampus.(775) Moreover, inhibition of inflammasomemediated responses to Aβ through selective down-regulation of its NLR constituent prevents the suppression of LTP in
APP/PSEN transgenic mice.(776) However, the induction of neurodegeneration by soluble inflammatory mediators is
almost certainly not the exclusive mechanisms by which microglia contribute to the killing of neurons.
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Fi gu r e 5 -4 . Pa t ho m e c ha ni sti c S e qu ela e o f M i cr o glia Act iva ti o n.
Ph y si ol og i ca l fu n c ti o n s o f mi cr o gl ia , i nc lu d i ng t i ssu e su r v ei ll an ce a nd sy nap ti c r emo d eli ng , a re co mp ro mi sed wh en mi cr og l ia se n se
pa t h ol o gi ca l a my l oi d β a c cu mu la ti o n s. I ni tia l ly , t he a cu t e in fl ammat or y r espo n se i s t h ou g ht t o a id cl eara n ce a n d r est or e ti ss u e
h o mo e o sta si s. T ri g g er s a n d a g gra va t or s p ro m o t e su sta in ed ex p o su r e a n d i mmu n e a cti vat io n , whi ch u lti ma t el y l ead s t o chr o ni c
n eu r oi n fla m ma ti o n. P er p etu a t i on o f m i cr og lia a c ti va t io n , p er sist ent ex p o su r e to pr oi n fla mma to ry cyt ok i n es a n d mi cr og lia l p ro c e ss
re tra cti o n ca u se fu n c ti o na l a n d stru ctu ra l c ha n g e s t ha t r esu lt i n n eu r o nal d eg en erati o n. T LR= T o ll -lik e r ecept or . R ep ro du c e d wit h
P er mi ssi on s fr o m Na tu r e I m mu n o lo g y. ( 7 6 1 )
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For example, it has been found that activated microglia can destroy functional neurons via an Aβ-dependent
phagocytosis.(777, 778) In this process, Aβ-induces increased expression of phosphatidylserine on processes of non-apoptotic
or necrotic neurons, resulting in their destruction by microglia.
Transitioning to our second point, a third mechanism by which activation of the innate immune system may
contribute to the pathophysiology of AD is via their ability to reciprocally influence Aβ deposition. With respect to the
effect on pro-inflammatory mediators on Aβ production, studies demonstrate that inflammatory processes mediated via
migration inhibitory factor-related protein 14 upregulate BACE1, the rate-limiting enzyme of amyloidgenic APP
processing. As already discussed, nitration of Aβ by iNOS enhances the peptide’s propensity to aggregate and to form
seeding cores of Aβ plaques. Thus, neuro-inflammatory signals clearly modulate amyloid production and the
pathogenicity of certain amyloid species. And yet, these mechanisms neglect one of the principal functions of microglia in
the brain, the clearance of cellular debris and aggregated proteins. As discussed, microglia contribute to the clearance of
Aβ by phagocytosis and the release of enzymes like insulin degrading enzyme (IDE) that are able to degrade Aβ in the
extracellular space. Unlikely by coincidence, binding of fibrillar Aβ to CD36 expressed on the surface of microglia
induces the formation of a TLR4-TLR6 heterodimer that results in activation of downstream transcription which reduce
IDE levels such as NF-kB.(779, 780) At the systems level, the phagocytic clearance function of microglia is greatly impaired
in response to degeneration of the locus coeruleus, the chief source of norepinephrine in the brain and an early target of
AD pathology.(780, 781) Overall, these pathways suggest that the activation of pro-inflammatory pathways in the brain can
maintain a dangerous feed-forward loop secondary to their ability to reciprocally influence Aβ deposition. Alternatively or
in addition, it is logical to assume that sustained activation of microglia might strain the existing cell population ultimately
leading to cellular exhaustion and demise. The consequence of this being that microglia which subsequently proliferate
will do so in a microenvironment of immunological activation. Under such conditions, microglia develop a more proinflammatory gene-expression pattern compared to that of microglia that resided in the affected brain area before such
activation. Thus, newly generated microglia might carry a phenotype that increasingly contributes to the maintenance of
the chronic inflammatory response that characterizes AD. In addition, there is some evidence that cells of the myeloid
lineage are attracted from the periphery to the site of plaque formation and therefore may contribute to AD’s observed
inflammatory phenotype. In support of this hypothesis, loss of the chemokine receptor CCR2 results in a gene dose–
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dependent aggravation of amyloid pathology in Tg2576 mice. Given that CCR2 is a critical mediator of peripheral
immune cell recruitment to the CNS, these results suggest that these non-CNS associated cells may somehow modulate
Aβ burden.(782)
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Chapter 6 BIOMARkERS FOR ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE
Arguably runner-up only to the lack of disease-modifying treatments, one of the most significant impediments to the
management of AD is the inability to definitively diagnose the disease until post-mortem examination. As reviewed in
detail, the initial diagnosis of possible/probable AD is presumptive until death. Today, the only tools at the disposal of
diagnosticians are clinical evaluation, neuropsychological testing, and the core clinical criteria as laid out in the
International Classification of Disease (ICD-10), the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-V) and
the National Institute for Ageing-Alzheimer’s Association (NIA-AA). On average, application of these criteria yields a
diagnostic accuracy of 80–90% when compared to the histopathological gold standard. However as reviewed in great
detail, one of the defining characteristics of AD is the heterogeneity of its clinical presentation. Compounding this issue,
the vast majority of AD patients carry co-morbid neurodegenerative process which can alter not only the symptomatic
manifestations of the disease but also the pathophysiology of the disease itself. Thus, one of the fundamental goals of AD
research has been the validation of reliable biomarkers. According to the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Biomarkers
Definitions Working Group, a biomarker is defined as ‘a characteristic that is objectively measured and evaluated as an
indicator of normal biological processes, pathogenic processes, or pharmacologic responses to a therapeutic
intervention.(783) In 1998, the Ronald and Nancy Reagan Research Institute of the Alzheimer's Association and the
National Institute of Aging Working Group set up criteria for an ideal AD diagnostic biomarker. These recommendations
stated that the biomarker should be (i) able to detect a fundamental feature of Alzheimer's neuropathology, (ii) validated in
neuropathologically confirmed AD cases, (iii) characterized by good sensitivity/specificity, (iv) reliable, (v) non-invasive,
(vi) technically simple to perform, (vii) and inexpensive.(784) Once identified, AD biomarkers may be utilized in three
distinct applications: (i) as a diagnostic marker to aid in the early diagnosis of AD in clinically representative populations,
(ii) as a classificatory marker capable of distinguishing AD from dementia subtypes that have similar clinical
presentations, and (iii) as a prognostic marker capable of predicting disease progression with or without therapeutic
intervention.(785) As was highlighted in the review of current AD diagnostic criteria, AD biomarkers are just now coming
of age, having a central position in the newly revised criteria for prodromal stages of AD as outlined by the IWG and
NIA-AA. Importantly, dynamic biomarker analysis has confirmed the temporal order in which changes in Aβ burden, tau143

hyper-phosphorylation, and measures of neurodegeneration occur in AD patients (Figure 6-1). In these studies,
measurements of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) Aβ levels were used in combination with PET amyloid imaging to monitor the
initial presentation and progression of amyloid-specific pathology in humans. Similarly, CSF measurements of total tau
and phosphorylated tau were taken as indicators of NFT burden. Lastly, hypo-metabolism as assessed via
fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET and atrophy as measured by structural MRI served as markers of neurodegeneration in
these studies. In congruence with the trends observed in animal models, the earliest changes in AD patients were noted in
CSF Aβ42 levels followed closely by the detection of significant Aβ plaque burden via PET imaging. (721, 722) Uniquely, Aβ
pathology was the only biomarker identified which exhibited changes prior to the onset of symptoms. Later, once
symptoms had developed, alterations in CSF tau were noted and subsequently followed by measurable brain atrophy. (136,
721)

Thus, many in the field have championed Aβ-targeted diagnostics for the early-detection of AD. As will be discussed

however, this approach has proven insufficient with respect to improving diagnostic accuracy; alluding to the need for
continued research in this space. Importantly, the development of an imaging technology capable of visualizing and
quantifying Aβ plaques in animal models and in the AD brain is critically important for translational, preclinical and
clinical research.
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Fi gu r e 6 -1 C o m pa ri so n o f Cl i ni ca l , C o g ni ti v e, S tru ctu ral , M et abo li c, a n d B i och emi cal Cha n g es a s a Fu n cti o n o f E sti mat e d Yea r s fr o m
Ex p e ct e d S y m pt o m On se t .
T he n or ma li z e d di ffe r e n c e s b et we e n mu ta ti o n ca r ri er s a n d no n carr i er s ar e sh o wn v er su s esti mat ed y ear s fr o m ex p ect ed sy mp to m o n se t
a nd pl ot t ed wi t h a fit t e d cu r v e. T h e or d er o f di ffe r en c e s su gg est s d ecr ea si n g Aβ 4 2 i n t h e CS F (C SF Aβ 4 2 ), foll o wed b y fi br il la r Aβ
d ep o sit io n , t h e n i nc r ea sed ta u in t h e CS F (C S F ta u ) , fo ll o wed b y hi p p oca mpa l at ro p h y a n d h yp o metab ol i sm, wi t h co gn it iv e a nd c l in i ca l
c ha n g e s (a s m ea su r e d b y t h e C li ni ca l D e m e nt ia Ra ti n g -Su m o f B ox es [C DR -SOB ]) o ccu rr in g lat er . Mi l d d ementia (CD R 1 ) o c cu rr e d a n
a v era ge o f 3 .3 y ea r s b e for e ex p e ct e d sy m p to m on se t. R epr o du ced wit h P er mi ssi o n s fro m Ma ssa chu sett s M edi ca l S oci et y . ( 7 8 6 )
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6.1

AMYLOID IMAGING
Of the early diagnostic modalities proposed for AD, PET-mediated amyloid imaging (AI) has emerged as the most

promising approach with respect to developing a minimally-invasive yet clinically applicable diagnostic methodology.
The first study of amyloid deposition employing PET imaging used an 11C-labeled derivative of the amyloid-binding
histological dye Thioflavin-T called Pittsburgh Compound-B (PiB). In this ground-breaking study, increased ligand
retention was revealed in the cortical brain regions of AD patients as compared with controls, using cerebellum as a
reference region.(787) Since this discovery, PiB has become the most widely employed and well-validated AI imaging
ligand in the world. With respect to the correlation between PIB retention and A plaque burden in vivo, a criteria
restricted review of seven primary studies (24 case reports) concluded that sufficient evidence exists to make an
association between PIB retention and Aβ plaque density. (788) In more detail, binding of the PiB appears specific for βsheet-folded Aβ. Therefore, PiB selectively binds to compact plaques and cerebrovascular amyloid angiopathy (CAA). By
contrast, diffuse plaques are less prominently labeled and amorphous plaques comprised of loosely aggregated Aβ are
virtually unrecognized by PiB.(789-791) Interestingly, PiB does not bind to aggregated forms of Aβ in patients presenting
with the arctic APP gene (E693G) mutation.(792) As these patients still exhibit severe signs of dementia, some have
interpreted this lack of fibrillary Aβ to mean that other forms of Aβ such as oligomers and protofibrils must be of more
importance to the pathologic processes underlying AD. With the exception of the artic APP mutation however, AD
patients consistently exhibit a 50-70% increase in PiB retention compared to aged-matched, cognitively normal adults in
regions such as the prefrontal cortex, precuneus, and posterior cingulate. (787, 793-798) In a review of fifteen studies which
cumulatively included 341 AD and 651 cognitively normal subjects, the difference in PIB retention observed in AD
dementia subjects and cognitively normal controls was highly significant (p < 0.001). Furthermore, this study estimated
the diagnostic specificity of PIB to be approximately 76%.(788) As a prognostic biomarker, within a follow-up period
ranging from eight months to three years, 38-82% of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) patients who screened positive for
amyloid pathology via PIB imaging converted to AD compared to a mere 7% convergence rate for PIB(-) MCI
cohorts.(799-802) Taken as a whole, these data clearly lend support to the notion that PiB-mediated AI can serve as a robust
biomarker for AD. On the other hand, some studies indicate that PIB retention correlates poorly with memory deficits in
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AD patients and healthy controls.(794, 803-809) In part, this is not surprising as post-mortem measurements of Aβ load also
fail to correlate robustly with symptom severity. Additionally, according to some investigators, PIB retention may
correlate poorly with observed cognitive deficits due to differences in cognitive reserve between subjects. (810814)

Nevertheless, more recent work directly opposes this assertion, finding that AI correlates most robustly with symptom

severity when compared to other biomarker options. (815) The source of discrepancy between these studies is difficult to
pinpoint, but generally speaking the consensus in the field is that AI demonstrates a reliable correlation with cognitive
impairment in pure AD cohorts. Still, this first-generation AI radio-ligand is not without severely limiting characteristics.
For example, human subjects with CAA may have positive PiB amyloid PET scans, even in the absence of amyloid
plaques.(816) While investigators had hoped these two pathologies could be distinguished based on the differential in their
distribution in the brain, this has not proven to be the case. (817). Most practically, the approximately 20 minute half-life of
11

C hinders the use of 11C-PiB outside expert research centers, unless there is access to an on-site cyclotron and

radiochemistry expertise. Thus, efforts were initiated to make 18F-labeled tracers, and currently four such amyloid ligands
have been developed, which have a half-life of approximately 110 min. Critically, the development of these second
generation AI PET ligands enables centralized production and regional distribution to centers having a PET facilities. To
date, four radio-labeled ligands have been improved and include 18F-florbetapir (Amyvid), also called AV-45(818), 18Fflutemetamol (Vizamyl), 3′F-PiB or GE-067)(819), 18F-florbetaben (Neuraseq), also called BAY94-9172 or AV-1(798), and
18

F-NAV4694, formerly known as AZD4694.(820) Summarizing the relevant differences between these compounds and

PiB, using these amyloid tracers, a 40–70% increase in cortical ligand retention is found in AD patients as compared to
controls. However, some of these second-generation PET-ligands have higher nonspecific white matter binding than 11CPiB, while others show lower cortical binding in patients with AD.(820) Still, cumulatively, the evidence clearly supports
the efficacy of PET-mediated imaging of Aβ plaques as a biomarker of AD and for this reason, the use of PiB and other
forms of PET-mediated AI in humans is highly prevalent in the research setting. Unique in having overcome this major
hurdle, today the major bottleneck in the advancement of PET-mediated imaging is the identification of novel Aβ-binding
compounds with higher affinity and specificity. As described, PiB is better characterized as a β-pleated-sheet specific
ligand than an Aβ-specific probe. As evidence of this assertion, human subjects with CAA may have positive PiB amyloid
PET scans even in the absence of amyloid plaques.(151) Furthermore, the distribution of PiB binding does not significantly
differ between patients with clinically diagnosed AD and CAA. (151) Thus, the development of third-generation PET147

compatible AI ligands is necessary in order to accurately measure the precise constituents of Aβ burden in the brains of
AD individuals. To do this, novel background structures capable of selectively binding to Aβ plaques and crossing the
BBB will be critical.
Inspired in part by positive PET-based imaging studies, significant progress has been made in MRI-mediated
detection of Aβ plaques. Two general approaches for MRI-mediated detection have been reported: i) high-field MRI and
ii) Aβ-specific contrast agents. Critically, these two approaches are fundamentally different in that they make completely
contradictory assumptions about the intrinsic contrast properties of Aβ plaques. Proponents of the first method argue that
Aβ plaques can be delineated from normal tissue secondary to their focal iron content and/or the highly compact nature of
fibrillary Aβ. On the other hand, groups who focus on the development of Aβ-specific contrast agents are implicitly
implying a lack of sufficient intrinsic contrast to facilitate detection. One of the first lines of evidence supporting the
assumption that MRI can detect Aβ plaques came from ex-vivo MR imaging of AD tissues.(821) Notably, the in vivo
application of MRI-mediated AI has suffered secondary to the technological challenge of co-registering planar histology
tissue samples with MR images. Importantly, the development of histological radio-frequency coils partially alleviated
this limitation in the field, allowing MR images and histology data from the same tissue sample to be directly overlaid and
compared without the confound of co-registration between the two imaging modalities. (822) Employing this method, one
group has tested the hypothesis that iron found in and around the amyloid plaques is the dominant cause of the hypointensities seen in T2*-weighted images. Interestingly, examination of the relationship between MR contrast due to Aβ
plaque and iron deposition both in human AD and the APP/PS1 model revealed that iron load alone does not account for
all Aβ-generated contrast in mouse models of AD. Instead, the data suggests a duality in the relaxation mechanism, where
both high focal iron concentration and highly compact fibrillar Aβ cause rapid proton transverse magnetization decay.
Where as in human tissues iron deposition was found to be the dominant source of R2* relaxation, for APP/PSEN animals
the compact and globular nature of Aβ plaques is likely the major cause of increased transverse proton relaxation rate. (823)
Regardless of the contrast mechanism however, investigators employing optimized spin echo acquisition methods have
successfully detected histologically confirmed Aβ plaques with a 40-50-micron diameter at 7-9.4 Tesla.(824, 825)
With respect to the second approach to MRI-mediated Aβ imaging, a number of amyloid-specific tracers
compatible with MRI have been reported. (826-828) Towards this aim, two general approaches have been utilized. The first
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general method attempts to construct MR-contrast agents which mimic Aβ species in the hope they will be incorporated
into Aβ assemblies and thus report Aβ burden. A prime example of this approach can be seen in a novel tracer designed to
resemble Aβ40 peptides, a core constituent of Aβ plaques, which has been labeled with gadolinium to detect Aβ plaques in
conjunction with micro-MRI (µMRI). Impressively, the numerical density of Aβ plaques as assessed by μMRI using this
tracer correlates well with immune-histochemical analysis.(827) In an extension of this work motivated by the relatively
recent paradigm shift from Aβ plaques to soluble Aβ species, MR-contrast probes that specifically bind Aβ oligomers
have been developed. In this work, oligomer-specific antibodies are conjugated onto magnetic nanostructures. Again
showing great promise, extensive characterization of this Aβ-oligomer specific contrast agent demonstrates that the
complex is stable and facilitates delineation of AD versus wild-type mouse models ex-vivo.(829) Using similar MRI-based
strategies, some groups have semi-quantitatively assessed Aβ plaque burden in AD mouse models using 19F and 1H MRI
compatible probes.(830) The second general approach to MR-probe development is quite recognizable to the trends
described in PET-mediated AI. In both fields, the most common approach to the development of MRI-compatible AI
probes employs derivation of known Aβ-binding molecules. Quite commonly, the Aβ-binding molecule of choice for this
endeavor has been curcumin. In one of the first successful modifications of curcumin described, Dr. Tooyama and
colleagues developed a novel ¹⁹F-containing curcumin derivative named FMeC1. Like naturally curcumin, this compound
can exist in equilibrium between keto and enol tautomers, with the enol form being unique in its ability to bind Aβ
aggregates. Importantly, histological analysis of FMeC1-injected mouse brain showed penetration of the compound across
the blood-brain barrier and binding to Aβ plaques in peripherally injected APP transgenic mice. Moreover, the distribution
of Aβ deposits in these mice was in accordance with the region of the brain in which the ¹⁹F signal was imaged. Lastly,
lending significant clinical translatability to the compound, FMeC1 also exhibited an affinity for senile plaques in human
brain sections.(826) Utilizing a slightly different approach, another group has conjugated magnetic nanoparticles made of
super-paramagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) to curcumin. After injection of this magnetically-labeled curcumin derivative,
amyloid plaques could be visualized in ex vivo mouse tissue sections via T2*-weighted MRI.(831) Taken as a whole, the
data presented here suggests that MR-mediated AI may represent a powerful diagnostic tool in the future. From a
practicality stand point MR is safer and more easily implemented clinically, as it does not require the use of radioisotopes.
Despite these advantages however, MR-mediated in vivo measurement of Aβ burden in humans has not been
convincingly accomplished.
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Arguably, optically-based imaging methodologies offer the most robust platform for in vivo detection of Aβ
plaques if not for a few severely limiting characteristics. Chief among them, the signal of optically-based probes in the
visible spectrum is highly scattered by native tissues. As a consequence, the vast majority of fluorescence-based imaging
methods which have been employed to track Aβ burden have necessitated the removal of overlying tissues and/or thinning
of the skull. Still, several groups have reported fluorescent derivatives of known Aβ plaque-binding compounds
(principally thioflavin and Congo red) to facilitate the optical imaging of AD animal models. (832-835) As a result of the
light-scattering phenomenon described however, more recently, optically based amyloid imaging approaches have
become increasingly focused on near-infrared (NIR) probes in an effort to enhance the resolution of deeper brain
structures.(836, 837) In the first published study in which NIR technology was employed to visualize Aβ plaques in vivo, the
fluorescent intensity of the Aβ-binding dye AOI987 accurately detected the presence of Aβ plaques in a mouse model of
AD.(838) In a similar in vivo study, the fluorescent signal of the amyloid-binding NIR probe THK-265 demonstrated a
progressive increase in proportion to elevated burdens of Aβ plaque. (839) Despite these considerable successes however,
NIR fluorescence imaging of Aβ plaques remains limited by the low number of Aβ-specific probes and is characterized by
poor Aβ plaque-to-background contrast. Yet, many investigators believe that these obstacles can be circumvented via the
development of “smart” fluorophores which, when bound to their target, fluoresce with enhanced quantum efficiency, a
shifted spectrum and/or an altered lifetime. (840) In a similar effort to advance the optical imaging of AD pathology, many
groups have capitalized on the intrinsic advantages of fluorescence-lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) to improve the
optical imaging of AD biomarkers. Using the FLIM approach, investigators can detect weak fluorescent probes in an autofluorescent background; a scenario in which traditional measures of fluorescence intensity are not efficacious. (841-843)
Given that PET-mediated amyloid imaging lacks the sensitivity to detect individual plaques, and despite its limited ability
to report Aβ plaque loads more than several centimeters below the brain’s surface, many investigators predict that opticalbased imaging methodologies will provide a powerful and complimentary approach to Aβ imaging.(844-846)
In summary, PET-, MR-, and optically-based approaches to AI have all been validated as efficacious approaches
to monitor Aβ burden in the brain. Importantly, each technique has been validated to varying degrees, with PET-based AI
unequivocally leading the field with respect to clinic implementation. As will be describe in subsequent sections, a
popular alternative to the AI is ELISA-mediated quantification of Aβ in the CSF and plasma. Importantly, while data
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suggests that both reliably report Aβ plaque load, AI is unique in its ability to characterize the topographical distribution
of Aβ. This advantage will likely be central to the continued use of AI, as future imaging studies will undoubtedly note
that the regional profile of Aβ deposition influences clinical presentation. Lastly, it is important to mention that the
diagnostic utility of AI does not rest on the validation of amyloid-centric hypothesis of AD. Regardless of Aβ’s role in the
pathogenesis of AD it remains the pathognomonic lesion of AD. Thus a definitive diagnosis will always require
verification of Aβ deposition up until the point the pathological diagnostic criteria are changed. Seeing as how Aβ plaques
have retained their centralized place in such criteria over the past 3 decades, it is highly unlikely this is to occur.
Furthermore, several globally implemented and clinically useful biomarkers do not detect a fundamental feature of disease
pathology. For example, prostate-specific antigen (PSA) is arguably an excellent biomarker for prostate cancer despite no
evidence of its involvement in the pathophysiology of this particular cancer.

6.2

TAU IMAGING
Predictably, the success of AI mediated via PiB and fluorinated alternatives has spurred efforts worldwide to

develop selective tau PET tracers. In the context of an amyloid-centric model, Tau PET tracers are likely to be used as
surrogate markers of cognition to predict cognitive decline and disease progression. Clinically, the integration of tau
imaging into existing diagnostic algorithms which include AI will improve the specificity of AD diagnosis and perhaps
improve early detection.(275, 284, 847) However in many ways, the development of tau-specific ligands is more difficult than
for Aβ secondary to the unique characteristics of tau. Most limiting, tau aggregates are mostly intra-cellular and therefore
any potential tau tracer has to not only cross the blood–brain barrier but also the cell membrane before reaching its target.
Furthermore, like assemblies of Aβ, tau aggregates have several conformations, with the same tau isoform adopting
multiple ultrastructural forms.(848) In more detail, soluble hyper-phosphorylated tau rapidly aggregates into spherical units
of nucleation that then assemble linearly and form ribbons of protofibrils with a β-sheet core.(849) The absence or
periodicity of twists within the ribbons of each protofibril enables classification of hyper-phosphorylated tau into straight
filaments, paired helical filaments (PHFs) with regular twists (about 80 nm), or irregularly twisted filaments. (850, 851) In
AD, the 3R and 4R isoforms of tau are hyper-phosphorylated and subsequently produce paired helical filaments as the
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predominant tau specie and straight filaments as the minor aggregate form. Further complicating the matter, tau
aggregates are subject to several post-translational modifications including: phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation,
nitration, glycation, ubiquitination, and truncation, all of which modulate the ultrastructural conformation of tauaggregates.(852) In addition to this structural heterogeneity, the reported concentrations of PHF-tau are about 4–20-times
lower than those of Aβ.(853, 854) Thus, experts argue that a 20–50-times higher in vivo selectivity for PHF-tau as compared
to Aβ might be required in order for a tau ligand to overcome the higher concentrations of Aβ in the brains of AD
patients.(855)
Although limited by its inability to distinguish signal retention secondary to A plaques or NFTs, 2-(1-(6-[(2-[18
F] fluoroethyl) (methyl) amino]-2-naphthyl) ethylidene) malononitrile (18F-FDDNP) represents the most thoroughly
studied PET-based reporter of tau accumulation in human and mouse models of AD. (834, 856, 857) Today, elevated 18FFDDNP retention has been reported in patients with AD(858), Down's syndrome(527), chronic traumatic encephalopathy(859),
progressive supranuclear palsy(860), and in prion diseases such as Creutzfeld–Jakob Disease.(861) Despite reports of
nanomolar binding affinity for tau, independent experiments demonstrate a very limited dynamic range for 18F-FDDNP
mediated PET secondary in part to low blood brain barrier penetration. (862-864) Following the discovery of FDDNP, 18FFSB35 and 18F-FP-curcumin radiotracers have been reported. However, all of these radio-ligands bind to Aβ aggregates in
addition to NFTs, substantially limiting their value with respect to investigating tau’s contributions to AD
pathogenesis.(858, 865, 866) Despite this limitation, 18F-FDDNP signal increases with cognitive decline and mirrors the classic
trajectory of tau deposition.(867) In pursuit of a tau-selective PET tracer, since 2002 researchers at Tohoku University,
Japan, have been screening small molecules that bind a β-sheets. From this work, it has been discovered that a series of
quinolone derivatives bind specifically to tau NFTs. (868) Convincingly, one of the tracers developed from this work, 2-(4aminophenyl)-6-(2-[18 F] fluoroethoxy) quinoline (18F-THK523), exhibits high binding affinity for tau fibrils at
nanomolar concentrations and a 12-fold selectivity for tau over Aβ.(869) Further, assessment in preclinical mouse models
demonstrated high in vivo retention in tau transgenic mice and low binding in the brains of transgenic mice
overexpressing Aβ but which lack NFTs, thus demonstrating its selectivity for tau. (870) When translated into humans,
significantly higher 18 F-THK523 retention in temporal, parietal, and orbitofrontal lobes, and in the hippocampi of patients
with Alzheimer's disease was noted in comparison with age-matched healthy controls. Disappointingly, high tracer
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retention in white matter precluded the assessment of the distribution of tau pathology by visual inspection of the
images.(871) Seeking to overcome this limitation two improved 2-arylquinoline derivatives were developed, 6-[(3-[
18

F]fluoro-2-hydroxy)propoxy]-2-(4-dimethylaminophenyl)quinolone ( 18F-THK5105) and 6-[(3-[ 18 F]fluoro-2-

hydroxy)propoxy]-2-(4-methylaminophenyl)quinolone ( 18 F-THK5117).(872) In preclinical validation, 18F-THK5105 and 18
F-THK5117 both showed higher binding affinity than 18 F-THK523 to tau-rich brain homogenates.(873) Validating these
findings, PET studies of 18 F-THK5105 and 18 F-THK5117 showed a robust quantitative separation of patients with
Alzheimer's disease from healthy controls in brain regions harboring high tau deposition. Furthermore, the topographic
profile of tau deposition as assessed by both of these probes was distinct from Aβ imaging with PiB highlighting the tauspecificity of the probes.(872) In the third iteration of this work, the PET-compatible probe 6-[(3- 18 F-2-hydroxy)propoxy]2-(4,-methylaminopyridyl)quinoline ( 18 F-THK5351) has been described, boasting faster kinetics, lower white matter
retention, and higher signal-to-noise ratio than its predecessors.(874) In a separate yet similar line of work, two novel
benzimidazole-pyrimidine derivatives, ( E )-4-(2-(6-(2-(2-(2-[ 18 F]fluoroethoxy)ethoxy)ethoxy)pyridin-3-yl)vinyl)- N methyl benzenamine (18F-T807 87) and 2-(4-(2-[ 18 F]fluoroethyl)piperidin-1-yl)benzo(4,5)imidazo(1,2-a)pyrimidine ( 18 FT808 18 ) have demonstrated nanomolar binding affinity and a 25-fold selectivity for PHF-tau over Aβ.(869, 875) Retention of
these newly developed NFT-tau radio-ligands has been shown to co-localize significantly with tau pathology in
experiments employing tau overexpressing mouse models. (876, 877) Initial human 18 F-T807 PET studies showed cortical
retention comparable with the known distribution of PHF-tau in the Alzheimer's disease brain, low retention in white
matter, and a strong association with disease severity. (876) However, despite the tremendous progress described, all current
generation selective tau PET tracers have unexplained quandaries.(878) For example, some investigators suggest that both
quinolone and benzimidazole derivatives have substantial retention in the striatal region, a finding inconsistent with
neuropathological reports.(878) Still, in comparison to MRI and optical imaging based approaches, PET-mediated tau
imaging represents the closest investigators have come to a clinically applicable method to measuring regional NFT
distribution in the brain. In contrast, MR imaging of tau is in its infancy, still relying upon correlations between tau
deposition and hippocampal atrophy. Because both tau deposition and brain atrophy both correlate with the severity of
cognitive decline in AD patients, many study groups have hypothesized that patterns of gray matter loss as assessed by
structural MRI can serve as an approximate in vivo surrogate indicator of tau pathology.(879) Unfortunately, considerably
less progress has been made towards the development and characterization of tau-specific MRI probes. Currently, FSB
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and [13C]BSB are among the best characterized precursors capable of serving as potential contrast agents for magnetic
resonance imaging of tau in vivo.(880) More recently, some evidence has emerged that the MRI probe CR-BSA-(GdDTPA) may possess the ability to detect NFTs.(881) These compounds represent derivatives of the AB plaque and NFT
staining dye Congo red. Therefore, of the compounds published to date, none are specific to tau-comprised NFTs. Thus,
an evaluation of MR imaging of tau as a biomarker of AD awaits the discovery of tau-specific precursors for MRI probes.
Similarly, optically-based imaging of tau has largely been limited due to the lack of tau-specific precursor molecules.
Interestingly, both FSB and BSB compounds posited for MRI also emit a fluorescent signal when complexed with NFTs
making them potential candidates for in vivo imaging of tau in AD models.(865) Indeed, molecules structurally analogous to
these probes have been used to image tau deposition in human tissues in an ex vivo manner. (882) More recently,
investigators have shown that fluorescent trimethinine cyanine probes can bind to NFTs with high contrast and selectivity
over Aβ plaques, though none of these methods have been utilized in a non-invasive manner.(883) Clearly, more work is
needed in this area.
Given the dominance of amyloid-centric hypotheses, it is unsurprising that few precursor molecules for PET-,
MRI- and optically-based tau imaging have been thoroughly described. In addition, numerous obstacles, such as the
heterogeneous nature of mature NFTs and their high degree of structural similarity with Aβ plaques, have added to the
difficulty of characterizing tau-specific probes.(884) As probe development progresses, in vitro studies to determine the
binding characteristics of the probe, including its equilibrium with paired helical filaments, will be needed. Notably,
however, dissociation constants (Kd) and binding capacity (B max) determined in vitro are difficult to translate to in vivo
conditions. For this reason, in vivo application of potential tau ligands need to be evaluated in animal models of tauopathy
prior to clinical implementation.(719, 834) In this regard, PET-mediated tau is by far the most mature, still significant
advances are needed.
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6.3

MEASUREMENTS OF AMYLOID IN CEREBROSPINAL FLUID
In most vascularized tissues, the lymphatic system serves as a fundamental pathway for interstitial solute and fluid

clearance and is thus critical to both hydrostatic and homeostatic maintenance. Yet, despite its high metabolic rate and the
sensitivity of its constituent cells to changes in the extracellular environment, the brain does not have histologically
identifiable lymphatic vessels.(885) This has led many to hypothesize that the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of the central
nervous system (CNS) may support solute clearance from the brain. Briefly, CSF is formed in the choroid plexi of the
later ventricles before flowing through the remaining cerebral ventricles and the subarachnoid space to its ultimate sites of
reabsorption into the bloodstream. These sites of CSF reabsorption include the arachnoid villi of the dural sinuses, the
cranial nerve sheaths, and/or through the nasal lymphatics. (886-888) While these mechanisms of CSF production and
clearance are well studied, less is known about how interstitial solutes in the brain are cleared to the CSF. To date, the
leading hypothesis is that convective bulk flow of interstitial fluid coursing through brain tissue facilitates this process, as
no anatomically distinct structures have be identified.(886, 889, 890) On the basis of in vivo two-photon imaging of small
fluorescent tracers, some groups have demonstrated that CSF enters the parenchyma along perivascular spaces that
surround penetrating arteries and that the brain’s interstitial fluid is cleared along paravenous drainage pathways. (885)
Suggesting these findings have relevance to AD, other groups have reported that intra-parenchymal injected Aβ is cleared
along perivascular pathways.(891)
Since its potential has been recognized, measurement of Aβ in CSF has become an important candidate biomarker
for AD. Disappointingly however, initial reports on CSF Aβ showed no clear change in AD patients as compared to
controls.(892, 893) A consistent theme in AD research, the error of these initial reports was that they did not discriminate
between Aβ isoforms. Instead, the ELISA’s employed used non-specific antibodies and thus measured total CSF Aβ
levels. Just as in the brain, CSF contains many different Aβ isoforms of which Aβ40 is the most predominant species, with
levels around ten times that of Aβ42.(894) Later, as the field became more convinced of the enhanced pathogenicity of Aβ 42,
immunoassays with specificity to this isoform began to emerge. The first paper to leverage such an ELISA was published
in 1995 and demonstrated a marked reduction in Aβ42 levels in the CSF of patients with AD.(895) Generally speaking, in
AD dementia, the CSF level of Aβ42 is decreased to approximately 50% of the levels in age-matched cognitively normal
individuals.(896) Later studies would confirm that levels of the much more abundant Aβ40 isoform do not change in AD,
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suggesting that the failure of initial studies to demonstrate changes in CSF Aβ were indeed a consequence of this major
amyloid specie masking changes that to occur in less predominant Aβ isoforms. Additionally, the discovery that Aβ40
levels remain constant in AD led to the hypothesis that the ratio of Aβ42/Aβ40 might improve diagnostic accuracy by
normalizing individual variations in total Aβ production. In support of this idea, many studies have demonstrated that
there is a reduction in the CSF Aβ42:Aβ40 ratio in AD that is more marked than the reduction in Aβ42 alone.(897-900)
Importantly, though these observations provided evidence that CSF Aβ could be utilized as a biomarker, the interpretation
of why CSF Aβ42 is reduced in AD was not understood. The favored hypothesis has been that aggregation and deposition
of Aβ results in decreased Aβ clearance secondary to lower rates of diffusion into the extracellular space and CSF.
However, other possible explanations include decreased Aβ production, decreased Aβ clearance via active export from the
brain to the blood, and/or increased proteolytic degradation. The first indication that the lowering of CSF Aβ42 is due to
aggregation of the peptide in the brain came in 2003 in a study showing that low levels of Aβ42 in post-mortem ventricular
CSF showed an inverse correlation with plaque load in cortical regions.(901) Later, this mechanism would become better
established after studies demonstrated an inverse correlation between global cortical amyloid PET ligand retention and
CSF Aβ42 levels.(902) Since this initial study elucidated the relationship between CSF Aβ and PET-mediated AI, more than
1000 patients and controls have underwent both amyloid PET and CSF Aβ42 examinations.(799, 903-910) Most subjects (88%)
had concordant amyloid biomarker results, with either negative or positive amyloid PET scans or CSF Aβ42 levels. A few
had discordant amyloid biomarkers results, with either positive (low) CSF Aβ42 but normal amyloid PET (6.6%), or
normal CSF Aβ42 levels but positive amyloid PET scans (5.4%).(151) Cumulatively, these data indicate that the reductions in
CSF Aβ42 in patients with AD is due to Aβ deposition and thus reflects plaque (or fibrillar Aβ) load in the brain. However,
conflicting results have been reported on the association of the CSF Aβ levels with cognitive/clinical status, raising
uncertainty as to how this biomarker should be utilized clinically. (899, 911-914)

6.4

MEASUREMENTS OF AMYLOID IN THE PLASMA
As reviewed, CSF and PET Aβ biomarkers accurately predict an underlying AD pathology. However, they

represent massively invasive or prohibitively expensive diagnostic tools, respectively. Therefore, in an effort to generate a
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cost-effective and non-invasive diagnostic strategy, investigators have rigorously explored the possibility of adapting
blood-based biomarkers like plasma Aβ. Indeed, this approach seems rationale, roughly 50% of radiolabeled albumin
injected into the CSF drains to the cervical lymphatics via the cribriform plate, whereas the remainder is cleared to the
bloodstream via arachnoid granulations of the dural sinuses.(915-917) Generally speaking, the blood-brain barrier and the
blood-CSF barrier regulate the passage of solutes like Aβ between blood and the central nervous system. Lending
credibility to the hypothesis that equilibrium may exist between Aβ and the CSF/interstitial fluid of the brain, there are a
number of receptors that are implicated in the influx and efflux of Aβ through the blood-brain barrier. For example, influx
of Aβ into the brain may be facilitated by the receptor for advanced glycation end products (RAGE) while efflux appears
to be dependent on low-density lipoprotein receptors, low-density lipoprotein receptor-related proteins 1/2 , Pglycoprotein, and very-low density lipoprotein receptors.( 900-903) Disappointingly however, many studies that have
compared plasma Aβ levels with their CSF counterparts(918-921) or the binding of PET Aβ radiotracers(919, 922) have found no
or low correlations. Importantly, there are several physiological factors that might explain the low correlation between
plasma and CSF Aβ/PET amyloid plaque measurements observed in these studies. First, Aβ species in the CSF and the
CNS interstitial fluid originate exclusively in the CNS. In contrast, Aβ in the plasma is also produced by APP metabolism
in skeletal muscle, pancreas, kidney, liver, vascular walls, lung, intestine, skin and several glands. (923-925) Additionally,
most Aβ found in the plasma is bound to several proteins such as apolipoprotein A-I, A-IV, E and J, α2-macroglobulin,
complement factors, immunoglobulins, transthyretin, apoferritin and serum amyloid P component. (924, 926) Moreover,
platelets have been shown to release APP and Aβ in response to activation. (927) From a more mechanistic angle, while a
sizable fraction of the Aβ pool in the brain’s interstitial fluid is believed to be in equilibrium with the CSF, it is less clear
as to what degree these pools of Aβ contribute to plasma levels of the protein. Compounding all of these variables, plasma
levels show a circadian fluctuation that decreases with aging and a strong genetic influence. (920) With respect to this
genetic modulation of baseline Aβ levels in the plasma, reports suggest a higher heritability for Aβ 42 (30-73%) as
compared to Aβ40 (23-54%) with no effect being demonstrated for ApoE status.(928, 929) The last, and probably most
confounding of all these potential variables are the technical aspects of Aβ plasma sample collection, storage, and
measurement. Highlighting the significance of this last variable, when plasma samples are kept at room temperature for 24
hours a considerable 20% loss in Aβ pools has been reported.(920, 930-932). Thus, the take home message of all of these
studies is that standardization of sampling is critical to the utility of plasma Aβ.
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Likely in part a result of methodological variations between studies, a wide range of mean plasma Aβ1-40 (214 to
985 pg/ml)(903, 933) and Aβ1-42 (36 to 140 pg/ml)(903, 924) levels in AD patients have been reported. In a more consistent
fashion, studies report an increase of Aβ1-40 and Aβ1-42 with an overall decline in Aβ1-42/Aβ1-40 with advancing age.(919, 921)
Overall, it is very difficult to develop a consensus on the utility of plasma Aβ measurements. In the published opinions of
the many experts, it appears that plasma Aβ levels are not useful as a diagnostic classifier in its current form. However, it
is essential to note that in the largest, prospective, community-based study to date; lower plasma Aβ levels were
associated with an increased risk of incident AD. (934) Thus, given the potential impact a validated plasma Aβ biomarker
might have on the field, the majority of experts in the field encourage further evaluation of plasma Aβ levels as a
biomarker for risk of developing clinical AD.

6.5

MEASUREMENTS OF TAU IN CEREBROSPINAL FLUID
As discussed in multiple chapters of this work, NFT density correlates strongly with the severity of cognitive

impairment in AD while discrepancies exist in the literature with respect to Aβ’s relationship to symptom progression. 4648. Therefore, logically, measurements of tau in the CSF represent the most frequently used diagnostic tool used by some
clinicians in the research setting to assess for the presence of AD pathology. Generally speaking, the literature on the use
of CSF tau as a biomarker for AD has reached the consensus opinion that this diagnostic method has robust clinical utility.
In most studies, an approximate 300% increase in the total concentration of tau in the CSF of AD patients is noted in
comparison to normal controls.(935) Given this large differential in CSF tau levels in AD, it is not surprising that the vast
majority of studies indicate a significant difference exists between the CSF T-tau levels of AD and healthy controls.
Translating these results into the clinical realm, the reported sensitivity of CSF total tau levels is 82% (95% CI = 76–87%)
with a specificity of 90% (95% CI = 86–93%).(936) Similar results have been reported for phosphorylated-tau, with CSF
levels also increased in AD when compared to healthy controls. Although originally hypothesized to be more specific to
AD pathology, mean sensitivity and specificity values are not dramatically different from those of total tau CSF
measurements, reported at 80% (95% CI = 71–84%) and 83% ( 95% IC = 75–88%), respectively. Given these values, CSF
measurements of phosphorylated-tau are predicted to facilitate the correct diagnosis of AD in 81.8% of cases. Importantly,
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in a meta-analysis of the diagnostic accuracy of CSF measurements using different tau epitopes no significant differences
were found.(936, 937) Thus, despite the ambiguity with respect to how tau phosphorylation mechanistically contributes to the
development of AD pathology, it is virtually unanimously agreed that tau contributes to AD neurodegeneration. (938-941)
Despite this consensus, the utility of tau as a biomarker for AD has been questioned due to i) the poor corroboration
between Aβ plaques and tau deposition, ii) reports of neurodegeneration in tau models without NFT formation and iii) its
presence in other diseases. NFT deposition follows a stepwise topographic distribution pattern that begins in the transentorhinal region (Braak stage I) before affecting the entorhinal cortex (Braak stage II), hippocampus, temporo-occipital
gyrus (Braak stage III), temporal cortex (Braak stage IV), parietal cortex (Braak stage V) and occipital cortex (Braak stage
VI). (110, 116, 118) By comparison, the topographical pattern of Aβ deposition is markedly different, with Aβ plaques
appearing first in the neo-cortex and expanding in an anterograde fashion into allocortex (phase II), diencephalic nuclei,
striatum and cholinergic nuclei (phase III), brainstem nuclei (phase IV) and the cerebellum (phase V). (136) Given the
amyloid-centric focus of current AD research, this anatomical separation of NFT from Aβ plaques must be interpreted
before NFT deposition can be rationalized as a biomarker of AD. Further compounding the concerns that surround tau’s
ability to serve as a biomarker of AD, neurodegenerative changes and cognitive deficits have been observed in the
absence of NFTs.(942-946) In a strategy similar to that observed in Aβ plaque research, some investigators have hypothesized
that pre-tangle tau species (monomers/oligomers) underlie tau-mediated dysfunction and toxicity and thus account for
studies which report dissociations in NFT density and cognitive symptoms. (939, 940, 947-950) Regardless of tau’s neurotoxic
mechanism of action, studies which demonstrate that only 85% of neuronal loss can be explained by NFT formation
clearly imply the existence of non-NFT mechanisms which contribute to the neurodegenerative changes observed in
AD.(101) Lastly, tau expression in multiple neurodegenerative diseases including: AD, frontal-temporal dementia,
progressive supra-nuclear palsy, Picks disease and corticobasal degeneration may potentially limit its efficacy as an AD
biomarker. However, because NFT and tau morphologies differ between disease models and the elevations of tau in AD
are significantly greater than those observed in alternative dementias, the evidence supports the notion that tau retains
sufficient specificity to represent a viable biomarker for AD.(951, 952) Additionally, considerable evidence has emerged
which links Aβ plaque toxicity with tau hyper-phosphorylation providing additional support for its use as an AD
biomarker.(110, 953, 954) For example, crossing mutants that overexpress amyloid precursor protein with tauopathy mouse
models results in significant increases in NFT formation and associated tau hyper-phosphorylation.(941) Conversely,
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reducing tau expression in Aβ-producing mouse models protects mice from the cognitive deficits loosely associated with
high Aβ burden in the brain.(955)

6.6

MRI-MEDIATED IMAGING OF NEURODEGENERATION
The two imaging modalities facilitating quantification of brain atrophy in routine clinical use today are computed

tomography (CT) and MRI. Of the two, MRI is preferred with respect to structural imaging studies due to its far superior
soft tissue resolution.(956) Today however, the clinical role of structural neuroimaging in AD is the exclusion of pathology
that may be causative of cognitive decline.(144, 956) These alternative causes of dementia include cerebrovascular disease,
tumors, subdural hematoma, and other forms of dementia including dementia with Lewy bodies and frontotemporal
dementia.(957, 958) However, as highlighted by its inclusion in the new diagnostic guidelines, the use of MRI to quantify
atrophy in medial temporal lobe structures of the brain is slowly gained acceptance as a robust biomarker for AD. While
brain atrophy is not specific to AD, studies have revealed atrophy of the MTL is well correlated with changes in cognition
and disease progression.(959-961) More specifically, studies demonstrate that atrophy of the hippocampus and entorhinal
cortex is of particular value as a biomarker due to their involvement in the earliest stage of disease and strong correlation
with NFT pathology.(961-963) Cross-sectional volumetric analysis of medial temporal lobe (MTL) structures can be done
qualitatively by visual assessment or in a quantitative fashion employing either manual tracing methods or automated
techniques.(961) In addition, voxel-based analysis has also been applied for comparisons between an AD cohorts and
cognitively normal control groups.(961, 962) In studies which employ these methods, hippocampal volume is reduced in
MCI patients by 10–15% while in mild and moderate AD a 15–30% and 30–40% reduction is observed, respectively.(960,
964)

The rate of atrophy is also predictive of progression, being 4–6% per year in MCI/AD patients compared to 1–2% in

age-matched controls.(959) Taken as a whole, such studies support the use of MRI-mediated imaging of neurodegenerative
changes in the brain as a complimentary biomarker of AD.
Beyond measurements of medial temporal lobe atrophy, an emerging body of literature has highlighted the
potential of leveraging other MR imaging technologies to image pathological alterations in gray and white matter
structures altered in AD. For example, diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) have been
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employed to quantify white matter changes in areas such as the temporal lobe, hippocampus and corpus callosum in AD
patients.(957, 963) Interestingly, studies employing DTI suggest this modality is capable of assessing microstructural and
connective changes in the hippocampus arising secondary to neuronal loss and axonal degeneration. (965, 966) Alternatively,
magnetization transfer imaging (MTI) is able to detect structural damage as a reduction in the magnetization transfer rate.
This approach leverages the fact that magnetization transfer rate is influenced by tissue homogeneity, with increasing
inhomogeneity secondary to pathological changes such as neuronal loss and gliosis in gray matter, and demyelination and
axonal loss in white matter.(962, 963) Supporting the utility of this approach as a future biomarker for AD, decreased
magnetization transfer rate is typical of both white and gray matter brain regions in AD patients. (963) However, as neuronal
loss occurs relatively late in the disease progress, other groups are attempting to leverage functional imaging
methodologies to detect neuronal dysfunction. The assumption made by these groups is that neuronal dysfunction should
be reflected as regional changes in cellular metabolic rate. Two general approaches are employed to study this variable;
cerebral blood flow/volume measurements or changes in the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) effect. In cerebral
blood flow and cerebral blood volume experiments, an intravenous paramagnetic contrast such as gadolinium or
superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles are injected into the patient and imaged. (967, 968) In contrast, the BOLD effect
utilizes the paramagnetic properties of deoxyhemoglobin. The assumption made by BOLD imaging is that increased
neuronal activation induces an increase cerebral blood flow as a consequence of increased metabolic need. This leads to
an increase in oxyhemoglobin and a relative decrease in deoxyhemoglobin which results in a relative increase in signal on
T2* weighted imaging. (967, 968) Using either of these approaches, functional imaging in AD patient cohorts reveals
decreased hippocampal and parahippocampus activity as well as decreased activity in the frontal and prefrontal
regions.(969) Thus, while volume analysis of the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex volume stands as the current goldstandard MR imaging-method for the detection of AD, future technologies might facilitate early detection before
irreversible neuron loss has occurred.

6.7

CURRENT PERSPECTIVE ON AD IMAGING
As summarized, to date most of the progress made towards applying imaging technologies to the study of AD has

been amyloid-centric. As the limitations of amyloid imaging become increasingly recognized, interest in alternative
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biomarkers has grown substantially. While MR-mediated imaging of structural changes in the brain of AD patients is well
studied, much work is needed in the field of tau-imaging to make this potential biomarker clinically impactful. However,
considering current epidemiological projections for AD, the refinement of future imaging technologies for the detection of
alternative biomarkers, including tau, cannot evolve over decades in a manner similar to amyloid imaging. In the years to
come, high-throughput screening approaches similar to those created for Aβ plaque probe discovery must be adapted in
order to expedite the validation of complimentary biomarkers for delivery into clinical trials. (970) In a continuation of the
current trend, the imaging of AD biomarkers such as A plaques and tau will need to be integrated into a more holistic
diagnostic panel in order to best capture the multi-factorial nature of AD.
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Chapter 7 The untested amyloid-cascade hypothesis
The rationale for believing that Aβ is critical to the etiology of AD is simple and compelling. At the foundation of
this hypothesis, very high levels of Aβ accumulate in the brains of patients with AD and all genetic forms of AD are
mechanistically linked with increased amyloid deposition. In addition, AD develops in nearly all individuals with Down
syndrome, who have a triplication of the APP gene and as a consequence increased substrate for amyloidgenic processing.
The ApoE4 polymorphism, which markedly increases the risk for late onset AD, is associated with an increase in amyloid
deposits, whereas the ApoE2 polymorphism that diminishes risk for AD is associated with decreased amyloid levels.
Lastly, a rare polymorphism in the APP gene which reduces amyloidgenic processing of APP has been shown to be
protective for AD. All evidence considered, a primary pathogenic link between Aβ and AD seems irrefutable. For this
reason, Aβ has remained the primary target for therapeutic intervention in AD, with numerous phase III trials designed to
reduce Aβ levels currently underway or completed. Unfortunately to date, the results of these randomized clinical trials
are either negative or inconclusive, leading many to call into question the underlying validity of the amyloid-centric
hypotheses. However, despite the enormous investment already made, the failure of most Aβ-targeted therapies for AD
can be associated to inadequacies in trial design as opposed to the invalidity of the underlying therapeutic hypothesis. In
truth, this expert opinion should be expanded, as the apparent failure of Aβ-centric therapies is best interpreted as a failure
to appropriately test the underlying amyloid hypothesis. This is an extremely important point, because it suggests that
amyloid-centric hypotheses have not been refuted, which would motivate a search for new targets, but rather that trials
need to be redesigned in order to confirm their validity. (971) Although a multitude of potential confounds are present in the
anti-amyloid therapeutic trials conducted to date, two key points stand above the rest.

7.1

CONFOUNDS UNDERLYING THE FAILURE OF ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE IN CLINICAL
TRIALS
The first major shortcoming of anti-amyloid clinical trials has been the lack of appropriate analysis in response to

therapy. For example, the vast majority of studies fail to investigate whether amyloid was effectively neutralized, whether
an adequate dose was administered to achieve therapeutic response, or whether side effect profiles generated
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enrollment/survival biases. Put more generally these clinical trials have failed to adequately characterize the
pharmacokinetic profile of each drug in humans. Two double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled phase 3 trials
investigating the therapeutic efficacy of the Aβ-binding antibody Bapineuzumab epitomize this assertion. After 6
treatments over the course of 78 weeks, no significant difference in primary outcome measures were observed between
drug-treated and placebo-treated cohorts.(972) The primary outcome measures were scores on the 11-item cognitive
subscale of the Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale (ADAS-cog11) and the Disability Assessment for Dementia. In an
effort to monitor treatment response, AI imaging using PiB was employed in combination with CSF measurements of tau.
While the failure of this trial can be interpreted to suggest a failure of anti-amyloid targeted therapies, the lack of clinical
efficacy in these studies was later determined to be secondary to poor blood brain barrier penetration and thus an inability
to reach therapeutic doses in the brain. Unacceptably, this failure is not isolated to clinical trials of Bapineuzumab.
Instead, experts agree that a large majority of anti-amyloid clinical trials have failed to appropriately address the issue of
delivering therapeutics across the blood brain barrier (BBB). For example, in one of the largest randomized clinical trials
to date, an evaluation of the clinical efficacy of the γ-secretase inhibitor Tarenflurbil yielded negative results.
Disappointingly, those in charge of this trial were well aware of the compounds poor bioavailability in the brain, noting
that “earlier studies indicated a dose-dependent penetration from plasma to CSF of only .5-1%”. Nevertheless, as is the
case in far too many studies, the authors note that “low BBB penetration did not deter plans for phase 2/3 study”. (973)
While the investigators may have rationalized proceeding with the trial was warranted on the basis of promising phase 2
results, because of the grand scope of this particular trial, its failure led many experts to begin arguing for a re-evaluation
of amyloid-centric hypotheses of AD pathogenesis. Clearly however this trial never even tested the viability of Aβ as the
compound likely never reached concentrations in the brain near the therapeutic threshold of the drug. Investigators at a
major pharmaceutical company come to largely the same conclusion—that failed anti-amyloid trials in AD did not
achieve sufficient target engagement to truly test the hypothesis that reducing amyloid in the brain would ultimately
improve symptoms, or at least stabilize disease progression. (974) To be fair to these failed anti-amyloid clinical trials, drug
delivery across the BBB represents one of the most daunting endeavors in medicinal chemistry. The derivitization of
precursor molecules with potent anti-amyloid effects is as much an art as it is a science, requiring immense time, money,
and expertise. Therefore, future drug discovery paradigms should incorporate tests for this characteristic in the screening
protocols.
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7.2

LESSONS GARNERED FROM ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE CLINICAL TRIALS
Despite the negative press generated by the failure of anti-amyloid therapies in clinical trials, we have nonetheless

learned some important lessons. Chief among these lessons is the second major limitation of all clinical trials completed to
date, the failure to employ a prophylactic approach to AD therapy. The rationale here is even simpler than for the first
point. Given the irreversible nature of neuronal death, since AD is indisputably a neurodegenerative process in which
symptoms accrue with increased neuronal loss, why then would therapies initiated after substantial neurodegeneration has
already occurred be expected to significantly ameliorate symptoms? Put more plainly, once Aβ has already initiated the
series of pathological cascades resulting in neuronal dysfunction and death, reducing Aβ levels is unlikely an insufficient
therapeutic approach. The results of failed clinical trials support this claim, none better than the ill-fated AN1792 active
immunization trial. Not surprisingly, this anti-amyloid immunization therapy did not reduce or reverse cognitive deficits
and had only a small effect on neurodegenerative phenotypes such as neural loss, gliosis, and accumulation of tau. (975)
However, although the number of patients followed was small secondary to the emergency of a subset of patients with
meningoencephalitis making it necessary to halt the trial, AN1792 administration did reverse amyloid deposition. (975)
Again, while critics cite this finding as evidence against the role of Aβ in the pathogenesis of AD, an alternative model of
AD in which amyloid acts as an early step in a more complex neurodegenerative cascade that becomes independent of
amyloid as disease progresses is more likely. (976) In this scenario, even if a drug successfully engages and reduces amyloid
levels, clinical improvement will be difficult to achieve once disease becomes sufficiently advanced. This point is critical,
because it emphasizes that in order to test amyloid-centric hypotheses of AD correctly, we need to give drugs to the right
patients at the right time and then follow them closely. Specifically, trials must recruit patients in whom amyloiddependent neurodegeneration is still active. Dauntingly, this critical period of therapeutic intervention may be a decade
before frank cognitive symptoms emerge, emphasizing the need for improved early-detection methodologies. This feat is
not impossible, as current AI methods are already able to note a rise in Aβ levels in the brains of asymptomatic AD
patients.(789) As these same studies demonstrate that Aβ levels off as AD symptoms begin to manifest robustly, it is likely
that the correct time to test anti-amyloid drugs is in asymptomatic patients identified with AI or cerebrospinal fluid
analysis.
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Chapter 8 Introduction to specific aims
As explicitly communicated by the title, the impetus behind the work presented in this document stems from our
inherent passion to expedite the clinical translation of a disease-modifying therapeutic for AD. Towards this goal, we have
described a novel HTS technology which facilitates the repurposing of existing compounds with previously undiscovered
Aβ-binding affinity for the purpose of treating AD. Significantly, this contribution also offers the potential of dramatically
improving AD diagnostics, by expanding the chemical genetics of Aβ molecules and thus offering a rich repository of
structural motifs off which to base the next generation of AI probes. In addition, we describe the application of an
unorthodox drug administration method which alleviates limitations associated with the delivery of potential Aβ
theranostic agents to the brain. Building on this discovery, we employ aerosol-mediated drug delivery to recapitulate the
therapeutic benefit of intravenous curcumin administration in a preclinical mouse model of AD, but in a clinically
applicable manner. Lastly, we demonstrate the therapeutic application of a completely novel disease-modifying
therapeutic for AD, Promethazine. Taken together, we feel these contributions go a long way towards the ultimate goal of
contributing to the development of a disease-modifying treatment for AD.
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Chapter 9 Thesis Aim 1

9.1

AIM 1: HIGH-THROUGHPUT SCREENING FOR Aβ-BINDING MOLECULES
As described in abundant detail in the introductory chapters, identification of Aβ plaques in the brain is an

essential component to the neuropathological confirmation of AD. The rationale for this diagnostic policy comes largely
from the robust genetic and bio-molecular evidence supporting the hypothesis that aggregation of Aβ assemblies plays a
central role in the pathogenesis of AD. Given these two points, it is clear that the targeting of Aβ species is of stout
diagnostic and therapeutic significance. This is in no way a new revelation in the field, as Aβ assemblies have been of
interest since the initial clinical characterization of AD over 100 years ago. As reviewed at length however, to date, only 4
Aβ-targeted probes for AI imaging have been approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration for clinical use.
Furthermore, no Aβ-targeted therapies, considered the leading approach with respect to the development of a diseasemodifying treatment for AD, have been clinically implemented. This begs the question, “What factors have limited the
clinical implementation of Aβ-targeted diagnostics and therapeutics?”
9.1.1

Barriers to the Development of AD Diagnostics:

Beginning first with barriers in the field of AD diagnostics, at the most fundamental level, the paucity of AIcompatible probes can be attributed to the inherent complexity associated with designing imaging diagnostic agents for
neurodegenerative diseases like AD. Unique to the identification of clinically implementable pharmaceuticals in the
brain, drug discovery approaches must simultaneously evaluate a compound’s ability to: (i) cross the BBB and (ii) bind
specifically to the target of interest. Generally speaking, two approaches to the development of Aβ-binding molecules
which meet these criteria can be employed. Beginning with the dominant method in the field over the last two to three
decades, every clinically implemented AI probe to date can credit its development to (i) rational drug design. In more
detail, the approaches contained under the umbrella of “rational drug design” can be subdivided into direct and indirect
methods. Significantly, these two methods differ in their requirement for structural information of the biological target
and are thus differentially suited for the development of AI-imaging probes as for decades, little has been known about
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the molecular structure of amyloid assemblies. Critically, when employing a direct drug design paradigm, knowledge
of the three-dimensional structure of the biological target is absolutely required. For this reason, direct drug design is
more commonly referred to as structure-based drug design. In this approach, candidate drugs that are predicted to bind
with high affinity and selectivity to the target may be designed using computer-modeling and the intuition of an expert
medicinal chemist. However, no reference structure is available for any Aβ species of higher order than the fibril form.
This is due in part to the fact that in vivo Aβ peptides exist in a variety of assembly states, making the
isolation/characterization of a particular high-order specie challenging. To circumvent this limitation, several groups
have attempted study on more homogenous samples of synthetic amyloid fibrils, only to find that conventional
structure-elucidating techniques cannot be applied to these samples either. For example, methods such as single crystal
X-ray crystallography and solution nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) cannot be used on Aβ fibrils since they are
insoluble.(977) As a consequence, until relatively recently, the only aspect of amyloid fibril structure that was firmly
established by experimental data is that they contain ribbon-like β-sheets. Since recognizing the inherent limitations of
studying Aβ-structure through conventional means, X-ray fibre diffraction, electron microscopy (EM), solid state
NMR, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and circular dichroism (CD) have been used to examine amyloid
structure. These techniques have yielded considerable information about the morphology of amyloid fibrils and their
internal structural conformation, as well as how their constituent components aggregate. Briefly, at the structural level
of Aβ-fibrils, β-sheets run the length of the fibrils and appear to be arranged in a “cross-β” motif, in which β-strand
segments are oriented approximately perpendicular to the long axis of the fibril and are connected by backbone
hydrogen bonds that are oriented approximately parallel to the long axis of the fibril. (978, 979) With respect to the Aβ
fibril assembly process, this mechanism appears to be a nucleation-dependent pathway characterized by a
conformational switching from an α-helix or random coil to a β-sheet structure.(977) Furthermore, along this pathway
small oligomeric intermediates and short fibrillar structures (protofibrils) have been identified, a result which only
confirms the mechanistic complexity of Aβ aggregation. The take home point here is that science has yet to obtain an
unambiguous structure of the amyloid fibril or higher order amyloid assemblies. Therefore, it is difficult to apply
structure-based rational drug design paradigms to the problem of developing agents with bind to Aβ assemblies.
Fortunately, as alluded to earlier, an alternative strategy which does not require a direct structural
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characterization of the biological target is available. This approach is termed indirect rational drug design. Though
more informatively referred to as ligand-based design, indirect rational drug design relies on knowledge of other
molecules that bind to the biological target of interest. Summarizing the application of this approach to Aβ-binding
drug design, known Aβ-binding molecules are used to generate a pharmacore model that defines the minimum
necessary structural characteristics a molecule must possess in order to bind to Aβ. Put more generically, a model of the
biological target is built based on the knowledge of what binds to it, and this model is then in turn employed to design
new molecular entities that interact with the target. Importantly, the reliability of the pharmacore model is dependent on
the number and diversity of the known target-binding compounds. In the case of Aβ-targeted molecules, these reference
molecules have traditionally been limited to the histochemical stains thioflavin and Congo Red. As a consequence of
this low number of reference compounds available to generate sufficiently robust pharmacore models, a majority of
Aβ-binding studies have instead analyzed quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSAR) in the pursuit of novel
Aβ-specific precursors. In this subdivision of ligand-based drug design, a correlation between the calculated properties
of molecules and their experimentally determined biological activity is derived and used to predict the activity of new
analogs. Importantly, a major limitation of this approach is that in the absence of a diverse molecular library of targetbinding ligands, such as the case with Aβ, the chemical structure of predicted analogs typically resemble that of the
parent compounds. This limitation is particularly detrimental to the development of Aβ-binding precursors for AI as the
reference compounds thioflavin and Congo Red do not possess the structural attributes compatible with BBB
permeability. Thus, as a consequence of the limited structural diversity of known Aβ-binding molecules, the
development of Aβ-targeted ligands for AI can be historically summarized as the struggle to modify the non-BBB
permeable Aβ-binding molecules thioflavin and Congo Red, without sacrificing their target specificity.
To the credit of the field, rational drug design has successfully been leveraged to generate the current
generation of AI probes in its entirety. However, as discussed, the paucity of known ligands to Aβ assemblies coupled
with our inability to accurately describe their structure have negatively impacted the ability of either drug design
approach with respect to developing an ideal Aβ-targeting precursor of PET-probe development. Furthermore, while
modeling techniques for prediction of binding affinity are reasonably successful, there are many other properties, such
as bioavailability, metabolic half-life, and side effects that first must be optimized before a ligand can be translated into
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a viable AI agent. As summarized in Table 9-1, a number of groups have developed criteria for candidate PET
radiotracers for AI.(980) Disappointingly, evidence suggests that the current generation of AI probes have yet to be
optimized with respect to some of these criteria. For example, with respect to bioavailability in the brain, as suggested
by its name, the BBB prevents the uptake of most pharmaceuticals into the brain and has posed the greatest barrier to
the development of AI probes. While many investigators make the false assumption that sufficiently small molecules
are freely transported across the BBB, in truth close to 98% of all small molecules fail to reach the brain parenchyma
when injected into the peripheral circulation.(981) Importantly however the BBB is not impenetrable. Instead, certain
small molecule drugs may cross the BBB via lipid-mediated free diffusion providing that the drug has a molecular
weight of less than 400 daltons and forms no more than 8 hydrogen bonds. (981) Unfortunately these chemical properties
are lacking in the majority of small molecule drugs and completely absent in large molecules. Structurally, the BBB is
comprised of two membranes separated by 200 nm of endothelial cytoplasm; the luminal and abluminal membranes of
the brain capillary endothelium.(982) Owing to the presence of epithelial-like, high resistance tight junctions within the
brain capillary endothelium, the intercellular pores that characterize the endothelial barriers of peripheral organs are
absent in the endothelial barriers of the brain. Further compounding the exclusive nature of transport of molecules into
the brain, there is minimal fluid-phase pinocytosis in the brain capillary endothelium.(983) Therefore, the absence of
para-cellular or trans-cellular channels within the BBB means that molecules in the circulation may only gain access to
brain via two mechanisms: (1) lipid-mediated free diffusion through the BBB or (2) carrier- or receptor-mediated
transport through the BBB. The current generation of PET-ligands for AI, including PiB and its derivatives, utilize the
first of these two mechanisms of BBB penetration to successfully reach PET-compatible concentrations in the brain.
This is no way however implies that these AI imaging probes robustly penetrate the BBB, as one of the principal
advantages of PET-mediated imaging is its incredible sensitivity. In reality, the BBB penetration of these probes is
quite low in comparison to other PET-imaging agents and likely incompatible with other imaging modalities which
lack the sensitivity of PET. To give a sense of where AI-agents fall on the spectrum with respect to BBB penetration,
one can compare the brain concentrations achieved by AI-probes with those of other commonly used PET-tracers. A
convenient measure of brain tissue radiotracer concentration is the standardized uptake value (SUV), which simply
reflects the normalization of radioactivity concentration in the brain to the injected radioactive dose and subject’s body
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weight. With a peak concentration of 9.3 SUV, the D2/D3 targeted PET-probe Fallypride nicely exemplifies a highly
BBB penetrating PET-compatible ligand.(984) At the other end of the spectrum, with SUVs in the range of 1.3-1.7, PETprobes for translocator protein (TSPO) typify compounds with low BBB penetration. (985, 986) Even in the most optimistic
of studies, the BBB penetration of PET-tracers for AI fall nearer the low end of the spectrum, with a SUV of 4 being
published for PiB.(787) Importantly, the determinants of PET-agent penetration across the BBB are the same as for other
small molecules: (i) a molecular weight less than 400 daltons and (ii) the formation of no more than 8 hydrogen bonds
when in aqueous solution. With a molecular weight of 256.32 g/mol, PiB and its similarly sized derivatives meet this
size restriction. Importantly, the second criteria involving hydrogen bond-formation represents a slightly oversimplified
criteria in that it assumes the hydrophobicity of any give compound can be determined by just this variable alone;
which is of course untrue. In reality, lipophilicity is the major factor influencing passive brain entry and several
molecular features of a radiotracer may govern this characteristic. Experimentally, the most commonly used index of
compound lipophilicity is LogP, where P is the n-octanol/water partition coefficient of the unionized species. The
corresponding distribution coefficient for all derived species (ionized and non-ionized) of a particular compound at
physiological pH is termed D7.4. In the literature, blood-brain barrier penetration is optimal when a molecule is
characterized by a LogP values in the range of 1.5-2.7, with the mean value of most CNS penetrating drugs being
2.1.(987) Similarly, analyses of small drug-like molecules suggested that for better brain permeation, the compound
needs to be characterized by a D7.4 value greater than 0 and less than 3.(988, 989) With a LogP of 3.33 and a LogD7.4 of
3.31, PiB is again slightly outside the optimum range for ideal BBB penetration. (787, 980) Taken as a whole, this data
highlights the fact that the current generations of AI probes have yet to be optimized with respect to BBB penetrance.
Critically, this is because these compounds have been, out of necessity, derivatized from poorly BBB penetrating
precursors such as thioflavin and Congo Red.
T a ble 9 -1 . I d ea l C ha ra ct eri sti c s o f a Ca nd i da t e Pr e cu r sor M o l ecu l e fo r AI Ra di o tra cer D ev el o p ment

Ideal Characteristics of a Candidate Precursor Molecule for AI Radiotracer Development
High Affinity for a Specific Amyloid Assembly/Assemblies
(Monomers, Oligomers, Protofibrils, Fibrils, Diffuse Plaques, Cored-Neuritic Plaques)
Selectivity for a Specific Amyloid Assembly/Assemblies (Low Non-specific Binding)
Ability to Penetrate the Blood-brain Barrier
Not a Substrate for Efflux Transporters
Lack of Radio-metabolites
Suitable Brain Pharmacokinetics in Relation to Radiolabel Half-life
Amenability to Labeling with 18F at High Specific Radioactivity
Safe for Administration at PET-tracer Doses
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While the limitations imposed by ligand-based rational based drug design on BBB permeability have arguably not
influenced the clinical application of current-generation AI probes, the specificity of these compounds for Aβ also remains
less than ideal. For example, at tracer concentrations achieved during in vivo imaging scans, PiB labels not only senile
plaques, but also diffuse plaques and deposits of Aβ in the vasculature, a pathology referred to as cerebrovascular amyloid
angiopathy (CAA). Furthermore, though to a lesser degree than Aβ, PiB also demonstrates significant binding to taucomprised NFTs.(789) Lastly, PiB is characterized by a relatively high degree of non-specific binding to white matter as
demonstrated by in vitro studies employing white matter brain homogenates from AD and cognitively normal
individuals.(990) Undisputedly, the off-target binding of PiB just described constitutes a minor constituent of its overall
signal in the brains of AD patients, and thus does not limit its use as a biomarker. Still, the non-specificity of current AI
probes like PiB might provide a molecular explanation for the limited diagnostic specificity and dynamic range
demonstrated by these compounds in studies evaluating their ability to monitor AD progression. (789) Most importantly for
the purposes of this work, these findings emphasize the limitations imposed on AI probe development when attempting to
employ rational based drug design strategies with only a handful of available structures with confirmed Aβ-binding
affinity.
Fortuitously for the field, the second major approach to the development of Aβ-binding molecules, (ii) highthrough screening (HTS) methodologies, represents a complimentary approach to rationale design-based strategies as it
does not require a priori knowledge of Aβ’s structure or a large library of molecules known to bind with it. To the
contrary, the primary strength of HTS methods is their ability to identify large numbers of structurally diverse compounds
which bind to a particular biological target of interest. However, the implementation of this approach requires a robust,
cost-effective, and validated assay; a need that has not been sufficiently met until the publication of the work described
herein.(970) This is not to say that HTS technologies have not been developed for the identification of Aβ-binding
compounds. To the contrary, a vast literature describing multiple, supposedly HTS compatible, methodologies exists in
the field. None of these methods are more popular or more routinely implemented than the thioflavin fibrillation assay.(991,
992)

Although the specifics of various protocols vary widely, generally speaking, in this approach thioflavin, a candidate

Aβ-binding compound, and synthetic Aβ monomers are added together in solution. Due to the inherent propensity for Aβ
peptides to aggregate, within an hour, the Aβ monomers in solution self-organize into higher order Aβ assemblies such as
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amyloid fibrils. Critically, thioflavin fluorescence increases several orders of magnitude when complexed with structurally
mature Aβ fibrils.(993) Thus, in the absence of a compound which inhibits Aβ assembly, thioflavin emission at 485 nm will
increase exponentially over the 1 hour incubation time as the availability of Aβ fibrils increases. (992) By comparison, if the
compound added to the initial reaction conditions does in fact bind to Aβ, it is assumed that this interaction will perturb
amyloid aggregation to a degree that can be detected as a significant attenuation in thioflavin emission. Given this brief
introduction to the method, several shortcomings of this approach become clear. Most condemningly, all iterations of this
approach employ synthetic Aβ-peptides which fail to recapitulate the tertiary structure of in vivo derived Aβ assemblies.
Without question, all naturally produced amyloid species, including the amyloid fibrils to which thioflavin binds, are
polymorphic with respect to their structure at the molecular level.(994, 995) This finding alone confirms that the amino acid
sequence of Aβ peptides does not completely dictate the tertiary structure of higher-order assemblies.(996) However, this is
not the only line of evidence suggesting that the use of synthetic Aβ peptides poses a significant confound when screening
for Aβ-binding structures. As further evidence, consider studies on synthetic forms of Aβ peptide which demonstrate that
even within this supposedly homogenous sample, peptide conformation and aggregation behavior are highly dependent on
initial solvent conditions.(997) Most alarmingly, synthetic Aβ42 assemblies demonstrate differences in fundamental
biochemical properties such as SDS-stability when compared to their in vivo derived counterparts.(998) Importantly these
structural variations are of functional significance, as differences are noted in the relative toxicity of synthetic and cellderived Aβ under the same experimental conditions. For example, natural Aβ oligomers impair memory and LTP at doses
a hundred to thousand times lower than effective doses of synthetic Aβ oligomers. (694) Furthermore, when administered to
the brain, the pathological effects of synthetic Aβ oligomers are temporally delayed in comparison to cell-derived Aβ
species.(999-1001) Cumulatively, these described differences in structure, rate of aggregation, and toxicity call into question
the validity of HTS-mediated approaches dependent on synthetic forms of Aβ.(1002) It is worth noting that when leveraging
HTS to identify Aβ precursors for translation into PET probes for AI, it may be that only the structural discrepancies
between synthetic and naturally produced Aβ are of significance. However, when considering HTS approaches for the
discovery of therapeutic agents, such as small molecule inhibitors of Aβ-aggregation, observed differences in all domains
of structure and function become of supreme relevance. For this reason, we hold that the previous lack of a HTS method
which utilizes cell-derived Aβ assemblies represents a fundamental barrier to the development of a disease-modifying
therapeutic for AD.
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9.1.2

Barriers to the Development of AD Therapeutics:
Compounding the significance of identifying novel Aβ-compounds via HTS methods, small molecules that bind

to Aβ-assemblies may also serve as therapeutic agents for AD by perturbing Aβ-aggregation.(1003) Not surprisingly,
cognizant of confounds associated with synthetic Aβ, a variety of technologies to circumvent this limitation have been
devised. Most obviously, a strong number of cell-culture based HTS techniques have been proposed. For example, in a
novel application of real-time cell monitoring techniques, one group has demonstrated that the therapeutic efficacy of a
particular drug can be simply and objectively investigated by assessing Aβ-induced apoptosis in PC12 cells in the
presence or absence of that particular compound.(1004) This drug design paradigm is irrefutably the predominant approach
in the field, as similar methods have been described employing different biological models including C-elegans and
various microbes.(1005, 1006) Representing the pinnacle of this HTS approach with respect to in vivo translatability, one
group has developed a three-dimensional human neural cell culture model of AD. (1007) Impressively, the neurons used in
this assay dramatically overexpress Aβ, with a 9-fold and 17-fold increase in Aβ40, and Aβ42 being measured compared to
the control cells, respectively. Further, other key features of AD pathogenesis are recapitulated by this model, including
increase in aggregated tau fractions.(1007) However, while these systems do circumvent confounds introduced by the use of
synthetic Aβ and appear to harbor considerable construct validity, they are all limited by their inability to confirm Aβbinding specificity of a particular compound. Put another way, the readout of these assays in no way reports whether Aβaggregation was perturbed secondary to the amyloid-binding properties of the screened compound or some off target
effect. As reviewed at length, the pathophysiologic pathways leading to Aβ aggregation are incredibly complex and
poorly integrated. Thus, hits identified through this screening method might bind Aβ and prevent its aggregation or elicit
its effect via a non-Aβ-dependent interaction. Notably, it can be argued that this is strength of the approach as it might
potentially broaden the biologic targets available to AD researchers. On the other hand, the time investment needed to
define the central mechanism of action of any drug identified makes this approach unsuitable for the specific task of Aβtargeting small-molecule discovery. More generally, these drug discovery approaches have not been optimized on truly
HTS-compatible platforms. As evidence, all of the assays described have been validated only on 96-well plate based
platforms not realistically compatible with the screening of very large molecular libraries. Further limiting the clinical
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translatability of drugs discovered via these methods, none of these assays characterize the BBB permeability of hit
compounds. Importantly, the failure of amyloid-centric therapies to date highlights the significance of this oversight, as
millions of dollars have been spent evaluating Aβ-targeted therapies that never reached therapeutically relevant
concentrations in the brain.(1008)
Our collective failure to recognize the importance of characterizing a compound’s BBB permeability, and the
consequences of this oversight, are no better illustrated than in the field of AD immunotherapy. Notably, while active
immunization strategies have proven successful in preventing and treating diseases that manifest secondary to foreign
antigens such as bacteria, viruses and toxins; passive immunization paradigms are favored when targeting diseases that
present with “self-antigens”. In contrast to active immunization strategies, in which the immune system is primed to
generate and sustain an immune response against a novel antigen, the premise of passive immunization is to identify an
epitope in the laboratory, generate antibodies ex vivo and then directly inject these antibodies into the patient. Although
this approach is robust in that it facilitates precise manipulation of the epitope to which the antibodies will be targeted, its
disadvantages include the need for continuous dosing across the BBB. (761) Still, treatment of APP transgenic mouse
models of AD with monoclonal antibodies against the N-terminus of Aβ showed significant reductions in CNS amyloid
burden and reversed memory deficits in multiple behavioral paradigms prompting further evaluation of this therapeutic
approach.(1009) The first of these passive immunotherapies to be evaluated in clinical trials was Bapineuzumab, a
humanized monoclonal antibody against Aβ1-5 capable of binding to both amyloid fibrils and plaques. Disappointingly,
patients treated with Bapineuzumab in randomized control trials showed little cognitive improvement and no appreciable
modulation of CSF Aβ levels.(1010, 1011) Concerned that off target effects on APP might explain the lack of clinical efficacy
of Aβ-targeted antibodies like Bapineuzumab that preceded it, a humanized IgG antibody targeted specifically to Aβ 40,
Ponezumab, was generated. Again however, little to no improvement in cognitive impairment was observed and trials
were discontinued.(1012, 1013) Having excluded the possibility of off-target on APP confounding the results of proceeding
clinical trials, investigators rationally considered the possibility that the lack of therapeutic efficacy in the trials might be
attributable to its inability to bind more toxic oligomeric species of Aβ. To address this hypothesis, a humanized antibody
to an internal epitope of Aβ13-28 was developed and evaluated in clinical trials. The advantage of this particular
immunotherapy is that it demonstrates preferential binding to soluble forms of Aβ, including the putative cytotoxic
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oligomeric species. This time, although dose-dependent increases in plasma and CSF levels of Aβ were noted in addition
to a minor delay in symptom progression, investigation in humans again concluded that passive immunization against Aβ
harbors minimal therapeutic efficacy in moderate AD patients. (1008) Critically, beyond all representing attempts to utilize
passive immunotherapy to combat AD, a common theme shared across antibody-mediated therapies conducted to date are
confounds associated with poor BBB delivery. Now cognizant of this barrier, recent approaches seeking to leverage antiAβ antibodies have begun devising methods to increase BBB permeability. In the less elegant of the two approaches made
to date, a modified human IgG isotype with reduced affinity for Fc receptor binding (Crenezumab) has been developed in
hopes of reducing the risk of immune cell stimulation. (1014) In addition to attenuating the risk of vasogenic edema noted in
previous studies, this approach seeks to overcome the BBB by facilitating higher dosing of the antibody than previous
immunotherapies has allowed. Furthermore, Crenezumab appears to bind to many forms of Aβ including monomer,
oligomer and fibrillary assemblies.(1014) Given the results of previous Aβ trials targeted to these Aβ species coupled with
its strong safety profile in Phase I study, Crenezumab is currently under Phase II investigation. However, the approach to
circumvent brain bioavailability simply by increasing the delivered dose seems naïve given the fact that approximately
0.1% of injected antibodies cross the BBB, with the rest being metabolized in the liver or excreted through the
kidneys.(1015) Thus, the newest generation of anti-Aβ antibodies seek to utilize receptor-mediated uptake pathways into the
brain in order to troubleshoot the limitations imposed by the BBB. This approach merits investigation, as active transport
or transcytosis of proteins from the blood to the CNS can increase brain penetration up to 2–3% of the injected dose.(1016)
Although many groups are attempting to functionalize antibodies in this manner, one example of this approach an Aβtargeted IgG antibody fused at the Fc region to a Fab fragment with binding affinity to the transferrin receptor.(1017)
Encouragingly, reports suggest that this bi-functional antibody penetrated the brain parenchyma significantly greater than
the anti-Ab monoclonal antibody alone and showed a significantly greater reduction in accumulated Aβ at equal molar
doses.(1017) Still, results in human studies will be necessary in order to validate these antibody-delivery paradigms, and
should they too fail, it would mark yet another setback in the field attributable to attempting to deliver non-BBB
permeable drugs to the brain. Thus, to avoid repeating our mistakes, techniques which facilitate characterization of a
therapeutic candidate’s BBB penetration must be integrated into existing and novel drug discovery paradigms. The take
home message of this summary is that decades of chronic under-development of BBB drugs for AD are a major cause of
clinical trial drug failures. Put plainly, instead of attempting to modify existing structures which bind Aβ to be BBB
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permeable, a more rapid and cost effective avenue of AD therapy design would be to search for Aβ aggregation inhibitors
with innate CNS bioavailability.
It is important to recognize that although many of these immunotherapeutic approaches have failed to elicit
significant improvements in mild to moderate AD patients, the exact cause of failure is not known and thus amyloidcentric hypothesis of AD remain untested in humans. This is the predominant expert opinion in the field, but it is
important to note that many individuals, especially those not privy to the literature, have interpreted the limited efficacy of
Aβ-targeted therapies as a failure of the amyloid cascade hypothesis. While it is certainly possible this conclusion might
prove valid, it is currently premature. Two interrelated hypotheses have been proposed to explain the lack of success of all
amyloid-centric therapies to date: (1) poor uptake of the drug/monoclonal antibody to the CNS across the BBB; and (2)
treatment of patients too late in the progression of AD. Critically, the discovery of novel Aβ-binding compounds may
address both of these current limitations in the field. With respect to poor drug uptake the argument is straightforward, by
leveraging HTS method which not only evaluate a compound’s affinity but also its ability to bypass the BBB, clinical
translation into humans should not be restricted by issues of bioavailability. Speaking towards the second point, the topic
of treating late stage patients with current mild to moderate cognitive impairment is important to take into account when
reviewing the results of any therapeutic trial for AD, not just passive immunotherapy. It has long been thought that during
the later stages of AD, the neurodegenerative changes which have occurred are likely permanent and independent of
further Aβ deposition. Therefore, reducing or eliminating Aβ accumulation at this stage may not be sufficient to overcome
the deficits in neuronal function. The alternative to studying treatment in these patients would be to study the efficacy of
prophylactic interventions in patients with early MCI or who are cognitively intact. However to do this, robust biomarkers
are necessary; biomarkers like those which could be developed through the discovery of novel Aβ-binding molecules
which are not plagued by the limitations of current generation AI probes.
9.1.3

Research Strategy and Significance of Work
Admittedly, the question “What factors have limited the clinical implementation of Aβ-targeted diagnostics and

therapeutics?” is a complicated one. However, a review like the one provided above unquestionably reveals that many of
the barriers to the development of AD diagnostics and therapeutics are mutually shared amongst the two applications.
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Most detrimentally, both have historically suffered from an inconsistent evaluation of BBB penetration. Moreover, both
applications have had to rely on ligand-based rational drug design strategies in the absence of robust HTS methods. While
true in the therapeutic domain as well, this is no more apparent than in the molecular structure of current generation AI
probes. As depicted in the Figure 9-1, structural comparison of the current AI probes for PET-mediated AI reveals a
striking lack of diversity and dependence on known amyloid-binding precursors which exhibit abysmal BBB penetration.
Transitioning to the therapeutic domain, given that the prevalence of AD is projected to rise dramatically in the coming
decades, there is an increasing urgency to develop novel therapeutics to prevent and/or treat this debilitating disease (1004).
The therapeutic translation of amyloid-binding compounds is straightforward, as most interfere with protein misfolding
and aggregation. Just as in the diagnostic realm, two approaches are useful in identifying compounds that bind to and
interfere with aggregation of A plaques: (i) rational drug design and (ii) high-throughput screening. As highlighted
however, since a range of intermediates along the A aggregation pathway have been implicated as potentially toxic
species and at present, no detailed structural information is available on amyloid fibrils (owing to their short-lived
intermediates and insoluble nature), the structure-based drug design approach is not yet feasible. Thus, for the time being,
high-throughput screening remains the more promising approach (1004).
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In light of these shared barriers, the significance of the work discussed herein is that it represents the first HTS
approach using an optical platform (HATCO) combined with ex-vivo imaging (MALDI-IMS) to identify A-binding
compounds. The primary goal of this work is to identify orphaned compounds possessing the ability to bind Aβ-plaques
and repurpose them to serve as precursors for novel Aβ-aggregation inhibitors and diagnostic probes. Importantly, this
approach directly addresses the shortcomings of current high-throughput approaches which employ artificial A
derivatives and do not evaluate a molecules ability to cross the blood brain barrier (BBB). To reach this objective, we
hypothesize that a two phase screening approach is necessary. In the first phase, a modified thioflavin-based highthroughput assay is employed to screen for compounds able to specifically bind to A plaques with modest affinity.
Termed the High-throughput Amyloid/Thioflavin Competitive Optical (HATCO) assay, this technique provides a robust
means of improving the chance for a biologically meaningful hit in two distinct ways: first by facilitating the rapid
screening of large compound libraries, and second by removing the intrinsic limitations associated with a thioflavinanalog-based probe design. Improving on assays which came before it, this assay serves as an excellent starting point in
the screening process as it facilitates the screening of thousands of compounds in a matter of minutes in order to produce a
manageable library for secondary screening in phase 2. In addition, because our approach utilizes an amyloid-containing
lysate derived from the 5XFAD mouse model, the compounds identified in this HTS approach are known to bind to Aβ
assemblies with realistic tertiary structure. For reference, the rationale of the HATCO assay is diagrammatically
summarized in Figure 9-2. While this modified HTS approach alone marks a robust improvement from previous
techniques, we hypothesize it should be combined with a second screening phase utilizing MALDI-IMS to ensure hit
compounds can truly bind to A and be used in vivo. Notably, MALDI-IMS provides complimentary data unobtainable
via independent implementation of the thioflavin-based assay by facilitating the direct analysis of intact tissue and
preserving the spatial distribution of molecules within the brain tissue. Put another way, MALDI-IMS-based analysis of
thioflavin-discovered hits enables researchers to assess the biological relevance of the molecule’s retention pattern in the
brain by comparing it with known regions of A plaque distribution. Of equal importance, it also facilitates confirmation
of BBB penetration, meaning that compounds identified via this approach will not compound the barriers to diagnostic
and therapeutic development like the known Aβ-binding precursors used to date.
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Of course, the production of such a robust screening approach requires extensive optimization. In the first aim of
this work, initial experiments focused on the feasibility of utilizing an amyloid-containing brain lysate in combination
with thioflavin to screen for Aβ-binding compounds. To sufficiently characterize the optical properties of the assay, this
required exquisitely sensitive photometric measurements best supplied by a fluorimeter. On the other hand this approach
is not compatible with HTS platforms. Therefore, once the basic principle of the assay had been proven, subsequent work
focused on its transition first to a 96-well plate format. Once optimized to this stage, the disadvantages of manual plate
loading, most notably the inflation of standard deviation, were recognized. To combat this, subsequent work focuses on
the transition of the HATCO assay to a fully automated 384-well platform. Importantly, beyond greatly improving the
reproducibility and sensitivity of the assay, this translation also substantially reduced the overall cost of the assay making
it an economically feasible means of screening for Aβ-binding molecules in a high-throughput fashion. In its final
optimized form, the HATCO-assay was used to screen a diverse chemical library of nearly 3500 compounds made
available via collaboration with the Vanderbilt HTS core. The HATCO assay proved a remarkably specific technique,
eliminating 99.8% of screened molecules and highlighting just 7 compounds for future study. To illustrate the advantages
of our two-phase approach to HTS, we next selected one of these compounds, PMZ, for further characterization using
MALDI-IMS. Impressively, these experiments inarguably demonstrate that PMZ faithfully reports Aβ plaque burden in
the 5XFAD mouse model, making it an ideal candidate precursor for future AI probe development.

9.2

AIM 1 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

HATCO Reagents:
Thioflavin stock solutions were freshly prepared by dissolving 1.3 mg in 100 mL of deionized water. The solution was
vortex, sonicated and passed through a micro-filter after which the concentration was measured using Beer's law
(extinction coefficient of 26,620 M−1 cm−1 at 416 nm). The stock solution was stored in darkness using aluminum foil
and kept at 4 °C during the assay. Fresh stock solution was prepared for each assay.
Amyloid-enriched 5XFAD lysate was prepared using a two buffer system; a homogenization buffer and a lysate
buffer. To prepare a 250 mL stock of homogenization buffer, 21.5 grams of sucrose, 5 mL of 1M Tris, and .5 mL of .5M
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EDTA were added to deionized water and mixed thoroughly. The lysate buffer consists of a .5% BSA and .03% Tween 20
in DPBS. Stock homogenization and lysate buffers can be stored at 4 degrees C for up to one year. Immediately prior to
use, protease inhibitor must be added to both buffer systems in accordance with manufacturer recommendations. In this
work, one Roche cOmplete protease inhibitor tablet was added to every 8 mL of buffer stock.
Production of amyloid-containing 5XFAD lysate is best preformed no more than 3 days prior to running the assay
and is accomplished via the following protocol. All animal experiments performed complied with institutional guidelines
and were conducted according to the protocol approved by the Vanderbilt Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
First, brain tissue must be isolated from 5XFAD mice of at least 18 months of age. Of note, the entirety of this procedure
is performed on ice to minimize tissue damage. Prior to surgical isolation of the brain, the mouse is anesthetized under 2%
isoflurane and cardiac perfusion is performed in order to exsanguinate all tissues. For each mouse, a midline incision
spanning from the abdomen to the upper thorax is made allowing retraction of the chest wall. Using a 10cc syringe
equipped with a 27 gauge needle, 20 cc of PBS chilled to 4°C is perfused via the now exposed left ventricle. Prior to
insertion of the needle, it is critical that the right atria of the heart be lacerated with a scalpel to allow complete
exsanguination of all tissues. With this done, surgical isolation of the brain can commence. To begin, the skull is separated
from the body by cutting along the cervical vertebrae. Next, surgical scissors are threaded through the remaining cervical
vertebrae and fractured along their lateral aspect. Cutting is continued along the lateral aspect of the skull in a posterior to
anterior fashion, progressing first through the occipital condyle and paraoccipital process before ending at the most
anterior aspect of the zygomatic bone. With this procedure done on both sides of the skull, the resulting cap of bone can
be easily removed by grasping its posterior portion with tweezers and pulling lightly. Now completely exposed, the brain
can be separated from the skull by severance of the cranial nerves. Once isolated, the brain tissue should be immediately
placed in a pre-chilled 1.5 mL wide-bottom Eppendorf tube and placed on ice. Next, 800 μL of homogenization buffer
should be added to the sample and thoroughly homogenized using a T-25 basic Ultra-Turrax homogenizer. The resulting
concentrated brain lysate is then transferred to a 15 mL polypropylene conical tube and diluted with 4 mL of lysate buffer.
For best results, this can be done with 1 mL aliquots so that any lysate sticking to the walls of the Eppendorf tube can be
washed with the subsequent volume of lysate buffer. Importantly, use of other plastics and/or glassware is prohibited in
this procedure as prolonged exposure to these materials can result in loss of Aβ content. At this stage, the sample is then
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centrifuged at 16,000xG at 4°C for 30 minutes. The resulting supernatant should then be transferred into a new
polypropylene storage vessel and either kept at 4°C for immediate use or frozen at -80°C for short-term storage.

Fluorimeter-based HATCO Assay
Fluorescence was measured using excitation/emission parameters at 465/485 nm with 5 nm slits, 0.1 second integration
time and at 1-nm intervals using a Photon International fluorimeter. In a typical measurement, thioflavin (50 μL, 40 μM)
was added to 100 μL of freshly prepared 5XFAD amyloid lysate (70 mg/mL). Prior to the addition of each of these
reagents, each stock solution was vortexed and sonicated to insure a homogenous sampling. The mixture of 5XFAD lysate
and thioflavin was then incubated at room temperature for 10 min. After incubation, test compounds (50 μL) in PBS (50
mM) were added to the mixture. The concentration of the tested compounds was 250 μM in deionized water. After
equilibration for 10 min at room temperature, the fluorescence signal of the sample was measured at an emission λmax of
485 nm. All measurements were performed in triplicate and data are presented as mean with standard deviation.
96-well Plate-based HATCO Assay:
Stock solution preparation and concentrations were accomplished as described above. Fluorescence was measured using
excitation/emission parameters at 465/485 nm using the Synergy Neo Multi-mode plate reader system. On a 96-well plate
platform, thioflavin (50 μL, 40 μM) was added to 100 μL of freshly prepared and vortexed 5XFAD amyloid lysate (70
mg/mL). The mixture was incubated at 4°C for 30 minutes prior to fluorescence reading. After incubation, test
compounds (50 μL) in PBS (50 mM) were added to the mixture. The concentration of tested compounds in the well was
250 μM. After equilibration for 10 min at room temperature, the fluorescence signal of the sample was measured at an
emission λmax of 485 nm. All measurements were performed in triplicate and data are presented as mean with standard
deviation.

384-well Plate-based HATCO Assay:
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Stock solution preparation and concentrations were accomplished as described above. To decrease standard deviation
between samples secondary to variations in loading, deep-well source plates of thioflavin and 5XFAD lysate were
generated using the COMBI liquid handling system. Importantly, prior to loading of the source plates using the COMBI
liquid handling system, all reagents must be vortexed for 10 minutes and sonicated for 15 minutes at 4⁰C. For both source
plates, a 10 μL void volume was added in addition to the required reagent. To this void volume, 5 additional μL of
thioflavin or 20 μL of 5XFAD lysate was added to each well of the 384-well plate to be screened. For example if running
a single 384-well plate, 15 μL of thioflavin and 30 μL of 5XFAD lysate should be loaded into each respective source
plate. Once both thioflavin and lysate source plates have been generated, they should be immediately centrifuged for 10
seconds to eliminate bubbles and subsequently sonicated to insure all protein constituents remain homogenously
distributed in solution. Next, the 125 nanoL (10 miliM) of each compound in the library must be shot onto a non-binding
black flat-bottom 384-well plate using the ECHO liquid handling system. This plate is referred to as the library plate. In
the final phase of the operation, thioflavin and 5XFAD lysate are then robotically pipetted to the library plate. This is done
using the Bravo liquid handling system and begins with automated mixing of the 5XFAD source plate via serial aspiration
and dispensing of 50% of the total well volume. Once mixed, 20 μL is aspirated from the source plate and dispensed into
the library plate. Each well is again slowly mixed over a 5 minute period to insure a binding equilibrium is reached
between the 20 μL of lysate and 125 nanoL of library compound. In a similar manner to the process described above 5 μL
of thioflavin is mixed and then added from the source plate to the library plate. With each well now containing the full
complement of reagents, including 5 μL thioflavin, 20 μL of amyloid-containing 5XFAD lysate, and 125 nanoL of library
compound, each well is again thoroughly mixed 10x by the automated liquid handling algorithm. Of note, relevant
parameters for all of these steps include a 2 μL post-dispense void volume and automated tip-touch procedure to eliminate
the possibility of reagent adhesion to the pipette tips. To facilitate statistic-mediated hit identification, columns 1, 2, 23,
and 24 should be loaded with positive (20 μL 5XFAD lysate (7 mg/mL) 5 μL Thioflavin (40µM) 125 nL DMSO) and
negative (20 μL wild type lysate (7 mg/mL) 5 μL thioflavin (40µM) 125 nL DMSO) controls in a checkerboard fashion. It
is critical that positive and negative controls are loaded onto each 384-well plate, as inter-plate analysis is not permitted.
Once loaded, fluorescence measurements are provided via the Synergy Neo Multi-mode plate reader system in a similar
fashion as described above.
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HATCO-Assay Cross-Screening
Following identification of Aβ-binding compounds via primary screening of large molecular libraries with the HATCO
assay, a cross-screening protocol is necessary to exclude false positives. In its finalized 384-well format, this procedure
involves two phases. In the first phase of the cross-screening procedure, the absorbance profile of each hit compound is
characterized over the 250-900 nm wavelength range. To do this, 20 µL of each hit compound (10 milliM) were shot onto
384-well clear-bottom polystyrene plates (PerkinElmer) in a triplicate fashion. Absorbance was then measured across the
specified wavelengths using the Synergy Neo Multi-Mode Microplate reader (BioTek) with a step size of 10 nm and a 0
millisecond delay. Scatterplots of absorbance as a function of wavelength are then used to qualitatively assess whether the
analyzed hit compound significantly absorb at relevant wavelengths. For example, as a reduction in thioflavin emission at
490 nm is the primary indicator of Aβ-binding potential in the assay, hit compounds absorbing at this wavelength should
be considered false positives. To quantitatively cross-screen for false positives secondary to interference of thioflavin
absorbance or emission at 410 nm and 490 nm, respectively, a separate experimental design is employed. In this second
phase of cross-screening, 125 nL of each hit compound (10 milliM) is plated with 25 µL of thioflavin (10 µM) in triplicate
fashion. As a control, 25 µL of 10 µM thioflavin is plated in the presence of 125 nL of DMSO. Again, the Synergy Neo
Multi-Mode Microplate reader (BioTek) is employed to measure thioflavin’s emission at 490 nm (excitation 410 nm.
Statistical determination of false-positives is accomplished via a Paired 2-tailed Student T-test comparing of the mean
fluorescence for the DMSO-treated control wells to that of wells containing thioflavin and the posited hit compound. In
this work, a P-value < .05 was used as the threshold statistic for classification as a false positive hit.

Evaluation of Aβ-binding Affinity Using Concentration Response Curves
After primary screening, confirmatory screening, and cross-screening experiments, the Aβ-binding affinity of compounds
identified via the HATCO assay was quantitatively assessed via the generation of concentration response curves for each
molecule. To do this, 750 nL of each hit compound was robotically plated in the presence of 20 µL of 5XFAD lysate (7
mg/mL) and 5 µL of thioflavin (40 µM). Critically, the concentration of the hit compound was varied such that its final
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concentration in the well ranged from15 nM-300µM. In more detail, this was done by dividing the specified concentration
range up according to a 1:3 dilution, resulting in 10 data points per compound. Notably, each hit compounds was plated in
duplicate across the entire concentration range on a 384-well plate. Furthermore, plating was done in an automated
fashion similar to that described for HATCO-assay mediated HTS on the 384-well plate platform. After 1 week of
incubation at 4⁰C to facilitate complete equilibration, fluorescence at 485 nm was measured using the Synergy Neo MultiMode Microplate reader (BioTek). To facilitate the generation of concentration response curves, fluorescence at each data
point was averaged on a compound by compound basis and plotted as a function of concentration. From these plots, the
relative Aβ-binding affinity of each compound can be assessed by comparing IC50 values generated via the GraphPad
Software package.

Tissue Fixation by Cardiac Perfusion
5XFAD and wild type mice of different ages were obtained from the in-house Vanderbilt breeding facility and housed in a
temperature controlled 12-hour light/dark cycle facility. After injection of the tested compounds (25 mg/kg), at a
designated time point, including 10 min and 4 h, cardiac perfusion was performed. A sharp incision into the abdomen of
the anesthetized mouse was made. This was followed by a longitudinal cut with a scalpel to open the thoracic cavity,
which then was stabilized with a retractor. Perfusion began with a 20-gauge syringe containing ice cold PBS (30 ml, pH
7.4) in the left ventricle while the atrium was snipped followed by the injection of paraformaldehyde (PFA) solution (4%).
Once the perfusion was completed, the animals were decapitated and the brains were quickly removed and fixed in PFA
overnight at 4 °C followed by sucrose precipitation overnight at 4 °C. The brains were then embedded in Cryo-OCT
compound (Fisher Scientific) before sectioning. All animal experiments performed complied with institutional guidelines
and were conducted according to the protocol approved by the Vanderbilt Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Matrix-assisted Laser Desorption Ionization Imaging Mass Spectroscopy MALDI-IMS:
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Analyses of promethazine were performed on an LTQ XL linear ion trap mass spectrometer equipped with a MALDI
source (ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA). Fresh frozen mouse brain coronal sections of 12 μm were thaw-mounted onto
gold-coated, stainless steel target plates which were kept at room temperature in a vacuum desiccator until analysis. A
serial section was obtained on a glass slide and stained using hematoxylin and eosin. The tissue sections were manually
coated with matrix (DHB, 30 mg/mL in 50:50 methanol: water with 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid) using a glass nebulizer
(thin-layer chromatography reagent sprayer, Kontes Glass Company, Vinland, NJ). The matrix was applied by passing the
sprayer across the tissue section several times and allowing the tissue to dry. This process was repeated approximately 20
times to ensure a homogeneous coating of matrix crystals formed on the tissue section while minimizing analyte
delocalization. After coating, the target plate was attached to a modified LTQ slide holder and inserted into the
instrument.MS/MS spectra for promethazine were acquired over the entire tissue section at 100 μm spatial resolution. An
isolation window (1.0 amu) centered on m/z 285was selected to isolate the precursor ion for PMZ. This was subjected to
collisionally activated dissociation (CAD) at collision energy of 27. Main fragment ions were formed at m/z 86 and 198
(likely corresponding to fragmentation at the phenothiazine-N) as well as at m/z 240 (likely corresponding to loss of the
dimethylamine moiety).(1018) Images representative of the distribution of PMZ across the tissue section were generated by
plotting the summed intensity of the main fragment ions at m/z 86 and 240 at each pixel using ImageQuest software
(Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA). Analyses of amyloid peptides were performed on a linear MALDI time-of-flight
mass spectrometer (Autoflex, Bruker Daltonics, Billerica, MA). The samples on the plate analyzed using the LTQ were
washed in sequential steps of 70% ethanol, 100% ethanol, Carnoy's solution (60% ethanol, 30% chloroform, 10% acetic
acid), and water to remove the matrix and potential ion suppressant's such as lipids and salts. After reapplying the matrix,
three brain sections were imaged in positive ion mode from m/z 2500–7000 at a spatial resolution of 75 μm. Specific ion
images were reconstructed in fleximaging software (Bruker Daltonics, Billerica, MA).

Brian Bioavailability Analysis by HPLC:
Whole brains from perfused 5XFAD or wild type mice treated previously with promethazine at different times were
collected, weighed, and homogenized in PBS (g tissue/3 mL PBS) using a homogenizer (Tissuemizer Homogenizer,
Fisher Scientific, Pittsburg, PA). The homogenized solution was added with 20% acetonitrile and warmed at 70 °C using a
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heating block for 10 min to maximize promethazine extraction. During this extraction process, the sample was
continuously agitated using a magnetic stir bar. The extract was lyophilized overnight and then reconstituted with HPLC
grade acetonitrile. With respect to HPLC parameters, a two mobile phase system was employed on a carbon-18 column.
Solution A consisted of .1% TFA in double deionized water. Pure HPLC grade methanol constituted solution B. For
HPLC analysis of promethazine content, a temporally varying isocratic strategy was used in which a 20% solution A and
80% solution B gradient was held for the first 5 minutes. For the subsequent 30 minutes, the gradient was inverted to 80%
solution A and 20% solution B. Under these conditions, the R-enantiomer of promethazine was reliably eluted at retention
time of 15 minutes while the S-enantiomer was characterized by a retention time of 17 minutes. After establishing the
detection limit of the instrument and determining a promethazine concentration–response calibration curve, the
quantitative amount of promethazine in the brain lysate against the injected dose was analyzed by integrating the area
under the curve using EZChrome Elite software (Hitachi). Every retention time peak in the spectrum was collected and
analyzed using LC–MS.

MALDI-IMS Imaging Analysis
Each coronal brain slice was manually segmented to create individual ROIs of the hippocampus and isocortex or of the
whole coronal section. The Allen mouse brain atlas was used as a reference for the segmentation of these regions and
analysis was performed by an outside collaborator. The ROIs were then used to isolate the pixels in the MALDI ion
images representing promethazine (m/z 86 + 240) and the pixels within the direct Aβ40 images (m/z 4331+/−4). Once the
images were segmented, mean signal values were calculated. Next, the pixels within each ROI were segmented into two
groups using the k-means clustering algorithm, which represents signal vs. no signal. Experimental data were reported as
mean ± SD. We compared the test groups using the Mann–Whitney t-test using GraphPad software (La Jolla, CA). P
values are two-tailed and differences with P- values > 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
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9.3
9.3.1

AIM 1 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Results: Validation of HATCO Assay-mediated Screening for Novel Aβ-binding Compounds

As described, thioflavin is classified as a topologically activated dye. Put simply, this class of compounds possesses
substantial conformational freedom while in free solution and as a consequence exhibits a relatively low fluorescence
signal. However, upon binding to Aβ plaques, thioflavin's conformational freedom is dramatically reduced. This increase
in structural rigidity decreases the vibrational-rotational processes available to the thioflavin molecule, resulting in a
decreased radiation decay rate of thioflavin in both ground and excited states. Cumulatively, these phenomena contribute
to the observed increase in thioflavin's fluorescence quantum yield when bound to Aβ plaque compared to the unbound
molecule.(835) Although increased thioflavin fluorescence alone is highly indicative of the thioflavin molecule existing in
an Aβ-bound state, secondary validation of this fact is available as a consequence of a characteristic spectral shift in
thioflavin's fluorescence signal observed only when thioflavin is bound to Aβ plaques. As discussed, when not complexed
with Aβ, thioflavin emits a weak fluorescent signal at a λmax of 440–445 nm. However, when bound to Aβ plaques,
thioflavin's fluorescence increases dramatically resulting in a strong fluorescent signal with a characteristically shifted
λmax of approximately 485 nm.(228, 1019) We employed these unique characteristics of thioflavin to develop the HATCO
assay for screening compounds for the ability to bind to Aβ plaques in a high-throughput fashion. Again, in an effort to
utilize the most biologically representative Aβ plaques possible, fresh brain lysates were obtained from 5XFAD mice and
analyzed using the Bradford assay to ensure an equal amount of protein was used in each assay trial. To test our
hypothesis that Aβ plaques contained within our 5XFAD lysate are sufficient to modulate thioflavin fluorescence, it was
first necessary to optimize the excitation and emission parameters of the assay. To identify the optimal excitation criteria
for thioflavin at a 485 nm emission, an excitation scan was performed (Figure 9-3A). Results were largely consistent with
the literature in suggesting that an excitation at 410 nm was optimal for stimulating thioflavin fluorescence at 485 nm.
Next, an emission scan of Aβ-containing 5XFAD lysate mixed with thioflavin was performed to directly test the
hypothesis that Aβ-containing 5XFAD lysate could generate an amyloid-specific increase in thioflavin fluorescence at
485 nm. Again, as demonstrated in Figure 9-3B, this hypothesis was confirmed suggesting that the underlying rationale of
the HATCO assay was sound.
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Fi gu r e 9 -3 . 5 XF AD L y sa t e M o du la t e s T hi o fla v i n Flu or e scen ce.
(A) T h i o fla vi n E mi ssi o n S ca n a t 4 8 5 n m a s a F u n cti o n o f E x ci tati o n Wav el en g th . R esu lt s i n di cat e an excita ti on λ m a x n ear 4 1 0 n m
su gg e sti n g th i s a s t h e o pt i ma l e x c ita t io n wa ve l e ng t h for t h e H AT CO a ssay . (B) T hi o flav i n E mi ssio n S ca n in t h e Pr esen ce o f 5 XF AD
Ly sa t e a t 4 1 0 n m E x ci ta t io n . R e su lt s d e m o n st ra t e a r obu st Aβ -sp eci fi c si gna l at 4 8 5 n m, co n fir mi n g th e hy p ot h esi s t ha t Aβ a sse m bl i e s
wit hi n 5 XF AD l y sa t e ca n bi n d t h io fla vi n a n d m o du la t e i t s flu or escen ce si g nal . Cri ti cal ly , th e ob serv ed sh i ft i n t hi o fla v in ’ s e mi ssi on
λ m a x fr o m 4 6 5 n m t o 4 8 5 n m pr o vi d e s str o n g su p po rt for th e h y po t hesi s t hat 5 XF AD l y sat e con tai n s su ffi ci ent Aβ t o mo du la te
th io fla vi n’ s si g na l.
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With this preliminary characterization of the HATCO assay completed, it was next time to investigate whether the known
Aβ plaque binding molecule Resveratrol would attenuate thioflavin signal at 485 nm as hypothesized. Strongly supporting
the ability of the assay to identify Aβ-binding molecules, thioflavin fluorescence at 485 nm was attenuated 4.4%, 25.9%,
and 51% at 100μM, 500μM, and 2000μM concentrations of Resveratrol, respectively (Figure 9-4). Cumulatively, these
results suggest that (i) 5XFAD lysate can be used as a source of Aβ assemblies, and (ii) attenuations in thioflavin
fluorescence at 485 nm can serve as a reporter of a compound’s ability to bind Aβ-plaques. Under the working model, as
depicted in Figure 9-2, addition of 5XFAD lysate to thioflavin results in the formation of thioflavin-amyloid complexes
which increase thioflavin’s fluorescent signal at 485 nm. However, in the presence of a compound which can bind to Aβ
species, a fraction of the thioflavin-amyloid complexes are disrupted via a competitive-binding mechanism, resulting in a
measurable attenuation of thioflavin’s fluorescent signal. With this working model for the assay strongly supported by
initial experiments, we next proceeded to screening a small molecular library of compounds for Aβ-binding potential.
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Fi gu r e 9 -4 . Kn o wn Aβ -b i nd i ng Mo l e cu l e R e sv era tr ol At tenu at es Aβ -sp eci fi c T h io fla vi n Flu or escen ce a t 4 8 5 n m i n a D o se -d e p en d e nt
Ma n n er .
In a c c or da n c e wit h th e flu or i m et er -ba se d H AT C O a ssa y pr o to col , 1 0 0 µ L o f 5 XF AD ly sa t e wa s i n cu ba t ed wi t h 5 0 µL o f t h e Aβ -b i nd i ng
a g en t R e sv e ra tr ol . N e xt , 5 0 µL o f 4 0 µM t hi o fla vi n wa s a dd ed t o solu ti on a nd flu or escen ce a t 4 8 5 n m wa s mea su r ed . In t h e p o sit i v e
c on tr ol co n di ti o n, P BS wa s su b stitu te d for R e sve ra tr ol , fa cil it atin g op ti mal t hi o fla vi n -a myl oi d i nt era ct i on s. As a n egat iv e c o ntr ol ,
5 XF AD l y sa t e wa s e mi tt e d fr o m solu ti o n. R ela t i ve t o t h e p o si ti ve con tr ol co n di ti o n, 1 0 0 μM, 5 0 0 μM, an d 2 0 0 0 μM con cent ra ti on s o f
Re sv era tr ol si g ni fi ca n tl y r e du c ed t hi o fla vi n flu o r e sce n c e b y 4 .4 % , 2 5 .9 %, an d 5 1 % , r esp ect iv el y ( P < .0 1 ). Data p r esen t e d a s m ea n + / sta n da r d d e via ti on .
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9.3.2

Results: HATCO Assay-mediated Screening of a Primary Library for Novel Aβ-binding Compounds

Confident in the ability of our assay to identify Aβ-binding molecules after demonstrating that Resveratrol attenuates
thioflavin fluorescence in a dose-dependent manner, we next characterized the HATCO assay using a small number of
non-Aβ-binding molecules. In addition to these non-Aβ compounds, several compounds with the potential to bind Aβ, as
predicted by a ligand-based design strategy, were also included in the primary screen (Figure 9-5). Importantly, all
compounds included in the primary library were hand-chosen to have a high probability of crossing the BBB. In fact, for
virtually all of the compounds screened BBB permeability was already reported in the literature. Regardless, almost all
compounds screened met the highly restrictive inclusion criteria listed in Table 9-2. Before performing a specific
displacement study, we conducted a series of control experiments intended to (i) assess whether the tested library of
compounds emitted or absorbed at wavelengths might confound thioflavin's signal by overlapping with its excitation or
emission spectra and (ii) demonstrate the specificity of thioflavin toward Aβ plaques.
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T a ble 9 -2 . M o l ecu la r A ttr i bu t e s Co m pa t i bl e wit h Bl o o d Brai n Barri er P en et rati o n

Compound Feature

Criteria

Lipophilicity
Hydrophobicity
Molecular Weight
Hydrogen-bond Donors
Hydrogen-bond Acceptors
Rotatable Bonds
Molecular Charge
Polar Surface Area
Aqueous Solubility

logP 1.5-2.7
Clogp < 5
< 450 g/mol
<3
<7
<8
Pka 7.5-10.5
< 60-70 Å2
< 60 μg/ml

Fi gu r e 9 -5 . I ni tia l Sc r ee n in g L ib ra r y
Ch e mi ca l stru ctu r e s a n d m o l ecu la r we ig h t s o f t hi o fla v i n a nd cand i dat e a myl o id -b i nd i ng co mp ou n d s. T hi o flav in a nd a ser i e s o f se l e ct e d
c o m pou n d s c o m pri si ng a sma ll mo l e cu la r li bra r y wer e scr een ed for t h e a b ili t y t o b i nd Aβ p laqu es u si n g t h e H AT CO a ssa y . Stru ct u ra l
di v er sit y wa s ma xi mi z e d wit h in t hi s l i bra r y to i n clu d e b en zi mid a zol e, b enzy li so qu i no li n e, bu t yr op h en on e, t etra cy cli n e an d
p he n ot h ia z i n e m ot i fs c o ntr i bu t e d b y a st e m i zo l e, na ltr e x o n e, h alo p eri d ol , min o cy cl in e, a n d pr o met ha zi n e, r esp ect iv el y.
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As shown in Figure 9-6A, when the compounds were mixed with thioflavin in the absence of Aβ plaque, no
significant modulation of thioflavin fluorescence is observed. These findings lend strong support to the claim that the
compounds tested do not bind to thioflavin directly and are incapable of directly modulating its fluorescence due to
overlapping spectra. In support of thioflavin's affinity for Aβ plaques, mixing thioflavin (10 μM) with Aβ plaques (35
mg/mL) contained within the 5XFAD brain lysate resulted in a nearly 19-fold enhancement in thioflavin fluorescence
signal compared to a control sample (P < 0.0001) in which the same concentration of thioflavin was dissolved in PBS
without Aβ protein. Importantly, the enhanced fluorescence signal of thioflavin observed in the presence of the 5XFAD
lysate exhibited a λmax of 485 nm, a characteristic of thioflavin bound to Aβ plaques. By comparison, the thioflavin mixed
with PBS controls emitted most strongly at 440 nm, which is the λ max associated with unbound thioflavin. In a more
rigorous demonstration of thioflavin's specificity for 5XFAD-derived Aβ plaques, we treated the same thioflavin
concentration with brain lysate isolated from wild type mice lacking Aβ plaques. Despite some degree of non-specific
binding, a reliable differential in fluorescence signal enhancement was observed between amyloid-containing 5XFAD
lysate and amyloid-deficient wild type lysate, which confirmed our hypothesis that thioflavin fluorescence could be used
as a reliable reporter to identify Aβ-binding compounds. Again, spectral analysis of thioflavin's fluorescence in the
presence of wild type lysate reveals a λmax of 440 nm as compared to the λmax of 485 nm observed in the 5XFAD trials.
This spectral shift confirms the thioflavin fluorescence signal utilized as a reporter in the subsequent HATCO assays
reliably reflects the proportion of Aβ-bound thioflavin. Thus, any observed modulation in thioflavin fluorescence when
the compounds are added cannot represent the dissociation of thioflavin from non-Aβ proteins, as these complexes do not
contribute to the measured thioflavin signal at 485 nm (Figure 9-6B)
Next, we tested the ability of the compounds to displace thioflavin for binding to Aβ plaques. Again, the
assumption was that if thioflavin is dissociated from Aβ plaques by a competitively binding compound, the fluorescence
signal of thioflavin would be reduced. 5XFAD brain lysates of normalized concentration were treated with thioflavin in
quartz cuvettes and allowed to equilibrate for 10 min before the addition of the tested library compounds. After
equilibration, the proportion of thioflavin molecules bound to Aβ plaques in solution was measured using fluorescence
spectroscopy. Among the tested compounds, we found that only promethazine caused a notable reduction (19%) of
thioflavin's fluorescence signal (P < 0.0001) (Figure 9-6C). Of note, it is improbable that this signal attenuation is
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attributable to fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), as promethazine is not a chromophore and is therefore
unable to interfere with the excitation states of thioflavin via the FRET mechanism. Still, the control experiments
summarized in Figure 9-6A completely exclude this possibility, as they provide no evidence of a direct interaction
between promethazine and thioflavin. Taken as a whole, the results strongly indicate that PMZ binds to Aβ plaques, a
result which confirms the utility of the HATCO assay in identifying novel Aβ-binding molecules.
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Fi gu r e 9 -6 . H AT CO Assa y -m e dia te , Hi g h -t hr ou gh pu t S c reen in g o f S tru ctu ral l y D iv er se C o mp ou n d Li bra ri es fo r Aβ pla qu e - bi n di n g
Ca pa ci ty .
(A) Flu or e sc e nc e si g na l o f th io fla vi n i n t h e p r e sen c e o f fresh l y i solat ed 5 XF AD brai n l y sat e, P BS or ca n di dat e co mp ou nd s. T he r e su lt s
d e m on stra t e a 1 9 -fol d i n cr ea se in t hi o fla v i n flu or e sc e n c e i n t h e pr esen ce o f 5 XF AD ly sa t e co mpar ed t o P BS an d co mp ou nd li bra r y
tria l s ( P b 0 .0 0 0 1 ). Va lu e s r e pr e se nt n or ma li z e d flu or e sc e n ce wit h r esp ect t o P BS tr ial ± S. D. ( n = 3 ) . (B) E n han cement o f t h i o fla v in
flu or e sc en c e i n t h e p re se n c e o f 5 XF AD l y sa t e c o m pa r e d to wi ld t y p e l y sa te. T h e sp ectra l shi ft i n t h io fla vi n 's λ ma x t o wa rd 4 8 0 n m i n
th e p re se n c e o f 5 XF AD l y sa t e a ri se s a s a c o n se qu e n c e o f t hi o flav in -a my l oi d co mpl ex es a n d val i dat es t he r el ia bil it y a n d sp e ci fi ci ty o f
th e t hi o fla v in r e p ort er . N o te t ha t t h e e m i ssi o n ma x i mu m o f 4 4 0 n m i n th e wi ld t y p e tria l s ex clu d es th e p o ssi bil it y o f t h e t hi o fla vi n
si g na l e nha n c e m e nt s r ep r e sen ti n g n o n -sp e ci fic bi n di n g o f t hi o flav in t o en d o g en ou s p ept i des o f t h e brai n . Pr o t ei n co n centra t io n s i n
5 XF AD a n d wil d t y p e l y sa te s wer e no r ma li z e d t hr ou g h ou t th e assa y s. ( C) I ncr ea sed t hi o flav i n flu or escen ce seco n dar y t o t h e pr e se n c e
o f a m y lo i d -co n ta i ni n g 5 XF AD l y sa t e i s a tt e nu a t e d b y th e ad d i ti on o f pr o met ha zi n e bu t n ot b y o th er ca nd i dat e co mp ou n d s.
Pr o m et ha zi n e r e du c e s th i o fla vi n flu or e sc e n ce a t 4 8 0 n m by 1 5 .6 % wi th r esp ect t o PB S tria l s ( P < 0 .0 0 0 1 ). T h e r esu l t s su g g e st
pr o m et ha zi n e ma y d i spla c e th i o fla vi n fo r a m yl oi d pla qu e s a nd t hu s at t enu at e t h e flu or escen ce si g nal . All mea su r eme nt s wer e
p er for m e d i n t ri pl ica t e a t ca nd ida t e c o m pou n d c o n c en tra t i on s .
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9.4

Results: Translation of the HATCO Assay to a 96-well Plate Platform

Having leveraged the HATCO assay to identify a new Aβ-binding molecule, PMZ, the HATCO assay needed to be
translated to plate-reader compatible platforms in order to facilitate truly robust HTS. To help facilitate the transition from
cuvette-based measurements, the original assay parameters were maintained in the first set of experiments performed on a
96-well plate platform. To reiterate for the sake of clarity, under the positive control condition “HATCO”, 200 μL of Aβcontaining 5XFAD lysate was mixed with 50 μL of thioflavin and an additional 50 μL of PBS. Interestingly, although
fluorimeter-based excitation scans corroborated thioflavin’s λmax at 410 nm, similar experiments performed on the positive
control condition in the 96-well plate format revealed three distinct absorption peaks: 375 nm, 410 nm, and 430 nm.
Seeking to characterize these excitation parameters in more detail, emission scans were performed on the positive control
condition. This data was compared with the emission profile of a control hit condition (HATCO + PMZ), comprised of
200 μL of Aβ-containing 5XFAD lysate, 50 μL of thioflavin, and 50 μL of PMZ (2000 μM). In congruence with the
standards of the field, a Z-factor was generated for each assay parameter in an attempt to quantify the suitability of the
HATCO assay for use in a full-scale, high-throughput screen. Briefly, the Z-factor is defined in terms of four parameters:
the means (μ) and standard deviations (σ) of both the positive (p) and negative (n) controls (μ p, σp, and μn, σn).

𝑍 − 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =

3(𝜎𝑝 + 𝜎𝑛 )
|𝜇𝑝 − 𝜇𝑛 |

Breaking down this equation into its constituent components emphasizes the key design considerations of a HTS assay. At
the most basic level, there must be a sufficiently robust difference between negative and positive controls. More
importantly however, the standard deviation within the positive and negative control conditions must be minimized as this
factor is accentuated in the Z-prime calculation by a factor of 3. At its heart, the Z-factor is a measure of statistical effect
size. Thus, the utility of Z-factor calculations in the field of HTS is straight-forward. Because large screens are expensive
with respect to both time and resources, the Z-factor provides a quantitative means of evaluating the utility of any
particular assay. Importantly, guidelines for the interpretation of the Z-factor are well-established in the literature.(1020)
Summarizing these interpretive guidelines, a Z-factor can be translated into three categories corresponding to useless,
marginal, and excellent assays. A hypothetical ideal assay carries a Z-factor of 1, the maximum Z-factor mathematically
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possible, whereas a Z-factor less than 0 indicates that there is too much overlap between positive and negative controls for
the assay to be useful. More commonly seen are assays characterized by Z-factors in the range of 0 to 1. In this range, an
assay characterized by a Z-factor between 0-.5 is considered marginally useful while a Z-factor above .5 qualifies an assay
to be considered excellent. Impressively, a Z-factor of .5 indicates a 12 standard deviation difference between μ p and μn
when σp = σn. This statistic highlights the extreme conservatism which characterizes the field of HTS when evaluating the
utility of a newly designed assay. Although these strict criteria eliminate novel assays with extreme prejudice, they are
necessary due to the fact that experimenters often compare millions of single measurements of unknown samples to
positive and negative controls during the course of a HTS. Therefore, prior to starting a large screen, smaller pilot screens
are used to generate a Z-factor for the assay in an effort to help assess the quality of the assay and predict if it will be
useful in a high-throughput setting.
To generate a Z-factor for the HATCO assay, a checkerboard pattern was manually pipetted. Significantly, by
distributing the positive and negative controls in this manner, edge artifacts or other confounds associated with plating can
be assessed. As depicted in Figure 9-7, comparison of the raw fluorescence elicited at each of the three excitation
wavelengths reveals that at 375 nm, the Aβ-specific thioflavin signal at 485 nm is maximized. Despite this trend,
excitation at 375 nm or 430 nm failed to increase the differential between positive and hit conditions as compared to the
original 410 nm excitation. Furthermore, although excitation at 375 nm increases the magnitude of thioflavin fluorescence
at 485 nm as compared to absorbance at 410 nm (28,838 A.U. versus 20231 A.U.), standard deviation also increases at the
375 nm excitation (473 RFU versus 142 RFU). As previously mentioned, when utilizing a Z-factor statistic to assess any
assay’s utility, increases in standard deviation have the most negative effect on the assays overall performance ranking as
this parameter is accentuated in the equation. Thus, although excitation at 410 nm doesn’t necessarily represent the λ max of
absorption, it does maximize the utility of the HATCO assay by minimizing standard deviation. These notes can be
appreciated in Table 9.3. Of highest significance with respect to utilizing the HATCO assay to facilitate true HTS of Aβbinding molecules, under the optimized assay condition a Z-factor of .64 was calculated, placing this novel assay in the
“excellent” category of high-throughput screening techniques.
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Fi gu r e 9 -7 . T h io fla vi n Op ti ma l l y Ex c it e d b y 4 1 0 n m E x cita ti o n S ou r ce i n t h e Pr esen ce o f 5 XF AD L y sa t e.
E mi ssi o n sca n s o f 1 0 μ M t h io fla vi n i n t h e p re se n c e o f 7 0 mg/ mL 5 XF A D l y sat e u n d er t wo co nd it io n s wer e p er fo r med i n or d er t o o pti m i z e t h e ex c ita t io n wa v el e ng t h o f t h e H AT CO
a ssa y. I n th e po sit iv e co n tr ol c o n di ti on (H AT C O), P BS wa s a d ded t o t hi o fla vi n an d 5 XF AD l y sa t e co ntai ni n g well s. In t h e hi t c o nd iti o n, t h e se sa me r ea g en t s we r e a l l o wed t o i nt era ct
in t h e pr e se n c e o f 2 0 0 μ M Pr o m et ha zi n e (H AT CO + P M Z). As d i scu ssed , th r ee p eak ex citat i on wa v el en gt h s wer e di sco v er e d fo r th io fla vi n i n t h e p r e sen c e o f Aβ a sse m bli e s i n clu di n g
(A) 3 7 5 n m ( B) 4 1 0 n m a n d (C) 4 3 0 n m . As d e pi ct e d i n su b fi g u res ( A) an d (C) , ex ci tati o n a t 3 7 5 n m or 4 3 0 n m fai l ed t o p ro du c e a r o bu st di ffe re n tia l i n t hi o fla vi n flu or e sc e n c e
b et we e n t he po sit i ve c on tr ol a n d h it co n di ti o n s . O n t h e o t her han d , ex ci tati o n a t 4 1 0 n m r ev eal ed a r o bu st 2 5 % di ffer ent ia l in flu or e sc e n c e a t 4 8 5 n m b et we e n th e se t wo sa mp l e s.
T a k en a s a wh ol e , th e da ta su p po rt t h e c o nti nu e d u se o f a 4 1 0 n m ex ci tati o n sou r ce when tra n slati n g th e H AT CO a ssay t o t h e 9 6 -we ll p la t e fo r ma t.
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In addition to confirming the excitation/emission parameters of the assay and validating its utility as an HTS assay,
translation to the 96-well plate format allowed for longitudinal assessment of thioflavin fluorescence in the presence of
5XFAD lysate. This ability proved critical to the development of the assay, as the length of incubation dramatically
influenced thioflavin’s fluorescence and the differential in signal between positive and hit compounds. As illustrated in
Table 9.4, mean signal intensity increases with prolonged incubation time rising on average approximately 2000-3000
A.U. over the course of one week. The trends for standard deviation are not as predictable, with initial measurements of
thioflavin fluorescence being widely variable, becoming more internally consistent after 3-7 days of incubation, and then
again diverging as a function of time. Importantly, this set of experiments also incorporated the use of non-amyloidcontaining brain lysate generated from wild type mice as a negative control condition. The rationale behind the addition of
this sample was that it increased the stringency of our negative control to insure that the differential observed between the
positive (HATCO) and hit conditions (HATCO + PMZ) truly reflected differences in amyloid-specific thioflavin signal
and not non-specific interactions. Impressively, regardless of whether HATCO + PMZ or wild type lysate were utilized as
the negative condition, Z-factors again classify this novel HTS technique as an “excellent” assay.
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T a ble 9 -3 . Assa y Uti lit y a s a Fu n cti o n o f E x ci ta ti o n Pa ra meters (9 6 -wel l Plat e Fo r mat)

Assay Utility as a Function of Excitation Parameters (96-well Plate Format)
Excitation
Wavelength
(nm)

Emission
Wavelength
(nm)

Mean Fluorescence
HATCO (RFU)

Standard Deviation
HATCO (RFU)

Mean Fluorescence
HATCO + PMZ (RFU)

Standard Deviation
HATCO + PMZ (RFU)

Z-prime

375

485

28838.33

797.8981

33568.67

1141.982

-0.23028

410

485

20231.33

175.499

17058

201.666

0.643436

430

485

13710.5

192.3235

11260.5

352.0668

0.3334

T a ble 9 -4 .

Fluorescence Readout as a Function of I ncubation Time

Fluorescence Readout as a Function of Incubation Time
HATCO Mean
Control Mean
Time
Fluorescence (RFU)
Fluorescence (RFU)
T= 0
15942 +/- 556.76
13558 +/- 1126.54

Promethazine Mean
Fluorescence (RFU)
13402 +/- 625.68

24 hours

15435 +/- 308.41

13300 +/- 301.46

13778 +/- 253.98

72 hours

18430 +/- 162.99

15306 +/- 352.40

16605 +/- 206.10

Day 5

19765 +/- 240.08

16056 +/- 333.09

17753 +/- 186.97

Day 7

19752 +/- 205.55

16026 +/- 345.22

17593 +/- 146.01

Day 10

17778 +/- 419.18

14380 +/- 601.09

15674 +/- 504.13
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Z-Prime

P-Value HATCO
vs. Control

P-Value HATCO
vs. PMZ

-1.12E+00
1.43E-01
5.05E-01
5.36E-01
5.57E-01
9.92E-02

4.67E-03
2.02E-05
1.74E-07
6.10E-08
4.67E-08
4.97E-05

2.73E-07
5.68E-08
1.08E-07
3.35E-07
3.23E-08
1.19E-03

9.4.1

Results: Translation of the HATCO assay to a 384-well Plate Platform

Having firmly established the excitation/emission parameters of the HATCO assay using both fluorimeter- and
plate reader-based methodologies in addition to validating its utility as a HTS assay using the Z-factor statistic, we next
sought to translate the technology to a 384-well plate platform. Critically, the translation of the assay to this platform was
necessary for three reasons. Most practically, under the original parameters, the total volume of all constituents of the
HATCO assay was 300 μL; double the practical well volume of most 384-well plates. On a related note, the second major
limitation of the original assay parameters is that they become cost-prohibitive when attempting to screen large compound
libraries. This is mainly because 200 μL of 5XFAD lysate is required per compound screened. Extrapolating these figures,
a single 96-well plate requires the sacrifice of 3 transgenic mice; an unreasonable requirement given the high input cost
associated with raising 5XFAD mice to 18 months of age. Put another way, under the original HATCO parameters used
for both the fluorimeter-based validation and 96-well plate optimization phases of the study, an average of $60 worth of
5XFAD lysate is needed per compound screened. Placed in the context of compound libraries in excess of 40,000 distinct
molecules, it is clear that despite its favorable statistical evaluation the HATCO assay would not be an economically
feasible means of identifying Aβ-binding molecules. The third limitation associated with the fluorimeter- and 96-well
plate-based assay conditions is that automated liquid handling systems were not available for automation of every step of
the procedure, meaning manual pipetting would be required. In our experience up to this point, we had noted that the
average percent error attributable to manual pipetting was approximately 2-3 fold higher than that of the most accurate
liquid handling systems available, which carry a coefficient of variation of approximately 2%. Since the Z-prime statistic
is acutely sensitive to the magnitude of the positive and negative controls’ standard deviation, the automatization of the
plating process proved a lucrative means of improving the assays accuracy. Thus, recognizing that any of these limitations
would make HTS for Aβ-binding molecules using the HATCO assay impractical at best, each of these points was
methodically addressed in the translation of the assay to the 384-well plate platform.
Out of necessity, the volume restrictions imposed by the 384-well plate were addressed first. Fortuitously, despite
necessitating a redesign of the HATCO assay’s parameters, the volume restrictions imposed by the 384-well plate
platform also partially alleviated concerns associated with 5XFAD lysate consumption. Seizing this opportunity to reduce
the cost of the assay, the volume of each constituent was dramatically reduced beyond what was required to facilitate
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compatibility with the 384-well plate platform. After exhaustive study, the finalized assay parameters for the positive
control condition included 20 μL of 5XFAD lysate, 5 μL of 40 μM thioflavin, and 125 nanoliters of DMSO. Several
notable deviations from the original HATCO parameters can be recognized in this description and each deserves further
elaboration. Perhaps most obviously, the proportion of amyloid-containing lysate was increased relative to the other assay
constituents. This change reflects a desire to insure an abundance of Aβ-containing lysate in each sample such that
thioflavin’s fluorescent signal is not dominated by non-specific binding interactions. In addition to this deviation, the
astute reader might also note the change from PBS to DMSO as the solvent of choice for library compounds. Several
advantages come with this alteration. To begin, all compounds contained within most HTS libraries are dissolved in
DMSO due to its: negligible spectral properties, compatibility with biological assays at low concentrations, and reputation
as a robust universal solvent. Importantly the ability of DMSO to solvate a great variety of structurally diverse compounds
at high concentrations is of supreme importance to the HATCO assay, as μM concentrations of each inhibitor can be
achieved via the addition of negligible volumes. Despite these advantages, the use of DMSO to add inhibitor compounds
to the assay did represent a significant alteration to the original protocol and was therefore studied in more detail. The
major concern surrounding the use of DMSO in the assay is its ability to perturb inter-molecular binding as a consequence
of being an amphiphile. To address this concern, the proportion of DMSO was incrementally increased in the positive
control condition from 2.5% to 50% of the assays total volume. For example, in the 2.5% total volume condition, 625
nanoliters of DMSO was added to 20 μL of 5XFAD lysate and 5 μL of thioflavin. Similarly for the 50% total volume
DMSO condition, 12.5 μL of DMSO was added to the same volumes of Aβ-containing lysate and thioflavin. As
graphically illustrated in Figure 9-8, the addition of DMSO attenuates thioflavin fluorescence at 485 nm in a dose
dependent manner. The interpretation of this finding is that the amphiphilic properties of DMSO do indeed perturb
amyloid-thioflavin complexes above a threshold concentration. Supporting this conclusion in a more quantitative manner,
addition of 625 nL of DMSO (2.5% total volume condition) resulted in less than a 2% reduction in thioflavin fluorescence
at 485 nm. By comparison, the corresponding values for the 5%, 10%, 25%, and 50% total volume DMSO conditions
were 6.4%, 15%, 31%, and 38%, respectively.
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Fi gu r e 9 -8 . Aβ -sp e c i fi c T hi o fla v i n Flu or e sc e nc e a t 4 8 5 n m i s att enu at ed b y D MSO i n a D o se -d ep en d ent Ma n n er .
T o t e st t h e H AT CO a ssa y’ s t o le ra n c e t o in c r ea si ng pr o po rti o n s o f D M SO, i n cr ea si n gl y lar g e v olu mes o f D M SO wer e a dd e d to 2 0 μL o f
5 XF AD l y sa t e a n d 5 μ L o f t hi o fla v in . DM SO c o n c e ntra ti o n i s pr esent ed a s t h e p er cent o f th e a ssa y s t o tal v olu me (2 5 μL ). T h e se
p er c e nta g e s c orr e sp o nd t o t h e a d dit io n o f 6 2 5 nL , 1 .2 5 μ L, 2 . 5 μL, 6 .2 5 μL , a n d 1 2 .5 μL o f D M SO for t h e 2 .5 % , 5 %, 1 0 % , 2 5 %, a n d
5 0 % t ota l v olu m e da ta po i nt s, r e sp e ct iv e l y. F or ea c h o f t h ese con d iti o n s, a flu or escen ce pr o fi le secon dar y t o ex ci tati o n a t 4 1 0 n m wa s
c oll e c t ed on t h e sa m p l e a cr o ss a n e mi ssio n ra ng e o f 4 3 0 -5 5 0 n m. R esu l t s d emo n stra te a n egl ig i bl e lo ss o f Aβ -sp eci fi c th io f la vi n si g na l
a t 4 8 5 n m u p t o 5 % t ota l v olu m e o f D MSO , wit h a do se -d ep en d en t d ecr ea se i n sig nal at i n cr ea si n gl y h ig h er con cent rati o n s.
Cu mu la ti v el y, t h e r e su lt s su g g e st t h e H AT CO a ssa y i s co mpa t ib le wit h th e u se o f DM SO a s a so l ven t u p to a th resh o ld t ol er a n c e o f 5 %
th e a ssa y ’ s to ta l v olu m e .
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The relevance of this data to the translation of the HATCO assay to the 384-well platform is that it highlights the
need to minimize the addition of DMSO to maintain strong signal to noise. Put another way, as the concentration of
DMSO increase, the Z-factor of the assay decreases. Under the modified HATCO parameters described for the 384-well
platform, this threshold appears to be reached when the volume of DMSO added exceeds 5% of the assay’s total volume.
It is worth noting that this severe DMSO volume restriction represented a major hurdle to the development of the assay, as
the original assay parameters call for candidate inhibitor concentrations of 200 μM. To maintain these inhibitor
concentrations while being respectfully cautious of the HATCO assay’s newly defined DMSO tolerance; delivery of less
than 625 nanoL of solvated compound was required. Fortuitously, DMSO is a potent solvent, allowing Vanderbilt’s entire
molecular library to be stored at 10 milliM concentrations. This means that only 125 nL of library compound-containing
DMSO needs to be added to the assay to achieve screening concentrations (50 μM) of each candidate inhibitor. Of course,
the downside to this design is that the consistent delivery of such miniscule volumes is its own unique challenge; one
requiring the integration of highly refined liquid handling systems to overcome.
Before the HATCO assay warranted automation however, the high cost associated with the use of 5XFAD lysate
needed to be addressed. Notably several experimental avenues were available. One option was to simply enrich the
5XFAD lysate with synthetic Aβ peptide so that smaller volumes could be utilized. Of course, this approach would have
violated our aim identifying compounds which bind to Aβ-assemblies with correct tertiary structure. Unwilling to
sacrifice this critical advantage of our assay, the effect of serially diluting the 5XFAD and wild type lysates was explored.
As depicted graphically in Figure 9-9 and numerically in Table 9-6, predictably, dilution of either 5XFAD or wild type
derived lysate reduced thioflavin fluorescence at 485 nm in proportion to the dilution factor. Less predictably however,
the differential in thioflavin fluorescence between 5XFAD and wild type lysates did not vary with dilution factor. Instead,
the ratio of thioflavin fluorescence evoked via 5XFAD and wild type lysates remained constant at around the range of
1.91 to 2.1. Referring back to our Z-factor statistic, this finding indicates that the lower half of the equation, the difference
between the positive and negative controls, is not affected by dilution of the lysate constituent of the assay. As the only
other determinant of the assay’s Z-factor is the sum of the positive and negative controls’ standard deviations, if this
variable was also comparable between dilutions then the utility of the assay should theoretically be unaffected by dilution
of the lysate constituent. And indeed, analysis of Table 9-6 reveals that standard deviation remains comparable across
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dilutions factors, reaching a minimum at the 1:10 dilution factor (7 mg/mL). As a consequence of these findings, in
particular the trend in standard deviation, a 1:10 dilution of the 5XFAD lysate was employed in the finalized assay
parameters. In combination with the ten-fold reduction in volume, the ability to dilute the 5XFAD lysate results in a 100fold decrease in cost. From an ethical perspective, the optimized assay conditions also substantially reduce the number of
5XFAD sacrificed in order to screen a large molecular library. In fact, under the optimized assay parameters, the sacrifice
of a single 5XFAD mouse can facilitate the screening of over 2,000 compounds.
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T a ble 9 -5 . H AT CO Assa y Flu or e sc e nt Si g na l a s a Fu n ct io n o f 5 XF AD L y sat e C on cent rati o n

Sample

Mean

Standard Deviation

Coefficient of Variation

70 mg/mL Wild Type

5276

169.8852554

0.032199631

35 mg/mL Wild Type

4065

101.5036945

0.024970159

17.5 mg/mL Wild Type

2472.666667

18.87679351

0.007634184

7 mg/mL Wild Type

1258.666667

87.55188938

0.069559234

3.5 mg/mL Wild Type

819

35.51056181

0.043358439

70 mg/mL 5XFAD

10158

598.1880975

0.058888373

35 mg/mL 5XFAD

7129.666667

383.6825945

0.053814941

17.5 mg/mL 5XFAD

5197.333333

592.1928177

0.113941666

7 mg/mL 5XFAD

2390

210.2641196

0.087976619

3.5 mg/mL 5XFAD

1567.333333

118.988795

0.075917989
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Fi gu r e 9 -9 . T h io fla vi n Flu or e sc e n c e i s Att e nu a t e d i n P ro p or ti o n t o t h e D ilu t i on Fa cto r Ap pl i ed t o t h e L y sa t e C o n st itu ent o f t h e H AT CO Ass a y.
Un d er t he 3 8 4 -well pla t e a ssa y c on d iti o n s t h e c o nc e n trati o n o f 5 XF AD a n d wil d ty p e l y sat es wer e var i ed a cr o ss a pr ot ei n c o nc e n tra ti o n ra n g e o f 3 .5 -7 0 m g / mL . R e su lt s d e m o n st ra t e
tha t t hi o fla vi n sig na l a t 4 8 5 n m d e cr ea se s pr o p ort io na l l y wit h d ilu t io n fa ct or . H o wev er, bo t h stan dar d d evia ti o n a n d t h e si g n a l d i ffer e nt ia l b e t w e en po sit i ve a nd n ega ti v e c o ntr ol s
im pr o v e d or r e ma i n e d c o n sta nt wi th d ec r ea si n g l y sa te c on cent rati on . In t er pr et ed a s a wh ol e, th ese data su g g est s t hat a 1 :1 0 d i lu ti o n fa c to r ca n b e a p pl ie d t o t he l y sa t e c o mp o n e nt o f
th e H AT CO a ssa y t o re du c e th e t ota l c o s t o f th e a ssa y wit h ou t n egat iv el y i mpa ct i ng i t s o pti mi zat io n .
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Having alleviated the barriers imposed by volume restrictions of the 384-well plate and high cost of 5XFAD
lysate, the penultimate step in validating the HATCO assay involved the automatization of the plate loading procedure.
Generally speaking, the aim of this set of experiments was to improve the reproducibility of the assay and thus eliminate
false positives/negatives secondary to inappropriate plate loading. After extensive testing, three independent and
specialized liquid handling systems were necessary to achieve this aim. The first of these technologies, the BRAVO liquid
handling system, is notable for its ability to add multiple reagents in a step-wise fashion. Significantly, this system is
unrivaled with respect to the accuracy of its volume dispensing, with a coefficient of variation below 2%. Since pipettingerror is a large contributor to the magnitude of standard deviation and reductions in standard deviation greatly improve the
utility of the assay, it was decided that all reagent additions would be accomplished using this system. Inconveniently
however, the precision of the BRAVO system comes with a cost as it requires assay constituents to be distributed in a
384-well plate before being re-dispensed. Therefore, as described in more detail in the methods section of this work,
source plates for the thioflavin and lysate constituents of the HATCO assay were generated using the second liquid
handling system referenced above, a Multidrop Combi Reagent Dispenser. This liquid handling system was selected due
its ability to load a 384-well plate with a reagent of choice in a matter of seconds. Naturally, the tradeoff associated with
this technology is its relatively poor pipetting accuracy, with a coefficient of variation of approximately 10%. To negate
this shortcoming of the Multidrop Combi Reagent Dispenser, this equipment was utilized uniquely for the loading of
reagent stock plates from which the BRAVO liquid handling system aspirated reagents. Notably, this approach is only
applicable for the lysate and thioflavin components of the assay, as these reagents are added in manageable volumes
(microliters). In contrast, the library compounds to be screened must be added to each well in nanoliter volumes. To
accomplish this feat with supreme accuracy, the Echo liquid handling system was employed. Unlike the other two liquid
handling systems described which employ more traditional transfer methods; this technology utilizes acoustic energy to
transfer reagents between 384-well plates. While this approach is ill-suited for the transfer of μL volumes of reagent, it is
highly accurate when dispensing volumes in the nanoliter range and is more cost-effective than other methods in that it
does not require the use of pipette tips. Most importantly, this liquid handling system is integrated into the Vanderbilt
HTS core’s compound library storage system, facilitating rapid dispensing of complete compound libraries in a manner of
minutes.
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Obviously, prior to utilizing this series of automated systems to conduct a large-scale HTS, the assay’s
reproducibility again required assessment. In a manner similar to previous experiments, a full-checkerboard pattern was
generated using only the automated liquid handling systems and scanned for fluorescence at 485 nm. Disappointingly,
statistical analysis revealed a Z-score well below 0, indicating that some error during plate loading had occurred.
Undeterred, increased scrutiny was applied to the assay’s characterization in the hope of identifying confounds that may
have been introduced secondary to automation. Importantly, having read the literature, we were aware that extreme
outliers in either the positive or negative controls could adversely affect the Z-factor, potentially leading to an apparently
unfavorable Z-factor even when the assay would perform well in actual screening.(1021) And indeed, as demonstrated by
the scatterplot and histograms contained in Figure 9-10, major errors in the assay’s plating were noted upon subsequent
evaluation. Curiously, over 8% of the wells plated appeared to have significantly reduced fluorescence (P<.001) as
compared to either positive or negative control conditions. No bias for positive or negative control wells could be noted.
Moreover, the distribution of these outliers with respect to their location on the plate also demonstrated no appreciable
pattern. Fortuitously, during the course of the work, investigators noticed the presence of droplets on some of the pipette
tips utilized by the BRAVO liquid handling system. Confident volume carryover could explain this random distribution of
outliers, analysis of the source plates was performed. In congruence with our hypothesis, the wells of the source plate
corresponding to the outliers on the checkerboard plate demonstrated differences in residual volume attributable to reagent
carryover. To correct this issue, a tip-touch procedure, in which the end of each pipette is touched to the rim of its
corresponding well, was employed. Further precautions included the modulation of pipetting speed to insure no bubbles
were generated during the mixing or dispensing procedures; as these artifacts might interfere with accurate aspiration.
With these changes integrated into the automated plate-loading protocol, the HATCO assay was again characterized using
the Z-factor statistic. In this set of experiments, the benefits associated with the removal of human pipetting were realized,
as analysis revealed the highest Z-score obtained until that point, .62 (Table 9-7). Predictably, the majority of this
improvement could be attributed a reduction in the standard deviation for both positive and negative controls. To
summarize this effect, prior to automation, the coefficient of variation for the positive control condition was consistently
in the range of 7-10%. Once the liquid handling systems described had been employed, this statistic dropped to a 4% CV;
a doubling of plate-loading accuracy. Thus, confident that no further improvements could be made, we proceeded to
screen three complete molecular libraries using the optimized HATCO assay.
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Fi gu r e 9 -1 0 . Pr eli m i na r y Au t o ma ti on o f t he H AT CO Assa y’ s Plat e L oa di n g Pr ot o col R esu lt s i n t h e G en erat i on o f Ou tl ier s.
(A) S ca tt er p lo t o f t hi o fla v i n flu or e sc e n c e (4 8 5 n m) m ea su r ed fr o m a 3 8 4 -wel l pla te l oa d ed wit h p o si ti v e a n d n egati v e co nt r ol co n di ti o n s in a c h e ck e rb oa r d pa tt er n. ( B) H i st o gra m o f
th e sa m e da ta e m p ha si z in g t h e ma g ni tu d e o f l i qu i d ha n d li n g error fol lo wi n g au t o mat io n . Resu lt s d emo n st rat e t hr ee di sti n ct p opu la ti o n s: (1 ) p o si ti v e c o nt ro l s wit h a m ea n
flu or e sc e n c e o f 2 1 0 0 A. U., (2 ) n e ga ti v e co n tr ol s wit h a mea n flu or escen ce o f 1 2 0 0 A. U., an d (3 ) a su b gr ou p o f ou tli er s ev e nl y d i str ibu t ed a m on g st p o si ti v e a n d n ega ti v e c o ntr o l
c on d iti o n s wi th a flu o re sc e n c e ra n g e o f 1 0 0 -6 0 0 A. U. I mp or ta nt ly , th i s la st g rou p r ep r esen t ed ov er 8 % o f t h e to tal well s pla te d a n d wa s r e sp o n si bl e for t h e a ssa y s p o or p er fo r ma n c e
a fte r a u t o ma t i on a s a sse sse d b y t h e Z -fa ct or sta ti st i c.
T a ble 9 -6 . Au t o ma t e d H AT CO Assa y Z -Pr i m e Va r ia bl e s

Average
Standard Deviation

Positive Control (5XFAD Lysate)
2098.73
85.02

Negative Control (Wild Type Lysate)
1069.44
46.68
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Percent Coefficient of Variation
0.04
0.04

9.4.2

Results: Large-Scale HTS for Aβ-binding Compounds Using the HATCO Assay

Four large-scale compound libraries were selected with guidance from experts in the Vanderbilt HTS core. The largest of
these libraries, the Spectrum Collection, is comprised of 2,000 structurally diverse molecules with a wide range of
biological activity. Briefly, the Spectrum Collection contains approximately 50% drug components, 30% natural products,
and 20% other bioactive molecules. As one of the principal aims of this work is to expand the chemical genetics of Aβbinding compounds, the primary advantage of screening this particular compound library is that its innate chemical
diversity can help identify unique Aβ-binding structural motifs. Furthermore, because over half of the constituent
molecules of this library are drug components, there is an increased likelihood of these structural motifs exhibiting unique
binding profiles to biological targets. On the other hand, the constituents of this compound library that are classified as
natural products or bioactive molecules carry the unique advantage of possibly harboring non-Aβ-centric therapeutic
potential. This possibility is important, as a molecule which harbors mediocre Aβ-binding potential may prove a more
potent therapeutic agent secondary to anti-inflammatory or anti-apoptotic effects. Despite these advantages however, the
end goal of our aim to expand the structural diversity of Aβ-binding molecules is to expedite the development of novel
diagnostic and therapeutic agents for AD by repurposing existing compounds with Aβ-binding affinity. Naturally,
compounds with a history of use in human clinical trials are ideal targets for this purpose. For this reason, the NIH
Clinical Collections I and II were also screened using the HATCO assay. Importantly, while the cumulative compound
library generated by these three collections is robust with respect to both chemical diversity and clinical applicability, the
molecules contained are in no way screened for BBB permeability. For this reason, a fourth customized library containing
only compounds (200) which exhibit the cardinal structural characteristics of a BBB penetrating molecule was added to
the large-scale screen. Thus, in total, nearly 3,500 unique compounds were screened using the HATCO assay; each
fulfilling our desired criteria of high translatability, distinct chemical structure, and suitability to cross the BBB to varying
degrees.
Screening of all compound libraries was performed as described in the methods section entitled “384-well plate
HATCO assay”. Briefly, 125 nL of DMSO was loaded into columns 1, 2, 23, and 24 while columns 3-22 were shot with
an equivalent volume of 10mM library compounds. Plating in this manner, eleven 384-well plates were required to
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complete the screen. To each of compound containing wells, Aβ-containing 5XFAD lysate was added in an automated
fashion in accordance with the described protocol. Similarly, in the wells located at the outer two columns of each plate, a
checkerboard pattern of 5XFAD lysate or wild type lysate was loaded. The specified volume of thioflavin was then
simultaneously added to all wells again using the BRAVO liquid handling system. Critically, statistical analysis using the
Z-factor revealed a remarkable consistency between plates (Table 9-8); a finding credible to the automation of the assay.
More importantly, the Z-factor calculated for all plates was well above the .5 threshold, indicating that hit analysis on
each plate could be performed without concern for false-positives secondary to inappropriate plate-loading. In support of
this conclusion, both positive and negative controls across all plates demonstrated a coefficient of variation below 4.5%.
Hit identification was performed using automated statistical analysis that required the tested library compound to attenuate
thioflavin’s fluorescent signal by a magnitude in excess of 3-standard deviations. Appropriately, this practice is in
accordance with standards in the field of HTS. In addition to this analysis, a preliminary characterization of each
compound’s relative binding-affinity was generated. This variable was termed “percent inhibition”, and was calculated
according to the equation:
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐼𝑛ℎ𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 100 × (1 −

(𝜎𝐶 − 𝜎𝑁 )
(𝜎𝑃 −𝜎𝑁 )

)

Where σP and σN denote the mean fluorescence of measured from positive and negative control wells on the plate,
respectively, and σc represents the mean signal measured for the compound-containing well. Operating under the
hypothesis that Aβ-binding molecules can reduce thioflavin signal at 485 nm by competitively-binding with amyloid
plaques, compounds with a higher percent inhibition are predicted to have a higher binding-affinity for Aβ assemblies; an
assumption confirmed in subsequent experiments.
In a manner which highlights the specificity of our approach, HATCO-mediated screening of nearly 3,500
compounds produced only 42 hits. A complete list of all hit compounds, including the fluorescence measured from the
wells that contained them, is provided in Table 9-8.
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T a ble 9 -7 . L oa di n g H o m o g en e it y Ac h ie v e d Via Au t o ma t ed H AT CO Assa y Pi p et ti n g Pr ot o col

Loading Homogeneity Achieved Via Automated HATCO Assay Pipetting Protocol
Plate 1
Plate 2
Plate 3
Plate 4
Plate 5
Plate 6
Plate 7
0.725
.604
.591
.638
.626
.568
.609
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Plate 8
.592

Plate 9
.597

Plate 10
.646

Plate 11
.615

Plate 12
.621

In addition, relevant statistics such as the calculated percent inhibition are included for review. Importantly,
percent inhibition was appropriately calculated on a plate by plate basis. This is because the mean values for positive and
negative controls vary slightly between plates. The relevance of this point to the reader is that a comparison of the raw
fluorescence values measured for each individual compound cannot be used to gauge relative binding-affinity. An
example of how such analysis could lead to false conclusions is provided by comparison of compounds VU0243418-3 and
VU0244402-4. Based only on the raw fluorescence data, it appears as though compound VU0244402-4 binds Aβaggregates with greater affinity than its counterpart VU0243418-3, as thioflavin’s signal is weaker in this sample.
However, because the mean fluorescence measured from positive control samples located on the plate containing
VU0243418-3 was higher (WPH058695), in truth this compound attenuated thioflavin signal to a greater degree than did
VU0244402-4. This statistical detail aside, the robust attenuation of Aβ-specific thioflavin fluorescence at 485 nm by
compounds such as VU0656139-1, strongly implies that these compounds are capable of binding to amyloid-assemblies.
To confirm these results, a confirmation screen was performed.
In this work, the 42 hit compounds identified in the primary screen were again probed for the ability to bind to
Aβ-assemblies using the HATCO assay. However, in contrast to previous experiments in which only a single well was
allocated for each library molecule, each of the hit compounds were plated in duplicate in this study. Of note, this practice
is again in congruence with established protocols in the field, as it brings the total number of measurements for each
compound into the triplicate range. In a manner which highlights the reliability of the HATCO assay as a primary
screening technique, 35 of the 42 originally identified hit compounds again met statistical criteria for classification as an
Aβ-binding molecule. Moreover, the 7 compounds which failed to reach statistical significance when measured in
triplicate were those with the lowest percent inhibition. Importantly, while percent inhibition calculated for each hit
compound during the primary screen generally corresponded with that measured in the confirmatory screen, as a whole,
the magnitude of this statistic decreased. This is most likely attributable to the confirmatory screen being run with a
distinct batch of 5XFAD lysate, with slightly varying proportions of Aβ assemblies. Interested in only the most potent Aβbinding molecules, an arbitrary threshold of 50% inhibition was established, with the consequence being that only 15 of
the remaining 35 compounds warranted further evaluation. Most urgently, these 15 compounds required cross-screening
to confirm their Aβ-binding potential.
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T a ble 9 -8 . Fu l l Li bra r y S cr e e n Hit L i st W it h P er c e nt I nh i bit io n

Plate
WPH058692
WPH058693
WPH058693
WPH058695
WPH058695
WPH058694
WPH058697
WPH058693
WPH058693
WPH058697
WPH058693
WPH058695
WPH058693
WPH058697
WPH058692
WPH058692
WPH058698
WPH058696
WPH058697
WPH058697
WPH058695
WPH058693
WPH058696
WPH058699
WPH058693
WPH058692
WPH058701
WPH058699
WPH058700
WPH058696
WPH058696
WPH058695
WPH058693
WPH058700
WPH058699
WPH058694
WPH058700
WPH058700
WPH058700
WPH058691
WPH058691
WPH058691

Well
C16
B09
A18
P11
K22
I21
B21
H20
P18
K06
G18
I20
G03
E20
K22
J22
C04
C19
D11
O05
G15
F21
C03
P16
E18
G18
J06
L03
I21
P10
A19
K06
E03
A19
M05
F19
O11
A17
C13
A20
A05
K17

VU Number
VU0656139-1
VU0243635-2
VU0243640-9
VU0243421-5
VU0243418-3
VU0244402-4
VU0656634-1
VU0244454-2
VU0244310-2
VU0656668-1
VU0656769-1
VU0518361-2
VU0005325-3
VU0656659-1
VU0656169-1
VU0243610-4
VU0424095-2
VU0656568-1
VU0243664-4
VU0243646-4
VU0656445-1
VU0656808-1
VU0254088-3
VU0254343-2
VU0243638-4
VU0656154-1
VU0465285-1
VU0254295-4
VU0243360-3
VU0239662-6
VU0254117-5
VU0656374-1
VU0243022-2
VU0239546-6
VU0239603-6
VU0656003-1
VU0424047-1
VU0424052-1
VU0253939-2
VU0239562-8
VU0243165-3
VU0244461-2

Fluorescence 485 nm
608
728
840
892
906
894
930
948
950
954
977
1001
1059
1096
1094
1108
1142
1149
1156
1157
1193
1167
1164
1155
1173
1166
1116
1188
1172
1220
1228
1281
1301
1299
1334
1373
1345
1358
1358
1576
1737
1738
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Percent Inhibition
97.7863749
88.8849105
79.7186701
76.9811507
75.8758512
74.834963
71.8207283
70.8797954
70.7161125
69.8650369
68.5063939
68.3756045
61.7953964
58.293863
57.9411237
56.7933181
54.5889053
53.9910859
53.4046346
53.3231474
53.2172111
52.9565217
52.7755267
52.4809261
52.4654731
52.0381235
51.840117
49.7027098
48.5124054
48.2374392
47.589141
46.2696141
41.9897698
37.8311606
37.4112076
36.79456
33.9623633
32.8690076
32.8690076
32.4070047
20.6134829
20.5402312

9.4.3

Results: Cross-screening of 15 Hit Compounds

Representing a limitation shared by all colorimetric based technologies including the HATCO assay, compounds with
considerable spectroscopic properties can generate false positive readouts. In the specific case of the HATCO assay, two
distinct absorbance profiles may theoretically confound our results. These include chromophores which absorb light near
or at (i) 410 nm and (ii) 485 nm. Generally speaking, both of these absorbance profiles generate false positives by
interfering with thioflavin fluorescence at 485 nm, the primary readout of Aβ-binding affinity employed by the HATCO
assay. Considering first molecules that absorb at 410 nm, these compounds might significantly attenuate thioflavin
fluorescence not via competitive-binding for Aβ-assemblies, but instead by quenching the excitation source. Similarly,
chromophores absorbing at the measured emission wavelength of 485 nm pose an equally relevant problem, as these
compounds may be attenuating thioflavin fluorescence in a process most analogous to the concept of Forster resonance
energy transfer (FRET). In clarification of this mechanism, photons emitted at 485 nm secondary to thioflavin-amyloid
complex formation would be immediately quenched by the false-positive library compound. Thus, instead of attenuating
thioflavin fluorescence secondary to competitive inhibition, molecules absorbing at/near 485 nm would instead employ
thioflavin as a donor chromophore. To exclude either of these possibilities, a two-phase cross-screening protocol was
developed for subsequent evaluation of putative hit compounds. The precise methodology of this approach is described in
detail under the appropriately titled methods section.
As summarized in Table 9-10, over half of the putative Aβ-binding compounds which met our most stringent
confirmatory criteria harbored spectroscopic properties which confounded the interpretation of their effect on 5XFAD
lysate induced thioflavin fluorescence.
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T a ble 9 -9 . Fa l se -p o sit iv e L ib ra ry I d e nti fi e d Via 2 -P ha se C ro ss -screen in g o f H AT CO a ssa y -i d en ti fi ed Hi t s

False-positive Library Identified Via 2-Phase Cross-screening of HATCO assay-identified Hits
Sample
Positive Control VU0656668 VU0656634 VU0243421 VU0243418
Mean (RFU)
149.80
85.67
47.00
109.00
111.67
Standard Deviation (RFU)
10.52
2.08
1.00
8.89
5.51
%CV
7.02
2.43
2.13
8.15
4.93
P-value
NA
1.33E-13
5.92E-21
4.93E-08
1.72E-07
% Signal
NA
42.81
68.62
27.23
25.45
Decrease
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VU0656769
113.67
6.51
5.72
5.49E-07
24.12

VU0244310
110.33
0.58
0.52
7.19E-08
26.34

VU0656445
93.00
4.36
4.69
6.28E-12
37.92

VU0518361
97.33
0.58
0.59
5.59E-11
35.02

Fortuitously, statistical identification of false-positives is easily accomplished via comparison of the mean fluorescent
signal of thioflavin at 485 nm in the presence, or in the absence of, each putative Aβ-binding compound. As can be
appreciated from the data, chromophores which falsely generate the signature of an Aβ-binding molecule exhibit a robust
effect on thioflavin fluorescence in the absence of lysate. For this particular set of chromophores, thioflavin fluorescence
was reduced via non-competitive binding mechanisms by as little as 24.12% and by as much as 68.62%. Importantly,
because the standard deviation within each sample is miniscule relative to the mean (%CV ranging from .52-8.15%), in
this work, a simple two-tailed paired student t-test proved an adequate statistical measure. As stated, this quantitative
approach to the cross-screening of hit compounds is highly sensitive. The best support for this statement is garnered by
review of the relevant P-values, all of which are orders of magnitude below the threshold of .05. Therefore, while the
false-hits identified in our screen are characterized by relatively robust spectroscopic confounds and are thus easily
identifiable, given the high statistical power of this cross-screening approach it is projected that less optically active
molecules would also be correctly rejected from further study. Furthermore, beyond simply identifying false positives, our
cross-screening approach also provides a mechanistic rationale for their exclusion. As detailed in the appropriately labeled
methods section, this is accomplished via characterization of the unique absorbance profile of each putative hit.
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Fi gu r e 9 -1 1 . T wo Di sti n ct Ab sor ba n c e P ro fil e s C ha ra ct er i ze F alse -p o siti v e Hit C o mp ou n d s.
In c o n gru en c e wi t h ou r t wo -pha se cr o ss -scr e e ni n g pa ra di g m, ab sor ban ce p ro fil es for ea ch o f t h e 1 5 can di dat e Aβ -b in di n g m ol e cu l e s i d e nti fi e d via H AT CO -m e dia t ed HT S wer e
c oll e c t ed ov e r t h e 2 5 0 -9 0 0 n m ra n g e. F or ea ch t ria l D MS O wa s u sed a s a co nt ro l sp ectra . No tab l y, a b sor ba n ce o v er th e 2 5 0 -3 5 0 n m ra n g e i s c o n fou n d e d b y th e sp ec tr o sc op i c
pr o p erti e s o f t h e 3 8 4 -well pla t e . As h yp ot h e si z ed , m ol e cu l es wit h o n e o f t wo d i sti n ct a b sor ban ce p ro fil es wer e co n fir med a s c o n fou nd i ng va ria bl e s i n t he r ea d ou t o f t h e H AT C O
a ssa y. T h e se i nc lu d e c hr o mo p h or e s wit h a b sor ba n c e a t: (i) 4 1 0 n m (l eft) or (i i) 4 8 5 n m (ri g ht ).
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T a ble 9 -1 0 . C on fir m e d & C ro ss -sc r e e ne d Aβ -bi n di n g M ol ecu l es Id en ti fied Via H AT CO -media t ed HT S

Confirmed & Cross-screened Aβ-binding Molecules Identified Via HATCO-mediated HTS
Sample
Positive Control
VU0243664
VU0243360
Mean Fluorescence (RFU)
149.80
163.00
148.00
Standard Deviation (RFU)
10.52
7.55
2.65
Percent CV
0.07
0.05
0.02
P-value
NA
0.04
0.77
Percent Signal Decrease
NA
-8.82
1.20

VU0656139
144.50
6.36
0.04
0.49
3.54

Structure

Confirmed & Cross-screened Aβ-binding Molecules Identified Via HATCO-mediated HTS (Continued)
Sample
VU0244402
VU0243635
VU0243640
Mean Fluorescence (RFU)
138.50
148.67
151.00
Standard Deviation (RFU)
2.12
15.82
7.00
Percent CV
0.02
0.11
0.05
P-value
0.14
0.86
0.85
Percent Signal Decrease
7.54
0.75
-0.80

Structure
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VU0656658
144.00
0.00
0.00
0.45
3.87

As discussed, two distinct absorbance profiles may theoretically confound the readout of the HATCO assay and
thus generate false-positives. These include chromophores with absorbance at (i) 410 nm and (ii) 485 nm. Interestingly,
review of the relevant spectroscopic data suggests that both types of chromophores might be contained in our library of
false-positives. Taking the absorbance profile of compound VU0656634 for example, as graphically illustrated in Figure
9-11A, this molecule’s ability to attenuate thioflavin fluorescence might best be explained by its ability to absorb at 410
nm. Under the proposed mechanism, a considerable portion of the incident light is absorbed by the chromophore, resulting
in fewer photons of appropriate energy being available to excite the orbital electrons of thioflavin from their ground state.
Despite the coincident trends in the data however, it is worth noting that this scenario was hypothesized to be unlikely
prior to data analysis, as the excitation lamps of the plate reader were thought to emit enough incident photons to mask
any quenching. Therefore, it is possible that compounds like VU0656634 may attenuate thioflavin fluorescence via
mechanisms not yet elucidated. Still, of the 8 compounds classified as false-positives secondary to their ability to
attenuate thioflavin fluorescence in the absence of 5XAFD lysate, 3 absorbed uniquely near 410 nm. Less surprisingly,
other members of our false-positive library were potent absorbers at 485 nm, the emission wavelength employed by the
HATCO assay to identify the dissociation of Aβ-thioflavin complexes. As expected, even molecules with modest
absorption at 485 nm, such as VU0656668, are capable of generating false-positive readouts (Figure 9-11B). Taken as a
whole, the data strongly supports the utility of our cross-screening approach for the identification of false-positive hits.
Moreover, by employing a two-phase cross-screening paradigm, not only are non-Aβ-binding chromophores eliminated
from future study, but a plausible mechanism underlying their ability to attenuate thioflavin fluorescence is also garnered.
Lastly, because both components of this procedure are compatible with HTS methodologies, even if a large fraction of hit
compounds identified via HTS with the HATCO assay ultimately end up being false-positives, minimal resources are
required to refine the hit library to only those molecules with true Aβ-binding potential.
Building on this point, because false-positives are readily identifiable, the high incidence of these confounding
chromophores in the HATCO assay’s hit library actually improves the statistics which characterize its utility. Reviewing
the data up to this point, primary screening of 3,500 compounds for Aβ-binding potential using the HATCO assay resulted
in a hit list of 42 compounds. If these results were to be interpreted without further study, this would mean that just over
1% of the library compounds screened bind to Aβ-plaques. While this information is certainly useful, especially for
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ligand-based rational drug design approaches, the time and expense associated with characterizing each of these
molecules is too great to facilitate rapid progress in the field. Therefore, a more refined molecular library of Aβ-binding
molecules is necessary. Confirmatory screening certainly progressed this work towards that aim, reducing the hit library
from 42 compounds to 35, an approximate 17% decrease. Still, further refinement was deemed necessary and for this
reason, only those compounds which inhibited thioflavin fluorescence by more than 50% were selected for further study.
While this threshold is indeed arbitrary, it is grounded in the rationale that only the most potent Aβ-binding structures
warrant further study. Significantly, by instituting this cut-off, the number of hit compounds remaining in the library was
decreased from 35 to just 15; representing a nearly 60% refinement. Now just over a third of its original size this library of
hit compounds can be further refined via cross-screening for false-positives. As listed in Table 9-11, cross-screening of
the remaining 15 candidate hit compounds resulted in a final library of only 7 confirmed and cross-screened hits.
Impressively, this places the HATCO assays’ exclusion rate at 99.8%, a statistic that characterizes it firmly as an
optimally useful screening technique.
Lending further credibility to our hypothesis that chromophores with considerable absorbance at 410 nm and 485
nm represent the major source of false-positives in the assay, none of the cross-screen validated hits exhibited robust
absorption at these wavelengths. Instead, the majority of cross-screened hits, such as VU0243640 and VU0656658,
exhibited little to no spectroscopic activity (Figure 9-12A). In a manner which emphasizes the precise spectroscopic
properties needed to generate a false-positive result, other hit compounds, for example VU0243360, are characterized by
robust absorbance profiles at wavelengths compatible with HATCO assay-mediated screening (Figure 9-12B). Notably,
the inclusion of such chromophores in our cross-screened and validated hit library is of supreme significance to the utility
of the HATCO assay, as it confirms that not all molecules with spectroscopic properties are excluded from study.
Elaborating on the significance of this point further, as a consequence of its β-pleated-sheet tertiary structure, molecules
which bind assemblies of Aβ are at an increased likelihood of exhibiting a planar structure. As a consequence of this
molecular configuration, such molecules are routinely characterized by the presence of aromatic hydrocarbons. Because
this structural motif exhibits a high ring density of π electrons capable of absorbing photons falling within the visible
spectrum, molecules containing these structures are routinely fluorescent. Summarizing this point, if the HATCO assay
was incompatible with all spectroscopically active molecules, a large fraction of highly relevant structural motifs would
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have to be excluded from HATCO-mediated HTS studies. However as this is not the case, the data strongly suggest that
the HATCO assay is an ideal HTS technology for the initial identification of Aβ-binding compounds.
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Fi gu r e 9 -1 2 . Cr o ss-sc r een i ng E x clu d e s C hr o mo p h or e s wit h C o n fou n d in g S p ectr o sco pi c Pr o fil es.
Ab sor ba nc e pr o fi l e s for ea ch o f th e 1 5 ca n d ida t e Aβ -b i nd i ng mol ecu l es i d enti fi ed via H AT CO -media t ed HT S wer e col l ect e d o v er t h e 2 5 0 -9 0 0 n m ra ng e . F or ea c h tria l, DM SO wa s
u se d a s a c on tr ol spe c tru m. N ota bl y, a b so rba n c e o v er t h e 2 5 0 -3 5 0 n m ra n g e i s co n fou n d ed b y th e sp ectr o scop i c pr o p ert i es o f t h e 3 8 4 -wel l pla t e, wh i c h a b sor b s r o bu st ly b et we e n th e se
wa v el e n gt h s. Fo ll o wi n g c ro ss -sc r e e ni n g, o n ly 7 c o m pou n d s wit h co n fir med Aβ -bi n di n g p ot ent ial r emai n ed i n ou r hit l ib ra ry . Pr e di cta bl y , c o m pou n d s wit h n o sp e c tr o sco p ic a ct iv it y
wer e n o t el i mi na t e d b y ou r a b so rba n c e -ba se d o p era t io n (l eft). S ig ni fi ca ntl y h o wev er , co mp ou n d s wit h r obu st a b sor ba nce pr o fi l e s a l so c o mp ri se d ou r fi na l i ze d hit li b ra ry . In
c on g ru e n c e wit h ou r hy p ot h e si s t ha t fa l se -p o sit iv e s ca n at tenu ate t hi o flav i n flu or escen ce b y a b sor bi n g a t t h e 4 1 0 n m or 4 8 5 n m wa v el e n gt h s, c o m pou n d s a b sor bi n g ou t si d e t h i s ra n g e
wer e n o t el i mi na t e d b y ou r cr o ss -scr e e ni n g o p era t i on . T hu s, wit h th e u n i qu e ex cept i on o f mol ecu l es t hat a b so rb at eit h er o f t h e se t wo wa v el e n gt h s, a l l c hr o m op h or e s a p p ea r
c o m pa ti bl e wi t h H AT CO a ssa y – me d ia t e d a sse ssm e nt o f Aβ -bi n di n g p ot entia l.
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9.4.4

Results: Experimental Determination of Aβ-binding Affinity of Confirmed and Cross-screened Hits

Seeking to further characterize our hit compounds by quantitatively determining their Aβ-binding affinity, a protocol
routinely used by the Vanderbilt HTS core facilitating the determination of each hit compound’s IC50 value was adapted
for compatibility with the HATCO assay. While this operation is described in detail in the appropriately labeled methods
section, briefly, each hit compound was shot onto a 384-well plate in the presence of 5XFAD lysate and thioflavin over a
concentration range of 15 nL- 300 µL. Following an incubation period designed to permit complete equilibration,
fluorescence at 485 nm was measured using an automated plate reader. As expected, plotting of the resultant fluorescence
data as a function of concentration in a logarithmic fashion revealed the characteristic sigmoidal curve. From this curve,
IC50 values for each compound were calculated using algorithms available in the GraphPad software package. These
values are summarized in Table 9-11 and reveal that of all compounds screened using the HATCO assay to date,
promethazine exhibits the highest binding affinity for Aβ assemblies. Importantly, this data provided a strong impetus to
continue evaluating promethazine’s ability to bind Aβ-plaques in the second phase of our HTS approach.
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T a ble 9 -1 1 . IC 50 V alu es o f H A T C O -Id en tif ie d H its

IC50 Values of HATCO-Identified Hits
Compound ID

IC50 (µM)

VU0656139

61.23

Molecular Structure

Chemical Name

M.W. (g/mol)

CLogP

2-Hydroxy-3,5-dinitro-benzoic acid (5-nitro-furan-2-

365.21

2.40

ylmethylene)-hydrazide

VU0244402

74.29

3-Phenylazo-pyridine-2,6-diamine

213.24

2.05

VU0243664

108.52

2,4a,6a,9,10,12b,14a-Heptamethyl-11-oxo-

481.69

6.82

1,2,3,4,4a,5,6,6a,11,12b,13,14,14a,14btetradecahydropicene-2-carbaldehyde
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VU0243635

90.85

VU0243360

68.07

2,3,5,6-Tetrachloro-[1,4]benzoquinone

2-Hydroxy-5-[4-(pyridine-2-ylsulfamoyl)phenylazo]-benzoic acid
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245.88

3.3

398.39

3.88

VU0243640

84.17

1,6,7,1’,6’,7’-Hexahydroxy-5,5’-diisopropyl-3,3’-

518.55

5.36

284.42

4.89

dimethyl-[2,2’]binaphthalenyl-8,8’-dicarbaldehyde

Promethazin

53.63

Dimethyl-(1-methyl-2-phenothiazin-10-yl-ethyl)-

e

amine
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Results: MALDI IMS Ex-Vivo Imaging of Promethazine's Spatial Distribution in the 5XFAD Mouse Brain
Referencing back to the introductory sections of this aim, our research strategy employs a two phase approach to
repurposing existing compounds with Aβ-binding affinity. As demonstrated by the abundance of data presented to this
point, the first phase of our approach, HATCO-mediated HTS, provides an excellent methodology for characterizing the
Aβ-binding affinity of molecules in a preliminary manner. However to fully investigate the diagnostic and therapeutic
potential of hit compounds identified via the HATCO assay, we believe a more extensive characterization of each
compound’s BBB permeability and Aβ-specificity is warranted. Of note, while this protocol is designed to be
generalizable to any hit compound detected via HATCO assay-mediated HTS, in this work, phase 2 characterization was
restricted to PMZ. As described in the appropriate titled methods section, MALDI-IMS was leveraged for this purpose.
Summarizing the general protocol, cohorts of 5XFAD and wild type mice are injected with the putative Aβ-binding
compound via tail-vein injection at a standardized dose of 25 mg/kg. Four hours later, sufficient time for a molecule with
no affinity for Aβ to completely wash out of the brain, each animal is sacrificed. Importantly, prior to tissue harvesting,
cardiac perfusion with copious volumes of PBS is performed to avoid confounds associated with drug retention in the
microvasculature. As visually depicted in Figure 9-13, following this procedure, the brain tissue is flash frozen, sectioned
in the coronal plane, mounted onto gold-plates, coated with a 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) matrix, and analyzed on
the LTQ via pseudo-selected reaction monitoring. Naturally, before settling on this optimized protocol and analyzing the
distribution of promethazine in the brains of treated mice, we optimized the MALDI IMS method for promethazine. To do
this in a controlled fashion, promethazine was analyzed on a linear ion trap equipped with a MALDI source (Thermo LTQ
XL) using DHB as the matrix. Under these experimental conditions, promethazine forms a protonated ion at m/z 285.1
which is subjected to collisionally activated dissociation. Fragmentation occurs at the nitrogen moieties, resulting in three
main fragment ions including the phenothiazine ring, a substituted N-propyl phenothiazine, and N,Ndimethylisopropylamine at m/z 198, 240 and 86, respectively. In a manner which highlights the specificity of this
analysis, these ions are unique to promethazine and are not observed in the DHB matrix (Figure 9-14A & 9-14B).
Moreover, MALDI-IMS of non-treated brain tissues generated virtually no signal at the specified mass to charge ratios,
confirming the specificity of our protocol for PMZ (Figure. 9-14C).
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With this necessary control confirming our ability to sensitively distinguish PMZ from other ion sources, we next
determined whether PMZ accumulates sufficiently in the brain to permit detection. In this set of experiments, 8-month-old
5XFAD (n = 5) and age-matched wild type mice (n = 3) were leveraged to assess the topographical distribution of PMZ in
the brain after tail-vein injection of PMZ. To minimize stress to the dosed cohorts of animals, 4 injections resulting in a
cumulative dose of 25 mg/kg were administered over an 8 hour period. In addition to improved survivability of the
animal, this approach carries the notable advantage of negating the need for pharmacokinetic profiling of each hit
compound in the brain. All other experimental details were followed in accordance with the appropriately titled methods
section.
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Figure 9-13 MALDI-IMS Protocol for Promethazine.
Snap frozen mouse brains from dosed 5XFAD transgenic mice (2 and 8 months old) and wild-type mice were sectioned into 12 µm thick slices
and thaw-mounted onto a MALDI target plate. Matrix (30 mg/mL 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid [DHB] in 50:50 methanol:water with 0.1%
trifluoroacetic acid) was manually applied using a glass-reagent sprayer. Tissue sections were analyzed (100 µm spatial resolution) for
promethazine distribution on a linear ion trap mass spectrometer with a MALDI source (LTQ XL, ThermoFisher). Following drug distribution
analysis, the tissues were washed in sequential steps of 70% ethanol, 100% ethanol, Carnoy’s solution (60% ethanol, 30% chlor oform, 10%
acetic acid), 100% ethanol, water, and 100% ethanol to remove the matrix and potential ion suppressants such a s lipids and salts. The same
matrix was reapplied using a glass-reagent sprayer, and the tissue sections were analyzed (150 µm spatial resolution) for the distribution of
amyloid beta peptides using a MALDI TOF/TOF mass spectrometer (UltrafleXtreme, Bruker) in reflectron mode.For peptide identification,
matrix was hand-spotted onto a 5XFAD brain and analyzed in LIFT mode on a MALDI TOF/TOF MS (UltrafleXtreme).3A total of 35,000 laser
shots were summed to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. Database searching was performed using BioTools (Bruker) and Mascot.
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The results of this protocol are illustrated in Figure 9-14C, which shows the detected promethazine signal (m/z 86) on
representative brain sections from dosed wild type (top), non-dosed 5XFAD (middle), and dosed 5XFAD (bottom)
animals. Again, the lack of measurable signal in the non-dosed cohort confirms that biologically innate molecules do not
contribute to what is experimentally assumed to represent PMZ-derived signal. More importantly, while PMZ is detected
in the brain tissues of both dosed animals (5XFAD and wild type); there is a qualitatively higher signal from the dosed
5XFAD sections. In data not presented secondary to its redundancy, similar images were obtained for the other two
fragment ions (m/z 198 and m/z 240), confirming the molecular specificity of the analysis. Despite their qualitative
nature, these findings provided the first experimental support for our hypothesis that MALDI-IMS imaging can expedite
the characterization of Aβ-binding molecules discovered via HATCO-mediated HTS. As predicted, phase 2 screening
employing MALDI-IMS contributes to the characterization of Aβ-binding molecules in two ways. First, the detection of
PMZ signal in the brain inarguably confirms the ability of this molecule to cross the BBB. Secondly, as described in the
following section, MALDI-IMS provides complementary data unobtainable via independent implementation of the
HATCO assay by facilitating the direct analysis of intact tissue and preserving the spatial distribution of molecules within
that tissue. Put plainly, MALDI IMS-based analysis of HATCO discovered hits enables researchers to assess the
biological relevance of the molecule's retention pattern in the brain via comparison with known regions of Aβ plaque
distribution.
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Fi gu r e 9 -1 4 . Va l ida ti o n o f Pr o m e tha z in e I ma gi n g u si n g M AL DI -I MS .
(A) C h e m i ca l stru ctu r e o f pr o m et ha zi n e a n d it s fra g m en tati o n pa tt er n u n d er th e d escri b ed ex p eri menta l co nd iti o n s. ( B)
Fra g m en ta ti o n pa tt er n o f pr o m et ha zi n e g e n era t e s i on s wit h u n iqu e m/ z valu es (r ed ci r cl es) t hat ar e di sti n ct for m t he DH B m a tri x.
(C) Vi su a li za ti o n o f p ro m e tha z in e r et e nt i on i n 1 2 µ m c or o nal brai n sli ces o f d o sed 5 XF AD an d wi ld t y p e mice at t hr ee io n s. M i ce
wer e g i v en a cu mu la t i v e d o se o f 2 5 mg /k g o f pr o m et ha zi n e u sin g fou r ta il v ein i nj ecti on s at 2 -hou r i nt erva l s. F ou r h ou r s a ft er t h e
la st in j e cti o n, ca r dia c p er fu si on wa s p er fo r m ed a nd t h e bra in t issu e harv est ed. M ALDI -I MS ana ly si s r ev ea l s en han ced r et e nt io n o f
pr o m et ha zi n e in a m yl oi d -bu r d e ne d bra i n ti ssu e (5 XF AD) co mpar ed t o wi ld t y p e. C r i ti cal l y , M ALDI -IM S o f n on -tr eat ed b r a i n ti ssu e s
(5 XF AD NT ) g e ne ra t e d vi rtu a ll y n o si g na l a t th e sp e ci fied ma ss t o char g e rati o s, con fir mi ng t h e sp eci fi ci t y o f ou r p ro t o co l for P M Z
T he h i gh d eg re e o f c orr o b ora t i on be t we e n a l l th r e e m/ z peak s con fir ms t h e sp eci fi ci t y o f t hi s p ro t o co l for pr o me t ha zi n e.
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9.4.5

Result: Corroboration of PMZ’s Regional Retention with Aβ Plaque Distribution in the Brain Using MALDIIMS

As stated, beyond confirming BBB penetration under in vivo conditions, MALDI IMS-based analysis of HATCO
discovered hits enables researchers to assess the biological relevance of the molecule's retention pattern in the brain via
direct comparison with the topographical distribution of Aβ-peptide assemblies. At the most basic level, the MALDI-IMS
method combines the multichannel (m/z) measurement capability of mass spectrometry with a surface sampling process,
enabling us to probe and map the presence of putative Aβ-binding molecules and Aβ peptides themselves in brain tissue.
Critically, our protocol has been designed such that the same coronal brain sections analyzed for PMZ can be analyzed for
individual Aβ peptides after a series of washes to remove confounding ion sources. After washing, the sample plate was
put into a time-of-flight MS (Bruker Autoflex TOF) and analyzed in linear positive ion mode from m/z 2500–7000 to
screen for Aβ-specific signal. As predicted, a number of signals corresponding to amyloid peptides were detected, as
shown in Table 9-13 (based on human amyloid precursor protein, Swiss Prot entry number P05067). Interestingly, the
resulting image is similar for all amyloid ions detected (data not shown). However, the signal for m/z 4332, corresponding
to Aβ1-40, was the most abundant Aβ signal detected in the brains of 5XFAD mice, and was thus selected for comparison
with PMZ retention in subsequent studies. Critically, the Aβ40 peptide is widely accepted in the field of AD research as a
major constituent of mature Aβ plaques, and it has been shown to possess considerable cytotoxicity.(1022, 1023) Thus, our
study assumes that Aβ40 deposition reasonably reflects the regional Aβ plaque load in any given region of the brain. For
reference, the localization of m/z 4332 is shown in Figure 9-15. A quantitative analysis of this data reveals that the brains
of 8-month-old 5XFAD mice exhibit a five-fold increase in amyloid peptide signal as compared to both the 2-month-old
5XFAD animals and age-matched wild type controls. Moreover, the amount of Aβ peptide in the 2-month-old 5XFAD
cohort is not significantly different than that of the 8-month-old wild type mice. Importantly, these results are in
congruence with our a priori predictions, as 5XFAD mice do not begin accruing Aβ plaques until 3 months-of-age.
Furthermore, critical analysis of these images reveals the characteristic predilection of Aβ plaques to accumulate in
specific regions of the brain, including the isocortex and hippocampal CA1–CA3 areas. Thus, the data strongly suggests
that MALDI-IMS imaging at 4332 m/z reports Aβ-burden in the brains of 5XFAD mice with high fidelity.
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In an effort to demonstrate promethazine's potential efficacy as a reporter of Aβ plaque burden in the brain, we
first quantified the total promethazine generated MALDI-IMS signal in each of the three cohorts. To do this, we employed
standard image processing techniques which rely on transformation of the MALDI IMS data into a binary image format to
facilitate quantification of the average signal intensity generated by promethazine and the Aβ40 peptide. As depicted in
Figure 9-15B, MALDI IMS imaging of promethazine in 8-month-old 5XFAD animals revealed a signal intensity nearly 3fold greater than that of age-matched wild type animals. In contrast, promethazine-dosed wild type mouse brains exhibit
virtually no Aβ40-generated signal and a minimal signal representing promethazine. This data is consistent with the
HPLC data presented in Figure 9-16, which indicates that only residual amounts of promethazine remain in the brain of
wild type mice 240 min post-injection. Notably, the signal trends observed in promethazine signal mirror those of direct
Aβ peptide imaging; as signal intensities derived from both promethazine and the Aβ40 peptide are similarly elevated in
8-month-old 5XFADmice compared to age-matched wild type controls. In addition, the level of Aβ plaque burden
assessed by MALDI-IMS imaging of the Aβ40 peptide is comparable within experimental groups, a finding which alludes
to the possibility of inter-subject comparisons of Aβ plaque burden using this technique. However, it remained possible
that the brain regions responsible for generating the enhanced promethazine signal in the 8-month-old 5XFAD cohort
might not be of biological significance with respect to AD pathophysiology. Therefore, we sought to investigate whether
regions of known pathological significance, including the isocortex and hippocampal fields possessed promethazine signal
differences like those observed in the whole brain analysis. As depicted in Figure 9-15C, quantification of the MALDI
IMS signal intensities generated by promethazine within each experimental group supports the conclusion that
promethazine is retained as a function of the Aβ plaque burden in regions of the brain relevant to AD pathophysiology. On
average, the promethazine signal measured in the brains of 8-month-old 5XFAD mice is 2-fold greater than that of agematched controls in both the hippocampus and isocortex (n = 3 per region, P < 0.01). In congruence with our whole brain
analysis, no significant differences in promethazine retention were observed between wild type and 2-month-old 5XFAD
animals in either of these regions. Considered together, the similarity in mean signal values generated by promethazine
and Aβ40 in each experimental cohort, in addition to the evidence which illustrates that these trends are observable in
biologically relevant brain regions, lends convincing support to the conclusion that promethazine is preferentially retained
in the brain in an amyloid dependent manner.
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T a ble 9 -1 2 . M ALDI -I MS S ig na l s C or r e sp o n di n g to Aβ -p ept id e S p eci es

MALDI-IMS Signals Corresponding to Aβ-peptide Species
Peptide [M + H]+ Predicted Average [M + H]+ Observed Average
Aβ 1-37
4075.5
4076
Aβ 1-38
4132.6
4134
Aβ 1-39
4231.7
4232
Aβ 1-40
4330.9
4332

Fi gu r e 9 -1 5 . Di ffe r e ntia l R e t en ti o n o f P ro m e t ha z i ne a s a Fu n cti on o f Aβ Pla qu e Bu r d en.
(A) R e pr e se nta ti v e c or o na l b ra i n sli c e s o bta i n e d fr o m pr o met ha zi n e -t rea t ed wil d ty p e a n d 5 XF AD mi ce (4 h p o st i nj ecti o n) wer e
a sse m bl e d o n a go l d pla t e for a na ly si s v ia M AL DI I M S. I n th e Aβ4 0 i ma gi n g pa n el , t h e co mpara bl e si g nal i nt en si ti es i n th e wil d
ty p e a n d 2 -m o nt h -ol d 5 XF AD c o h ort s i m pl i e s tha t Aβ pla qu es ar e n ot well dev elo p ed in 2 -mo nt h -ol d 5 XF AD mi ce. I mp orta nt ly ,
th i s fi nd in g ex c lu d e s di ffe re n c e s i n BBB pe r m ea b il it y or b rai n pr ot ei n co mpo sit io n b et ween 5 XF AD a n d wil d t y pe mo del s a s
a lt er na ti v e e x pla na t i on s o f t he di ffe r en tia l r et e nt i on o f P MZ o b ser v ed i n t h e 8 -mo nt h -ol d 5 XF AD gr ou p . T h e di ffer en tia l si g na l
in te n sit y o f P M Z b et we e n 2 - a n d 8 -m o nt h -ol d 5 XF AD mi ce co n fi r ms pr o met ha zi n e's po t en tial t o ser v e a s a pr ox y o f Aβ pla qu e
bu r d en a s we ll a s d e m on stra t e s i t s sp e ci fi ci ty for ma tu r e Aβ p laqu es. (B ) Qu a nt i fi cat i on o f to tal b rai n pr o met ha zi n e a n d Aβ 4 0 g en e ra t ed M ALDI IM S si g na l in wil d ty p e a n d 5 XF AD mi ce. Si g nal i nt en si ty wa s ca l cu lat ed a s t h e p er centa g e o f p i x el s
e xh i bit i ng pr o m et ha zi n e -g en e ra t e d M AL DI I M S si gna l a b o ve ba ck gr ou n d l ev el s. T h e mea n pr o met ha zi n e -g en erat ed M ALDI
si g na l ob ta i n e d fr o m bra i n s o f 8 -m o nt h -ol d 5 XF AD mi c e wa s 3 -fol d g r eat er t han t hat o f wil d t yp e co n tr ol s ( n = 3 , P < 0 .0 1 ) .
Fu rt h er m or e, no si g ni fi ca nt d i ffer e n c e s in pr o m et ha zi n e -g en er ated si g nal wer e o b ser v ed bet we en 2 -mo nt h -ol d 5 XF AD mi c e a nd
wil d ty p e c o nt ro l s (P = 0 .4 7 ) . C rit i ca ll y , t h e se tr e n d s in pr o met ha zi n e r et enti o n b et ween exp er i mental co h or t s di r ectl y mirr or
th o se o b ser v e d via dir e ct vi su a l iza ti o n o f t h e Aβ4 0 p e pt i de, t hu s su p po rti n g t he con clu si o n t ha t pr o met ha zi n e ret enti o n in t h e
bra i n i s a m y lo i d d e pe n d e nt . ( C) Qu a nt i fi ca ti o n o f pr o m e tha zi n e -g en erat ed M AL DI IM S si gna l in pat h ol o gi call y r el eva nt r e gi o n s
o f i nt er e st. Ov e rla y o f M ALDI I M S pr o m et ha zi n e i ma g e s wit h t h e All en m ou se bra in r efer en ce a tla s facil itat ed qu a nt i fi cat i o n o f
th e m ea n p ro m e t ha z i n e -ge n era t ed si g na l i nt e n si ti e s wi th i n t h e h ip p o ca mpu s a nd i so cor tex . M ea n si g nal valu es fro m t h ese
re gi o n s we r e th e n n or ma li z e d t o a g e -m a t c h ed wi l d t y p e c o ntr o ls. Wi t hi n th ese r eg i o n s o f i nt er est, p ro met hazi ne r et en ti o n wa s
si g ni fi ca ntl y g r ea t er i n 8 -m o nt h -ol d 5 XF AD m ic e c o mpa r ed t o wil d t yp e co n tr ol s ( n = 3 , P = 0 .0 0 6 ). T h e r esu l t s su g g est t h a t
pr o m et ha zi n e i s r e ta i n e d pr e fer e nt ia ll y i n a m yl o id -bu r d e n ed b rain s i n r eg i on s o f t he br ai n k n o wn to b e su scepti b l e t o Aβ p l a qu e
a gg r ega ti o n.
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9.4.6

Result: Confirmation of PMZ BBB Penetration and Aβ-dependent Retention in the Brain Using HPLC

To confirm the results of our second phase of screening (MALDI-IMS) using a gold-standard approach, HPLC analysis of
brain homogenates was leveraged. Again, the purpose of this work was to demonstrate that PMZ’s harbors the ability to
both cross the BBB and be retained in the brain parenchyma in an amyloid-dependent manner. Therefore, in precisely the
same manner as for the MALDI-IMS set of experiments, wild-type and 5XFAD mice (n = 3 per group) were injected with
promethazine (25 mg/kg) via the tail veins and subsequently perfused. In an effort to better assess the pharmacokinetic
profile of PMZ retention in the brain, mice were sacrificed 10 minutes or 4 hours post-injection. Freshly isolated brains
were then homogenized to facilitate extraction and quantification of the promethazine contained within the sample via
HPLC using a procedure reported by our group previously.(1024) As shown in Figure 9-16, following a brief systemic
distribution, we noted pronounced peaks at retention times of 15 and 17 min, which corresponded to (R) and (S)
enantiomers, respectively.(1025, 1026) Of note, the molecular weight of the molecule associated with the peaks at 15 and 17
min match that of promethazine as determined by LC–MS and identically matches the peaks obtained by HPLC analysis
of a racemic promethazine solution (data not shown). Among the wild type mice, the peaks corresponding to both (R) and (S)-promethazine disappeared 4 h post-injection. However, both enantiomers of promethazine remained in amyloid
burdened 5XFAD brains 4 h post-injection. Interestingly, retention of the (S)-enantiomer appeared favorable compared to
that of the (R) configuration. This may suggest that the (S) configuration of promethazine is principally responsible for
binding to Aβ plaques. Using standardized concentration curves and integration software available from the HPLC
system, we calculated that 2% and 0.5% of the original promethazine dose was retained 10 min post-injection in 5XFAD
and wild type mice, respectively. Thus, promethazine exhibits a 4-fold higher retention in amyloid-burdened brains at the
10-minute time-point with respect to wild type controls. At the 240-minute time-point, 0.5% of the original dose remained
in 5XFAD brains compared to 0.01% retention in the wild type animals. These results represent a significant difference in
the retention of promethazine as a function of Aβ plaque burden in the brains at the 240-minute time-point. Further
analysis of this data reveals that the amount of promethazine retained in the brain of wild type mice drops 97% during the
10- to 240-minute time interval, while promethazine retention falls by only 75% in amyloid-burdened 5XFAD brains. We
performed a control study to demonstrate the notion that compounds lacking any kind of binding targets in the brain will
be virtually 100% cleared an hour after administration. Toward that goal, we injected Cy5.5 succinimide ester dye (2
240

nmol) into the left ventricle of a mouse and tracked the distribution using an optical imaging system. Immediately after
injection, we observed the dye diffused into the brain tissues; however, one hour post-injection, no trace of the material
was detected in the brain (Figure 9-16). Thus, the finding that the rate of promethazine clearance in the brain varies in an
amyloid-dependent manner is best explained by the ability of the compound to bind to Aβ assemblies. Taken together, the
data is highly congruent with the analysis achieved via phase 2 screening with MALDI-IMS. Namely, that promethazine
can penetrate the BBB and is retained in the brain in an amyloid-dependent manner
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Fi gu r e 9 -1 6 . H PLC D et e r mi na ti o n o f B BB P e n etra ti o n a n d D i ffer ent ial R et ent i on o f ( S) -p ro metha zi ne i n 5 XF AD M ou se Mo d el .
T en mi nu t e s p o st -i nj e c ti o n, d e te c ta b l e l ev e l s o f p ro m e t hazi ne wer e mea su r ed i n b ot h wi ld t y p e ( mea n = 2 .5 7 μ g) an d 5 XF AD ( m ea n =
9 .6 2 μ g) m ou se m od e l s, t hu s c o n f ir mi n g pr o m e tha z in e 's a bil it y to cr o ss t h e B BB i n b ot h mo d el s. At th i s ti me -p oi n t, 0 .5 % o f t h e or ig i na l
pr o m et ha zi n e d o se i s re ta i n e d wit hi n t h e bra i n s o f wil d t yp e mi ce co mpar ed t o 2 % ret enti o n i n t h e 5 XF AD mo d el. T h i s i s a p pr ox i ma t el y
a 4 -fo l d i n cr ea se i n pr o m et ha zi n e r et e nt io n i n a m yl o id -bu r d en ed brai n s. At th e 2 4 0 -mi nu t e ti me -p oi nt 0 .5 % o f t h e or ig i na l d o se r e ta i n e d
in 5 XF AD bra i n s ve r su s 0 .0 1 % in wil d ty p e m i c e. Gi v e n tha t t h e di ffer en ce i n p ro metha zin e r et ent i on b et ween wil d t yp e a n d 5 XF AD
gr o ws o v er ti m e , it i s h ig h ly pr oba b ly t h e e n ha nc e d r et ent io n o f pr o metha zin e i n a my lo i d -bu rd en ed bra in s r ef l ect s an a ff i nit y o f
pr o m et ha zi n e fo r Aβ pla qu e s. T a i l v ei n in j e cti o n o f ra c emi c mi x tu r es o f p ro metha zin e fa ci lita t ed t h e d eter mi nat io n o f st er e o -sp e cif i c
bi n di n g. N ot e t ha t b ot h t h e ( R ) - a nd ( S) -pr o m et ha zi n e ena nt i o mer s ar e r etai n ed at r elat i vel y th e sa me l ev el i n wi ld t y p e br a in s;
h o wev e r, t h e ( S) -v er si on i s r eta in e d a t hi g h er l e v el s 2 4 0 mi n p o st -in j ecti o n i n t h e 5 XF AD mice. T hese r esu l t s su p p ort t h e c o nc lu si o n
tha t t h e (S ) -pr o m et ha zi n e e na nti o m er ma y b e pr i ma ril y r esp on si b l e for A β p laqu e b in d in g . Fu r t h er , car dia c p er fu si o n pr ot o c ol wa s
p er for m e d pr i or to bra i n e x tra cti o n/ h o m o ge n i za ti o n to a vo i d co n fou n d s a sso ciat ed wit h pr o metha zin e b ei ng r eta in ed i n th e mi c r o va scu la tu r e . All m ea su r e m e nt s wer e pe r for m e d in tr i pli ca te wi th each d o se equ iva l en t to 2 5 m g/k g.
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Fi gu r e 9 -1 7 . N on -ta r g et e d C o mp ou n d s a r e Ra pi dl y Cl ea r ed fr o m th e Bra i n.
Int ra -c er e br ov e nt ri cu la r i nj e ct i on o f t he C y5 .5 su c c in i mi d e ester d ye (3 .0  L) wa s p er for med u si n g a st er eo tacti c su rg i ca l i n stru m e nt .
On c e a n e st h et i z ed wit h i so flu ra n e, t h e sk u l l wa s ex p o se d a n d a sma ll bu r r h ol e wa s g en erat ed u si n g a d en tal d ril l. T h e a ni m a l wa s
su b sequ e nt l y i n je c t ed u si n g a Ha mi lt on syri n g e wit h a 2 7 -gau g e n eedl e a t a rat e o f 0 .5  L / mi n in t o t h e l eft la t eral v ent ri cl e u si ng t h e
c oo r di na t e s: 1 m m ca u da l t o br e g ma , 1 .3 m m la t era l to sa git tal su tu r e, an d 2 mm in d ep t h. Aft er i nj ecti o n, t h e sk i n wa s clo se d u sin g
su r gi ca l su tu r e s a n d t h e a ni ma l wa s su b j e ct e d to i ma gi n g i mmediat ely a nd 1 h ou r p o st -i nj ect io n . Anal y si s o f t h e r esu lti n g d a ta r e v ea l s
tha t c o mp ou n d s la ck in g b i nd i ng -a ffi ni t y for a su b st ra t e in t h e brai n ar e vir tu all y co mpl et el y cl ear ed wi t hi n a o n e h ou r ti m e f ra m e .
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9.5

DISCUSSION & SIGNIFICANCE OF WORK

As reiterated time and time again, despite the wide-spread application of amyloid-binding contrast agents in AD research
trials, the identification of Aβ-binding molecules capable of crossing the BBB remains a significant bottleneck in the
overall effort to detect and treat AD. Prior to our work, the predominant drug design strategy available to science involved
the structural manipulation of known amyloid-binding molecules such as thioflavin and Congo Red. However, the
efficacy of this approach has proven largely inadequate and has arguably been exhausted. Supporting this claim, only 4
clinically implemented diagnostic probes for AI have been generated in nearly three decades of research. Moreover, no
disease-modifying therapeutic has been developed for AD, despite considerable evidence in preclinical models that
perturbation of amyloid-aggregation via small molecules represents an ideal therapeutic strategy. Thus, given the costly
development and structural limitations intrinsic to ligand-based probe design, the impetus for our work is the passion to
find new approaches which facilitate the identification of unorthodox amyloid-binding compounds. In pursuit of this goal,
we successfully integrated the unique advantages of assay- and IMS-mediated HTS technologies to describe a robust,
reliable, and rational technique for the identification of ideal amyloid-binding compounds. Considering first the HATCO
assay component of our research, this particular screening methodology is unique in several aspects. Most importantly,
unlike alternative thioflavin-based screening technologies which are traditionally restricted to the 96-well plate format,
rigorous troubleshooting has been performed on the HATCO assay to facilitate its translation to the 384-well platform.
Most practically, the assay’s working volume has been reduced by a factor of 8, from its original total volume of 200 μL
to its final optimized volume of approximately 25 μL. In a similar manner, the assay’s volume requirement for each
candidate compound has been substantially reduced in order to facilitate compatibility with widely implemented
restrictions imposed by the HTS core. For this parameter, the initial requirement of 50 μL of library compound was
reduced by a factor of 400; optimized down to a volume of just 125 nanoL. Equally critical to the successful translation of
the HATCO assay to the 384-well plate format was the incorporation of automated liquid handling systems for plate
loading. It is noteworthy that prior to this optimization, the Z-prime statistic for the HATCO assay was abysmally low,
with a mean value of .34. As revealed by the data, this is largely attributable to the viscosity of the 5XFAD lysate, which
causes it to exhibit a propensity to adhere to the tip of the pipette. In doing so, major deviations in total well volume are
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introduced into the plate, which dramatically alter fluorescent signal, increase standard deviation, and consequently reduce
the Z-prime statistic. To address this issue, loading techniques practically implemented only with the assistance of liquid
handling systems proved to be necessary. Relevant operations to combat the inherent difficulty of loading the 5XFAD
lysate included the integration of an automated tip-touch protocol, pre- and post-aspirate volume, as well as reagent
specific rates of dispensation. With these parameters optimized, the HATCO assay again reached descriptive statistics of
reproducibility compatible with efficacious HTS, with a mean Z-prime of .62 and a %CV under 5% under real-world
screening conditions. Placed in context, this seats the HATCO assay among the most robust HTS technologies described
for the identification of Aβ-binding molecules to date, with techniques achieving a Z-prime above .5 being considered
exceptionally well optimized. Despite these exceptional statistics, the real-world utility of our technique could have been
limited by the high cost associated with harvesting sufficient brain mass to produce the 5XFAD lysate. Fortunately, this
concern has been sufficiently addressed via a 10-fold dilution of the original lysate parameters. In fact, under the
optimized protocol, the sacrifice of just one 5XFAD mouse is sufficient to screen approximately 2,000 library compounds.
Again, this cost-efficiency would be meaningless if the validity or reproducibility of our assay was negatively impacted
by this alteration. However this scenario proved not to be the case. To the contrary, in a manner which highlights the
reliability of the HATCO assay as a primary screening technique, 35 of the 42 (83.33%) originally identified hit
compounds met statistical criteria for classification as an Aβ-binding molecule in a confirmatory screen. Moreover, the 7
compounds which failed to reach statistical significance when re-screening using the HATCO assay were those with the
lowest Aβ affinity. All attributes considered, the HATCO assay is inarguably well-suited for the screening of vast
molecular libraries for Aβ-binding affinity.
Beyond simply surpassing alternative screening methodologies with respect to speed and efficiency, we argue that
the HATCO assay offers unique advantages over its competitors. Most substantially, by utilizing naturally formed
amyloid species derived from the 5XFAD mouse model in lieu of in vitro derived alternatives the increasingly recognized
confounds associated with synthetic amyloid assemblies can be avoided entirely. Put another way, hits identified via the
HATCO assay are predicted to have higher translational validity, as they are targeted to amyloid assemblies with
biologically relevant tertiary structures. A second way in which our HTS-based approach to the identification of Aβbinding agents optimizes translation validity is via its ability to repurpose orphaned compounds. It should be noted that
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orphaned compounds, those drugs that have been rejected for the treatment of non-related diseases, hold a key advantage
with respect to translatability, as this tremendously large and heterogeneous group of molecules typically have a history of
use in human trials. Moreover, the possibility of identifying an Aβ-binding molecule with off-target therapeutic benefits is
increased by probing libraries of orphaned compounds, as the vast majority of these compounds were designed to harbor
biologic activity. With these key advantages in mind, our initial screening experiments focused predominantly on
compound libraries enriched with orphaned compounds, such as the NIH clinical collection I and II. However, beyond the
potential of identifying Aβ affinity in abandoned drugs, reliable HTS technologies like the HATCO assay also permit the
characterization of natural products with innate and often times pleiotropic therapeutic effects. To leverage this advantage,
we screened the Vanderbilt HTS facility’s “Spectrum Collection”, a compound library comprised of 2,000 biologically
active drugs and natural products. As demonstrated in this work, primary screening of the large, structurally diverse
molecular libraries described using the HATCO assay can selectively identify compounds possessing affinity for Aβassemblies of correct tertiary structure. In principal, this assay operates by monitoring a compound’s ability to dissociate
complexes of thioflavin-Aβ via competitive inhibition. Highlighting the utility of this novel assay, HTS of a 3,500
compound molecular library resulted in just 7 confirmed and cross-screened hits. Put another way, HATCO assaymediated HTS eliminates 99.8% of molecules tested. Critically, known Aβ-binding compounds such as resveratrol also
register as hits when screened with the assay; a result which supports the validity of our approach. Taken as a whole, the
data strongly supports the utility of the HATCO-assay as a primary screening methodology for the identification of novel
Aβ-binding molecules.
Notably however, if we were to limit our drug discovery paradigm to just this assay-mediated HTS, we would risk
repeating the mistakes of our predecessors by failing to appropriately characterize the BBB penetrance of our initial hits.
As reviewed at length in earlier chapters, the failure to sufficiently characterize the BBB penetrance of putative
therapeutic compounds has historically manifested itself as the single most ubiquitous limitation of all AD clinical trials
conducted to date. Unwilling to accept this limitation, our approach radically differs from all previously published
probe/drug discovery methodologies in that we employ a second phase of screening which provides information regarding
a candidate probes performance in an in vivo model of AD. Importantly, this approach obviates the development of
unsuitable compounds and thus minimizes the potentially colossal and wasteful investment associated with traditional
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probe design strategies. To facilitate this improvement, we utilize the 5XFAD model combined with a robust mass
spectrometry imaging capability to both confirm the Aβ specificity of our hit compounds while simultaneously evaluating
their bioavailability across the BBB. As a demonstration of the applicability of this second phase of compound
characterization, the hit compound of highest clinical applicability, PMZ, was studied in this manner.
In this work, 5XFAD mice with moderate Aβ-burden and age-matched wild type controls were used for ex vivo
MALDI-IMS analysis of promethazine retention in the brain. Both qualitative and quantitative assessment of the resulting
MALDI-IMS images showed a clear and statistically significant signal difference between promethazine treated wild type
and 5XFAD mice after intravenous injection of the compound. Impressively, the inter-sample consistency of the
promethazine-generated MALDI IMS signal facilitates a 100% accurate discrimination of AD from wild type mouse
models using only a simple threshold-based algorithm. When these observed differences in PMZ retention between wild
type and 5XFAD mice were quantified using HPLC, we calculated that 2% and 0.5% of the original promethazine dose
was retained 10 min post-injection in 5XFAD and wild type mice, respectively. Described in a different manner,
promethazine exhibits a 4-fold higher retention in amyloid-burdened brains at the 10-minute time-point with respect to
non-amyloid burdened controls. While this result certainly alludes to an amyloid-dependent retention of PMZ in the brains
of 5XFAD mice, PMZ levels at later time points were evaluated in order to definitively attribute this differential in PMZ
retention to the molecule’s putative amyloid-affinity. In a manner congruent with this model, at the 240-minute timepoint, 0.5% of the original dose remained in 5XFAD brains compared to just a 0.01% retention in the wild type animals.
Further analysis of this data reveals that the amount of promethazine retained in the brain of wild type mice drops 97%
during the 10- to 240-minute time interval while promethazine retention falls by only 75% in amyloid-burdened 5XFAD
brains. Thus, given the convergent evidence offered by MALDI IMS and corroborating HPLC data, we conclude that
promethazine is retained in an amyloid-dependent manner in the brain. In this model, PMZ is retained in the brains of
5XFAD mice secondary to a reduced rate of clearance attributable to its interaction with assemblies of amyloid. Lending
feasibility to this hypothesis, regional differences in the retention of promethazine correlate well with the spatial
distribution of Aβ plaques in the brain, a finding which further supports the conclusion that promethazine is capable of
binding Aβ plaques. Taken as a whole, these findings conclusively support the specificity of promethazine for Aβ
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assemblies and allude to its potential utility as a diagnostic probe for assessing the relative degree of Aβ plaque pathology
in AD patients.
Highlighting the potential significance of this finding, successful translation of PMZ into such a probe would
facilitate longitudinal assessment of plaque expression levels in response to therapy. Moreover, by revealing subtle
differences in Aβ plaque density and topographic distribution, a PMZ-based diagnostic probe might provide insight into
the observed phenotypical variability characteristic of AD. Most critically, because aggregations of Aβ are detectable
decades before the onset of symptoms, the development of a more clinically robust AI agent might expedite the
organization of clinical trials designed to investigate the efficacy of prophylactic treatment regiments. In order to facilitate
these advances however, a suitable AI probe should prove capable of detecting Aβ plaque expression patterns well beyond
the yes/no strategy employed by the current generation of diagnostic techniques. Instead, third-generation AI probes must
progress towards the ability to quantitatively evaluate Aβ plaque burden in order to facilitate intra-subject longitudinal
studies of Aβ plaque load. As evidenced by the MALDI-IMS data, PMZ fulfills this requirement, as PMZ retention in the
brain is highly correlated with Aβ plaque expression in pathologically relevant regions of interest such as the
hippocampus. Fortunately, the chemical structure of promethazine is quite amenable to the development of a [11C] carbon
PET imaging probe via N-methylation using [11C]methyl triflate or [11C]methyl iodide. (1027) Of note, we are keenly
aware of promethazine's off-target effects and routine use as an anti-histamine medication for the treatment of nausea.
Despite the well-established side-effect profile of promethazine and other first-generation antihistamines, a unique aspect
of PET imaging probe development is that this technique uses trace amounts of radiolabeled compound well below the
threshold required to induce adverse pharmacological effects. Therefore, translation of PMZ into a PET-compatible AI
agent is among the group’s highest priorities.
While the scientific impact of identifying and translating PMZ into a probe for AI is readily apparent, the
discovery of unique amyloid-binding motifs may prove of equal importance to the field. As stated, one of the preliminary
goals of this work was to expand the chemical genetics of known Aβ-binding molecules. To a degree, the identification of
PMZ accomplishes this task. Although identified as part of a random screening process, promethazine contains a unique
structural scaffold which bears a striking resemblance to that of prototypical amyloid-binding compounds. For instance,
while thioflavin exhibits a thiazole backbone, promethazine is supported by a phenothiazine structural motif. While the
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two backbone structures are different, they share common features including an N-alkylation extension from the ring
system and a dimethyl amine moiety. However, critical structural differences between these compounds also exist.
Significantly, some of these differences likely underlie promethazine's ability to cross the BBB. For example, the
electronic neutrality of promethazine probably facilitates its penetrance into the CNS, while thioflavin's quaternary amine
moiety imparts a positive charge which reduces its lipophilicity and thus negatively impacts its bio-distribution into the
brain.(1028)
In summary, in this aim, a novel, two-phase HTS approach that facilitates the identification of amyloid-binding
compounds was developed. Importantly, this approach differs from conventional probe discovery methodologies in two
ways: (i) by utilizing biologically-derived Aβ-assemblies with pathologically relevant tertiary structure to optimize the
translatability of discovered hits and (ii) by extending beyond in vitro binding affinity assays and offering information
regarding a candidate probes performance in an in vivo model of AD. To facilitate this second improvement, we utilize
the 5XFAD model combined with a robust mass spectrometry imaging capability to assess BBB penetrance and confirm
Aβ-binding specificity. More generally, by successfully marrying the unique advantages of assay- and IMS-mediated HTS
technologies, we describe a robust, reliable, and rational technique for the identification of ideal amyloid-binding
compounds. Significantly, the discovery of new Aβ-binding molecules can robustly advance both AD diagnostics and
therapeutics. From a diagnostic perspective, the discovery of novel agents with Aβ-binding affinity will expand and
potentially improve upon our current repertoire of amyloid imaging agents. With respect to therapeutic applications,
newly discovered Aβ-binding structural motifs, like the ones described in this work, might possibly be leveraged as Aβaggregation inhibitors to prophylactically prevent the accumulation of Aβ in the brain. In light of the substantial number
of orphaned compounds untested with respect to Aβ plaque affinity, we anticipate that this combinatorial approach to
probe development will enhance the likelihood of getting a hit by facilitating rapid evaluation of untapped molecular
libraries. Because of the operational simplicity, high sensitivity, compatibility with high-throughput platforms, it is our
hope that the approach outlined in this work will serve to catalyze far-reaching advances in the development and
understanding of AD pathophysiology, diagnostics and therapeutics.
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Chapter 10Thesis aim 2
10.1 AIM 2: EVALUATING THE THERAPEUTIC EFFICACY OF Aβ CLEARANCE

As described at length in the introductory chapters of this work, secondary to decades of experimental support, the vast
majority of investigators favor amyloid-centric models of AD pathogenesis. In short, these models hypothesize that
perturbations in Aβ production/clearance lead to neuronal dysfunction and loss secondary to direct and indirect
mechanisms. Lending considerable support to this hypothesis, drugs which counteract the pathological changes in Aβ
processing observed in AD have demonstrated robust benefit in preclinical mouse models. For this reason, the
predominant therapeutic avenue studied in human clinical trials to date involves the administration of pharmaceutical
agents designed to attenuate the production, or bolster the clearance of, Aβ-assemblies. Disappointingly however, all of
these Aβ-centric therapies have failed to produce robust clinical improvements in patients with established AD. As a
result, today AD stands alone as the only top-ten cause of death without a disease-modifying treatment option. As
reviewed in earlier chapters at length, several hypotheses for why randomized controlled clinical trials evaluating Aβcentric therapies fail have been proposed. Consistently however, two limitations are ubiquitously acknowledged: (i)
therapeutic intervention in patients with established AD pathology and (ii) poor delivery of therapeutic agents across the
BBB. Significantly, both of these limitations are potentially addressed by the discovery of new Aβ-binding molecules like
those identified in Aim 1 of this work. For example, because accumulation of Aβ in the brains of AD patients occurs
decades before the onset of symptoms or substantial neurodegeneration, the development of improved AI probes may
serve to alleviate the barrier imposed by our current inability to test putative treatments prophylactically. Thus, by serving
as unique precursors for the development of improved AI technologies, newly identified Aβ-binding agents can facilitate
prophylactic treatment by allowing the construction of non-demented AD cohorts required for such trials. With respect to
improving the delivery of therapeutic agents the argument is more straightforward. Newly identified Aβ-binding
molecules with innate BBB permeability can be further screened for anti-Aβ-aggregation properties and thus be leveraged
in a therapeutic manner. However, while preventing Aβ plaque formation or facilitating their demolition, particularly
during the early disease process, inarguably represents a key therapeutic strategy, it is important to recognize the multi250

factorial nature of AD pathogenesis. As described in detail in earlier chapters, non-amyloid-centric mechanisms of AD
pathogenesis have been proposed. In fact, modern interpretations of amyloid-centric models suggest that amyloid acts as
an early step in a more complex neurodegenerative cascade that becomes independent of amyloid as disease
progresses.(976) Ascribing to this model, it is easy to recognize why therapies targeting only Aβ have proven ineffective,
particularly in the cohorts of moderate to late-stage AD patients typically employed by clinical trials.
Considering all of these points, we hypothesize that an ideal disease-modifying therapeutic for AD should be
capable of (i) crossing the BBB (ii) perturbing the aggregation of Aβ species and (iii) influencing the pathogenesis of AD
in a multi-factorial fashion. Evaluating the Aβ-targeted therapies studied to date according to these guidelines, these drugs
fail to satisfactorily meet the first and third criteria listed. Importantly, this is attributable to the fact that the majority of
these drugs have been developed via ligand-based rational drug design paradigms, which prioritize the optimization of
Aβ-binding affinity. As described in the context of AI probe development, an alternative to rational drug design is the
utilization of HTS technology. As demonstrated in Aim 1, hit compounds discovered via HATCO-mediated HTS exhibit
promise with respect to alleviating the limitations plaguing the current generation of Aβ-aggregation inhibitors. However,
as partially addressed in Aim 3 of this work, further research is necessary to evaluate the ability of such novel Aβcompounds to perturb AD pathogenesis using preclinical mouse models. More generally, the majority of compounds
identified via HTS are unlikely to exhibit the multi-factorial therapeutic profile deemed optimal when considering the
treatment of such a complex neurodegenerative disease. Thus, even if these compounds are proven robust inhibitors of Aβ
aggregation, the clinical efficacy of such compounds is likely to be restricted to prophylactic treatment approaches. To
summarize, of the drugs developed via rational design- or HTS-based approaches, none satisfactorily fulfill all of the
requirements of an ideal disease-modifying therapeutic for AD. Fortunately, a third avenue facilitating the discovery of
disease-modifying treatments for AD has been identified in the application of naturally existing compounds. Although
generally not held in high esteem by modern medicine, the massive influence natural products have had in modern drug
development is undeniable. For example, of the approximately 877 small molecule drugs introduced worldwide between
1981 and 2002, most (61%) can be traced back to their origins in natural products.

(1029)

To a certain degree this is not

surprising, as plant-based drugs may be more suitable, at least in biochemical terms, for medicinal use in humans as
compared to exotic synthetic drugs produced through combinatorial chemistry. Importantly, the main advantage of this
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approach is that because these repositories of compounds are not artificially designed for a particular target, they typically
harbor a manifold of therapeutic mechanisms of action. Unwilling to limit the potential impact of our work by uniquely
leveraging HTS approaches to facilitate the development of novel AD drugs; we focused on the naturally occurring
turmeric extract curcumin (diferuloylmethane) as a potential theranostic agent for AD.
Interestingly, the hypothesis of a potential therapeutic role of curcumin in dementia originates from
epidemiological studies demonstrating a lower prevalence of AD in populations who consume a diet rich in curry; a food
product containing substantial curcumin content. (1030) Subsequently, reports conducted in cohorts of healthy elderly
individuals suggested that those who consume curry more frequently perform better on cognitive test batteries. (1031)
Highlighting the multi-factorial nature of curcumin’s therapeutic profile, more than a 100 clinical studies have credited
this naturally-occurring compound with antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, anti-cancer, anti-viral and anti-bacterial
properties. Of historically note, long before modern science defined its therapeutic efficacy; curcumin had been employed
by non-allopathic practitioners of medicine for the treatment of a wide array of diseases. In a manner which makes it
uniquely suited for therapeutic applications in AD however, curcumin exhibits a robust ability to cross the BBB and
disrupt assemblies of Aβ peptide.(1032) Moreover, curcumin’s effect on Aβ-metabolism is far more holistic than that of
synthetically-derived drugs. For example, in addition to perturbing Aβ fibril formation in a dose-dependent fashion(1033),
curcumin also destabilizes preformed Aβ fibrils(1034), inhibits amyloid-genic APP cleavage(1035), prevents Aβ-induced tau
hyper-phosphorylation(1036), and enhances Aβ uptake from macrophages. (1037) Having thus met the first and exceeded the
second criteria of an ideal therapeutic agent, the features which make curcumin uniquely suited to perturb AD
pathogenesis are its vast array of “off-target” effects. Accumulating evidence suggests curcumin is a highly pleiotropic
molecule, physically interacting with a diverse range of molecular targets including: transcription factors, growth factors
and their receptors, cytokines, and enzymes (Table 10-1). Significantly, the pleotropic nature of curcumin facilitates its
modulation of numerous biochemical and molecular cascades which are posited to be of significance to AD pathogenesis.
Supporting this notion, the therapeutic effect of curcumin has been well established in AD models. Chief among the nonamyloid-targeted benefits of curcumin are its potent neuroprotective and antioxidant effects; which reports suggest to be
greater than that of tocopherol.(1033) In studies conducted on AD mouse models, low to moderate doses of curcumin
succeeded in reducing oxidative damage and increasing microglial reaction near Aβ deposits. Mechanistically, this
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therapeutic benefit is attributable to the anti-oxidant properties of curcumin which serve to decrease A𝛽-induced radical
oxygen species.(1038)
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T a ble 1 0 -1 . M ol e cu la r T a rg e t s o f Cu r cu mi n

Molecular Targets of Curcumin
Transcriptional factors
Growth factors
Activating protein-1
Connective tissue growth factor#
β-Catenin
Epidermal growth factor#
CREB-binding protein
Fibroblast growth factor#
Early growth response gene-1
Hepatocyte growth factor#
Electrophile response element
Nerve growth factor#
Hypoxia inducible factor-1
Platelet derived growth factor#
Notch-1
Tissue factor#
Nuclear factor-kappa B
Transforming growth factor-b1#
Nuclear factor 2-related factor
Vascular endothelial growth factor#
Peroxisome preoliferator-activated
Inflammatory cytokines
receptor-gamma
Signal transducers and activators of
Interleukin-1
transcription-1
Signal transducers and activators of
Interleukin-2
transcription-3
Signal transducers and activators of
Interleukin-5
transcription-4
Signal transducers and activators of
Interleukin-6
transcription-5
Wilms’ tumor gene 1
Interleukin-8
Enzymes
Interleukin-12
Arylamine N-acetyltransferases-1#
Interleukin-18
ATFase#
Monocyte chemoattractant protein
ATPase#
Migration inhibition protein
Cyclooxygenase-2#
Macrophage inflammatory protein
Desaturase#
Tumor necrosis factor alpha
DNA polymerase#
Receptors
Farnesyl protein transferase#
Androgen receptor#
Gluthathione-S-transferase"
Aryl hydrocarbon receptor#
Glutamyl cysteine ligase
Chemokine (C-X-C motif) receptor
4#
Hemeoxygenase-1"
Death receptor-5"
Inducible nitric oxide synthase#
EGF-receptor#
Lipoxygenase#
Endothelial protein C-receptor"
Matrix metalloproteinase#
Estrogen receptor-alpha#
NAD(P)H:quinone oxidoreductase#
Fas receptor"
Ornithine decarboxylase#
Histamine (2)- receptor#
Phospholipase D#
Human epidermal growth factor
receptor-2#
Src homology 2 domain-containing tyrosine Interleukin 8-receptor#
phosphatase 2"
Telomerase#
Inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate
receptor#
Tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase-3#
Integrin receptor#
Glutamate-cysteine ligase"
Low density lipoprotein-receptor"
Kinases
Adhesion molecules
Autophosphorylation-activated protein
Endothelial leukocyte adhesion
kinase#
molecule-1#
Ca2+-dependent protein kinase#
Intracellular adhesion molecule-1#
EGF receptor-kinase#
Vascular cell adhesion molecule-1#
Extracellular receptor kinase#
Anti-apoptotic proteins
Focal adhesion kinase#
B-cell lymphoma protein 2#
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IL-1 receptor-associated kinase#
Janus kinase#
c-jun N-terminal kinase"
Mitogen-activated protein kinase#
Phosphorylase kinase#
Protamine kinase#
Protein kinase A#
Protein kinase B#
Prorein kinase C#
pp60c-src tyrosine kinase#
Protein tyrosine kinase#

Bcl-xL#
Inhibitory apoptosis protein-1 #
Others
Cyclin D1#
DNA fragmentation factor 40-kd
subunit"
Heat-shock protein 70"
Multi-drug resistance protein#
Urokinase-type plasminogen
activator#
P53"
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Although a variety of groups have confirmed the therapeutic efficacy of curcumin in a multitude of preclinical
AD mouse models, the therapeutic potential of curcumin is perhaps best illustrated by a series of studies performed by
Bacskai and colleagues. In this work, two-photon microscopy was employed to visually confirm reports that curcumin can
cross the BBB, bind to Aβ deposits, and clear existing plaques in a transgenic mouse model of AD. (1039, 1040) Importantly,
this approach is only viable secondary to curcumin’s intrinsic fluorescence emission at 557 nm. Understandably, as these
studies highlight the potential of curcumin-mediated measurement of Aβ burden in the brain, several groups have
attempted to functionalize this molecule as a diagnostic agent for AD. As highlighted in the chapter reviewing opticallybased diagnostic probes however, while curcumin’s fluorescent signal facilitates optical measurement of its Aβ-binding
affinity, it is not compatible with non-invasive assessment of Aβ burden due the poor tissue penetrance of this particular
wavelength. Thus, seeking to translate curcumin’s ability to bind Aβ-assemblies into a clinically relevant diagnostic
technique, groups have successfully radiolabeled curcumin derivatives for Aβ imaging.(1041) Similarly, we recently
developed a perfluoro curcumin analog (FMeC1) for 19F NMR imaging (Figure 10-1) to facilitate in vivo visualization of
the mechanism that enables curcumin to bind to Aβ.(826) Subsequent structural characterization of the FMeC1 compound
in physiologically relevant buffer systems revealed the existence of an equilibrium between keto and enol tautomers. In a
manner which highlights the Aβ-specificity of our compound, while FMeC1 exists in the keto form when dissolved in
physiological buffers, it displays a shift to the enol structural motif once bound to Aβ aggregates.(826) Seeking to leverage
this novel diagnostic agent in vivo, colleagues at the Shiga University of Medical Science in Japan successfully detected
FMeC1 in the brain of Tg2576 mice using 19F MRI. While considered a successful study in that the diagnostic utility of
the FMeC1 compound was robustly demonstrated, a less emphasized aspect of this study highlights the principal
limitation encountered by investigators seeking to leverage curcumin and its derivatives for theranostic applications in
AD; its poor solubility in biologically relevant solvents. In fact, while essential to its ability to permeate the BBB,
curcumin’s amphiphilic properties require that the compound be dissolved in a combination of buffer solutions which
contain excessively high concentrations of detergent. Secondary to the viscous nature of this formulation, bolus
administration by intravenous injection has proven lethal in preclinical animal models and is therefore unsuitable for
human trials.(826) Thus, the delivery of curcumin at therapeutically meaningful doses stands as the major factor limiting the
utility of this promising theranostic agent. As employed by our colleagues in Japan, one way to circumvent this limitation
is by using a controlled pump to infuse the substance over an extended period; however, enormous uncertainty persists
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regarding how these methodological adaptations can be implemented in translational studies without major unforeseen
complications. Unable to overlook curcumin’s therapeutic potential, our group and others have cumulatively proposed a
myriad of methods to successfully deliver curcumin to the brain. (1042)
Following what was perceived as the most clinically applicable avenue, historically, investigators have focused on
optimizing oral dosing regiments of curcumin. However, a pharmacokinetic evaluation of this dosing strategy reveals it to
be grossly inadequate. To start, as indicated by blood plasma levels in various animal models after P.O. dosing, curcumin
is poorly absorbed from the gut. Exemplifying this point, in rats receiving a 1g/kg oral dose of curcumin, 75% of the
ingested dose was excreted unprocessed in the feces. (1043) In a similar study, plasma and tissue levels of tritium-labeled
curcumin administered at doses of 400, 80, and 10 mg were measured as a function of time. While largely in congruence
with the previously cited study, this experimental design revealed that the percentage of curcumin absorbed remained
constant regardless of the dose administered. (1044) Put another way, this study indicates that increasing the dose of
curcumin may not necessarily result in higher absorption. The implication of this finding is of supreme clinical
importance, as it highlights the folly in employing the obvious strategy of dose escalation to compensate for curcumin’s
poor P.O pharmacokinetic profile. To confirm this assertion, one need look no further than dose-escalation trials to
determine curcumin’s maximum tolerated dose and safety. In one prototypical trial, a standardized powder extract of
uniformly milled curcumin (C3 ComplexTM, Sabinsa Corporation), was administered to 24 healthy volunteers at single
doses ranging from 500 to 12,000 mg. Predictably given the pharmacokinetic profile just discussed, no curcumin was
detected in the serum of subjects at any of the administered doses.(1045) It is worth noting the poor P.O. bioavailability
reported in these studies is not uniquely attributable to curcumin’s abysmal rate of intestinal uptake. To the contrary, an
equally unfavorable aspect of P.O. administration is its immediate delivery of any absorbed curcumin to the liver where it
is promptly metabolized. Termed the first-pass effect, this generalizable phenomenon greatly reduces the serum
concentration of a susceptible drug before it reaches systemic circulation. Thus, when interpreted as a whole, the literature
suggests two interrelated phenomenon contribute to the poor bioavailability of curcumin when administered orally (i) poor
gastrointestinal uptake and (ii) extensive clearance secondary to first-pass metabolism.
Recognizing the need to deliver curcumin in manner which bypasses the intrinsic limitations of P.O.
administration yet remains clinically applicable; we describe herein a novel approach for delivering curcumin to the brain
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via inhalation. In more detail, a curcumin-containing suspension was aerosolized using a center-flow atomizer, diluted
with air, and delivered intra-nasally. To demonstrate the robust nature of this dosing methodology, we compared aerosolmediated delivery of FMeC1 to the gold-standard of I.V. injection. Preliminary data demonstrated that drug delivery using
our atomization approach alleviated toxicity concerns and efficiently deposited FMeC1 compound in the brain slightly
better than I.V. injection. Excitingly, this result promotes further research into leveraging aerosol-mediated delivery to
facilitate the delivery of diagnostic probes for AD across the BBB. Towards this end, we show that delivery of the FMeC1
compound reached concentrations in the brain detectable by

19

F NMR. Moreover, plaque-like punctate fluorescence

attributable to complexes of the inhaled FMeC1 analog were co-localized to immuno-stained Aβ plaques in the cortex and
hippocampal regions of the 5XFAD mouse brain under fluorescence microscopy. Importantly, this result strongly
suggests that Aβ-targeted compounds like FMeC1 retain their amyloid-specificity when administered via aerosolization.
Cumulatively, these findings led us to hypothesize that aerosol-mediated delivery of curcumin might be applied to
efficaciously leverage the multi-factorial therapeutic profile of curcumin for the prevention of AD. To test this hypothesis,
we characterized the therapeutic effect of aerosol-mediated delivery of a 5 mg/kg dose of curcumin delivered three times a
week over the course of 20 week period on 1.5-month old-5XFAD mice. Astonishingly, this prophylactic treatment
regimen reduced Aβ plaque burden in the hippocampus, subiculum, and neocortex by 90.72%, 79.48%, and 68.75%
respectively. Further characterization of these treated mice via transmission electron microscopy revealed an equally
stunning absence of dystrophic neurites in the CA3 sub-region of the hippocampus. Most importantly from the therapeutic
perspective, these observed therapeutic benefits are correlated with improvements in both working and spatial memory as
assessed by the Y-maze behavioral assay.
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10.2 AIM 2 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Animals
The C57BL/6 and 5XFAD mice (8–12 months old) were maintained at Vanderbilt University under standard conditions,
in a 12-hour light/dark cycle and with free access to food and water. The 5XFAD mice overexpress both mutant human
APP and PS1 express high APP levels correlating with high burden and accelerated accumulation of the Aβ as described
by Vassar et al.(670) A colony of 5XFAD transgenic mice obtained from Jackson Laboratories was maintained by crossing
5XFAD mice with a wild-type C57BL/6J strain. The mice were genotyped by a standard polymerase chain reaction using
DNA isolated from tail tips with the following primers: PSEN1 forward, 5′-TCATGACTATCCTCCTGGTGG3′ and
reverse, 5′-CGTTATAGGTTTTAAACACTTCCCC-3′. For APP, forward, 5′-AGGACTGACCACTCGACCAG-3′ and
reverse, 5′-CGGGGGTCTAGTTCTGCAT-3′. We also genotyped mice for the presence of retinal degeneration Pde6b rd1
mutation

using

forward,

5′-AAGCTAGCTGCAGTAACGCCATTT-3′

and

reverse,

5′-

ACCTGCATGTGAACCCAGTATTCTATC-3′. After polymerase chain reaction amplification, the DNA product of each
reaction was analyzed by size fractionation through a 1% agarose gel; with Pde6b mutant = 560 bp, APP transgene = 377
bp and PSEN1 transgene = 608 bp. The 5XFAD mice were maintained as homozygous. Animal experiments were
conducted per the guidelines established by Vanderbilt University’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Inhalation Exposure and Compound Atomization
The atomizer system is comprised of a PVDF fluorinated polymer cross-flow atomizer (Single Pass Atomizer, SPA), an
L-shaped conveyer, three inhalation ports, inlets for pressurized gas and liquid and a control unit to regulate aerosol
generator air (Figure 10-2). In a typical experiment, an aqueous solution containing FMeC1 was pumped through a
capillary the SPA. Because of the rapid flow of air across the capillary tip, the airflow shears FMeC1-containing solution
into micron sized particles that are diluted with a stream of air delivered by an adjacent source. Together, these processes
generate the FMeC1-containing aerosol, the concentration of which and in some instances its aerodynamic size being
controlled by a flow of dilution air through the atomizer at ambient temperature (23–25°C). Delivery of the generated
aerosol to cohorts of experimental animals is facilitated via a delivery trumpet assembled within each inhalation chamber.
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Similarly, exhaled aerosol is conveyed to an exhaust outlet via escape channels just below the connector cone. In its
current configuration, the stainless steel inhalation chamber is fitted with multiple ports and protected septum seals that
enable the simultaneous respiratory exposure of three animals. The system can be expanded to accommodate up to five
animals.
Before atomization of the test compound airflow was calibrated as a function of pressure to ensure that every
experiment ran at a consistent airflow rate of 3 L/min and an operating pressure of 20 psi. The solution to be sprayed
consisted of 15 mg of FMeC1 in 30 mL of 1:6 PBS: Tween 20 mixture that was delivered to the SPA atomization via
syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus) at a rate of 50 mL/hour (833 μL/min). The atomization process commenced when
compressed air was introduced into the aerosol generator inlet via a pressure regulator. The pressurized air interacted with
fluid within the SPA. The resulting aerosol particles of respirable size were then emitted into the exposure apparatus. To
reduce aerosol size by evaporation, the aerosol was diluted with additional clean dry air. The resulting mixture was then
directed to three nose ports within the reduced volume inhalation chamber via a connector that directs the aerosol flow to
each chamber inlet. During animal trials, non-anesthetized mice were placed into a restraining tube which was inserted
into the exposure chamber. The animal’s snout was secured within the restraint tube by a stainless steel nose cone within
the tube to focus delivery of the aerosol to the breathing zone of the animal. The tapered nose cone inside the restraint
tube enables the animal to inhale the presented aerosol. As noted above, exhaled air is redirected to a second channel that
leads to the system’s exhaust. Rebreathing of exhaled air does not occur.
Prior to commencing the inhalation exposure of animals, an analysis of each port’s aerosol flow was conducted to
ensure the amount of aerosol delivered to each inhalation chamber was identical. In this work, 50-mL condensing tubes
were inserted into each outlet port and sealed with parafilm. This configuration ensured that all aerosolized FMeC1
delivered through the outlet port was deposited on the surface of the condensing tube. To assess atomization efficiency, 1
mL of the 0.889 mM FMeC1 solution was aerosolized by the atomizer system. The condensing tubes for each port were
then repeatedly rinsed with 1 mL of PBS and assessed for FMeC1 concentration by employing absorbance spectroscopy
in combination with Beer’s law. To do this, standard solutions of FMeC1 were prepared across a concentration range of
.001-.025 µM and plotted as a function of mean their absorbance at λ=420. From this data, linear regression was
employed to experimentally evaluate the slope of the line of best fit (R 2 = .99). Importantly, using this approach, the slope
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of the line of best-fit is the product of the molar absorptivity constant and the cuvette path length (1.00cm). Over the
course of three atomization trials, no significant difference in aerosol delivery efficiency was detected between outlet
ports (mean variance = 0.006 micrograms per 500 micrograms aerosolized), confirming that each inhalation chamber, and
thus each animal, would receive identical amounts of the aerosolized product. Additionally, we determined from this data
that 7.8% of the volume entering the nebulizer was successfully aerosolized and conveyed to the inhalation chambers.
This quantitative data enables us to calculate and normalize equivalent doses to compare probe distribution between
respiratory exposed and I.V.-injected animal groups. A representative calculation is included below.
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Image analysis of ex vivo fluorescence brain imaging
Monochromatic images of slide-mounted coronal brain slices (n=40 per cohort) were manually segmented to create
individual ROIs that encompassed the hippocampus and isocortex using ImageJ software. The Allen mouse brain atlas
was used as a reference for the segmentation of the ROIs, and manual tracing was performed by a blinded collaborator.
Mean signal intensity at λ = 557 nm was calculated for each ROI across three cohorts of animals; (i) I.V.-injected 5XFAD
mice, (ii) respiratory exposed 5XFAD mice and (iii) respiratory exposed wild-type mice (n=4 per cohort).

Brain perfusion
Following exposure or treatment, deeply anesthetized animals were laid onto ice after which the thoracic cavity was
accessed via a sharp transverse incision into the abdomen. This was followed by a series of longitudinal cuts with a
scalpel to open the thoracic cavity, which then was stabilized with a retractor. Perfusion was performed with a 25-gauge
syringe containing ice-cold PBS (30 mL, pH 7.4) inserted through the left ventricle and injected slowly into the ascending
aorta. Upon initiation of perfusion, the right atrium was snipped to facilitate drainage of the systemic venous return.
Immediately following PBS perfusion, 30 mL of paraformaldehyde (PFA) (pH 7.4) was perfused. With perfusion
completed, the animals were decapitated and their brains quickly harvested and fixed in 4% PFA overnight at 4°C, which
was followed by 10% sucrose precipitation overnight at 4°C. The fixed brains were then embedded in Cryo-OCT
compound before cryosectioning.

Ex vivo imaging of the brain slides
Excised brain sections were imaged using a fluorescence tomographic imaging system (Visen FMT, PerkinElmer, MA,
USA). Using a laser diode, the system scanned the surface of the FMeC1-containing brain tissues in a user-adjustable grid
pattern and generated a two-dimensional map of FMeC1 deposition. Laser power and exposure time were kept constant
between imaging sessions and were automatically optimized by the system to provide a maximum signal-to-noise ratio
while avoiding pixel saturation. Configuration of the system to image FMeC1 fluorescence was accomplished via manual
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insertion of excitation (450–490 nm) and emission (560–600 nm) optical filters. Using this imaging system coupled with
Maestro 3.1 software (PerkinElmer, MA, USA), monochromatic images of three slides were acquired simultaneously at
FMeC1 emission λmax of 557 nm, at an exposure time of 1 msec.

Immunohistochemistry
Midbrain coronal sections (12 μm) were mounted onto charged glass slides, placed in 4% PFA for 10 minutes, transferred
to tris buffer for 5 minutes and then allowed to dry before being subjected to a citrate buffer antigen retrieval protocol.
Briefly, slide mounted sections were incubated for 40 minutes in a 100°C bath of sodium citrate buffer (10 mM sodium
citrate, 0.05% Tween 20, pH 6.0) and allowed to cool for 20 minutes before PBS washing and blocking. Treated sections
were then incubated overnight at room temperature with primary antibodies: rabbit anti-Aβ (1:1000 dilution, Thermo,
Pittsburgh, PA, USA). Following PBS washes, the sections were subsequently incubated with secondary biotinylated goat
anti-rabbit (1:2000, Thermo, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) for 2 hours at room temperature. The ABC Elite Kit (Vector
Laboratories) was used with DAB as a chromogen to visualize the reaction product. The sections were then counterstained
with hematoxylin, dehydrated in a series of alcohols, cleared in xylene and then cover-slipped.

FMeC1 Fluorescence Microscopy
To localize the distribution of FMeC1 in the brains of treated mice and corroborate its intrinsic fluorescence signal with
that of the fluorescently labeled Aβ antibodies, dual channel fluorescence microscopy was employed. For all fluorescence
imaging, a GFP-BP filter (excitation filter 450–490 nm; dichroic mirror 495 nm; emission filter 510–560 nm) was used to
image FMeC1 fluorescence. A Texas Red filter (excitation filter 540–580 nm; dichroic mirror 595 nm; emission filter
600–660 nm) was utilized to visualize the anti-Aβ antibodies. All images were acquired using a CCD camera and data
were analyzed using Nuance 2.6 software.

Co-localization Analysis of Aβ-antibody and FMeC1 Dual-channel Fluorescence Microscopy
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To demonstrate that the Aβ-specificity of FMeC1 is retained when administered via atomization, coronal sections (n=30)
isolated from respiratory exposed 5XFAD mice (n=5) were co-stained with anti-Aβ antibodies. Fluorescence images of
the co-stained sections were acquired in hippocampal and cortical brain regions in the Cy5 channel, thus reflecting Aβ
plaque expression as reported via anti-Aβ antibodies. Without changing the position of the sample, a second set of images
that captured FMeC1 fluorescence were acquired in the GFP channel. To qualitatively demonstrate the co-localization
between anti-Aβ antibody fluorescence and that of FMeC1, line plots of mean pixel intensity as a function of pixel
coordinates were generated using ImageJ software for both channels and overlaid. To demonstrate co-localization
quantitatively between the FMeC1 and antibody signals, the red and green channels for Cy5 and GFP images were
isolated, respectively. The pixels in each monochromatic image set were then segmented into two groups using the kmeans clustering algorithm to generate binary images with pixel values that represented signal versus no signal.
Quantitative assessment of the degree of co-localization between each processed image set (n=20) was then completed
using the JACoP plugin for ImageJ following well-established protocols.(1046)

Detection and Quantification of FMeC1 in the Brain by NMR Spectroscopy
A 5 mg/kg dose of FMeC1 was administered to 5XFAD mice (n=4) via atomization. One hour after administration, the
brain of each animal was removed and processed for FMeC1 extraction using methods previously described.(1024) Briefly,
each tissue was weighed before homogenization in 2 mL of PBS, after which 200 μL of acetonitrile was added to the
tissue lysate. The solution was then vortexed for 5 minutes, heated to 50°C for 10 minutes, and vortexed again before
being centrifuged at 12,000 g for 1 hour. The supernatant was collected and all PBS/acetonitrile solvent removed via
lyophilization. The resulting FMeC1 residue was reconstituted in deuterated chloroform to a total volume of 200 μL for
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F NMR analysis using a 300 MHz Bruker NMR spectrometer.
The concentration of FMeC1 was calculated using

19

F NMR spectroscopy. To enhance the detection threshold,

200 μL of the extracted FMeC1 solution was placed in a 3-mm NMR tube. The 19F NMR experiment for this sample
acquired over a period of 15 hours (31,000 scans), revealed a single peak at −75.96 ppm. To provide accurate and
reproducible quantitative results, 0.1 M trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) (−76.55 ppm) served as an external reference. Since
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sample material was not a consideration, 600 μL of the TFA sample was placed in a 5-mm NMR tube and analyzed using
the same experimental NMR parameters as the FMeC1 sample; however, it required only a 20-minute scan time. The
calculation of FMeC1 concentration involved first adding the processed NMR spectra for both samples. The NMR
spectrum for the TFA sample was offset to avoid spectral overlap. The spectra were than integrated by fitting the NMR
peaks using either Gaussian and/or Lorentzian line shapes. Once the values were calculated using line fitting techniques,
the integral ratios were scaled to compensate for the differences in the number of scans and sample volume.

Tissue Preservation & Thioflavin Staining
Following cardiac-perfusion as described in the corresponding methods section, the extracted brain tissue was fixed first
4% PFA, then in a 10% sucrose/PBS solution for 5 and 2 days, respectively. Immediately after fixation, each brain tissue
(N=5 per group) were divided along the sagittal fissure. One hemisphere was then utilized for western blot analysis as
described elsewhere while the other hemisphere was utilized for histochemical staining using thioflavin. Sagittal sections
harged glass slides, placed in 4% PFA for 10 minutes, transferred to TRIS buffer for 5
minutes and then allowed to dry before being subjected to a citrate buffer antigen retrieval protocol. Briefly, slide
mounted sections were incubated for 40 minutes in a 100⁰C bath of sodium citrate buffer (10 mM sodium citrate, 0.05%
Tween 20, pH 6.0) and allowed to cool for 20 minutes before PBS washing and blocking. Treated sections were then
incubated for 30 minutes at 37⁰C with a freshly prepared 1% thioflavin solution which was sonicated and passed through
a .2 micron syringe filter prior to use. Following PBS washes, dehydration in a series of alcohols, and clearance in xylene,
each slide was then cover-slipped using VECTASHEILD mounting medium (Vector Laboratories Inc., Burlingame CA,
USA).

Determination of Aβ-aggregation Inhibitor Status Via the SensoLyte Assay
To investigate the ability of curcumin to perturb Aβ monomer aggregation, a commercially available thioflavin T-based
aggregation kit with colorimetric readout was employed (AnaSpec). Of the two commercially available versions, the 96267

well plate-based assay employing synthetic Aβ42 was chosen due to the increased relevance of this isoform to AD
pathogenesis. Generally speaking, all operations were performed in congruence with the protocol provided by the
manufacture. Briefly, 1 mL of the proprietary assay buffer, chilled to 4⁰C, was added to .5 mg of Aβ42 peptide. Following
hydration of the peptide sample (3 minutes), the reconstituted Aβ peptide was sonicated for 5 minutes at 4⁰C to complete
dissolve the peptide and insure that monomerized Aβ species predominated in solution. Next, this sample was spun at
10,000 rpm for 5 minutes at 4⁰C to remove any precipitated material. With the Aβ sample prepared, 10 µL of 2 mM
thioflavin was added into each well. Subsequently, 5 µL of curcumin was added to achieve a final concentration in
solution of 200 µM. Lastly, 85 µL of Aβ42-containing assay buffer was added to each reaction vessel. Immediately upon
mixing (Time = 0), fluorescence at 485 nm (excitation 440 nm) was measured. Following this baseline measurement, the
96-well plate was transferred to a 37⁰C incubator to expedite Aβ fibrillation. Subsequently, fluorescence for each well
was measured in 10 minute intervals for 90 minutes. In addition to wells containing test compounds, several control
conditions were also included. For example, wells containing only 100 µL of assay buffer served as “blank” controls.
“Vehicle controls” were also included in congruence with the manufacture’s protocol and were comprised of 85 µL of
Aβ-containing assay buffer, 10 µL of thioflavin, and 5 µL of a 20% DMSO solution.

Serum Bioavailability Analysis of Inhaled Curcumin
To confirm systemic uptake of curcumin following nebulization and assess the pharmacokinetics of our administration
method, whole blood samples were collected from mice throughout the nebulization process via retro-orbital collection
and assessed for curcumin content by HPLC. Whole blood samples were collected just prior to nebulization (T=0) and at
60, 120, and 300 minutes. Whole blood samples were allowed to clot at room temperature for one hour and centrifuged as
described to yield serum samples. To facilitate extraction of curcumin, 100 μL of acetonitrile was added to 100 μL of
serum, vortexed, and centrifuged at 20 xG for 20 minutes to remove any remaining cellular debris. 20 μL of the resulting
sample was then analyzed for curcumin content by HPLC. Briefly, after establishing the detection limit of the instrument
at 10 nM and determining a concentration–response calibration curve, the amount of curcumin in the serum was
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calculated by integrating the area under the curve using EZChrome Elite software (Hitachi). Notably, every retention time
peak in the spectrum was collected and analyzed using LC–MS to verify the compounds identity.

Assessment of Aβ Plaque Burden by Thioflavin Histochemical Staining
To quantitatively assess the effect of chronic curcumin therapy on Aβ plaque burden in the brain, sagittal sections (n=50)
isolated from nebulized 5XFAD mice and non-treated littermates (N=5 per group) were stained with 1% thioflavin as
described. Fluorescence imaging of the hippocampus, subiculum, and neocortex were then acquired in the GFP channel.
Automated quantification of Aβ plaque burden was performed for each slide using a custom image analysis script written
in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA). In more detail, first, uneven background illumination is removed using
morphological top-hat filtering. Second, the image contrast was enhanced to highlight plaques by nonlinear mapping.
Third, a plaque mask was created using a user-defined spatially varying threshold based on the background illumination,
which was then cleaned up using a morphological opening. Finally, manual ROIs were drawn around the hippocampus
and subiculum and were selected to avoid histologic artifacts. From the ROI plaque masks, plaque morphologic
parameters can be calculated. Plaque density is reported in mm-2 and is defined as the number of plaques divided by the
ROI area.

Lung Toxicity Analysis
To provide a preliminary assessment of pulmonic toxicity potentially attributable with curcumin inhalation, the lung tissue
of acutely (N=3) and chronically nebulized (N=3) 6-month old 5XFAD mice were examined by a blinded pathologist. The
“acute nebulization” cohort received one standard 5 mg/kg dose of curcumin as previously described and were sacrificed
24 hours post-exposure. In contrast, the “chronic nebulization” cohort received 48 5 mg/kg doses of inhaled curcumin
over a 16-week time-period (3 doses/week). Just as in the acute nebulization cohort, mice in the chronically nebulized
cohort received their last dose 24 hours prior to sacrifice. Immediately prior to sacrifice, cardiac perfusion was performed
under 2% isoflurane as previously described. The trachea and lung tissues were then surgically dissected as a complete
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unit, before being inflated with 10% formalin to facilitate observation of alveolar architecture. Briefly, following removal
of the rib cage forceps were utilized to separate the trachea and esophagus. Next a 26-guage syringe containing 10%
formalin was used to penetrate the trachea and inflate the lung lobes. The inflated tissues were fixed in 10% formalin for 2
days before serial sectioning/slide mounting at 8 microns. H&E and Masson Tri-chrome staining was performed on each
tissue section, with >50 microns between each section to ensure adequate sampling of the lung tissue (N=5
sections/mouse/stain). Both H&E and tri-chrome stained sections from each animal were reviewed by a blinded clinical
pathologist for any pathological evidence of toxicity. Images used for quantitative analysis of collagen deposition were
captured by traditional light microscopy methods (Visen FMT, PerkinElmer, MA, USA) at 10x & 20x magnification for
respiratory

bronchioles

and

lung

parenchyma,

respectively.

Quantitative analysis of collagen deposition in the respiratory bronchioles (N=20 per animal) and lung parenchyma (N=30
ROI per animal) were performed in ImageJ on Masson’s tri-chrome stained lung tissue sections. Briefly, RGB stacks were
generated from the original images and a uniform threshold applied to the red channel to facilitate isolation of the signal
attributable to collagen. Next, regions of interest were manually drawn by a blinded investigator. Lastly, the area fraction
of lung tissue comprised of collagen was calculated as the quotient of red pixels over the total number of pixels in the
ROI.

Transmission Electron Microscopy Analysis of Neurite Diameter in Treated & Non-treated 5XFAD Mice
Ultrastructural analysis of neurite diameter in the CA3 hippocampal region of 6 month 5XFAD mice was performed using
TEM. Two cohorts of 5XFAD were analyzed. Representing the treatment group, 6-week old 5XFAD mice were
chronically administered a 5 mg/kg dose of aerosolized curcumin three times a week for 18 weeks (N=3). As a control,
non-treated, sex-matched 6-month old 5XFAD mice were employed (N=2). Once of appropriate age, mice were perfused
with 20 mL of a 0.1 M cacodylate/sucrose buffer to wash out extraneous proteins. Subsequently, cardiac perfusion with
2% PFA/2.5% Glutaraldehyde in 0.1M Cacodylate/Sucrose Buffer was employed to fix the tissues for TEM analysis.
Brains were next surgically harvested and placed in 2%PFA/2.5% Glutaraldehyde in 0.1M Cacodylate/sucrose buffer for
2 hour at room temperature before being stored for 6 days overnight at 4⁰C. Using a scalpel, the hippocampal region of
the brain was excised and subsequently rinsed in 0.1M Cacodylate buffer. The sample was then post-fixed with 1%
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osmium tetroxide in 0.1M cacodylate buffer for 1 hour at room temperature, then overnight in refrigerator. After rinsing in
0.1M Cacodylate buffer, the sample was dehydrate through a graded series of ethanol in 15 minute intervals. Over the
course of 3 days, the sample was embedded in TEM-compatible epoxy resin and then cut into thick sections (0.5 um) for
analysis via light microscopy. This facilitated the identification of the CA3 sub-region, facilitating the shaving of ultrathin
sections (70 nm) from the epoxy-embedded sample. Ultrathin sections were next post-stained with uranyl acetate for 15
minutes. These same samples were then subsequently stained with Reynolds lead citrate for 10 minutes. Lastly, each
sample was examined by transmission electron microscopy (FEI Tecnai T-12 electron microscope) at 100 KeV.

Western Blot
Treated & Non-treated mice were anesthetized before undergoing brain perfusion with ice cold 1X PBS containing a
protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) in accordance with previously described methods. Following
perfusion, the brain tissue was removed and homogenized in 2 mL of tissue lysate buffer containing protease inhibitor
(Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO). Brain homogenates were normalized for protein content using BCA assay (Pierce,
Rockford, IL) and 20 µg of protein was run on 4-12% Tris-HCL SDS-PAGE gels (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). After transfer
to polyvinylidene difluoride membrane, blots were incubated with 4G8 anti-Aβ monoclonal antibodies (Covance,
Princeton, NJ) at 1:1000 overnight at 20⁰C. Peroxidase conjugated secondary antibodies (Pierce, Rockford, IL) were
applied and immunoblot signals were detected by enhanced chemiluminescence and quantified using the Xenogen IVIS
200 bioluminescent and fluorescent imaging system.

Blood Chemistry Toxicity Analysis
To investigate the potential of systemic toxicity associated with curcumin administration, the blood serum of wild type
mice (N=2/group) was analyzed following curcumin dosing via nebulization or tail-vein injection. Chemistry profiles
(CPs) and complete blood counts (CBCs) from each treatment group were then compared to non-treated littermates. The
I.V. injected cohort received a 5 mg/kg dose of curcumin in the form of a 150 µL bolus injection. Due to curcumin’s
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insolubility in biological solvents, a 1x PBS buffer containing 20% Tween-20 was used as a solvent for the bolus
injection. Nebulization was performed as outlined in the corresponding methods section.
Prior to sample collection, mice were anesthetized using 2.5% isoflurane at 2L/min. Whole blood samples (~250
µL) were then acquired via cardiocentesis using a 22-guage needle. Once extracted, the needle was removed and each
blood sample aliquoted into EDTA-containing or serum-clot tubes for CBC and CP analysis, respectively. Whole blood
samples for CBC analysis were kept at 4⁰C until analysis. In contrast, CP blood samples were allowed to clot at 25⁰C for
1 hour. Following coagulation, serum for CMP analysis was acquired via centrifugation at 3700 G for 20 minutes at 4⁰C.
Serum samples for CP analysis were stored at 20⁰C until use.
CBC analysis was performed via an automated hematology instrument. Automated CBC parameters included
WBC count, RBC count, HCT, hemoglobin concentration, MCV, MCH, MCHC, and platelet count. Serum samples for
CP analysis were transferred into microfuge tubes for clinical chemistry analysis by an automated analyzer.

Y-Maze Behavioral Assay
Y-maze study: In an effort to quantitatively assess the effect of inhaled curcumin on spatial-dependent and working
memory in a pre-clinical mouse model of AD, the Y-maze behavioral assay was employed. Briefly, 6-week old 5XFAD
mice (N=10) were chronically administered a 5 mg/kg dose of nebulized curcumin three times a week for 18 weeks. Two
cohorts consisting of a group of age matched 5XFAD and a group of wild type mice (N= 10 per group) which remained
in their home caging and were untreated throughout the study served as controls. Following a one week habituation
period in the behavioral testing facility to decrease experimental confounds attributable to the animals’ stress, working
memory and spatial memory were assessed via Y-maze. All behavioral assays were run during the night cycle and all
mice were allowed to habituate to the experimental environment for 3 hours prior to testing.
Working Memory Y-maze Paradigm: In this behavioral assay, spontaneous alteration was tested in a Y-shaped maze with
three opaque plastic arms at a 120° angle from each other. In an effort to make each arm distinguishable to the animal,
laminated sheets of uniquely patterned paper were fastened to the outside of the maze (Figure 10-3). These patterns
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included a “black arm” surrounded completely with black background while a “dotted arm” consisted of alternating black
and white vertical bars with a 2.5 cm width. Lastly, the third arm or “dotted arm” contained white
circles with a 2 cm diameter on a black background. Prior to behavioral testing, rigorous controls were run on a naïve
cohort of animals to insure no intrinsic preference for a particular arm existed. The entire maze was cleaned and dried
thoroughly with ethanol both before and after each trial to insure standardized maze conditions. After introduction of
the mouse into a standardized arm of the maze, the animal was allowed to freely explore the three arms for 6 minutes
with the sequence of arm entries being recorded. The number of arm entries and the number of correct triads were
recorded using ANY-maze behavior tracking software in conjunction with a CCD video camera system. Arm entries were
logged when all four limbs of the animal crossed a line arbitrarily placed 50% down each of the three maze arms. A
quantitative evaluation of working memory performance was made by calculating the percent spontaneous alteration for
each animal. Possible confounds associated with differences in locomotion between cohorts were controlled for via
comparison of the total number of arm entries.
Spatial-Memory dependent Y-maze Behavioral Assay: One week following completion of the working memory Y-maze
behavioral assay, all animal cohorts were then tested in the spatial memory paradigm. To directly assess hippocampal
function at the behavioral level, a two-phase Y-maze paradigm was employed. As in the working memory task, each arm
of the Y-maze was decorated with spatial cues to increase the salience of each arm. Notably, quantification of the mean
number of entries and seconds exploring each arm of the maze in a naïve cohort of animals confirmed no innate
preference for any of the arms. Additionally, no differences in the initiative to explore were noted between any of the
cohorts suggesting that any observed differences in behavior truly reflect alterations in spatial memory. During the first
phase of this paradigm, the mouse was allowed to freely explore 2 of the three arms of the Y-maze for a 6 minute period.
The arm which was blocked during this first phase was randomized between animals, and designated as the "novel" arm in
the secondary phase of the study. Following the first period of exploration, each mouse was returned to its home cage and
left undisturbed for a 30 minute period. Following this period of rest, each mouse was placed into a randomized arm of the
maze and allowed to freely explore all three arms of the Y-maze for a 5 minute time interval. To quantitatively assess
spatial memory, the proportion of time spent exploring the previously blocked "novel arm" arm was quantified and plotted
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as the fraction of overall time spent exploring. All arms of the maze were cleaned with 70% ethanol both prior to and after
each

trial

to

insure

standardized

maze
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conditions

between

animals.

Fi gu r e 1 0 -3 . Actu a l ( A) a nd Gra p hi ca l R e n d eri n g (B) o f Y -ma ze lay ou t .
A Y -sha p ed ma z e wit h th r e e o pa qu e p la sti c a r m s a t a 1 2 0 ° a n gl e fr o m e Ach o t her wa s empl oy ed for b eha vi oral
te sti n g. La mi na te d sh ee t s o f u n i qu e ly pa tt e rn e d pa p er wer e fa st en ed t o t h e ou t si d e o f t h e ma ze t o i n cr ea se t h e
sa l i en c e o f spa t ia l cu e s for t h e mi c e . T h e se pa tt er n s i n clu d ed a “bla ck ar m” su rr ou n d ed co mp l et el y wit h bla ck
ba ck gr ou n d whi l e a “ d ot t ed a r m” c o n si st e d o f a lt er na ti ng bla ck an d wh it e v er ti cal ba r s wit h a 2 .5 cm wi dt h .
La stl y , t h e t hir d a r m or “ d o tt e d a r m” co n ta i n ed whi te cir cl es wit h a 2 cm dia met er o n a b la ck ba ck gr ou n d. A
CCD mou nt e d ca m era m ou n te d t o th e c eil i n g wa s u se d i n co nj u ncti o n wit h t h e An y Maze so ft wa r e pa ck ag e t o
fa ci li ta t e b e ha v i ora l sco ri n g.
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Statistical analysis
All values were measured by independent experiments, conducted in triplicate, and represented as the mean +/− standard
deviation. Statistical analysis was performed using a 2-tailed Student’s t-test conducted with StatView for Windows Ver.
4.5 (Abacus Software) with a p < 0.05, which is considered to represent a statistically significant difference.
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10.3 AIM 2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
10.3.1 Result: FMeC1 Aerosol Crosses the Blood Brain Barrier and Binds to Aβ

Two cohorts of awake and alert 8-month-old mice, one comprised of C57BL/6 wild-type controls and a second of 5XFAD
mice (n=5, each), were exposed by inhalation to a solution containing FMeC1 at a dose equivalent to a 5 mg/kg injection.
One hour after respiratory exposure, trans-cardiac perfusion was performed prior to removal of the animal’s brain, which
was then processed for histological analysis. FMeC1 accumulation in the brain was assessed via wide-field fluorescence
microscopy of FMeC1’s intrinsic fluorescence at λmax=557 nm. Critically, one hour following exposure via the
inhalational route, no fluorescence signal from FMeC1 or anti-Aβ antibodies was detected in the brains of wild-type mice
(Figure 10-4A, E). In contrast, we observed remarkable punctate fluorescence emitted by FMeC1 in the frontotemporal
cortex and hippocampus, brain regions known to harbor robust Aβ plaque deposition in the 5XFAD mouse model (Figure.
10-4B, F). Importantly, the signal detected in the 5XFAD mouse brain is distinct from background as auto-fluorescence
measured in untreated 5XFAD cohorts is orders of magnitude below the fluorescence observed in the respiratory exposed
5XFAD brain sections. Impressively, fine details of the morphology of individual Aβ plaques are recognizable in higher
magnification images (Figure 10-4C, G). Having demonstrated that respiratory exposed FMeC1 penetrates the BBB
efficiently and is retained in the brain of Aβ-burdened mice, we then worked to confirm the binding specificity of FMeC1
for Aβ plaques. In this effort, immunohistochemical staining of Aβ plaques using fluorescent anti-Aβ antibodies was
employed to co-localize the punctate fluorescence of FMeC1 with Aβ plaques. Here, we employed dual-fluorescence
microscopy to image both FMeC1 deposition and Aβ plaques in the same section, relying on the GFP channel to image
FMeC1 deposition and the Cy5 channel to image monoclonal anti-Aβ antibodies labeled with a near-infrared dye that
provided a distinct absorption/emission profile. Of note, a high degree of co-localization was observed between the
clusters of FMeC1 fluorescence and the signal emitted from the distinctly labeled anti-Aβ antibodies in both the
hippocampus (Pearson’s coefficient = 0.9, n=25) and frontotemporal cortex (Pearson’s coefficient = 0.9, n=25) (Figure
10-4D, H). In addition to this quantitative analysis of FMeC1’s Aβ-specificity, a representative line plot through image
sets acquired in the GFP and Cy5 channels, for FMeC1 and Aβ antibodies, respectively, qualitatively demonstrates the
high degree of corroboration between FMeC1 deposits and the location of Aβ plaques (Figure 10-4I). Overall, this data
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confirms the ability of atomization technology to deliver Aβ-targeted diagnostics or therapeutics, such as FMeC1, to the
brain. Furthermore, this work confirms that FMeC1 delivered to the brain via the respiratory route penetrates midbrain
structures,

such

as

the

hippocampus

and

retains
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its

binding

specificity

for

Aβ

plaques.

Fi gu r e 1 0 -4 . I nt er na l i za ti o n a n d Aβ -d ep e n d e nt R et e nt io n o f Aer o sol ized F M eC1 i n th e Bra in .
Co h ort s o f wil d -ty p e a n d 5 XF AD m ic e ( n= 5 , ea c h) wer e r e sp i rato ry ex p o sed wit h a 5 mg/k g d o se o f FM eC1 a nd all o wed t o re c o v er for
o ne h ou r pri or t o ca rd ia c p er fu si o n a n d r e mo va l o f t he bra i n ti ssu e. N ot e t h e a b sen ce o f a G FP si g nal a sso ciat ed wit h d ep o si t s o f F M eC1
a sso cia t e d wi th Aβ p la qu e s i n b ot h t h e hi p p o ca mpu s ( A) a n d i so cort ex (E) o f r esp irat or y ex p o sed wil d -t y p e a ni ma l s. I n co nt ra st, t h e
hi p p oca m pu s (B) a nd i so c ort e x (F ) o f r e spira t or y ex p o se d 5 XF AD mi ce sh o w a r o bu st d ep o si ti o n o f F M eC1 . At 2 0 × ma gn i fica ti o n, t h e
clu ste r s o f F M eC1 flu or e sc e n c e (G F P c ha nn e l) i n t h e h i pp o ca mpu s ( C) o f r espi rat or y ex po sed 5 XF AD mice co -l o cal izes pr o fou n d ly
(m ea n P ear so n’ s c o e ffi ci e nt = 0 .9 , n= 2 5 ) wit h a nt i -Aβ a n ti b o d y stai ni n g ( C y5 chan n el ) wit hi n t he sa me cor o nal secti o n (D). S i mila r l y
im pr e ssi v e c o -l o ca l i za ti o n o f FM e C1 (G) a nd a nti -Aβ a nt i bo d y ( H) g en erat ed flu or escen ce wa s o b ser v ed in t h e i so co rt ex ( mea n
P ea r son ’ s c o e ffi ci e nt = 0 .9 , n= 2 5 ). ( I) Li n e p lo t o f p i x el i nt en si t y a s a fu n cti o n o f i ma g e co or di nat es al o n g t h e whit e li n e o v erla id on
su b fi gu r e s (G) a n d (H) . P ea k s i n si g na l i nt e n si ty i n t h e C y5 chan n el (a nt i -Aβ an ti b o di es) r efl ect Aβ pla qu e d ep o sit s a n d a r e h ig h li gh t e d
in b lu e. F or a ll Aβ p la qu e d e p o si t s, F M eC1 flu or e sc e n ce i nt en si t y i s i n cr ea sed i n ma g nitu d e a l mo st i d en ti cal ly t o flu or escen c e c ha ng e s
in t h e a nt i -Aβ a n ti b od y cha n n el . O v era ll, t h e se da ta c on fir m t hat r espirat or y ex p o sed F M eC1 i s d el iv ered t o t he brai n a cro ss t h e B BB ,
a sso cia t e s wit h Aβ pla qu e s a n d i s r eta i ne d i n t he bra i n i n a n Aβ -d ep end en t ma n ner.
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10.3.2 Result: Enhanced Bioavailability of FMeC1 in the Brain by Atomization Versus I.V. Injection

To compare the biodistribution of FMeC1 in the brain by inhalation versus I.V. injection and assess whether
FMeC1 deposition significantly increased in regions that harbor Aβ plaques, high-throughput ex vivo brain imaging was
employed. Briefly, respiratory exposed 5XFAD and wild-type, and I.V. injected 5XFAD cohorts (n=5 per group) were
similarly dosed with FMeC1 (5 mg/kg) via their respective administration method. One hour after treatment, all mice were
subjected to cardiac perfusion and their major organs promptly removed and processed for sectioning using the protocols
we reported in the past.(970, 1042) In this work, we employed the Visen 3D imaging system (PerkinElmer) to perform highthroughput imaging of multiple slide-mounted brain slices. Using this experimental configuration, the global FMeC1
distribution in each cohort was assessed via fluorescence imaging (λ=557 nm) of brain slices containing midbrain
structures of interest such as the hippocampus. Then, employing NIH ImageJ software, isocortical and hippocampal
regions of interest were manually selected by a blinded collaborator and quantitatively evaluated for mean fluorescence
intensity. As illustrated in Figure 10-5A, a higher FMeC1-derived fluorescence signal is readily appreciable in the
isocortex of 5XFAD mice as compared wild type mice following the administration of FMeC1 either by I.V. or
atomization (p=0.02 & p=<0.001, respectively). Similarly, the Aβ-plaque dependency of FMeC1 retention holds in the
hippocampus, where both I.V. and respiratory exposed 5XFAD mice demonstrate greater FMeC1 fluorescence signals as
compared to respiratory exposed wild-type controls (p=0.002, p=0.002, respectively) (Figure 10-5B). Interestingly, the
brains of both I.V. injected and respiratory exposed 5XFAD mice exhibit a similar topographic retention of FMeC1 in Aβ
plaque-laden regions, which alludes strongly to an amyloid dependency with respect to FMeC1 retention in the brain. In
contrast, no differences in the FMeC1 signal were detected in non-amyloid-burdened brain regions such as the
hypothalamus. As perhaps the best illustration of the amyloid dependency of FMeC1 retention, FMeC1 fluorescence
measured from the hippocampus or cortex of respiratory exposed 5XFAD mice was significantly greater than that of the
thalamus (n=60, p<0.001) (Figure10-5B). Notably, the result of interregional analysis is markedly different within the
wild-type cohort, with no statistically significant differences were noted between any of the analyzed regions. Again,
taken as a whole, these results confirm the specificity of respiratory exposed FMeC1 for Aβ plaque as well as the ability
of FMeC1 to report Aβ plaque load in the brain with regional specificity. Lastly, when comparing the FMeC1 signal
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measured in the isocortex of I.V.-injected and respiratory exposed animals, it is interesting to note that a modest, yet
statistically insignificant improvement in FMeC1 delivery is achieved by implementing inhalation technology (p<0.05).
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Fi gu r e 1 0 -5 . I nt er na l i za ti o n a n d Aβ -d ep e n d e nt R et e nti o n o f Aer o sol ized F M eC1 i n th e Bra in .
Co h ort s o f wil d -ty p e a n d 5 XF AD m ic e ( n= 5 , e a c h) wer e r esp i rato ry ex p o sed wit h a 5 mg/k g d o se o f FM eC1 a nd all o wed t o re c o v er
for o n e h ou r p ri or t o ca r dia c p e r fu si o n a n d r e m o va l o f t h e b ra in ti ssu e. N o te t h e a b sen ce o f a G F P sig nal a sso ciat ed wi th de p o sit s o f
FM e C1 a sso cia t e d wi th Aβ p la qu e s i n b ot h t h e hi p p o ca m pu s ( A) a nd i so cort ex (E) o f r esp irat or y ex p o sed wil d -ty p e a n i mal s. I n
c on tra st , t h e hi p po ca m pu s (B ) a n d i so c ort e x (F ) o f r e spirat or y ex p o sed 5 XF AD mi ce sh o w a r o bu st d ep o si ti o n o f F M eC1 . At 2 0 ×
ma g ni fica ti o n, t h e clu st er s o f FM e C1 flu or e sc e n c e ( GF P cha n n el) i n t he hi p po ca mpu s (C) o f r esp irat or y ex p o sed 5 XF AD m ic e co lo ca l i z e s pr o fou nd l y ( m ea n P ea r so n’ s c o e ffi ci e nt = 0 .9 , n= 2 5 ) wit h an ti -Aβ a nt ib o d y stai ni n g ( C y5 cha n n el) wit hi n t he sa m e c or o na l
se ct io n (D) . Si m ila r ly i m pr e ssi v e c o -l o ca l i za ti o n o f F M e C1 ( G) a nd a nti -Aβ a nt i bo d y (H) g en erat ed flu or escence wa s o b se rv e d in
th e i so c ort e x ( mea n P ea r so n’ s c oe f fi c ie n t = 0 .9 , n= 2 5 ). (I ) L i n e pl o t o f p ix el in t en sit y a s a fu n ct i on o f i mag e coo rd i nat es a lo n g th e
whi t e li n e o v erla i d o n su b fi gu r e s (G) a n d (H). Pea k s i n si gna l i nt en si ty i n t h e C y5 cha n n el (an ti -Aβ a nti b o di es) r efl ect Aβ pla qu e
d ep o sit s a n d a r e hi g hl ig h t ed i n b lu e . F or a ll Aβ pla qu e d e p o si ts, F M eC1 flu or escen ce i nt en si t y i s i n cr ea sed i n ma g nitu d e a l m o st
id e nt i ca ll y t o flu o re sc e n c e c ha n g e s in t h e a nt i -Aβ a n ti b o dy ch ann el. O v eral l, t h ese data co n fir m tha t r esp irat or y ex p o sed F M eC1 i s
d eli v er e d t o th e bra i n a cr o ss t h e BBB , a sso c ia t e s wit h Aβ pla qu es a n d i s r eta i ned i n t he brai n i n a n Aβ -dep en d en t ma n n er.
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10.3.3 Result: Bio-distribution of Inhaled FMeC1 Differs from I.V. Injection

To corroborate our ex vivo imaging data, which demonstrated that atomization of an FMeC1-containing aerosol can
deliver diagnostic or therapeutic compounds to the brain with and efficacy similar to that of I.V. injection but without
associated toxicity, we quantitatively compared the biodistribution of FMeC1 in all major organs following the
administration of a 5 mg/kg dose by either administration method. As in previous atomization administration experiments,
the awake and alert mice were kept in the inhalation chamber, which was attached to the atomizer via the nosecone. By
comparison, I.V. administration of the FMeC1 solution was accomplished via the caudal vein. One hour after I.V.
injection or the completion of respiratory dosing, animals were sacrificed and their major organs surgically isolated and
processed for FMeC1 extraction using methods previously described. Briefly, liquid-liquid extraction was employed to
isolate FMeC1 into an acetonitrile organic layer from individual tissues homogenized in 1.0 mL of PBS. Following
additional processing, the acetonitrile-PBS solvent was removed from the FMeC1 via lyophilization. This resulted in an
FMeC1 residue that could be reconstituted in 30 μL of 1:1 acetonitrile: PBS for concentration analysis using a
spectrophotometer. While this protocol facilitates the isolation of FMeC1 from each tissue, it also allows the total tissue
FMeC1 to be concentrated into a minimal volume, which ensures the sample absorption falls into the linear range of the
Beer-lambert plot for FMeC1. To avoid overestimating the mass of FMeC1 deposited in each organ secondary to
absorption by proteins intrinsic to the tissue, each measurement was normalized to similarly processed control samples
isolated from untreated 5XFAD mice. Using these techniques, in a comparison of two age-matched 5XFAD mice cohorts
(8 months, n=3, each), quantitative analysis of the mass of FMeC1 in the brains of mice injected with a 5 mg/kg bolus
(mean = 630 ng FMeC1/g tissue) did not differ significantly from the amount retained in the brains of the respiratory
exposed cohort (mean= 567 ng FMeC1/g tissue) (p=0.6) (Figure 10-6A). Interestingly, comparison of the FMeC1 mass
retained in the brains of the respiratory exposed 5XFAD cohort with that of a similarly treated cohort of age-matched
wild-type mice revealed a greater deposition and retention of FMeC1 in the brain of the 5XFAD cohort (2 ng versus 567
ng FMeC1/brain). Again, this result corroborates our ex vivo imaging studies and suggests an amyloid-dependent
retention of FMeC1 in the brains of Aβ-plaque-expressing 5XFAD animals (p=0.005). Cumulatively, this analysis
confirms that respiratory exposed FMeC1 is delivered and preferentially retained in the brains of 5XFAD mice in an Aβdependent manner, and with an efficacy similar to that achieved via I.V. injection.
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In addition to confirming that inhalation efficaciously delivers FMeC1 to the brain, our tissue-specific analysis of
FMeC1 deposition provided additional insight into the biodistribution pathways employed during atomization. As
expected, FMeC1 deposition in the lungs of respiratory exposed cohorts, both 5XFAD (p=0.009) and wild-type (p=0.003),
was significantly greater than that of I.V.-injected animals (Figure 10-6A). Cumulatively, the data suggest that two major
pathways are utilized for the delivery of FMeC1 during atomization. First, aerosolized FMeC1 is likely directly
transported to the brain following deposition onto to the nasal mucosa and is subsequently transported in a retrograde
manner along trigeminal and olfactory neurons. Secondly, a fraction of respiratory exposed FMeC1 likely deposits in the
lungs and nasal mucosa, and is subsequently conveyed to the blood stream, where it avoids the deleterious effects of firstpass metabolism associated with enteric administration methods. Combined, these biodistribution pathways result in a
cumulative deposition of FMeC1 in the brain via atomization which is at least as efficacious as that of I.V. injection.
Interestingly, approximately 0.25% of the original 5 mg/kg dose reaches the brain, a figure similar to that reported in
previous studies.(1047) However, the major advantage of drug administration via atomization is the robust reduction in
toxicity, since the system shock associated with bolus injection is avoided. In fact, during the course of this work, the I.V.
injection of high doses of curcumin and related analogs produced mortal toxicity in approximately 50% of the mice.
Moreover, that systemic toxicity is well reflected in the significantly elevated FMeC1 load measured in the liver (p=0.01)
and kidneys (p=0.004) of I.V.-dosed mice as compared to the respiratory exposed cohorts. By comparison, no toxicity was
observed in any mouse dosed using the atomization protocol described in this study; an observation is in line with the
previous study reported by Minko et al.(1048)
To corroborate our biodistribution studies and demonstrate the potential of capitalizing on FMeC1’s perfluoro
labeling for the detection of amyloid plaques, the concentration of FMeC1 in the brain was calculated using 19F NMR
spectroscopy. In that effort, 5XFAD mice (n=4) were respiratory exposed with a 5mg/kg dose of FMeC1 and perfused
prior to removal of the brain tissues for homogenization. The FMeC1 was then extracted from the homogenized lysate
samples and reconstituted in deuterated chloroform to facilitate detection by 19F NMR. The acquisition of a quantitative
NMR experiment typically does not require any special pulse sequences or new parameter settings. Nevertheless, attention
must be paid to standard parameter settings such as the excitation pulse length and recycle delay. The 19F NMR
experiment for this sample was acquired for 15 hours (31,000 scans) and revealed a single peak at −68.33 ppm (Figure 10284

6B). Notably, our ability to detect FMeC1 in the brain following inhalation might prove a major advance with respect to
AD diagnostics, as this work represents the first time the compound has been delivered at biologically relevant
concentrations inthe brain without severe life-threatening toxicity.
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Fi gu r e 1 0 -6 . Bi o di str ibu t i on o f F M eC1 b y I V a n d At o mi zat io n .
(A) Equ iva l en t d o se s o f F M eC1 (5 m g/k g) wer e a d m in i st er ed b y i v i nj ect i on or a to mi zati o n. O n e h ou r a ft er d o sin g , FM eC1 wa s i sola t ed
fr o m ea c h ho m o g e ni z e d t i ssu e u si n g li qu i d -li qu i d e xt ra c ti o n. T otal F M eC1 ma ss wa s cal cu lat ed u sin g sta n dar d sp ectr o p h ot o m etr i c
m et h o d s. ( A) F M e C1 ma ss r eta i n e d in t h e bra in . R e sp ira t or y ex po sed an d i v -d o sed 5 XF AD mi ce r etai n ed si g ni fi can tl y gr ea t er a mou nt s
o f F M eC1 c o m pa r e d to u n tr ea t e d 5 XF AD c on tr ol s ( p= 0 .0 0 5 , p = 0 .0 1 , r esp ecti v el y) . Co rr espo n di n gl y , r esp irat or y ex p o sed 5 XF AD mi c e
re ta i n ed gr ea t er F M eC1 i n th e bra i n c o m pa r e d to si m ila r ly tr eated wil d -t yp e mi ce ( p= 0 .0 0 5 ). T h ese r esu l t s co n fir m t h e Aβ pla qu e
d ep e n d e n cy o f F M eC1 r e t en ti o n. (B ) FM e C1 ma ss r eta i n ed in th e li v er . T h e l iv er s o f r espirat or y 5 XF AD a n d wil d -t y p e co h o rt s e x hi bi t ed
n o di ffe r en c e i n F M eC1 ma ss c o m pa r ed t o u nt r ea t e d c on tr ol s. T he i v -i n j ect ed mi ce d emo n strat ed el eva ted l ev el s o f FM eC1 i n th e l iv er
c o m pa r ed t o u nt r ea t e d a ni ma l s ( p= 0 .0 1 ). (C ) F M eC1 ma ss r eta in ed i n t h e k id n ey. N o si gn i fi ca nt di ffer en ce i n F M eC1 r et en ti o n w a s
m ea su r e d in t h e k i d n e y s o f r e spira t or y e xp o se d a n d u nt r eat ed mi c e. T h e l iv er s o f i v - i nj ect ed mi ce sh o wed en han ced F M eC1 r et e nti o n a s
c o m pa r ed t o u nt r ea t e d c o ho rt s (p= 0 .0 4 ). (D). FM e C1 ma ss r et ain ed in t h e lu n g . R esp irat or y ex p o sed 5 XF AD a n d wil d -t yp e c oh o rt s
re ta i n ed gr ea t er ma sse s o f F M eC1 co m pa r e d t o u ntr ea te d co n t r ol s ( p= 0 .0 0 9 , p= 0 .0 3 , r esp ecti v ely ). (B) F lu o ri n e N MR sp ect ro sc o py wa s
u se d t o d e t e ct F M eC1 c o m p ou n d e x tra ct e d fro m t h e b ra i n s o f respi rat or y r ou t e ex p o sed 5 XF AD mi ce.
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10.3.4 Result: Bioavailability of Aerosolized Curcumin in the Serum Exceeds that of I.V. Injected Doses

Having demonstrated that aerosol-mediated delivery results in an equivalent or perhaps slightly improved delivery of
FMeC1 to the brain as compared to I.V. injection, we sought to apply this dosing approach to the therapeutic delivery of
curcumin. To confirm systemic uptake of curcumin following nebulization and assess the pharmacokinetic profile of our
administration method, whole blood samples were collected from mice (N = 3) throughout the nebulization process via
retro-orbital collection and assessed for curcumin content by HPLC. Similarly, blood was sampled from mice treated with
an equivalent dose of curcumin via oral (N = 3) or intravenous routes (N = 3). Whole blood samples were collected just
prior to nebulization (T=0) and at 60, 120, and 300 minutes. For the P.O. and I.V. conditions, blood collection also began
immediately prior to dosing and thereafter at varying intervals for 9 hours. Once collected, the curcumin from each blood
sample was extracted in acetonitrile and analyzed via HPLC. To do this, a concentration–response calibration curve
(Figure 10-7A) was constructed for pure curcumin. Using this curve, the amount of curcumin in the serum was calculated
by integrating the area under the curve using EZChrome Elite software (Hitachi).
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Fi gu r e 1 0 -7 . Va l ida ti o n o f Cu r cu mi n Pla sma Qu a n ti fi ca ti o n M et h o d.
T o fa ci lita t e qu a n ti fi ca ti o n o f pla sma cu r cu mi n l e v el s a c h i ev ed via I. V. i nj ect i on , ora l a d mi ni strat io n , or i n halat io n , pla sma sa mp l e s
wer e p r epa re d for a na l y si s via H PLC . Bri e fl y, w ho l e bl o o d sa mpl e s wer e a ll o wed to cl ot at r oo m t emp eratu r e for o n e h ou r . T o fa ci lita t e
e xtra c ti on o f cu r cu mi n , 1 0 0 µ L o f a ce t on itr il e wa s a d d ed t o 1 0 0 µL o f pla sma , vo rt ex ed , a n d cent ri fu g ed at 2 0 x G for 2 0 m inu t e s t o
re m o v e a n y r e ma in i ng c ellu la r d e bri s. 2 0 µL o f t h e r e su lt i ng sampl e wa s th en ana ly zed fo r cu r cu mi n co nt ent by H PL C. ( A) A
c on c e n tra ti o n– r e sp on se ca li bra ti o n cu r v e fo r cu r cu mi n. (B ) H PL C o f p la sma cu r cu mi n ext racti o n s r ev ea led a sin g le p eak a t a r et e nt i on
ti m e o f 4 .8 6 se c on d s. T hi s r e su lt p r e ci sel y ma t c h e s t ha t a chi ev ed wh en pu r e cu r cu mi n i s ana ly zed. Su b sequ en t a nal y si s o f e a c h sa m pl e
via ma ss sp e ctr o m e tr y o f t h e pla sma ex tra ct e d cu r cu m i n sa mp les con fir med t he vali d it y o f ou r a nal y si s (C ) a n d (D ).
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Graphically depicted in Figure 10-8, comparison of the pharmacokinetic profiles of aerosol-, intravenously- and
orally-administered curcumin reveal a number of striking differences. First describing the general features of each graph,
as expected, I.V. delivery of curcumin results in an immediate spike in plasma concentration which exponential decays
secondary to curcumin clearance/uptake by the peripheral organs. Predictably, I.V. injection results in the highest peak
plasma concentration of all the administration methods tested, with a mean maximum of 454.96 mcg/mL at 5 minutes
post-injection. By comparison, peak plasma levels of curcumin for P.O. and aerosol-mediated dosing achieve only
17.68% and 65.19% of this concentration, respectively. Thus, in congruence with the published literature, gastrointestinal
absorption of curcumin in our study is characterized by inefficient yet rapid, occurring in under and hour, transmission to
the plasma.(1047) In contrast to both P.O. and I.V. administration methods, the concentration of curcumin in the plasma of
aerosol-dosed mice increases as a function of time, reaching peak levels after 6 hours of dosing. Once the nebulization
process is halted, in this example at the 360 minute time point, plasma curcumin is immediately cleared at a rate similar to
that observed in I.V. injected mice (Table10-2). Importantly, this pharmacokinetic profile matches precisely that predicted
for pulmonary absorption of curcumin and thus supports our model that aerosolized curcumin is predominately absorbed
via the respiratory epithelium. Moreover, these results mechanistically explain how aerosol-mediated delivery can
outperform I.V. injection with respect to drug delivery to the brain. Although peak serum levels of curcumin after I.V.
administration are approximately 150% that of aerosol-mediated delivery, these elevated levels are only sustained for a
matter of minutes. In fact, only five minutes after peak plasma concentrations are reached, curcumin levels in the blood
drop to just 46.89% of their crowning value. Put another way, serum concentrations of curcumin above 400 nM are only
sustained for a 5-10 minute period when administered intravenously. Applying this same analysis to aerosol-mediated
delivery, it is clear that peak plasma concentrations are sustained for an extended period of time. Again selecting an
arbitrary threshold of 400 nM, aerosol-mediated delivery maintains this elevated concentration in the blood for just under
2 hours. The significance of this analysis is that these differences between I.V. and aerosol-mediated delivery are the
primary factors underlying the observed trends in absolute bioavailability. As noted in Table 10-2, the absolute
bioavailability achieved via inhalation is 2.62 times that of I.V. injection, which by definition represents 100%
bioavailability. Of note, the significantly increased bioavailability of curcumin (P<.001) following inhalation might be
attributable to decreased clearance, continued absorption, or a combination of both factors. In a manner which decreases
the likelihood of the first option, the elimination rate constant (Kelim), half-life (T1/2), and clearance (CL) of curcumin is
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nearly identical between administration methods. Thus, the data strongly suggests that increases in bioavailability
achieved via inhalation are secondary to the sustained absorption of curcumin from the lung parenchyma into the
bloodstream.
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Fi gu r e 1 0 -8 . B ioa va i la b il it y o f Cu r cu mi n F ol lo wi n g I . V. , P. O, an d Aer o so l -mediat ed D o si n g Para di g ms.
T hre e co h or t s o f mi c e r ec e i ve d a n e qu i va l e nt 5 mg /k g do se o f cu r cu min via th e a d mi ni strat io n r ou t es li st ed . Wh o l e bl o o d sa m pl e s wer e c ol l e ct e d via r et ro -o rb ita l bl e e di n g o v er a 9
h ou r t i m e wi nd o w. Sa mpl e s wer e n e xt p ro c e sse d for a nal y si s o f cu r cu min co n t en t via H PLC . Ana ly si s o f t h e r esu lt in g da ta wa s p l ot t e d a s a fu n ct i on o f ti m e . Sta t i st i ca l a na l y si s o f
th e a r ea u nd er ea ch cu r v e wa s u ti li z e d t o ca l cu la t e a p er cent b ioa vai lab ili t y for ea c h ad mi ni strati o n met ho d . I mpr essi v el y, a er o sol -m e d ia t e d d eli v er y a ch i ev e d a n a b so lu t e
bi oa va ila bi li ty o f 2 6 2 %, su p p ort i ng ou r c on c lu si o n t ha t t h i s a d mi ni strat i on met h o d ha s r o bu st t h era p eu ti c p o t en tial .
T a ble 1 0 -2 . P ha r ma c ok i ne ti c Pa ra m e t er s o f P .O ., I. V. a n d Aer o sol -media t ed Cu r cu mi n D el iv er y

Pharmacokinetic Parameters of P.O., I.V. and Aerosol-mediated Curcumin Delivery
Administration Method

Cmax (mcg/mL)

Tmax (min)

T1/2 (hours)

Kelim (hr-1)

Absolute Bioavailability

CL (mL/hr)

I.V.

454.96

5

0.68

1.026

100%

0.46

Inhalation

296.59

360

0.67

1.031

262.38%

0.39

P.O.

80.45

60

0.66

1.051

12.16%

3.83
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10.3.5 Result: Curcumin Perturbs Aβ Fibrillation in vitro
To investigate the ability of curcumin to perturb Aβ monomer aggregation, a commercially available thioflavin T-based
aggregation kit with colorimetric readout was employed (AnaSpec). Packaged in a 96-well plate-based format, the
SensoLyte Aβ42 aggregation kit provides a standard method to measure Aβ 42 aggregation using Thioflavin T dye. In
principal, the assay employs thioflavin’s increased fluorescence in the presence of amyloid fibrils as a reporter of Aβ
peptide aggregation. Importantly, the Aβ42 peptide is pretreated to ensure it is in a monomeric state, allowing increased
thioflavin fluorescence to be correlated with Aβ fibrillation. As demonstrated by Figure 10-9, in the presence of only
buffer, thioflavin fluorescence grows steadily as a function of time as Aβ fibrillation proceeds. At the 40 minute time
point, equilibrium between monomeric and higher-order Aβ species is reached, resulting in the observed plateau in
thioflavin fluorescence. The fluorescence curves produced by thioflavin and Aβ42 mixtures in the presence of known Aβ
aggregation inhibitors such as Morin, phenol red, and resveratrol are markedly different. Most significantly, the plateau in
thioflavin fluorescence is dramatically reduced under these conditions as compared to the buffer control. A similar yet
attenuated trend is observed in the curcumin condition, with the addition of this putative therapeutic to Aβ-monomers
resulting in a 28.46% reduction in thioflavin fluorescence. Interpreted as a whole, the results suggest that curcumin
perturbs Aβ aggregation, albeit to a lesser degree than the control compounds listed, and thus merits further investigation
as a potential therapeutic for AD.
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Fi gu r e 1 0 -9 . Cu r cu mi n I nh i bit s Ag gr e ga ti o n o f Aβ 4 2 M o n o mer s.
A co l ori m et ri c a ssa y fa ci lita ti n g t h e i d en ti fi ca ti o n o f Aβ ag gr egati o n i nh i bit or a cti v it y wa s u sed t o i nv esti gat e t h e a bi li ty o f cu r cu m i n t o
p ertu r b Aβ m o n o m er a g gr e ga ti o n . B ri e fl y , th io fla vi n a n d mo n o meri zed A β 4 2 p ept id e wer e i ncu bat ed i n th e p r esen ce an d a b se n c e o f
k no wn a nd pu ta ti v e Aβ -a g gr ega ti o n in h ib it or s. T h i o fla vi n flu or escen ce at 4 8 5 n m ser v es a s a r ep ort er o f Aβ fi bri llat i on , wi th i n cr ea si n g
flu or e sc e nt si g na l r e pr e se nti n g a n i n cr ea sed a va ila bi li ty o f Aβ fi br il s i n solu ti o n. As illu strat ed, i n t he pr esen ce o f cu r cu mi n, Aβ -fi bri l
in du c ed i n cr ea se s i n th i o fla vi n flu or e sc en c e on l y r ea c h ed 7 1 . 5 4 % o f t hat mea su r ed fr o m th e po sit iv e co n tr ol co n di ti on ( bu ffer on l y).
Int e rp re ti n g th i s fi n di n g, t h e da ta str o n gl y su g g e st s t ha t cu r cu mi n p ertu r b s Aβ a g gr ega ti o n.
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10.3.6 Result: Inhaled Curcumin Perturbs Aβ Fibrillation and Reduces Aβ-plaque Burden in vivo

Having comprehensively demonstrated the enhanced bioavailability of aerosol-mediated drug delivery, we next evaluated
the ability of this administration method to recapitulate curcumin’s therapeutic efficacy in a preclinical mouse model of
AD. To facilitate this work, Aβ-plaque burden was assessed in the brains of two distinct cohorts of 6-month-old 5XFAD
mice. Constituents of the treated cohort (N=5) received a 5 mg/kg dose of curcumin three times a week by inhalation for
18 weeks beginning at 6 weeks of age while non-treated littermates (N=5) served as controls. Importantly, this design
obviates confounds associated with treating too late in the disease process, as detectable Aβ burden is not seen in 5XFAD
mice until 2-3 months of age. To quantitatively assess the effect of chronic curcumin therapy on Aβ plaque burden,
sagittal sections (n=50) isolated from nebulized 5XFAD mice and non-treated littermates (N=5 per group) were stained
with 1% thioflavin as described and quantified using a custom plaque segmentation algorithm designed in Matlab. Three
pathologically relevant regions of interest were selected for analysis. In support of our hypothesis that inhaled curcumin
can reach therapeutically relevant concentrations in the brain parenchyma, analysis of the data reveals that Aβ plaque
burden in the cortex of treated 5XFAD mice is just 31.59% that of non-treated age-matched littermates (Figure 10-10).
Transitioning to more pathologically relevant regions of interest in the brain, automated plaque counting
performed in the hippocampus of treated mice revealed that this cohort contained less than 10% of the mean Aβ burden
carried by non-treated littermates. Put differently, prophylactic curcumin treatment administered via inhalation
significantly reduced Aβ number by 90.72% (P < .001). Not surprisingly these trends led to statistically significant
differences in Aβ plaque density between treated and non-treated cohorts (P < .001). To assess this parameter
quantitatively, the total area of Aβ deposition was divided by the total tissue area in each region of interest and multiplied
by 100 to generate a percentage which we termed the plaque fraction. Analysis of this variable in the hippocampus of nontreated mice produced a value of .26%. By comparison, this variable is significantly reduced in treated 5XFAD mice as
the area of Aβ plaque deposition comprises just .05% of the total tissue area (P < .001). Most likely, this trend reflects the
ability of curcumin to inhibit the aggregation of Aβ; as confirmed by our previously presented in vitro findings. In favor
of this model, the mean area of each Aβ plaque in treated 5XFAD mice is significantly reduced as compared to controls,
32.96 µm2 versus 68.60 µm2, respectively (P < .001). Interestingly, the area and diameter of the largest hippocampal Aβ
plaques in treated 5XFAD mice were also significantly reduced in size as compared to those measured in the non-treated
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cohort (P < .001). In more detail, the top 5% of plaques in treated 5XFAD mice were characterized by a mean diameter of
10.8 µm and mean area of 154.76 µm2. For comparison, these measurements obtained for these parameters in agematched non-treated littermates were 8.78 µm and 530.55 µm2, respectively. Taken together, these findings suggest that
the observed reductions in mean plaque diameter are exclusively a consequence of large diameter plaque loss, as no
significant differences in the diameter or area of the smallest fraction of Aβ plaques were noted between cohorts.
Impressively, similar therapeutic benefits of inhaled curcumin were observed in the subiculum, the main output of
the hippocampus and the region harboring the earliest and most profound neuron loss in the 5XFAD mouse model.(1049) In
this region of pathological interest, Aβ plaque burden was significantly reduced by a margin of 79.48% compared to nontreated littermates (P < .001). In a manner consistent with curcumin’s ability to perturb Aβ aggregation, statistically
significant differences (P < .01) in mean plaque diameter and area for the largest Aβ plaques were observed (16.44 µm
versus 21.84 µm and 249.29 µm2 versus 384.50 µm2, for treated and non-treated cohorts, respectively). Again, the loss of
the largest Aβ assemblies appears to underlie differences in mean plaque diameter and area between cohorts, with treated
5XFAD mice exhibiting significantly smaller plaques on average as compared to non-treated littermates (9.37 µm versus
10.63 µm and 84.65 µm2 versus 104.30 µm2, respectively). Predictably, these trends resulted in a statistically appreciable
difference in plaque fraction between cohorts, with Aβ assemblies representing 1.27% of tissue area in non-treated mice
but just .14% in treated littermates. Of note, no differences in the eccentricity of individual plaques was noted between
treated and non-treated cohorts, suggesting that curcumin does not alter the morphology of Aβ assemblies in addition to
reducing their size. Taken together, these results strongly suggest that aerosol-mediated delivery of curcumin reduces Aβ
burden in the brains of 5XFAD mice and thus warrants further evaluation as a disease-modifying therapy for AD.
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Fi gu r e 1 0 -1 0 . Aβ Pla qu e Bu rd e n i s R edu c e d Via Ch ro n i c Cu r cu mi n In ha lati o n.
T o qu a nt ita t i v el y a sse ss t h e e ffe c t o f c hr on i c cu r cu mi n t h erap y o n Aβ pla qu e bu r d en i n t h e brai n , sa gi ttal secti o n s ( n= 5 0 ) i s ola t e d fr o m
n ebu li z e d 5 XF AD mi c e a n d n o n -tr ea t ed l itt e r ma t e s (N= 5 p er g rou p) wer e sta i ned wi th 1 % t h io fla vi n. F lu o r escen ce i ma gi n g o f t h e
hi p p oca m pu s, su bi cu lu m, a nd n eo c or t ex wer e t h en a cqu ir ed. Qu anti fi cat io n o f Aβ pla qu e bu r den wa s p er fo r med i n a bli n d e d a n d
a u to ma t e d fa sh i on . As gra p hi ca l ly i llu stra t ed , 4 mo n th s o f pr o p hy la cti c tr ea t men t wit h cu r cu mi n si g ni fi can tl y redu ced Aβ pl a qu e
nu mb e r i n t h e c ort e x , hi p p o ca mpu s, a n d su bi cu lu m b y 6 8 .7 5 , 9 0 .7 2 %, a n d 7 9 .4 8 %, r esp ecti v el y . Fu rt h er mor e, r edu cti o n s i n t h e m ea n
a nd ma xi mu m p la qu e d ia m et er wer e n ot e d i n t rea t ed 5 XF AD mi ce a s co mpar ed t o n o n -tr eat ed lit t er mat es i n a ll r eg i on s a na ly z e d.
Im p orta n tl y, t h e se r e su lt s a r e c o ng ru e nt wi t h ou r fi n di ng t hat cu r c u mi n in h ib it s Aβ a g gr egat io n i n vi tr o, an d h i gh li g ht s t h e p ot e ntia l
u tili ty o f i nha l ed cu r cu mi n for t h e pr e v e nt io n /tr ea t m e n t o f A D.
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10.3.7 Result: Prophylactically Inhaled Curcumin Prevents Dystrophic Neurite Formation
As described in previous chapters, Aβ assemblies exert a profound neurotoxic influence at the level of the synapse.
Furthermore, as reviewed, a large body of literature suggests that the consequent loss of synaptic function secondary to
Aβ accumulation correlates more robustly with the development of behavioral deficits than do estimates of total Aβ
plaque burden. For these reasons, we investigated whether prophylactic curcumin administration via inhalation influenced
the development of dystrophic neurites in the hippocampus. To investigate this key pathological feature of AD,
ultrastructural analysis of neurite diameter in the CA3 hippocampal region was performed using TEM. As in related
experiments, two cohorts of 5XFAD were analyzed (i) a treatment group comprised of 6-week old 5XFAD mice
chronically administered a 5 mg/kg dose of aerosolized curcumin three times a week for 18 weeks (N=3) and (ii) a nontreated control group of sex-matched 6-month old 5XFAD mice (N=2).
Morphologically, dystrophic neurites are identifiable secondary to the accumulation of autophagic/lysosomal
vesicles which increase their luminal diameter relative to healthy neurites. As illustrated in (Figure 10-11A/B), numerous
swollen neurites in close proximity to Aβ assemblies are appreciable in the non-treated cohort. Interestingly, qualitative
evaluation of the data revealed a virtually complete absence of dystrophic neurites in the brains of treated mice. In the
non-treated cohort, dystrophic neurites were always associated with one of two Aβ-laden structures. The first of these
structures is classically recognizable as a mature Aβ plaque as a consequence of its electron-dense core and the crosshatched appearance of its surrounding penumbra. The second structure observed to be in proximity to dystrophic neurites
were fibrillar Aβ deposits, identifiable under TEM by their characteristic cross-hatched morphology and lack of an
electron-dense core. In an effort to objectively demonstrate the relative prevalence of dystrophic neurites between treated
and non-treated cohorts of 5XFAD mice, the circular diameter of neurites within a 200 microns radius of CA3 pyramidal
cell bodies were quantified. First considering the data obtained from non-treated 5XFAD mice, two Gaussian-distributed
populations of neurites with distinct diameters are immediately identifiable. In congruence with the literature, healthy
neurites, those lacking vesicles containing dense amorphous or multi-lamellar cellular debris, are characterized by a mean
diameter of .5 microns.(1050) By comparison, in a manner faithfully reflecting their swollen morphology, a second
population of dystrophic neurites was characterized by a significantly increased mean diameter of 4.5 microns (P < .001).
Transitioning to the data obtained from curcumin treated 5XFAD mice, neither Aβ plaques nor associated populations of
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dystrophic neurites could be identified in this cohort. Graphically this is demonstrated by the existence of only a single
Gaussian distributed population of neurites with a mean diameter of .5 microns. Critically, the absence of Aβ plaques in
the treated cohort not only corroborates are histochemical staining, but also suggests that beyond reducing Aβ- plaque
load in the brain, prophylactic curcumin treatment also prevents Aβ plaque-associated neurodegenerative changes in the
CA3 region of the hippocampus.
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Fi gu r e 1 0 -1 1 . Ul tra stru ctu ra l Ana ly si s o f N eu ri t e D ia m et er i n t h e C A3 Hi p p o ca mpa l Reg io n o f T r eat ed a n d N o n -tr eat ed 6 m o nt h 5 XF AD
Mi c e
(A) R e pr e se nta ti v e T E M i ma g e o f a 6 -m on t h n on -tr ea te d 5 XF AD mou se i llu st rati n g a 5 mi cr o n Aβ pla qu e (a st eri sk ) a nd a sso cia t e d
n eu r od e g e n era t iv e cha n g e s. N ot e t ha t t h e lu m e n o f ea ch dy str o ph i c n eu ri t e (ar ro w) i s swo ll en r elati v e t o h eal th y n eu r it es d u e to a n
a bu n da n c e o f a u to p ha gi c/ l y so so ma l v e si c l e s c o nta i ni n g d en se amor p hou s o r mu l ti -la mella r cel lu lar d ebri s. (B) R epr esenta t i v e T E M
ima g e o f d y str o p hi c n eu ri t e s i n cl o se -a sso cia ti o n wit h fi bri lla ry Aβ d epo sit s i n t h e C A3 r egi o n o f t h e hi p p o ca mpu s i n a 6 -m o nt h n o n tr ea t e d 5 XF AD m ou se . ( C) H i st o gra m o f C A3 py ra mi da l n eu r i te dia met er i n n o n -t r eat ed 6 mo nt h 5 XF AD mi ce (N = 2 ). As i llu stra te d i n
(A/B) , nu m er ou s swo ll e n n eu ri t e s in cl o se a sso c ia ti o n wit h A β p laqu es o r fi bri l s ar e ap pr eciab l e i n t hi s co h or t. Gra ph i call y , t hi s i s
d e m on stra t e d b y t h e pr e se n c e o f a se c on d p o pu la ti on o f n eu r it es wit h a mea n dia met er o f 4 .5 mi cr on s. No tab l y, t hi s p o pu la t io n o f
d y str o p hi c n eu r it e s i s c l ea rl y di sti n gu i sha bl e fr o m th e l o n e p o pu lat io n o f h eal th y si zed n eu ri t es di stri bu t ed a rou n d a mean o f .5 m i cr o n s
in t h e tr ea t e d c o ho rt (N = 2 ) ( D). S i gn i fi ca nt l y, d y str op h ic n eu rit es were ex clu si v el y o b ser v ed in t h e n o n -t r eat ed a ni ma l s a n d a l wa y s i n
a sso cia t i on wi t h ei t h er fi bri lla r d e p o si t s or la r g e a c cu mu lat i o n s o f Aβ . N o Aβ pla qu es gr ea ter tha n 2 mi cr o n s or a sso ciat e d p opu la ti o n s
o f d y str op hi c n eu rit e s c ou ld b e i d e nt i fi e d i n th e tr ea te d co h or t; a s d emo n strat ed b y th e Gau s sia n d i str ibu ti o n o f n eu r it e d ia m et er s a r ou nd
a m ea n o f .5 mi cr o n s. Cr it ica ll y, t h e a b se n c e o f Aβ

plaque load in the brain, prophylactic curcumin treatment also
prevents Aβ plaque-associated neurodegenerative changes in the CA3 region of the hippocampus.
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10.3.8 Result: Prophylactically Inhaled Curcumin Prevents the Development of Working & Spatial Memory Deficits
in 5XFAD Mice
Seeking to evaluate whether the observed reductions in Aβ plaque burden and dystrophic neurite formation correlated
with behavioral improvements, the effect of inhaled curcumin on spatial-dependent and working memory was probed
using the Y-maze behavioral assay. Briefly, 6-week old 5XFAD mice (N=10) were chronically administered a 5 mg/kg
dose of nebulized curcumin three times a week for 18 weeks. Two cohorts consisting of a group of age matched 5XFAD
and a group of wild type mice (N= 10 per group) were left untreated throughout the study and thus served as
controls. Following a one week habituation period in the behavioral testing facility to decrease experimental confounds
attributable to stress, working memory and spatial memory were assessed via two variations of the Y-maze behavioral
paradigm. In the working memory paradigm, spontaneous alteration was quantified over a 6 minute trial and reported as
percent spontaneous alternation. Importantly, this variable denotes the percentage of time the animal correctly entered all
three arms in sequence over the total number of choices made. The interpretation of this parameter according to the
literature is as follows. When arriving at the junction of all three arms the animal is presented with the choice to return
back to the arm it started in or explore the two novel arms of the maze. Assuming the mouse is motivated to explore novel
routes, the subsequent arm entry should be restricted to either of the two unexplored arms. Similarly, in the third entry of
the sequence, only one unexplored arm remains and thus, if the working memory of the mouse is intact, this route should
be selected. In the Y-maze paradigm employed each “correct” 3-arm sequence increase the overall percent spontaneous
alteration. Thus, the greater the percent spontaneous alteration (%SA), the higher functioning the animal is with respect to
working memory.
As graphically illustrated in Figure 10-12, statistical comparison of working memory performance in non-treated
5XFAD mice reveals a mean reduction in performance of 22.51% relative (Mean = 53.01% SA) to wild type controls
(Mean = 75.51% SA). This result confirms that without therapeutic intervention, the working memory of 5XFAD mice
becomes significantly perturbed by 6 months of age when compared to non-amyloid bearing mice (P<.001). In stark
contrast to the non-treated 5XFAD cohort, working memory function in 5XFAD mice treated with curcumin via
inhalation appear protected from amyloid-induced neurodegeneration. Impressively, 5XFAD mice treated with curcumin
exhibit a %SA of 71.15% in the working Y-maze paradigm described. This constitutes an 18.15% improvement over the
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age-matched non-treated cohort of 5XFAD mice and confirms a statistically significant therapeutic benefit on working
memory (P<.01). In fact, as further evidence of curcumin's robust therapeutic impact, %SA measured in the curcumin
nebulized 5XFAD cohort did not significantly differ from wild type controls (Mean = 71.15% and 75.51%, respectively).
Critically, the mean number of entries for each arm did not significantly vary, confirming no innate preference for any of
the arms which might confound these results (Figure 10-14). Taken as a whole, his data strongly supports the conclusion
that curcumin delivery via nebulization prevents the acquisition of working memory deficits on the 5XFAD mouse model
and confirms the efficacy of this approach for the delivery of therapeutic molecules like curcumin to the brain.
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Fi gu r e 1 0 -1 2 . Cu r cu mi n N e bu l i za ti o n P r e v e nt s t h e D e v el o p ment o f Wo rk i ng M emo ry D efi cit s i n 5 XF AD Mi ce:
(A) B o x -wh i sk e r pl ot o f p er c e nt spo n ta n e ou s a lt er na t io n ( %S A) i n t h e Y -ma ze beha vi ora l para di g m. In or der to i n v est iga t e t he
b eha v io ra l se qu ela e o f cu r cu mi n 's a my lo i d -cl ea r in g p ro p er ti es, we l everag ed t h e Y -maze parad i g m t o pr ob e wh et h er t he a cq u isiti o n o f
n eu r od e g e n era t io n i n du c ed d e fi cit s i n work i n g m e m or y c ou l d b e pr ev ent ed in t h e 5 XF AD mou se mo del. T o war d s t hi s ai m, sp on ta n e o u s
a lt er na ti o n i n t h e Y -ma z e pa ra di g m wa s e va lu a t e d i n 6 m o nt h -ol d cu r cu mi n nebu l i zed a nd no n -tr eat ed 5 XF AD coh or t s, a s wel l a s i n
n on -tr ea t e d wi ld t y p e c o ntr ol s (N= 1 0 p er co h or t). A 5 mg /k g d o se o f cu r cu min wa s a d min i st er ed t hr ee ti mes a week via neb u liz e r a t 1
m o nt h o f a g e i n t h e 5 XF AD tr ea t e d c o h ort a nd co n ti nu ed for 1 8 mo nt h s. Fo ll o win g a t wo week n o n -tr ea t men t p eri o d i n clu de d t o
a ll ev ia t e str e ss co n fou n d s a sso cia t ed wi t h r ou t in e tr ea t m en t, work i n g memor y wa s pr o b ed du ri n g a 6 mi nu t e Y -ma ze tria l. Sta t i st i ca l
c o m pa ri so n o f spo n ta n e ou s a lt er na t io n p e r for ma nc e i n t h e Y -ma ze para di g m r ev ea l s a mean r edu cti o n in p er for ma n ce o f 2 2 .5 1 % i n
n on -tr ea t e d 5 XF AD mi c e ( M ea n = 5 3 .0 1 %) wh e n c o m pa r e d t o wil d ty p e co nt ro l s (M ea n = 7 5 .5 1 % ). T hi s r esu lt con fir ms t ha t wit h ou t
th era p eu ti c i nt e rv e nt i on , th e work i n g m e m or y o f 5 XF AD mi ce b eco mes si gn i fi ca nt l y p ertu r b ed wh en co mpar ed t o n on -a my l oi d b ea r i n g
mi c e ( P< .0 0 1 ). In sta rk c on tra st t o t he n on -tr ea t e d 5 XF AD co h ort , work i n g memo ry i n 5 XF AD mi ce tr eat ed wi th cu r cu mi n via
n ebu li za t io n a p p ea r s t o b e p ro t e ct e d fro m a m yl oi d -in du c e d n eu ro d eg en erat i on . I mp r essi v el y, 5 XF AD mi ce t r eat ed wit h cu r c u mi n
e xh i bit a % S A o f 7 1 .1 5 % i n t h e Y -ma z e pa ra d i g m. T hi s co n sti tu tes a 1 8 .1 5 % i mpr ov ement ov er t h e ag e -ma t ched n o n -tr eat e d c o h ort o f
5 XF AD m i c e a n d c o n fir ms a sta t i sti ca ll y si gn i fi ca nt t h era p eu t ic ben efit o n work i n g memor y (P< .0 1 ). I n fa ct , a s fu rt h er ev id e n c e o f
cu r cu mi n 's r obu st t h era p eu t ic i m pa ct , % S A m ea su r e d i n th e cu rcu mi n n ebu li zed 5 XF AD co ho rt (M ea n = 7 1 .1 5 % ) di d n ot si g ni fica n tl y
di ffe r fro m wil d ty p e c o nt ro l s (M ea n = 7 5 .5 1 %) . T a k e n a s a wh ol e, hi s da ta st ro n gl y su p p or t s t h e co n clu sio n t hat cu r cu mi n d el i v er y v ia
n ebu li za t io n p r ev e nt s t h e a c qu i sit io n o f work in g m e mo ry d efi ci t s o n th e 5 XF AD mou se mo d el an d co n fir ms t h e effi ca cy o f th i s
a pp r oa c h for th e d eli v er y o f t h era p eu ti c m ol e cu l e s lik e cu r cu mi n t o th e brai n.
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Fi gu r e 1 0 -1 3 . Cu r cu mi n N e bu l i za ti o n Pr e v e nt s t h e D e v el o p ment o f D efi ci t s i n Hi p p o ca mpu s -med iat ed Spa tial M emo ry i n 5 XF AD M i c e
Bo x -wh i sk e r pl ot r e p ort in g t h e t i m e sp e nt ex p lo ri n g t h e n o v el ar m a s a p er cen ta g e o f t otal ex p lo rati o n ti me. As an ext en si o n o f ou r
in v e st i ga ti o n in t o t h e t h era p eu ti c e ffi ca c y o f n e bu l i z ed cu r cu mi n , spat ial memor y wa s pr o b ed u si n g a t wo -tria l Y -maze b eh a vi ora l a ssa y.
Bri e fl y , du ri n g t he fir st tr ia l, a ra n d o mi z e d a r m o f t h e ma ze was b lo ck ed a n d th e mi ce wer e a ll o wed t o fr eel y ex pl or e t h e r e ma i n in g t wo
a rm s o f th e Y -ma z e fo r 6 m i nu t e s. F o ll o wi n g th e fi r st tr ial, t h e a ni ma l s wer e r etu rn ed t o th eir h o me ca g e fo r 3 0 mi nu t es. D u rin g t h e
se c o nd tr ia l , spa t ia l m e m or y wa s pr o b e d b y r e c or di n g th e p er centa g e o f ti me t h e a ni ma l sp ent ex p lo ri n g ea ch ar m wi th i n a 5 mi nu t e
p eri o d. Mi c e e x hi bi ti n g n or ma l spa tia l m e m or y a r e e xp ected t o sp en d a h ig h er p er cen tag e o f ti me ex pl or i ng t h e " n ov el" pr e vi ou sl y
bl o ck ed a r m wh il e a n i ma l s wi th i m pa i re d spa tia ll y m e m or y a r e ex p ect ed to sp en d equ a l a mou n t s o f t i me exp l ori n g ea ch a r m . W it hi n t hi s
Y-ma z e pa ra d ig m , wil d t y p e mi c e ex h ib it e d pr o fou nd r e co gn it io n o f Y -ma ze ar ms, sp en d in g 5 5 .0 3 % i n th e p r ev i ou sl y bl o ck e d a r m . I n
c on tra st , u nt r ea t e d 5 XF AD m i c e a p p ea r ed i n ca pa b l e o f r eco g n izin g t h e spat ial cu es o f th e ma ze a n d t hu s d emo n st rat ed n o di sc er ni bl e
pr e fer e n c e fo r t h e " n o v el a r m" , sp e n di n g 2 5 .2 4 % o f t h eir ti me ex pl or i ng t h e pr evi ou sl y bl o ck ed ar m. C orr o b orat in g t h e
im mu n o hi st o c h e mi ca l fin d in g s i n di ca t in g a r e du c ed pla qu e l o ad in cu r cu mi n n ebu li zed 5 XF AD mi ce, t h i s coh o rt ex hi bi t s a ro bu st a n d
si g ni fi ca nt 2 2 .7 1 % i m pr ov e m e n t i n spa tia l m e m or y ( M ea n = 4 7 .9 5 %) wh en co mpar ed t o n on -tr eat ed 5 XF AD l it t er mat es (P< . 0 1 ). Aga i n,
th e t h era peu ti c e ffi ca c y o f t h e n e bu li z e d cu r cu mi n wa s so i mp ressi ve, t hat th e b eha vi or o f tr eat ed 5 XF AD a ni mal s wa s n ot sta ti sti ca l ly
di ffe r en t fr o m wil d ty p e co nt ro l s. N ota bl y , t h e se fi n di n g s co n fir m t hat cu r cu mi n n ebu l i zati o n i mp ro v es hi p po ca mpal fu nc ti o n a s
a sse sse d b y a spa tia l -m e m or y d e p en d e nt b e ha vi ora l a ssa y.
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One week following completion of the working memory Y-maze behavioral assay, all animal cohorts were then
tested in the spatial memory paradigm. To directly assess hippocampal function at the behavioral level, a two-phase Ymaze paradigm was employed. During the first phase of this procedure, the mouse was allowed to freely explore 2 of the
three arms of the Y-maze for a 6 minute period. The arm which was blocked during this first phase was randomized
between animals and designated as the "novel" arm in the secondary phase of the study. Following the first period of
exploration, each mouse was returned to its home cage and left undisturbed for a 30 minute period. Following this period
of rest, each mouse was placed into a randomized arm of the maze and allowed to freely explore all three arms for a 5
minute time interval. To quantitatively assess spatial memory, the proportion of time spent exploring the previously
blocked "novel arm" arm was quantified and plotted as the fraction of overall time spent exploring. The interpretation of
this paradigm is quite similar to that employed to probe working memory. If spatial memory function is intact, the mouse
should remember exploring the original two arms during the first trial and is thus predicted to spend a majority of its time
exploring the novel arm. In contrast, animals with impaired spatially memory function are expected to spend equal
amounts of time exploring each arm. As presented in Figure 10-13, wild type mice exhibit profound recognition of Ymaze arms, spending 55.03% of their time exploring the previously blocked arm. In contrast, untreated 5XFAD mice
appeared incapable of recognizing the spatial cues of the maze and thus demonstrated no discernible preference for the
novel arm, spending just 25.24% of their time exploring this region of the maze. Corroborating the immunohistochemical
findings indicating a reduced plaque load in curcumin treated 5XFAD mice, this cohort exhibits a robust and significant
22.71% improvement in spatial memory (Mean time spent exploring novel arm = 47.95%) when compared to non-treated
5XFAD littermates (P<.01). Again, the therapeutic efficacy of the aerosolized curcumin was so impressive that the
behavior of treated 5XFAD animals was not statistically different from wild type controls. Notably, quantification of the
mean number of seconds exploring each arm of the maze in a naïve cohort of animals confirmed no innate preference for
any of the arms (Figure 10-14C). Additionally, no differences in amount of time spent actively exploring were noted
between groups, indicating that the initiative to explore was similar between animals and confirming that observed
differences in behavior truly reflect alterations in spatial memory (Figure 10-14A/C).
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Fi gu r e 1 0 -1 4 . Y -Ma z e Pa ra di g m Co n tr ol s:
(A) M ea n nu mb er o f a r m e ntr i e s du ri n g Y -ma z e work i n g mem or y tria l. T hr ou g h ou t t h e 6 mi nu t e t rial o f ex pl orat i on , t he se qu e n c e o f a r m en tri e s ma d e b y t h e a n i ma l s wa s
a u to ma t i ca l l y r e co rd e d u si ng t h e An y Ma z e so ft wa r e pa ck ag e. Anal y si s o f t h e nu mber o f ar m ent ri es p er ar m r ev ea l s n o in na te pr e fer e n c e fo r a n y o f th e a r m s wh i c h mi g ht c on fou n d
ou r b e ha v i ora l a na ly si s. (B ) M ea n se c on d s sp en t e x pl or in g ea ch Y -maze ar m. T hr ou g hou t t h e 5 mi nu t e tr ial o f ex p lo rati o n, th e ti m e sp en t e x pl ori n g ea c h a r m o f t h e ma z e wa s
a u to ma t i ca ll y r e co rd e d u si ng t h e An y Ma z e so ft wa r e pa ck ag e. Anal y si s o f t h e mea n nu mb er o f seco n d s sp en t exp l ori n g ea c h a rm o f t h e Y -ma z e c o n fi r m s n o in tri n si c bia s for a
pa rt i cu la r a r m o f t h e ma z e. T h er e for e , th e spa tia l cu e s u sed in t h e b eha v io ral a ssa y wer e equ al ly sal ien t t o t h e mi ce. (C) M e a n se c o nd s sp e nt e x pl or in g i n t he spa tia l m e m or y Y -ma z e
tria l . I n a n e ffor t t o ex c lu d e d i ffer e n c e s i n g e no t yp e or tr eat ment si d e effect s f r o m co n fou n di n g ou r b eha vi ora l data, t h e m e a n a m ou n t o f t i m e sp e nt e x pl or in g wa s qu a nti fi e d u si n g
th e Any Ma z e so ft wa r e pa ck a g e. No ta b l y, n o d i ffer e n c e s i n t h e i nit iati v e t o ex pl or e wer e n ot ed b et ween wi ld t y p e a n d 5 XF AD mi c e. Fu rt h er m or e, n o si g ni fi ca n t di ffe r e n c e i n
e xp l ora t io n wa s n ot e d b et we e n ne bu l i z ed 5 XF AD m i c e a s co mpar ed t o t h eir no n -tr eat ed li tt er mat es. T hu s, d i ffer en ces in spa tia l me m o ry ob se rv e d b e t we en c oh or t s d o n ot r e fle c t
c on fou n d s i m po se d b y di ffer e n c e s i n th e de sir e t o e x pl or e n o v el ar ms.
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10.3.9 Result: Inhaled Curcumin Associated with Negligible Local & System Toxicity

Having demonstrated the therapeutic efficacy of inhaled curcumin in a preclinical mouse model of AD, the next step in
evaluating the clinical applicability of this technique is the exclusion of local and system toxicities. To investigate the
potential of systemic toxicity associated with curcumin administration, the blood serum of wild type mice (N=2/group)
was analyzed 1 hour after curcumin dosing via inhalation or tail-vein injection. Chemistry profiles (CPs) and complete
blood counts (CBCs) from each treatment group were then compared to non-treated littermates (Tables 10-3 & 10-4).
Results indicate a negligible systemic toxicity profile for the aerosol-mediated delivery method. In more detail, the normal
WBC indicates the lack of a systemic inflammatory response to treatment. Additionally, the ordinary nature of the
remaining CBC values indicates a normal hemodynamic state. In contrast, I.V. injection appears to elicit a mild increase
in WBC as compared to non-treated controls. Given the experimental observation that these mice fell into severe shock
immediately following injection, this result most likely reflects a mobilization of the marginated pool of white blood cells
secondary to physiologic stress. Support for this assumption is found in the CP panel, where marked disruptions in the
physiological levels of sodium and potassium ions can be noted exclusively in the I.V. injected cohort. In a manner which
again supports the absence of systemic toxicity attributable to curcumin dosing via aerosol, no deviation from
physiological norms were noted in the metabolic parameters measured in the respiratory exposed cohort.
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T a ble 1 0 -3 . Co m p l et e Bl o od C ou nt Ana l y si s F ol l o wi n g Cu rcu mi n Ad mi ni strat io n

Complete Blood Count Analysis Following Curcumin Administration (Mean +/- Standard Dev.)
Test

5 mg/kg Inhaled Curcumin

5 mg/kg Intravenous Curcumin

Non-treated Controls

WBC

6.57 +/- .53

9.43 +/- .47

6 +/- 1.22

HCT

40.025 +/- 4.40

40.15 +/- 6.15

41.55 +/- .93

RBC

9.105 +/- 1.78

6.81 +/- 1.43

9.765 +/- .32

HB

12.35 +/- 2.44

9.3 +/- 2.19

13.05 +/- .50

MCV

43.75 +/- .25

44.1 +/- .14

42.55 +/- 2.33

MCH

13.65 +/- 1.27

13.5 +/- .29

13.35 +/- .92

MCHC

31.25 +/- 1.26

30.7 +/- .70

31.45 +/- .50

RDW

13.275 +/- .36

13.7 +/- 0

14.4 +/- 1.13

RSD

5.825 +/- .33

6.05 +/- .08

6.1 +/- .14

RETIC#

33.1 +/- 9.25

22.9 +/- .84

48.75 +/- 27.12

RETIC%

0.565 +/- .30

0.255 +/- .05

0.495 +/- .26

PLT

737.5 +/- 190.19

994.5 +/- 9.19

1058.5 +/-9.20

MPV
PDW

5.425 +/- .13
42.325 +/- 1.04

5.45 +/- .21
42.15 +/- 1.2

5.65 +/- .21
41.65 +/- 1.06

PCT

0.4035 +/- .17

0.542 +/- .01

0.5985 +/- .03

T a ble 1 0 -4 . M e ta b ol i c Pa ne l F oll o wi ng Cu r cu mi n Ad mi ni strat io n

Metabolic Panel Following Curcumin Administration (Mean +/- Standard Dev.)
Test

5 mg/kg Inhaled Curcumin

5 mg/kg Intravenous Curcumin

Non-treated Controls

Normal

Na

146.1 +/-4.14

139.7 +/- 7.19

151 +/- 3.61

142-167 mmol/L

K

5.75 +/- 1.63

3.56 +/- 2.56

6.7 +/- .41

5-9 mmol/L

Cl

116.1 +/- 7.12

122.3 +/- 10.66

108 +/- 7.53

104-120 mmol/L

ALP

50 +/- 20.78

103 +/- 13.38

80 +/- 14.67

44-118 U/L

ALT

88 +/- 40.25

42.5 +/- 36.79

61 +/- 10.62

26-120 U/L

AST

114 +/- 40.25

195.5 +/- 20.42

173 +/- 30.70

69-191 U/L

BUN

35 +/- 2.31

37 +/- 1.85

33 +/- .67

19-34 mg/dL

CREAT

0.5 +/- .02

0.5 +/- .013

0.5 +/- .05

.5-.8 mg/dL
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Confident in our preliminary exclusion of severe systemic toxicity, we next sought to evaluate the effect of
chronic curcumin inhalation on the respiratory tissues. In our experimental design, H&E and Masson’s Tri-chrome stained
lung tissues collected from acutely (N=3) and chronically nebulized (N=3) 6-month old 5XFAD mice were compared
with age-matched non-treated controls. In more detail, mice in the “acute inhalation” cohort received one standard 5
mg/kg dose of inhaled curcumin while the “chronic inhalation” cohort received 48 similar 5 mg/kg doses over an 18-week
time-period (3 doses/week). Notably, in an effort to thoroughly investigate the potential of local toxicity, both a
qualitative and quantitative analysis of each slide of lung tissue was performed. To enhance the credibility of our study,
the qualitative assessment was performed by a blinded expert pathologist. Summarizing her assessment of the H&E
stained sections; both acute and chronically treated mice exhibited an absence of either lymphocytic or neutrophilic
interstitial infiltration. Additionally, no distinguishable alveolar thickening was observed in any of the treatment groups
when compared to controls. To investigate the possibility of increased eosinophilic matrix around medium to small
airways, especially in chronically treated mice, Masson’s Tri-chrome staining was employed to highlight connective
tissue deposition. Again, a blinded qualitative assessment of the tissues acquired from both acute and chronically
nebulized mice revealed average collagen deposition indistinguishable from non-treated controls.
Always pursuing the most objective experimental design possible, the possibility of atypical collagen deposition
in the respiratory bronchioles and interstitial pulmonary tissues was further assessed in a semi-quantitative manner using
ImageJ software. As depicted in Figure 10-15D, the area lung fraction comprised of connective tissue is consistent
between acute and chronically treated mice as compared to non-treated controls in both the respiratory bronchioles and
pulmonary interstitium. Collectively, these data strongly suggest that even in the context of an aggressive and chronic
treatment regimen, spanning 15% of the animal’s average lifespan, inhaled curcumin does not elicit robust pulmonary
toxicity.
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Fi gu r e 1 0 -1 5 . N o Ev id e n c e o f Pu l m ona ry T o xi c it y Asso ciat ed wit h Acu t e or C hr o ni c In ha lati o n o f Cu r cu mi n .
Ma sson ’ s T ri -c hr o m e sta i n e d lu n g ti ssu e s c oll e c te d fr o m a cu t el y (N= 3 ) a n d chr o ni cal l y n ebu li zed ( N= 3 ) 6 -mo nt h ol d 5 XF AD mi c e we r e
c o m pa r ed wi t h a g e -ma t c h e d n on -tr ea te d co n tr ol s. M ic e i n t h e “acu t e i n halat io n” co h or t r ecei v ed o n e stan dar d 5 mg/k g d o se o f i n ha l e d
cu r cu mi n wh il e t h e “ c hr on i c in ha la ti o n” c o ho rt r ec e i ve d 4 8 si mi lar 5 mg /k g do ses o v er a 1 6 -week ti me -p eri o d (3 d o ses/ we e k ). A b li n d ed
qu a li ta ti v e a sse ssm e n t p er for m e d b y a n e xp e rt pa t h ol o gi st o n H&E stai n ed sect io n s co n fir med th e a b sen ce o f b ot h ly m p h o c yt ic a nd
n eu tr o ph il i c i n te r st itia l i n fil tra t io n i n ei t h er o f t h e cu r cu mi n t reat ed co h ort s wh en co mpar ed t o co n tr ol s. Ad dit i ona ll y, no
di sti n gu i sha b l e a l v e ola r t hi ck e ni n g wa s o b ser ve d i n a n y o f t h e tr eat ment gr ou p s. T o i n v est iga t e t h e p o ssi bil it y o f i n cr ea se d e o sin o p hi li c
ma t ri x a r ou nd m e diu m t o sma l l a ir wa y s, e spe c ia ll y i n c hr o ni cally t rea t ed mi ce, Ma sso n’ s T ri -ch ro me sta in i ng wa s emp lo y e d to hi g hli g ht
c on n e c ti v e t i ssu e d e po sit io n . Aga i n , a b li n d ed qu a lita ti v e a ssessment o f th e t i ssu es a cqu ir ed fro m b ot h a cu t e an d chr o ni ca ll y n e bu li z e d
mi c e r e v ea l e d a v era g e c olla g e n d e p o sit i on i n di sti n gu i shab l e fro m n o n -t r eat ed co ntr ol s. T h e p o ssi bi lit y o f a ty pi ca l col lag e n d ep o sit io n i n
th e r e spira t or y br on c hi o l e s a n d i n te r st itia l pu l m o na r y t i ssu es wa s al so a ssessed i n a semi -qu a nti tati v e man n er u si n g I ma g eJ so ft wa r e . As
d ep i ct e d i n su b fi gu r e D, t h e a r ea lu n g fra ct i on c o mp ri se d o f co nn ecti v e ti ssu e i s co n si st en t b et ween acu te a nd chr on i call y t rea t e d mi c e
a s c o m pa r e d to n on -tr ea t e d c o nt ro l s i n b ot h th e r e spira to ry br o nch i o l es a n d pu l mo nar y in t er st it iu m. Co ll ect i v el y, t h ese da ta str o n gl y
su gg e st tha t e v e n i n t h e c o nt e xt o f a n a g gr e ssiv e a n d ch ro n ic t reat men t r egi men , spa nn i ng 1 5 % o f th e an i mal’ s a v era ge l i fe spa n ,
in ha la bl e cu r cu m i n d o e s n ot e li ci t ro bu st pu l m ona ry t o xi ci t y.
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10.4 SIGNIFICANCE & DISCUSSION OF WORK
10.4.1 Significance & Discussion of Aerosol-mediated Delivery

Drug delivery to the brain for imaging or treatment of AD requires a perfect balance of the chemical bioisosteres that
enable the compound to be sufficiently hydrophilic enough to traverse the brain’s circulation yet maintain sufficient
lipophilicity to enable it to cross the BBB. Curcumin is one such compound among a mere handful of known Aβ-binding
agents. However, its strength as an amphiphilic molecule is also its shortcoming. As noted in the literature, polyphenols
such as curcumin present a unique challenge with respect to their formulation for in vivo application. With a log p value
of 2.9, curcumin is insoluble in any physiological aqueous condition suitable for in vivo application.(1051) Therefore, it
must be dissolved in saline with a high proportion of either methanol or Tween.(1032, 1047) In congruence with significant
mortality associated with I.V. injection of curcumin noted our study, bolus administration of a viscous solution like that
used to administer curcumin can be associated with robust toxicity. This incompatibility with I.V. administration methods
has proven the most profound limitation associated with the in vivo application of amphiphilic molecules such as
curcumin. In fact, all past and ongoing clinical trials seeking to evaluate the therapeutic efficacy of curcumin in AD
patients have been forced to employ oral dosing regiments.(1032) Disappointingly, this approach has likely stained the
reputation of one of the most promising theranostic agents for AD discovered in the last two decades, as the compound’s
bioavailability via this method of administration is nothing short of abysmal.(1032) To elaborate on this point, one of the
principal criticisms leveraged against those in favor of the therapeutic application of curcumin in AD is the failure of this
therapeutic intervention to improve cognition in human clinical trials. However, a review of the literature reveals that the
dependence on oral dosing in these trials is likely the reason these studies have failed to recapitulate the robust
improvements in memory observed in preclinical animal models of AD.(1032,

1052)

In support of this hypothesis,

investigators have reported that even following oral doses of 4 grams, the highest curcumin dose utilized in a completed
AD-specific human study to date, curcumin does not reach detectable levels in the blood.(1053)
Two factors predominantly contribute to the poor systemic bioavailability of curcumin when delivered via oral
administration. These features include: (i) poor initial uptake via the intestinal mucosa and (ii) profound first-pass
metabolism in the liver. Considering first the barrier posed by intestinal absorption, detailed in vitro studies demonstrate
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that exceedingly low levels of curcumin (5-6% ID) are transported from the mucosal membrane to the serosal side of the
tissue.(1044, 1054) In spite of this apparently low rate of transport, early studies noted that anywhere from 30-80% of the
added curcumin disappeared from the mucosal side.(1055) As less than 3% of the added curcumin was found in the
intestinal tissue, these findings led to the hypothesis that curcumin is actively metabolized at the level of the intestinal
mucosa.(1044) Many years later, this hypothesis was explored in more detail by comparing subcellular fractions of human
and rat intestinal tissue with metabolism in the corresponding hepatic fractions. (1054) Consistent with the idea of intestinal
curcumin metabolism, curcumin glucuronide was identified in intestinal and hepatic microsomes, and curcumin sulfate,
tetrahydrocurcumin, and hexahydrocurcumin were found as curcumin metabolites in intestinal and hepatic cytosol
isolated from both humans and rats. In a manner which may explain the discrepancies in therapeutic efficacy observed
between humans and animal models, the extent of curcumin conjugation was found to be much greater in intestinal
fractions isolated from humans compared to those harvested from rats. In fact, the curcumin-reducing ability of cytosol
from human intestinal and liver tissue exceeded that observed with the corresponding rat tissue by factors of 18 and 5,
respectively.(1054) At the molecular level, curcumin was sulfated by human phenol sulfotransferase isoenzymes
SULT1A1/SULT1A3 and equine alcohol dehydrogenase catalyzed the reduction of curcumin to hexahydrocurcumin. In a
more unique manner, it has been discovered that curcumin-converting microorganisms dominate the intestinal flora. (1056)
For example, colonies of Escherichia coli isolated from human feces were found to contain an enzyme which may
contribute to the low bioavailability of orally dosed curcumin. In more detail, this curcumin-converting enzyme,
appropriate named “nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH)-dependent curcumin/dihydrocurcumin
reductase”, has a molecular mass of about 82 kDa and consists of two identical subunits. The enzyme has a narrow
substrate spectrum, and facilitates the microbial metabolism of curcumin via a two-step reduction. First, curcumin is
converted NADPH-dependently into an intermediate product, dihydrocurcumin, and then the end product,
tetrahydrocurcumin. While the relative contribution of each of these enzymes to the intestinal breakdown of curcumin
remains debated, cumulatively, the literature compellingly demonstrates that curcumin undergoes extensive metabolic
conjugation and reduction in the gastrointestinal tract and that there is more metabolism in humans’ than in rat intestinal
tissue. Importantly, historical precedents undeniably confirm the devastating effect the metabolic pathways described can
have on a putative therapeutics bioavailability. For example, the limitations observed in curcumin are highly analogous to
the low bioavailability of other drugs such as the oral contraceptive ethinylestradiol, which is thought to be caused by
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extensive sulfate conjugation.(1057) Unfortunately, this underappreciated literature has failed to be adequately considered in
the design of trials evaluating the therapeutic efficacy of this dietary constituent and so human studies continue to publish
negative results.(1052)
Alarmingly for those committed to the discovery of a disease-modifying therapeutic for AD, poor intestinal
uptake is not the only major shortcoming associated with oral dosing of curcumin however. To the contrary, as previously
noted, hepatic clearance of curcumin also significantly contributes to the poor delivery of curcumin to the brain. This is
because of a phenomenon termed first-pass effect, in which the entirety of the intestinal tract’s venous drainage is
immediately filtered by the liver before being allowed to reenter systemic circulation. In humans, substances/drugs
absorbed along the gastrointestinal tract anywhere between the lower third of the esophagus to the upper portions of the
anal canal are subject to this effect. From an anatomical perspective, this is because the venous drainage of these tissues is
sub-served, at least in part, by the superior/inferior mesenteric or splenic veins which feed into the hepatic portal vein.(1058,
1059)

Substances contained in the blood of this vein are then subject to the metabolic machinery of the liver via percolation

through sinusoids. In the specific case of curcumin, detailed analysis has demonstrated that the major biliary metabolites
include glucuronides of tetrahydrocurcumin and hexahydrocurcumin. In addition, dihydroferulic acid together with traces
of ferulic acid have been identified as minor biliary metabolites. (1060) The significance of this biotransformation of
curcumin is that constitutes a pharmacological deactivation process, in that metabolism generates species that are either
devoid of biological activities or less potent than their metabolic precursor. As evidence, in a comparative analysis of the
ability of five curcumin metabolites, curcumin sulfate, curcumin glucuronide, tetrahydrocurcumin, hexahydrocurcumin,
and hexahydrocurcuminol, to interfere with phorbol ester-induced expression of the enzyme cyclooxygenase-2, none of
these species was found to be as potent as their metabolic progenitor.(1061) Moreover, a multitude of studies have
demonstrated that curcumin is a more potent anti-oxidant than its metabolic derivatives. (1062) Most relevantly to AD,
studies have confirmed that curcumin, but not its primary metabolic derivative tetrahydrocurcumin, is effective in
reducing amyloid plaque burden and tau hyper-phosphorylation.(1063, 1064)
It is worth noting that an exhaustive amount of effort and resources has been poured into circumventing the poor
bioavailability of curcumin associated with P.O. dosing. However, despite more than 40 reports that have attempted to
increase the bioavailability of curcumin through a variety of methods such as nanotechnology, encapsulation in
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liposomes/cyclodextrin/polylactic-co-glycolic acid or administration with metabolic inhibitors, traditional methods
employed to overcome curcumin’s poor biodistribution have proven insufficient.(1065-1069) Thus, the development of
administration techniques that better facilitate the delivery of amphiphilic molecules to the brain is of critical importance,
as reliance on non-optimized dosing regimens may lead to the premature dismissal of potentially clinically impactful
molecules such as curcumin. As emphasized earlier, the clinical utility of curcumin extends beyond AD and therefore, it is
indeed in our interest to develop innovative, practical, and translatable administration methodologies that can be used to
deliver curcumin to the brain and other targets.(1070) Toward that end, we have demonstrated the utility of a novel
atomization-based drug administration technology that rivals I.V. injection with respect to delivery of the compound to
the brain. Review of the data highlights four key advantages of curcumin delivery by inhalation: (i) effective delivery of
the compound to pathologically relevant regions of the brain such as the hippocampus; (ii) avoidance of the
glucuronidation and biotransformation attributable to the first-pass effect, (iii) circumvention of the low bioavailability of
curcumin associated with its poor absorption/metabolism in the gut and (iv) negligible toxicity.
Considering the first of these three points as a whole, we hypothesize that the improved bioavailability profile of
inhaled curcumin is supported via two independent routes of uptake. Under this evolving model, derived largely from
existing literature, the lungs play a predominant role in establishing the high plasma levels of curcumin reported in our
work. At an intuitive level, this assumption seems justified in light of the massive surface area available for drug
transport, with the surface area of human lungs estimated at an astonishing 70-140 m2.(1071, 1072) Functionally, the lungs can
be subdivided into two distinct systems, the conductive airways (trachea, bronchi, and bronchioles) and the regions of gas
exchange (alveoli). In more detail, the conducting zone consists of the first 16 generations of airways comprised of the
trachea (generation 0), which bifurcates into the two main stem bronchi (generation 1).(1073) This structure subsequently
subdivides into progressively smaller diameter bronchi and bronchioles. In comparison, the respiratory zone consists of all
structures that participate in gas exchange and begins with the respiratory bronchioles.(1074) Predictably, the epithelial
morphology of each region reflects its physiological role. For this reason, the distinction between conductive and
respiratory airways is of significance in the context of pulmonic drug delivery. Put simply, the pseudostratified epithelia
that constitute the barrier to absorption into the bloodstream are markedly different in the airways and alveoli of the lungs.
The conductive airways are composed of a gradually thinning columnar epithelium, with the bronchial epithelium of 3–
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5mm and bronchiolar epithelium of 0.5–1mm in thickness.(1074, 1075) While this represents an adequate barrier with respect
to drug delivery in and of itself, it is significantly strengthened in the tracheobronchial region the epithelium by a mucus
layer. Within this region, any deposited particle is promptly transported out of the lung via mucociliary clearance. Under
these conditions, drug absorption becomes practically negligible. On the other hand, the alveoli have only a thin, single
cell layer comprised principally of Type I and II pneumocytes. Here, the distance from the alveolar lumen to the capillary
blood flow is less than 400 nm. Coupled with the large surface area already discussed, this makes the gas exchange tissues
of the lung highly amenable to the delivery of pharmaceuticals into systemic circulation. (1076) Our work supports this
theory, as an inhaled 5 mg/kg dose of the curcumin analog FMeC1 achieved similar concentrations in the brain as those
reached via I.V. injection. Fortunately, our longitudinal analysis of plasma curcumin content achieved following I.V.,
P.O., or inhalation delivery routes sheds some light on this finding. Here, the data reveals that while I.V. injection of
curcumin produces an unrivaled peak in plasma curcumin concentration, these elevated levels are rapidly fleeting. As a
result, the bioavailability of this technique is far from the pharmacokinetic ideal. By comparison, pulmonic uptake of
curcumin results in an attenuated (relative to I.V. injection) but sustained increase in curcumin plasma levels which, over
the extended course of delivery, results in a greater than two-fold increase in peripheral bioavailability. In truth, this data
might prove sufficient in addressing the underlying mechanism by which nebulized drug delivery achieves therapeutically
relevant concentrations of curcumin in the brain. However, the finding that curcumin content in the hippocampus is
statistically elevated in nebulized 5XFAD mice as compared to I.V. injected animals, suggests an additional route of
administration. In our opinion, this second route of curcumin delivery to the brain is most likely occurring via the direct
nasal pathway.
Colloquially termed “nose-to-brain delivery”, investigations conducted in human and animal models strongly
support the notion that transport of exogenous materials directly from nose-to-brain is a potential route for by-passing the
BBB.(1077) Mechanistically, this route involves the olfactory or trigeminal nerve systems, which initiate in the brain and
terminate in the nasal cavity at the olfactory neuroepithelium or respiratory epithelium, respectively. As the only
externally exposed portions of the CNS, these structures are uniquely positioned to provide the most direct method of noninvasive entry into the brain. In order to understand how increased FMeC1 signal in the hippocampus of nebulized
animals as compared to I.V. injected animals relates to this pathway, an anatomical overview is required. Beginning with
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the fundamentals, in man, the olfactory epithelium is located high in the nasal cavity. In more detail, it partly overlies the
cribriform plate, a bony structure that contains many pores that allow the passage of neuronal bundles from the olfactory
epithelium to pass into the CNS. As depicted in Figure 10-16, the olfactory epithelial tissues predominantly contain three
cell types: the olfactory neural cells, the sustentacular cells, and the basal cells. Beneath this epithelial cell layer lies the
lamina propria of the olfactory epithelium, in which the axons of olfactory neurons taper together and become ensheathed
by glial cells. These processes are called filia olfactoria and are unique features in the mammalian body in that around
twenty axons are partitioned by the Schwann cell into fascicles. The significance of this structural organization to CNS
drug delivery is that it generates 10–15 nm sized spaces between axons that can facilitate peri-neuronal transport of
molecules to the brain (Figure 10-17).(1078) This is because the schwann-sheathed axonal bundles pass through the porous
cribriform plate before synapsing on mitral cells contained within the glomeruli of the olfactory bulb. Moreover, the
presence of pores in the filia olfactoria, termed mesaxons, also allow passage of extracellular fluid into the neuronal
bundle and vice versa.(1079) Admittedly, the size restrictions placed on peri-neuronal transport of pharmaceuticals has
proven limiting for the majority of macro-molecules. However, this pathway remains viable for small molecule Aβ
aggregation inhibitors such as curcumin. Moreover, theoretically, transcellular transport of particles up to 200nm in
diameter is possible via retrograde transport of drugs from the nasal mucosa to the olfactory bulb. (1080, 1081) With respect to
the endocytic process underlying this transcellular transport, overall clathrin-dependent endocytosis is currently the mostwell characterized mechanism. In truth however this constituent of the nose-to-brain transport phenomenon remains
largely uncharacterized and debate still exists over how exactly exogenous particles initiate this event.(1082) Regardless of
whether transported via transcellular or peri-neuronal transport, from the olfactory bulb third-order neuronal projections
pass to the amygdala, pre-pyriform cortex, the anterior olfactory nucleus, entorhinal cortex, and most relevantly to our
work the hippocampus.(1083) Thus, in congruence with the most up-to-date models, we envision that the enhanced
curcumin deposition observed in our studies might be attributable to retrograde transport of compounds from the nasal
mucosa, to the olfactory bulb, and ultimately to the hippocampus. Importantly, the feasibility of this pathway has already
been demonstrated in studies employing large proteins and nanoparticles. (1084, 1085)
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Fi gu r e 1 0 -1 6 . Ana t o mi ca l Dia gra m o f t h e Ol fa c to ry E p it h eliu m, Bu l b , a n d T ra ct .
Not e t h e pr e se n c e o f t hr e e pr i n ci pa l c e ll t y pe s c on ta i n e d i n t h e o l fa ct or y epi t heliu m: (i ) ba sal cell , ( ii) su st enta cu lar cel l ( su sta in i ng
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Fi gu r e 1 0 -1 7 . G en e ra l or ga ni za t i on o f th e ol fa ct or y r e gi o n.
(A) T h e ol fa ct or y mu c o sa i n clu d e s th e o l fa ct or y e p it h el iu m a n d i t s u n d erl yi n g la mi na pr o pr ia. Ax o nal p ro cesses o f o l fa ct or y se n sor y
n eu r on s c on v er g e i nt o bu nd l e s ( fil ia ol fa c t oria ) , su r rou n d ed b y en sh eat hi n g cel l s a n d fi br o bla st s, b efor e p ro j ecti n g t o t h e o l fa ct or y bu lb .
Po t e ntia l pa t h wa y s fo r dru g d el iv e ry a cr o ss th e ol fa ct or y ep it h eliu m fol lo wi ng i n trana sa l a d mi n i st ra ti on ar e sh o wn i n r ed . So m e
su b sta n c e s ma y b e tra n sp ort e d b y a n in tra c e l lu la r pa t h wa y fr o m th e ol fa ct or y ep it h el iu m t o t h e ol fa ct or y bu l b wit hi n o l fa c tor y sen so ry
n eu r on s fol lo wi n g a d sor pti v e , r e c e pt or -m e d ia t e d or n o n -sp eci fi c flu i d p ha se end o cyt o si s. Ot h er su b stan ces ma y cr o ss t h e ol fa ct or y
e pit h e lia l ba rri er by p a ra c e llu la r or tra n sc e l lu la r tra n sp or t to r ea c h t h e la mi na pr o pria , wh er e a nu mb er o f d i ffer ent extra c e llu la r
pa t h wa y s fo r di stri bu t io n a r e p o ssi bl e , a s i n di ca t e d: (1 ) ab sor pt io n i nt o o l fa ct or y bl o o d v essel s a nd entr y i nt o th e g en era l c ir cu la ti o n;
(2 ) a b so rp ti o n i n to ol fa c to ry l y m p ha ti c v e sse l s dra in i ng t o t h e d eep cer v ica l ly mp h n o d es o f t h e n eck ; an d (3 ) ext rac ellu la r di ffu si on or
c on v e c ti on i n c o m pa r t m en t s a sso c ia t e d wit h ol fa c t or y n er v e b u nd l es a n d entr y i nt o t h e cra nia l co mpart ment . T ra n sp or t wit h in t h e
p eri n eu ra l spa ce bou n d e d b y ol fa c to ry n er v e fib ro b la st s i s i nd ica t ed bu t ot h er po ssi bil it i es exi st, e. g. tr a n sp ort wi th i n t h e fi l ia ol fa c t oria
c o m pa rt m e nt co n ta i n ed by e n sh ea th i ng c ell s, tra n spo rt wit h in th e p er i va scu lar spa ces o f bl o o d v essel s tra v er sin g t h e cr i bri fo r m p la t e
wit h ol fa c t or y n er v e s ( n ot sh o wn) or tra n sp ort wi t hi n ly mp hat ics tra v er si ng t h e cri bri fo r m plat e wi t h ol fa cto ry n er v es ( n ot sh o wn).
Po ssi bl e pa th wa y s for d i str i bu ti o n o f su b sta nc e s fr o m t h e p er i n eu ral spa ce i nt o t he ol fa cto ry su ba ra c h n oi d spa ce cereb ro sp i na l flu i d
(CS F) o r i n to t h e o l fa ct or y bu l b a r e sh o wn. (B) S e c ti o n s th rou g h t h e r od ent o l fa cto ry mu co sa sta in ed wi th hema t ox y li n a n d e o si n (H &
E) or i m mu no sta i n e d u si n g a n a n ti b o dy t o o l fa ct or y ma rk er pr ot ei n (O M P), a pr ot ein pr esent o nl y i n ma tu re ol fa cto ry sen so ry n eu r o n s
a nd n ot su st en ta cu la r or ba sa l c e ll s. T h e se cti o n s sh o w t h e lay er s o f th e o l fa ct or y ep it h el iu m, p o si ti o n s o f t h e su st en ta cu la r (S) c e ll s,
ol fa c to ry se n sor y (r e c e pt or , R) n eu r o n s a n d th e nu m er ou s b l o o d v essel s (B V) a n d Bo wma n 's gla n d s ( BG) wi th i n t h e la mi na pr o pri a .
Re pr o du ce d wi th P er mi ssi on s fr o m Adva n c e d D ru g D eli v er y Re vi ews. ( 1 0 8 6 )
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While this theoretical model of pulmonary absorption and the direct nasal pathway help explain the first three
advantages of an atomized curcumin delivery approach, (i) effective delivery of the compound to pathologically relevant
regions of the brain such as the hippocampus; (ii) avoidance of the glucuronidation and biotransformation attributable to
the first-pass effect, and (iii) circumvention of the low bioavailability of curcumin associated with its poor
absorption/metabolism in the gut, with respect to the practicality of implanting this technique, our data highlighting the
non-toxic nature of this administration is most exciting. Notably, none of the animals exhibited any signs of toxicity or
discomfort during the atomization procedure, a finding that is consistent with studies of intranasal drug
administration.(1087) In contrast, severe respiratory distress and tachycardia were apparent in all animals following bolus
I.V. injection. Without question, the findings described in this work raise a myriad of opportunities for future discovery.
Clearly, additional work to confirm the relative contributions of the direct nasal pathway versus pulmonic absorption
might inform future clinical translation of this technique. Regardless of the outcome of such studies however, our work
highlights the potential utility of aerosolized FMeC1 for the longitudinal assessment of Aβ plaque burden in AD. To
confirm this potential, the perfluoro characteristics of FMeC1 should be leveraged via 19F-NMR imaging to detect the
distribution of the compound non-invasively in targeted regions such as hippocampus and cortex of 5XFAD mice.
Moreover, there remain a few important caveats which need to be confirmed before FMeC1 can be considered a
theranostic agent, such as the therapeutic efficacy of FMeC1 in comparison to that of curcumin. Assuming these two
compounds have a similar inhibitory effect on Aβ aggregation, does inhibition of plaque aggregation lead to cognitive
improvement in AD? To directly address this question, we attempted to recapitulate the therapeutic efficacy demonstrated
for curcumin in preclinical mouse models of AD using a nebulizer-based administration method.
10.4.2 Significance and Discussion of Prophylactic Curcumin Trial

As we learn more about the complex nature of AD pathophysiology, it becomes increasingly clear that a multi-targeted
therapy, one that modulates more than just the Aβ-burden in the brain, may be necessary in order to efficaciously alter
disease course. For this reason, rivaling or even exceeding its diagnostic potential, many in the field of AD argue that
curcumin represents the most comprehensive therapeutic avenue to the prevention, management, or reversal of AD
pathology discovered to date. The literature supporting this assertion is remarkably robust and emphasizes curcumin’s
ability to (i) perturb the aggregation of Aβ peptides, (ii) scavenge Aβ-produced free radicals, (iii) attenuate the neuro318

inflammatory response and (iv) promote neuron survival among its many other biological activities. Not surprisingly,
compounds exhibiting even a fraction of curcumin’s therapeutically relevant biological activities are extremely rare. For
this reason, curcumin’s robust potency in each of these therapeutic domains is all the more astonishing and likely only
possible secondary to its uniquely pleiotropic nature. Supporting this statement, in one study evaluating the therapeutic
potential of 214 known antioxidant compounds, curcumin had the strongest inhibitor effect on the formation of Aβ
fibrils.(1088) In fact, a more in depth investigation of curcumin’s inhibitory effect on Aβ aggregation reveals its ability to
not only inhibit the formation of fibrils at physiologically relevant concentrations (EC50 = .8 µM), but also disaggregate
pre-formed fibrillary Aβ assemblies (EC50 = 1 µM). (1039) The results of our in vitro studies (SensoLyte assay) strongly
agree with this assessment. Moreover, our studies employing aerosol-mediated delivery of FMeC1 confirmed our ability
to deliver curcumin in a clinically applicable manner. Together, these findings provided the impetus for us to test the
hypothesis that aerosol-mediated delivery of curcumin could reduce Aβ burden and improve performance in behavioral
measures of working and spatial memory.
Taken as a whole, the results presented in this work clearly demonstrate the profound therapeutic impact inhaled
curcumin has on AD pathology in the 5XFAD mouse model. Addressing first the assertion that curcumin can modulate
Aβ plaque levels. We characterized the therapeutic effect of prophylactic aerosol-mediated delivery of a 5 mg/kg dose of
curcumin delivered three times a week over the course of 18 weeks on 1.5-month old-5XFAD mice. As detailed, this
therapeutic paradigm reduced Aβ plaque burden in the hippocampus, subiculum, and neocortex by 90.72%, 79.48%, and
68.75% respectively. Importantly, secondary to our unique quantitative approach to analysis, a greater mechanistic
understanding of these results is interpretable. Briefly, the reductions in Aβ plaque numbers observed across all regions
analyzed is attributable, at least in part, to the ability of curcumin to inhibit the formation of Aβ peptide aggregation.
Support for this mechanism lies in the fact that the average Aβ plaques contained in the brains of curcumin treated mice
were significantly smaller in comparison to non-treated littermates. Additionally, the largest plaque diameters observed in
the non-treated cohort were significantly greater than those observed in the treated group, suggesting that Aβ plaque size
was restricted secondary to curcumin’s inhibitory influence on Aβ aggregation.
While an impressive result in and of itself, cognizant of the literature we knew these reductions in Aβ burden
would not necessarily correlate with behavioral improvements; the ultimate therapeutic goal of our study. Thus, we sought
to characterize the therapeutic impact curcumin mediated clearance of Aβ plaques had at the level of the neurite. In
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congruence with the literature, the CA3 brain region of non-treated 5XFAD mice was riddled with dystrophic neurites. By
comparison, ultrastructural characterization of curcumin treated 5XFAD mice via transmission electron microscopy
revealed a stunning absence of dystrophic neurites in this region of pathological relevance. As the morphology of
dystrophic neurites arises secondary to an abundance of autophagic vesicles containing dense amorphous or multilamellar cellular debris in the lumen, the absence of these pathological features in prophylactically treated mice strongly
suggests the multi-faceted nature of curcumin therapy opposes the pathophysiologic processes of AD. Importantly,
although the exact mechanism surrounding Aβ-mediated toxicity is only partially understood, a large proportion of the
literature suggests that oxidative stress is closely involved in the initiation of its toxicity.(140) Indeed, the role of oxidative
stress in AD pathogenesis is well established, with substantial evidence demonstrating ROS-mediated injury and free
radical damage to key intracellular targets such as DNA or mitochondria in AD brains. Moreover, this mechanism makes
sense physiologically, as neurons are particularly susceptible to oxidative damage as a consequence of their i) high
content of readily oxidized polyunsaturated fatty acids in the membrane, ii) low levels of natural anti-oxidant component
(i.e. glutathione and vitamin E) and anti-oxidant enzymes (glutathione peroxidase, catalase and superoxide dismutase), iii)
the high consumption of oxygen required for brain metabolism, iv) high content of lipid peroxidation metals (i.e. iron and
ascorbate), and v) inability to replicate. Thus, the absence of dystrophic neurites in the curcumin treated cohort may be as
much attributable to curcumin’s anti-oxidant properties as much as its ability to perturb Aβ assemblies. Regardless of the
dominant mechanism, the absence of dystrophic neurites in prophylactically treated mice strongly implies a robust
therapeutic benefit attributable to inhaled curcumin. Moreover, the finding that markers of chronic neuro-inflammation
(COX-2) are reduced in curcumin treated 5XFAD mice compared to non-treated littermates suggests this therapeutic
effect is multi-factorial in nature. Interestingly, this attenuation in COX-2 transcription is a well published effect of
curcumin and may involve its ability to modulate the protein kinase C signal transduction pathway.(1089) Thus, at a
minimum, our data supports the conclusion that aerosol-mediated delivery of curcumin largely prevents the development
of three, inter-related, cardinal features of AD pathology: (i) Aβ plaque accumulation, (ii) synaptic dysfunction, and (iii)
neuro-inflammation.
Having thus characterized the multi-factorial therapeutic effect of prophylactically inhaled curcumin, the ultimate
goal of our study, to demonstrate improvements in cognitive function, became experimentally reasonable. As discussed,
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two variations of the Y-maze behavioral assay were employed to independently evaluate working and spatial memory. In
both behavioral paradigms, memory function was preserved in 5XFAD mice treated with inhaled curcumin, as this group
demonstrating no statistically significant difference in performance compared to a cohort of wild type mice. In contrast,
and in a manner which highlights the robust therapeutic effect inhaled curcumin must have in order to produce this
observation, working and spatial memory in non-treated 5XFAD mice is severely impaired by 6-months of age. Of note,
while previous studies have noted behavioral improvements associated with curcumin treatment, the magnitude of our
measured therapeutic effect in comparison to these studies, especially with respect to Aβ plaque clearance, likely
highlights the advantages of the prophylactic treatment approach employed in our study. Confident in this assertion, we
provide a preliminary assessment of inhaled curcumin’s toxicity profile in order to insure chronic administration of this
compound does not elicit toxicity of sufficient severity to exclude its prophylactic use. Fortuitously, in mice dosed with
aerosolized curcumin three times a week for approximately 15% of their lifespan, no toxic effect on the respiratory tissues
could be noted. Furthermore, our succinct analysis of systemic toxicity revealed no appreciable concerns; a finding in
congruence with the published literature.(1045, 1070) Integrating all of these findings, in conclusion, we accept the hypothesis
that aerosol-mediated delivery of curcumin can be applied to efficaciously leverage the multi-factorial therapeutic profile
of curcumin for the prevention of AD.
The significance of this conclusion is far-reaching, as the lack of a clinically applicable administration method has
severely stunted the therapeutic impact of this promising disease-modifying agent until now. Prior to our work,
investigators have only aggressively attempted to leverage traditional dosing paradigms and unfortunately, these
approaches have proven woefully inadequate. Of course, intravenous administration represents the best means of
introducing a substance into the blood stream. However, curcumin exhibits abysmal solubility in biologically compatible
solvents such as phosphate buffered saline (< .1 mg/ml), making this approach clinically impractical. Beyond the notable
absence of this administration technique in human clinical trials, the limitations imposed by curcumin’s poor aqueous
solubility are best exemplified by studies conducted in mouse models. Here, a common guideline is that the volume of
I.V. injection is best restricted to less than 200 µL. (1090) Therefore, to safely deliver a single 5 mg/kg dose of curcumin by
I.V. injection, a roughly 1.7 milliM solution is required. Put another way, measures would need to be taken to enhance
curcumin’s aqueous solubility by more than a factor of 6 (.625 mg/mL required). Until such a breakthrough, intravenous
administration of curcumin for the treatment of AD is highly unlikely. Furthermore, secondary to its invasive nature, I.V.
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dosing represents a poor candidate administration method when placed in the context of a prophylactic therapy. Partially
because it somewhat addresses this concern, I.P administration of curcumin has been thoroughly investigated in mice.
From these studies, it is known that within 15 minutes of I.P. administration of curcumin (0.1 g/kg), plasma levels may
peak as high as 2.25 µg/mL. In one particular study, one hour after administration curcumin levels in the intestines,
spleen, liver, and kidneys had reached177.04, 26.06, 26.90, and 7.51 µg/g, respectively. Disappointingly though, only
trace levels of curcumin (0.41 µg/g) were noted in the brain.(1091) To summarize these arguments, the clinical applicability
of both I.V. and I.P. injections are negatively impacted by the poor solubility of curcumin in biological solvents. In the
case of I.V. administration, curcumin’s poor solubility necessitates the use of highly viscous solvent formulations which
carry considerable toxicity. As evidence, nearly 50% of the mice injected receiving a single 5 mg/kg dose of curcumin in
our work suffered lethal toxicity from the intervention. This argument is generally applicable to I.P. administration as
well, but in this case, toxicity is less of a concern and the inability to reach therapeutically relevant concentrations in the
brain appears to be a more relevant limitation.
Having thus exhausted the traditional repertoire of drug administration routes, investigators have unfortunately
turned to oral administration for the therapeutic delivery of curcumin. Notably, this approach is highly compatible with
prophylactic interventions, exhibits minimal toxicity, and is cost-effective; making it a seemingly ideal choice for human
clinical trials. However, as demonstrated by the data in this work, this administration method is of negligible utility when
applied to the systemic delivery of curcumin because of (i) poor intestinal absorption, (ii) a robust first-pass effect.
Compounding these issues, curcumin also undergoes extensive enterohepatic recirculation, resulting in its rapid
elimination in the bile and urine. Interestingly, the metabolic processing of curcumin is an area of continued research and
may involve two distinct pathways. On the one hand, successive reductions, which transform curcumin to
hexahydrocurcuminol and hexahydrocurcumin, have been reported. On the other hand, rapid molecular modification by
conjugation, mostly in the liver, to glucuronide, sulfate and glucuronide–sulfate forms is also widely reported.(1091)
Regardless of the dominant mechanism, the main curcumin metabolites remain controversial with some authors favoring
dihydrocurcumin and tetrahydrocurcumin,

(1061)

while others propose that curcumin glucuronide and curcumin sulfate are

predominant.(1092) Notably this issue is of therapeutic significance as each metabolite likely carries a distinct subset of
curcumin’s therapeutic abilities, particularly with respect to its anti-oxidant properties. This issue aside, the inability of
oral administration to achieve measureable concentrations of curcumin in the blood should exclude this approach from
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clinical implementation. Disappointingly, to date, at least 9 human studies evaluating the therapeutic efficacy of orally
administered curcumin have been initiated. Predictably, in an effort to overcome the poor suitability of this administration
method for the systemic delivery of curcumin, exceedingly high doses of up to 6 grams per day have been employed in
some studies.(1032,

1052, 1053, 1093)

Despite this adaptation, all published studies to date have failed to demonstrate a

therapeutically meaningful influence on cognitive function. While many investigators rightfully point to the fact that these
studies are severely underpowered, with sample sizes ranging from 3 to 36 individuals, in truth these negative results
simply highlight what we already know; P.O. administration fails to deliver therapeutically relevant doses of curcumin in
the brain. Indeed, in those studies which measured this highly relevant variable, plasma levels of curcumin failed to reach
detectable levels.(1053) In summary, the danger of these studies is that in their admirable fervor to translate curcumin to the
clinic, they may potentially undermine that very same goal by inappropriately evaluating its therapeutic efficacy
secondary to a reliance on an unsuitable drug delivery method. Thus, in an error similar to that committed by clinical trials
evaluating amyloid-centric therapies as a whole, these studies may undermine a potentially efficacious therapy as a
consequence of their failure to appropriately test the underlying hypothesis. In other words, curcumin has not failed as a
therapeutic agent for AD. Instead, the field has failed to justly characterize its therapeutic profile in AD.
As reviewed, traditional administration methods have proven insufficient to achieve this aim and thus, novel drug
delivery technologies must be employed. In congruence with this rationale, seemingly countless attempts to increase the
oral bioavailability of curcumin have been made. These include the use of liposomal curcumin(1094), nanoparticles of
curcumin(1095), and synthetic analogues of curcumin.(1096) Disappointingly however, despite markedly increasing curcumin
delivery, these strategies have failed to overcome the inherent limitations imposed by oral biodistribution pathways.
Moreover, these modified formulations have not been shown to recapitulate the therapeutic benefits of I.V. injected
curcumin in a preclinical mouse model of AD. Therefore, our aerosol-mediated approach to curcumin delivery stands
alone in its ability to achieve therapeutically relevant concentrations of curcumin in the brain, as evidenced by its
prevention of AD pathology and memory deficits in the 5XFAD mouse model. Importantly, by overcoming the confound
of poor bioavailability, our inhaled curcumin method paves the way for the construction of human clinical trials of
appropriate design to appropriately evaluate the therapeutic efficacy of curcumin in AD.
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In conclusion, the work described herein provides sufficient evidence to support the conclusion that generating
aerosolized curcumin for inhalation-assisted delivery to the brain is a promising alternative to the field-dominant I.V.
injection administration method. Recently, there is a large body of literature show optimistic results of curcumin in
reversing the pathogenesis of AD in small animal models

(1070)

, we hope our work will eventually help to facilitate the

translation of that knowledge into human applications. In this way, this work achieves our aim of advancing the field of
AD towards the development of the first, clinically applicable, disease-modifying therapeutic for AD.
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Chapter 11 Thesis aim 3

11.1 AIM 3: DIAGNOSTIC READOUTS FOR THE EVALUATION OF THERAPUETIC RESPONSE
To summarize the emerging consensus in the field, the first successful treatment of AD is predicted to include three
integral components. These include some aspect of prophylactic intervention, the use of currently approved medications to
provide symptomatic treatment, and the development of medications to slow and eventually halt disease progression. As
repeatedly stated, the impetus behind the work presented to this point lies in our deep-seated desire to contribute to the
development and clinical implementation of a disease-modifying therapeutic agent for AD. For this reason, our work with
curcumin leverages a prophylactic treatment paradigm as opposed to trying to reverse accrued deficits. Still, in order for
these discoveries to have their desired clinical impact, the foundation for validating AD therapeutics via randomized
control clinical trials must be improved. Sub-optimally, and largely secondary to the lack of robust early detection
methods, AD clinical trials recruit patients with mild to moderately progressed disease. (174) However as repeatedly
mentioned, modern models of AD pathogenesis posit that disease progression becomes independent of Aβ burden beyond
an undefined pathophysiologic threshold. (553) Therefore, until such a time that this tipping-point is identified, the
interpretation of clinical trials evaluating the therapeutic efficacy of Aβ-targeted therapies will remain hopelessly
confounded.
Representing perhaps the field’s greatest accomplishment over the last couple of decades, AI is beginning to
emerge as a relatively sensitive and specific means of identifying those individuals with signs of mild cognitive
impairment which will progress to AD.(788) Moreover, this method has already been utilized to monitor treatment response
in humans receiving a variety of Aβ-targeted therapies.(1097) However, as discussed at length in the introductory chapters,
to date these methodologies have yet to reach sufficient reliability such that they can be leveraged to organize cohorts of
preclinical AD patients required to test prophylactic interventions. (144) Moreover, it is becoming increasingly recognized
that characterization of Aβ burden alone is an insufficient reporter of therapeutic effect. Instead, the field is rightly
pushing towards the development of a diagnostic panel of biomarkers for AD. Such a panel of course includes an Aβspecific component, likely AI imaging in the short-term, but also importantly incorporates alternative biomarkers for
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equally relevant pathological processes such as tau dysregulation and neuroinflammation. Perhaps intuitively, the barriers
and limitations to the development of such alternative biomarkers are highly similar to those discussed for amyloid and
thus here we identified another avenue of research to which our expertise could be applied.
Highlighting the exhaustive nature of our efforts, we explored the diagnostic utility of three distinct approaches.
By way of introduction, the first of these approaches sought to leverage a novel PET-precursor for cyclooxygenase 2
(COX-2), 2-Methyl-3-((4-methylthiazol-2-yl) methyl) azulen-1-yl) (4-nitrophenyl) methanone, to serve as an alternative
biomarker for neuro-inflammation in AD. Significantly, this compound was originally developed and radio-labeled by our
lab and later successfully characterized in a breast cancer xenograft mouse model. (1027) Thus, our team can be considered
the world’s foremost experts in the application of this particular PET-probe to disease models of inflammation.
Elaborating on the rationale of measuring COX-2 levels in AD a little further, prostaglandin endoperoxide synthase,
commonly referred to as cyclooxygenase (COX), is the key enzyme required for the conversion of arachidonic acid to its
biological mediators of inflammation.(1098) Two isoforms of the COX enzyme are recognized, COX-1 and COX-2, with
each of these enzymes exhibiting a unique pattern of tissue expression. (1099) Briefly, COX-1 is expressed under basal
conditions in almost all tissues and is particularly important to the maintenance of gastric mucosal integrity, renal
function, and hemostasis.(1099) In comparison, COX-2 is undetectable in most normal tissues under physiological
conditions yet is highly inducible in cells which mediate the body’s inflammatory response. (1100, 1101)As discussed at length
in the introductory chapters, today the field recognizes neuroinflammation as one of the earliest and most potent mediators
of AD pathogenesis. However, it wasn’t until the discovery that non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) might
modulate the relative risk of developing AD that COX-2 became of central interest to the field. Highlighting only a
fraction of the available lines of evidence, a number of cross-sectional and longitudinal epidemiologic surveys have
indicated that use of NSAIDs is associated with delayed onset and/or slowed cognitive decline in AD. (1102-1104) Similarly,
among twin and sibling pairs, prior use of NSAIDs has been associated with delayed clinical expression of AD. (1105, 1106)
While these studies are in no way conclusive, with systematic biases being particularly problematic in epidemiologic
studies of this nature, the large number of reports supporting a protective effect of NSAIDs in AD has nevertheless been
persuasive. However, shortly after these studies were published the initial enthusiasm behind the clinical application of
traditional NSAIDs for the treatment of AD was tempered by the negative findings of randomized controlled trials. This
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was largely due to the fact that daily use of traditional NSAIDs is associated with adverse effects, particularly on the
gastrointestinal tract of elderly subjects. To provide an example of the impact of this unfavorable side-effect profile can
have, in the six-month study of indomethacin for AD, 42% of patients in the active drug group withdrew because of
adverse effects.(1107) Critically, the side effects just described are known to be the result of COX-1 inhibition.(1099, 1108)
Therefore, investigators turned to COX-2 specific inhibitors in the hope that the same therapeutic benefit could be
achieved without the detrimental effects associated with COX-1 inhibition. While a consensus on the clinical efficacy of
COX-2 specific inhibitors has yet to be reached, a consequence of this movement is that the expression pattern and
pathological contributions of COX-2 in AD have been extensively characterized. (1109) Most relevantly to our work seeking
to leverage COX-2 as a biomarker for AD, a large body of literature supports the theory that COX-2 is involved in the
pathophysiology of AD.(1110-1112) In fact, evidence suggests that COX-2 expression at the level of both mRNA and protein
is upregulated in AD brains compared with controls.(1113) Furthermore, this increased level of COX-2 expression in AD
has been found to correlate well with the degree of Aβ burden in humans and animal models.(1049, 1112) This background
considered, we hypothesized that PET-mediated imaging of COX-2 levels in the brain might serve as a complimentary
biomarker for the longitudinal assessment of AD treatment response.
Continuing with our theme of imaging alternative biomarkers relevant to the pathogenesis of AD in the brain, the
second complimentary biomarker we envisioned applying to AD was a novel PET-ligand for the insulin-like growth
factor 1 receptor (IGF1R). Speaking generally, this receptor is an essential signal transducer of the insulin/IGF-1-like
signaling pathway, which is mechanistically linked to longevity, protein homoeostasis, and perhaps most relevantly to
AD, learning and memory.(1114) In the mammalian brain, the IGF1R is a 2α–2β-subunit tyrosine kinase receptor that is
highly expressed in the central nervous system and is thus well positioned to modulate AD pathogenesis.(1114, 1115) At its
core, the intra-molecular signaling cascade which defines the insulin/IGF-1-like signaling pathway begins predictably
with the binding of insulin and insulin-like growth factors to insulin receptors (IR) and/or IGF1R. Upon ligand binding,
the activated IRs and IGF1Rs undergo auto-phosphorylation and initiate signaling networks that share many similarities
and critical nodes of signal divergence and regulation. Touching on this briefly, insulin/IGF-1-like signaling is believed to
contain at least three critical nodes of signal divergence and regulation at the level of insulin receptor substrates 1-4 (IRS
1-4), phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K), and protein kinase B (PKB or Akt).(1116) Structurally, these IRS proteins are 60 to
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180 kDa and are characterized by a pleckstrin homology (PH) domain, a phosphotyrosine binding (PTB) domain, which
account for their high affinity for the IR, and up to 20 potential tyrosine phosphorylation sites spread throughout the
molecule.(1117) Of the numerous signal transduction pathway participated in by IRS1/2, the activation of PI3K is held
among these proteins’ most pertinent functions with respect to AD pathogenesis. This is because PI3K activates Akt,
which in turn phosphorylates a plethora of target proteins including GSK3β (glycogen synthase kinase 3β), mTOR
(mammalian target of rapamycin), and p70/S6 kinase. In addition, Akt also inactivates the FOXO (forkhead box O)
forkhead family of transcription factors.(1118, 1119) Significantly, these and other downstream protein networks targeted by
Akt regulate a diverse array of biological processes of high relevance to AD. These include neuron survival, inflammatory
responses/stress resistance, protein translation, synaptic plasticity, autophagy, cell cycle, protein transport/trafficking,
metabolism, myelination, and the afore mentioned learning and memory.(1120) However, beyond the pathophysiological
relevance of all of these downstream effectors of IR/IGF1R, there is growing evidence that perturbations in the
insulin/IGF-1-like signaling pathway may be among the primary signaling mechanisms that become defective in AD such
that normal proteostasis of Aβ and tau is pushed beyond the pathological threshold. (1121, 1122) Supporting this model, the
insulin/IGF-1-like signaling pathway is aberrantly over-activated in the brains of AD patients at the level of increased Akt
activation and its downstream targets like mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR).(1118) In addition, feedback inhibition
of normal insulin/IGF activation also occurs in AD due to inactivation of IRS-1 and decreased IRS-1/2 levels.(1122)
Interestingly this phenomenon may be compounded by the ability of pathogenic forms of Aβ to induce aberrant and
sustained activation of the PI3K/Akt signaling pathway, thus rendering IR and IGF1Rs incapable of initiating their
homeostasis-maintaining signaling cascades.(1118) In support of this model, reducing IIS activity in AD animal models by
decreasing IGF-1R levels or inhibiting mTOR activity alters Aβ and tau protein homoeostasis towards less toxic protein
conformations, improves cognitive function, and extends healthy lifespan.(629) As a consequence of these findings, we
predicted that PET-mediated measurement of IGF1R levels in the brains of 5XFAD mice would be significantly lower
than those observed in wild type littermates. If proven a valid prediction, this would confirm that the [18F] BMS-754807
PET-probe might serve as a complimentary prognostic biomarker to AI for the evaluation of disease-modifying treatments
for AD.
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Significantly, while the two putative biomarkers discussed thus far are attractive from a pathophysiological
perspective, the practical application of PET-mediated imaging for any AD biomarker is far from straightforward when
placed in the context of the disease’s astonishingly high prevalence. Indeed, as supported by the NIA-AA guidelines on
the incorporation of biomarker technologies into the diagnosis of AD, all current diagnostic methodologies for AD are
really only suitable for research studies. (273) Being cautious not to undersell the magnitude of this contribution, this is a
reasonable milestone and of supreme importance to the field, as the validation of novel disease modifying therapeutics
will of course require randomized control trials which will largely rely on these biomarkers as a reporter of therapeutic
efficacy. Still, as our prophylactic treatment trial with inhaled curcumin demonstrates, the most effective diseasemodifying treatments will be those initiated before the onset of AD signs and symptoms. Put bluntly, current diagnostic
methodologies are not a viable AD screening approach at the community level. In the case of PET-mediated imaging, the
technical nature of this approach is cost-prohibitive and its associated exposure to ionizing radiation poses a significant
health risk. Still, the health risk is even greater when considering CSF-based measurements of AD biomarkers. Thus,
while a diagnostic panel based on PET-mediated imaging of amyloid, tau, COX-2, IGF1R, and any other number of
potential biomarkers is attractive from a research perspective, the clinical applicability of these methods leaves much to be
desired. Others in the field have too noted this shortcoming and for this reason, have investigated the development of
fluid-based biomarkers for AD. Exemplifying the small minority of studies seeking to leverage this method, some groups
have argued that plasma levels of clusterin, an apolipoprotein associated with the clearance of cellular debris and
apoptosis, is a useful biomarker for AD. In support of this hypothesis, plasma clusterin levels were significantly
associated with baseline prevalence and severity of AD. However in this same study, plasma clusterin levels were not
related to the risk of incident AD during total follow-up (adjusted HR, 1.00; 95% CI, 0.85-1.17; P for trend = .77) or
within 3 years of baseline (adjusted HR, 1.09; 95% CI, 0.84-1.42; P for trend = .65), leading the investigators and others
to ultimately conclude this method may not be well-suited for the early-detection of AD.(1123, 1124) While other groups have
published similar reports for transthyretin, apolipoprotein A1, matrix metalloproteinase, and other blood proteins,
predictably Aβ-targeted approaches dominate the field of fluid-based diagnostics for AD.(1125-1127) Importantly, the
discovery of mechanisms such as RAGE mediated influx of Aβ across the blood-brain barrier have lent credibility to the
hypothesis that an equilibrium may exist between plasma Aβ and the CSF/interstitial fluid of the brain.(

900-903)

Disappointingly however, many studies that have compared plasma Aβ levels with their CSF counterparts(918-921) or the
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binding of PET Aβ radiotracers(919, 922) have reported an absence or exceedingly low correlations. On the other hand, metaanalyses of plasma Aβ studies confidently affirm the utility of plasma-based measurements of Aβ.(1128, 1129) These studies
go on to note that the predominant factor limiting the clinical utility of plasma Aβ measurements are a series of
confounding variables. It is generally agreed that the most prevalent of these confounds are methodological in nature,
secondary to the numerous technical pitfalls associated with this method. For example, when plasma samples are kept at
room temperature for just 24 hours, a considerable 20% loss in Aβ pools has been reported. (920, 930-932) Moreover, similar
losses in sample Aβ can be introduced secondary to storage at -20⁰C instead of -80⁰C, with storage at 4⁰C keeping
samples viable for only a matter of hours. (1130) Less conspicuous methodological adaptations have also been identified,
such as the use of polypropolene sample vials in lieu of glass or polystyrene collection tubes, as reports suggest Aβ
peptides stick to these latter mentioned surfaces.(1131) Recognizing the potential utility of plasma Aβ measurements to
screen therapeutic response in our own work, we set out to develop a reliable protocol for assessing this biomarker in the
5XFAD mouse model. Once successful, we leveraged this approach to monitor plasma Aβ levels before and after
treatment with a novel Aβ-aggregation inhibitor discovered in Aim 1 of our work, PMZ. We hypothesized that PMZ’s
therapeutic ability to dissociate Aβ assemblies would result in an increase in the brain’s soluble pool of Aβ. No longer
confined to the brain, we predicted a detectable fraction of this solubilized Aβ would be cleared to the blood and thus
produce a significant increase in plasma Aβ levels.
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11.2 AIM 3 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Positron Emission Tomography Imaging & Analysis
Positron emission tomography imaging was performed using the micro-PET Focus220 (Siemens Pre-clinical, Knoxville,
TN, USA) in a dynamic acquisition mode for 60 minutes following injection of either probe (150–200 μCi, 100–130 μL)
into awake , non-fasted, eight-month-old 5XFAD and age-matched wild-type mice (N = 2-3 per group). Dosing was
performed via tail vein injection to avoid non-specific signal artifacts typical of retro-orbital administration. To obtain
scans of the brain and anterior anatomy of the animal, mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and placed in the supine
position. The data were acquired in a 3-D mode with an axial span of approximately 8 cm. During the scanning, the mice
remained under isoflurane-induced anesthesia and their core body temperature was maintained at 30◦C using a pad
connected to a circulating warm water bath. To obtain anatomical data, after PET imaging, a CT image was acquired
using the micro-CATII (Siemens Pre-clinical, Knoxville, TN, USA) using the same animal holder with the subjects
maintained under anesthesia throughout the procedure. Upon completion of the CT scan the mice were immediately
perfused with 20 mL of normal saline and sacrificed to facilitate radiation dosimetry analysis of the probe’s
biodistribution. PET images were reconstructed using the iterative MAP reconstruction algorithm with 18 iterations and a
beta smoothing value of 0.001 into 128 × 128 × 95 slices with a voxel size of 0.475 mm × 0.475 mm × 0.796 mm. The
PET and CT images were co-registered and analyzed using the AMIDE software package.(1132) Mean radioactivity values
were obtained from manually drawn three-dimensional regions of interest. These included the whole brain, hippocampus,
cerebellum, skeletal muscle, and heart. Standardized uptake values (SUV), defined as the decay corrected brain
radioactivity concentration, normalized to injected dose and body weight, were calculated for all regions. No correction
for partial volume was applied to the PET data.

Autoradiography
Immediately upon completion of the CT scan, mice (N=2 per group) were sacrificed and perfused with 20 mL of ice cold
normal saline as previously described to remove PET-ligand from the brain’s microvasculature. Once perfusion was
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complete, the animals were decapitated using surgical scissors and their brains removed. To facilitate immediate coronal
sectioning of the hippocampus, the brains were placed into a mold which facilitated guided isolation of the midbrain. This
tissue as then immediately embedded in Cryo-OCT compound and sectioned (Fisher Scientific). To generate a
representative sample set of each animal’s midbrain, two 12 µm sections were sectioned and mounted. Next, 48 µm were
sectioned and discarded. Finally, two more 12 µm sections were sectioned and mounted. This process was repeated until
four to six 12 µm coronal sections were mounted onto a single slide. All slides were then imaged for 5 hours using a
digital autoradiography system (BetaIMAGER, Biospace Lab). To help estimate the exposure time, a Geiger counter
(CRC-15W, Capintec, Ramsey, NJ, USA) was used to detect the relative amount of radioactivity in the sample set. Once
image acquisition was completed, co-registration of auto-radiographic images with fluorescence imaging performed on
consecutive slides immune-stained with anti-amyloid antibodies (A3981, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis MO) was performed to
confirm the regional deposition of the probe.

SensoLyte Assay
To investigate the ability of PMZ to perturb Aβ monomer aggregation, a commercially available thioflavin T-based
aggregation kit with colorimetric readout was employed (AnaSpec). Of the two commercially available versions, the 96well plate-based assay employing synthetic Aβ 42 was chosen due to the increased relevance of this isoform to AD
pathogenesis. Generally speaking, all operations were performed in congruence with the protocol provided by the
manufacture. Briefly, 1 mL of the proprietary assay buffer, chilled to 4⁰C, was added to .5 mg of Aβ42 peptide. Following
hydration of the peptide sample (3 minutes), the reconstituted Aβ peptide was sonicated for 5 minutes at 4⁰C to complete
dissolve the peptide and insure that monomerized Aβ species predominated in solution. Next, this sample was spun at
10,000 rpm for 5 minutes at 4⁰C to remove any precipitated material. With the Aβ sample prepared, 10 µL of 2 mM
thioflavin was added into each well. Subsequently, 5 µL of curcumin was added to achieve a final concentration in
solution of 200 µM. Lastly, 85 µL of Aβ42-containing assay buffer was added to each reaction vessel. Immediately upon
mixing (Time = 0), fluorescence at 485 nm (excitation 440 nm) was measured. Following this baseline measurement, the
96-well plate was transferred to a 37⁰C incubator to expedite Aβ fibrillation. Subsequently, fluorescence for each well
was measured in 10 minute intervals for 90 minutes. In addition to wells containing test compounds, several control
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conditions were also included. For example, wells containing only 100 µL of assay buffer served as “blank” controls.
“Vehicle controls” were also included in congruence with the manufacture’s protocol and were comprised of 85 µL of
Aβ-containing assay buffer, 10 µL of thioflavin, and 5 µL of a 20% DMSO solution.

Western Blot
Treated & Non-treated mice were anesthetized before undergoing brain perfusion with ice cold 1X PBS containing a
protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) in accordance with previously described methods. Following
perfusion, the brain tissue was removed and homogenized in 2 mL of tissue lysate buffer containing protease inhibitor
(Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO). Brain homogenates were normalized for protein content using BCA assay (Pierce,
Rockford, IL) and 20 µg of protein was run on 4-12% Tris-HCL SDS-PAGE gels (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). After transfer
to polyvinylidene difluoride membrane, blots were incubated with 4G8 anti-Aβ monoclonal antibodies (Covance,
Princeton, NJ) at 1:1000 overnight at 20⁰C. Peroxidase conjugated secondary antibodies (Pierce, Rockford, IL) were
applied and immunoblot signals were detected by enhanced chemiluminescence and quantified using the Xenogen IVIS
200 bioluminescent and fluorescent imaging system.

Plasma Aβ40 and Aβ42 ELISA Sample Collection
Whole blood samples (100-250 µL) were obtained from untreated and PMZ treated 6-month old 5XFAD or wild type
mice via the facial vein. Blood was collected in chilled 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes (polypropylene) pre-coated with 20 µL of
4⁰C EDTA with 1x protease inhibitor (1 Roche cOmplete protease inhibitor tablet per 4 mL EDTA). Immediately after
collection, each sample was briefly spun (< 5 seconds) at 5,000 RPM (BioRad Model 16k) to collect all blood droplets
adhered to the side of the collection vial. The samples were then immediately stored on ice for no more than 20 minutes
before further processing. All samples were next centrifuged at 2000 G for 10 minutes to remove cellular constituents.
The resulting plasma was then aliquoted into clean polypropylene Eppendorf tubes for use in the ELISA. In parallel with
this procedure, each plasma sample was assayed for protein content using a commercially available BCA protein assay
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kit. (Pierce Biotechnology, Rockford, IL, USA). All unused plasma was flash frozen and stored at -80⁰C for no more than
1 week.

Y-Maze Behavioral Assay
Y-maze study: In an effort to quantitatively assess the effect of chronic PMZ injection on spatial-dependent and working
memory in a pre-clinical mouse model of AD, the Y-maze behavioral assay was employed. Briefly, 6-week old 5XFAD
mice (N=8) were chronically administered a 25 mg/kg dose of PMZ three times a week for 8 weeks. Two cohorts
consisting of a group of age matched 5XFAD and a group of wild type mice (N= 10 per group) which remained in their
home caging and were untreated throughout the study served as controls. Following a one week habituation period in the
behavioral testing facility to decrease experimental confounds attributable to the animals’ stress, working memory and
spatial memory were assessed via Y-maze. All behavioral assays were run during the night cycle and all mice were
allowed to habituate to the experimental environment for 3 hours prior to testing.
Working Memory Y-maze Paradigm: In this behavioral assay, spontaneous alteration was tested in a Y-shaped
maze with three opaque plastic arms at a 120° angle from each other. In an effort to make each arm distinguishable to the
animal, laminated sheets of uniquely patterned paper were fastened to the outside of the maze. These patterns included a
“black arm” surrounded completely with black background while a “dotted arm” consisted of alternating black and white
vertical

bars

with

a

2.5

cm

width.

Lastly,

the

third

arm

or

“dotted

arm”

contained

white

circles with a 2 cm diameter on a black background. Prior to behavioral testing, rigorous controls were run on a naïve
cohort of animals to insure no intrinsic preference for a particular arm existed. The entire maze was cleaned and dried
thoroughly with ethanol both before and after each trial to insure standardized maze conditions. After introduction of the
mouse into a standardized arm of the maze, the animal was allowed to freely explore the three arms for 6 minutes with the
sequence of arm entries being recorded. The number of arm entries and the number of correct triads were recorded using
ANY-maze behavior tracking software in conjunction with a CCD video camera system. Arm entries were logged when
all four limbs of the animal crossed a line arbitrarily placed 50% down each of the three maze arms. A quantitative
evaluation of working memory performance was made by calculating the percent spontaneous alteration for each animal.
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Possible confounds associated with differences in locomotion between cohorts were controlled for via comparison of the
total number of arm entries.
Spatial-Memory dependent Y-maze Behavioral Assay: One week following completion of the working memory
Y-maze behavioral assay, all animal cohorts were then tested in the spatial memory paradigm. To directly assess
hippocampal function at the behavioral level, a two-phase Y-maze paradigm was employed. As in the working memory
task, each arm of the Y-maze was decorated with spatial cues to increase the salience of each arm. Notably, quantification
of the mean number of entries and seconds exploring each arm of the maze in a naïve cohort of animals confirmed no
innate preference for any of the arms. Additionally, no differences in the initiative to explore were noted between any of
the cohorts suggesting that any observed differences in behavior truly reflect alterations in spatial memory. During the
first phase of this paradigm, the mouse was allowed to freely explore 2 of the three arms of the Y-maze for a 6 minute
period. The arm which was blocked during this first phase was randomized between animals, and designated as the
"novel" arm in the secondary phase of the study. Following the first period of exploration, each mouse was returned to its
home cage and left undisturbed for a 30 minute period. Following this period of rest, each mouse was placed into a
randomized arm of the maze and allowed to freely explore all three arms of the Y-maze for a 5 minute time interval. To
quantitatively assess spatial memory, the proportion of time spent exploring the previously blocked "novel arm" arm was
quantified and plotted as the fraction of overall time spent exploring. All arms of the maze were cleaned with 70% ethanol
both prior to and after each trial to insure standardized maze conditions between animals.

Plasma Aβ40 and Aβ42 ELISA
Measurements of plasma Aβ40 and Aβ42 were conducted largely in accordance with the manufacturers protocol with the
exception noted here. First lyophilized 1 µg Aβ40 and Aβ42 peptide standards were reconstituted with 1 ml of peptide
standard reconstitution buffer and allowed to hydrate for ten minutes. Each sample was next thoroughly mixed by
repeated inversion of the polypropylene tube. The resulting 1,000,000 pg/mL standards were then serially diluted with
sample buffer to generate protein standards at concentrations of 10,000, 250, 125, 62.5, 31.25, 15.625, 7.8125, and 3.91
pg/mL. Next, the assays detection antibody was diluted to a working concentration of.5 µg/mL. 100 µL of each Aβ
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peptide protein standard was then added to the provided monoclonal anti-Aβ coated plates (Aβ40 and Aβ42). Similarly, 100
µL of each plasma sample (1:5 dilution) were added. All samples were loaded in duplicate fashion. To each well, 50 µL of
detection antibody solution was added. The plate was protected from light, agitated for 20 minutes at 4⁰C, and
subsequently left to incubate overnight in the refrigerator. Following incubation, each well was washed 7 times with 350
µL of wash buffer via multi-channel pipette. 100 µL of 3, 3′, 5, 5′-Tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) liquid substrate was then
added to each well and protected from light. After a 20 minute incubation period at room temperature and under constant
agitation, 50 µL of 1M HCL was added to halt the colorimetric reaction. Absorbance was read at 450 nm using a
microplate reader within 5 minutes of adding the stop solution. Determination of plasma sample Aβ 40 and Aβ42 content
was then assessed by averaging the samples absorbance readings and comparing this value to a calibration curve
generated using the peptide standard wells using linear regression curve-fit. All plasma levels of Aβ were normalized to
plasma protein content as assessed by BCA assay. The reading for the highest standard concentration (250 pg/ml) was
excluded from the curve due to its robust signal intensity (Figure 11-1).
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Fi gu r e 1 1 -1 . Ca l i bra ti o n Cu r v e for Qu a n ti fi ca ti o n o f Pla sma Aβ 4 0 ( A) an d Aβ 4 2 (B) b y E LI S A.
Ly o p hil i z ed 1 µ g Aβ 4 0 a n d Aβ 4 2 p e pti d e sta nda rd s wer e r eco n stitu t ed wit h 1 ml o f a p ro pr i etar y p ept i d e sta n dar d reco n st itu t i o n bu ffer
a nd a l lo we d t o h y dra t e for t en mi nu t e s. Ea ch sa m pl e wa s t h or ou g h ly mi x ed in a p ol y pr o py l en e tu b e b y r ep eat ed i nv er si o n. T he r e su lt i ng
1 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 pg / mL sta n da r d s we r e t h e n se ria l ly dilu t ed wi t h sa mpl e bu ffer to g en era t e pr ot ein sta n dar d s a t co n cen trat io n s o f 1 0 ,0 0 0 , 2 5 0 ,
1 2 5 , 6 2 .5 , 3 1 .2 5 , 1 5 .6 2 5 , 7 .8 1 2 5 , a n d 3 .9 1 p g/ m L . T h e r esu lt s d emo n stra t e a str o n g l i n ear r elati o n shi p b et ween pr ot ei n co n c e ntra ti o n
a nd a b sor ba n c e u p t o a d e t e cti o n li m it o f 4 p g/ m L.
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11.3 AIM 3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
11.3.1 Result: 18F-labeled COX2 Probe Does Not Penetrate the BBB

As a preliminary assessment of the hypothesis that PET-mediated imaging of COX2 levels in the brain can as a
complimentary biomarker for the longitudinal assessment of AD treatment response, eight-month-old 5XFAD (N = 3) and
age-matched wild-type controls (N = 2) were dosed with 150-200 μCi of radiolabeled compound via tail-vein injection.
Immediately after dosing, dynamic PET (3D-mode with 8 cm axial span) imaging was employed to monitor probe uptake
and retention in the brain. To provide topographical information of probe retention in the brain, the resulting PET data
was co-registered with corresponding CT images (Figure 11-12). This data was then used to evaluate probe
pharmacokinetics by facilitating comparison of initial brain uptake (% dose/gram 10 min post I.V. injection) and retention
(% dose/gram 60 minutes post injection) between 5XFAD and wild-type cohorts. Disappointingly, such an analysis
proved unwarranted as less than .02% of the initial dose per cubic center meter (%ID/cc) of tissue was taken up in the
brain at any time point. As depicted by Figure 11-12, the vast majority of the probe was retained in the liver (< 80%
ID/cc). These trends hold true for both 5XFAD and wild type mice imaged with the COX2 probe. Taken together, this
profile of distribution suggests radiolabeled 2-Methyl-3-((4-methylthiazol-2-yl) methyl) azulen-1-yl) (4-nitrophenyl)
methanone probe is not capable of penetrating the BBB and thus is not suitable for the application of biomarker imaging
in AD.
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Fi gu r e 1 1 -2 . P ET I ma gi n g o f CO X -2 i n 5 XF AD Mi c e.
Re pr e se nta ti v e ( A) sa g itta l, (B) co ro na l, a n d (C) tra n sv er se i ma g es o f P ET -med iat ed C O X -2 i mag i ng i n t h e brai n s o f 8 m o nt h -ol d
5 XF AD m i c e. D y na mi c PET i ma gi ng wa s e m p l oy e d t o mo nit o r p ro b e u p tak e an d r et ent io n i n th e brai n fo ll o win g a 1 5 0 -2 0 0 μCi d o se o f
ra di ola b el e d co m p ou nd via ta il -v e i n i n je c ti o n. Qu a li ta ti v el y , t h e i mag es str o n gl y su g g est t hat t h e CO X -2 sp eci fi c P ET -li ga n d fa il e d to
ro bu stl y p e n et ra t e t he bl o od bra i n ba r ri er . T h i s i s b e st e vi d en ced b y t h e si g nal i n t h e b rai n fa ili n g t o r i se a b o ve ba ck gr ou nd i n t h e
ima g e s p r e sen t ed . Su b sequ e nt qu a nt ita t i v e a n a l y si s r e v eal ed t hat l ess t han .0 2 % o f t h e in it ial d o se p er cu b i c cent er met er ( %ID / c c) o f
ti ssu e wa s ta k e n u p i n t h e bra in a t a n y ti m e p o in t. Cu mu lat i v ely , t h e r esu lt s st ro n gl y su g g ested t hi s parti cu lar CO X -2 -targ e t e d li ga n d i s
u n su it e d fo r i ma g in g n eu r o -i n fla m ma t i on i n AD.
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11.3.2 Result: 18F-labeled IGF1R Probe Does Not Penetrate the BBB

Aware of the vast literature strongly supporting the existence of AD-induced disturbances in insulin/IGF1 signaling, we
chose to investigate whether expression of IGF1R in the brain differed between wild type and demented mice. Leveraging
a specific PET-compatible ligand for IGF1R, we imaged the brains of 8-month old wild type (N = 2) and 5XFAD (N = 3)
mice. In a manner identical to our COX2 PET study, immediately after tail-vein injection of the IGF1R probe dynamic
PET imaging (3D-mode with 8 cm axial span) was employed to monitor probe uptake and retention in the brain. In
congruence with standards in the field, the resulting PET images were then co-registered with CT images to provide
topographical information of probe retention in the brain. A representative image of the data obtained at the 60 minute
time point from a wild type mouse is provided in Figure 11-3C. In Figure 11-3B, a similar representative image is
provided for the 5XFAD cohort. Once again, we were disappointed to note a complete absence of signal in the brains of
either set of animals, reflecting an inability of the IGF1R-targeted PET-probe to cross the BBB (<.01% ID/cc). This
conclusion is confirmed by the representative time activity curves presented in Figure 11-3A. Interpreting these graphs,
seconds after injection, a brief peak in positron emission in the brain and hippocampus is detected. Unfortunately, a brief
spike of this nature is typical of all radio-active ligands and represents the passage of the initial I.V. bolus through the
brain’s circulatory system as opposed to passage through the BBB. This is confirmed by the steep and sustained drop-off
in SUV noted in the time activity curves generated for the hippocampus and whole brain. Significantly, the time activity
curve presented for skeletal muscle is markedly different. For this analysis, regions of interest were manually drawn to
include the triceps and biceps brachii of the anterior limb of the mouse. Within this region of interest, SUV dramatically
rose and remained elevated throughout the 60 minute imaging session; a result strongly suggestive of the fact that the
IGF1R targeted probe was specifically retained in these tissues. Notably, this result is in congruence with the literature,
which is unanimous in its opinion of the significance of IGF1R-mediated signaling in the growth and differentiation of
skeletal muscle.(1114,

1133, 1134)

Relating this finding back to our goal of imaging disturbances in insulin/IGF1 signaling

within the brain, the retention of PET-ligand in skeletal muscle confirms that penetration of the BBB is the key barrier in
this study as opposed to a lack of target specificity.
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Fi gu r e 1 1 -3 . P ET -m ed ia t e d I ma g in g o f IG F -1 R I m pa i re d b y P o or Bl o od Bra in Bar ri er P en et rati o n.
(A) R e pr e se nta ti v e ti m e a c ti vi ty cu r v e s o bta i n e d fr o m 8 -mo nt h -ol d 5 XF AD mi ce d o sed wit h 1 5 0 -2 0 0 μC i o f ra di ola b el ed c o m p ou n d v ia
ta il -v ei n i nj e ct i on . R e su lt s i n di ca t e n e g li gi bl e p ro b e r et ent io n i n t h e b rai n a n d hi p p o ca mpu s i n di cat in g t hi s parti cu lar PET -l iga n d i s
in ca pa bl e o f cr o ssi n g th e B BB. H o we v er, pr ob e spe c i fi cit y i s v er y g o od , wit h IG F -1 R ex pr essin g ti ssu es su ch a s sk el etal m u scl e
e xh i bit i ng r o bu st ra d ioa c ti vi ty t hr ou gh ou t t h e c ou r se o f i ma g i n g. (B) R epr esentat i v e sa gi ttal i ma g e o f 5 XF AD mou se a t t h e 6 0 mi nu t e
ti m e p oi nt . ( C) R e pr e sen ta t iv e i ma g e o f a n a ge -m a t c h ed wil d ty p e mou se a t th e 6 0 mi nu t e ti me po in t.
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11.3.3

Results: Plasma Aβ Measurements in Non-treated 5XFAD and Wild Type Mice

After several failed trials, we successfully adapted two independent and commercially available ELISA kits for
quantification of plasma Aβ40 and Aβ42. Importantly, a major advantage of this approach is that these kits have already
been evaluated for sensitivity (2 pg/mL) , cross reactivity with other Aβ species (< 1.2%), and intra-assay variation (CV <
7.7%). Before examining the effect of Aβ-aggregation inhibitors on plasma Aβ using this technique however, it was
necessary to establish a baseline for our mouse model. Additionally, as a preliminary evaluation of whether plasma Aβ
levels reflect Aβ burden in the brain, we sought the demonstrate differences in plasma Aβ levels between 6-month-old
5XFAD and wild type mice (N = 6 per group). To achieve both of these experimental goals, measurements of Aβ40 and
Aβ42 levels in the plasma of non-treated 6-month-old 5XFAD and wild type mice were conducted via our adapted ELISA
protocol. In congruence with our hypothesis that plasma Aβ levels reflect Aβ burden in the brain, measurements of both
plasma Aβ40 and Aβ42 levels were significantly different between cohorts (P < .001). Moreover, plasma levels of each of
peptide in the 5XFAD mouse model were remarkably consistent, ranging from 22-30 pg/mL and 6-14 pg/mL for Aβ40 and
Aβ42, respectively. Interestingly, mean Aβ 40 levels in the plasma of wild type mice (60-80 pg/mL) were significantly
increased in comparison to age-matched 5XFAD animals at baseline (P < .01). In a manner fitting their genotype, Aβ 42
levels in the plasma of non-transgenic mice remained below the detection limit of our assay (< 2 pg/mL). Taken together,
these data provide strong support for our hypothesis that plasma levels of Aβ peptide are modulated by Aβ burden in the
brain. Moreover, we confirm the ability of our ELISA based approach to reliably measure Aβ40 and Aβ42 levels in the
plasma of 5XFAD mice. With these key experimental requirements demonstrated, we next sought to lend mechanistic
support to PMZ’s ability to disrupt Aβ aggregation in vivo by demonstrating changes in plasma Aβ40 and Aβ42 levels in
5XFAD mice treated with this putative therapeutic agent.
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11.3.4 Results: PMZ Perturbs Aβ42 Aggregation In-vitro
Having confirmed our ability to reliably measure Aβ peptide in the plasma, we next wanted to characterize the ability
of Aβ aggregation inhibitors to modulate this biomarker. Seeking to build on our previous findings in Aim 1, we chose to
evaluate PMZ’s effect on plasma Aβ levels. Importantly, the data presented on this molecule thus far confirms its ability
robustly cross the BBB. Moreover, because this compound was discovered via HTS mediated by the HATCO assay,
which leverages a in vivo derived amyloid source, we could be confident this molecule interacts with Aβ assemblies
present in the brains of 5XFAD mice. Before testing this compound’s effect on plasma Aβ levels however it was
necessary to demonstrate its ability to perturb Aβ fibrillation. To do this, a commercially available assay (SensoLyte)
providing a colorimetric readout of Aβ42 fibrillation was leveraged. Notably, various derivations of this assay represent the
gold-standard employed in the field when evaluating the therapeutic potential of Aβ-binding molecules. For this reason,
this approach represents the ideal method to characterize the inhibitory effects of PMZ on Aβ-aggregation. In principal,
the SensoLyte assay operates by correlating the intensity of thioflavin fluorescence at 485 nm to Aβ42 fibril formation.
Mechanistically, this approach is viable because thioflavin binds specifically to Aβ-fibrils, exhibiting no modulation of
fluorescence magnitude or wavelength in the presence of lower-order Aβ-species. Therefore, in stark contrast to 5XFAD
lysate, numerous precautions are undertaken to insure the amyloid source used in the SensoLyte assay begins in a
completely monomerized state. Leveraging the combination of thioflavin and Aβ monomers to establish a fluorescence
baseline, the sample is then allowed to undergo fibrillation. Thus, when interpreting the results of this assay, an increase in
thioflavin fluorescence over time is interpreted as an increase in Aβ fibril density. Translating this readout to an evaluation
of candidate Aβ-aggregation inhibitors, compounds which significantly decrease the magnitude of fluorescence compared
to vehicle treated samples are considered to harbor anti-Aβ aggregation properties.
As detailed in the appropriately titled methods section, the SensoLyte assay was used to longitudinally monitor
the fibrillation kinetics of synthetic Aβ42 monomers in the presence and absence of PMZ. In order to demonstrate a dose
dependent effect, PMZ was added to the assay at 50 µM and 200 µM concentrations. All other inhibitors were added at
200 µM concentrations. As demonstrated by Figure 11-4, in the presence of only buffer, thioflavin fluorescence grows
steadily as a function of time as Aβ fibrillation proceeds. At the 40 minute time point, an equilibrium between monomeric
and higher-order Aβ species is reached, resulting in the observed plateau in thioflavin fluorescence. Illustrating the effect
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of known Aβ aggregation inhibitors, the fluorescence curves produced by thioflavin and Aβ 42 mixtures in the presence of
Morin, phenol red, and resveratrol are markedly altered in comparison to the buffer condition. Most significantly, the
plateau in thioflavin fluorescence is dramatically reduced under these conditions as compared to the buffer control. At the
100 minute time point for example, Morin, phenol red, and resveratrol reduce thioflavin fluorescence relative to the buffer
condition by 58.10%, 60.93%, and 70.93%, respectively. In a manner suggesting PMZ robustly inhibits Aβ aggregation, a
similar yet more robust trend is observed in both PMZ conditions. In more detail, the fluorescent signal measured from the
50 µM PMZ condition was reduced by 70.89% in comparison to the positive controls. Moreover, the 200 µM condition
exhibiting just 4.88% of the positive control’s fluorescent signal, inhibiting 95.11% of Aβ aggregation. Interpreted as a
whole, the results strongly suggest that PMZ perturbs Aβ aggregation and thus might modulate Aβ levels in the brain
when leveraged as a disease-modifying therapeutic.
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Fi gu r e 1 1 -4 . P M Z I n hi bi t s Ag gr e ga t i on o f Aβ 4 2 M on o m er s I n -vi tr o.
A co l ori m et ri c a ssa y fa ci lita ti n g t h e i d en ti fi ca ti o n o f Aβ ag gr egati o n i nh i bit or a cti v it y wa s u sed t o i nv esti gat e t h e a bi li ty o f P M Z t o
p ertu r b Aβ m o n o m er a g gr e ga ti o n . B ri e fl y , th io fla vi n a n d mo n o meri zed Aβ 4 2 p ept id e wer e i ncu bat ed i n th e p r esen ce an d a b se n c e o f
k no wn (2 0 0 µ M) a n d pu ta ti v e Aβ -a gg r ega ti o n i n hi b it or s (5 0 µ M a n d 2 0 0 µ M) . T h i o fla vi n flu or escen ce at 4 8 5 n m ser v ed a s a r ep or t er o f
Aβ fi br il la ti o n, wi th i n cr ea sin g flu or e sc e nt si gna l r e pr e sent i n g a n i ncr ea sed a vaila bi lit y o f Aβ fi b ril s i n so lu ti o n. As il lu str a te d, i n t h e
pr e se n c e o f 5 0 µ M PM Z, Aβ -fi bri l in du c e d i n cr ea se s i n t hi o fl avi n flu or escen ce o n ly r ea ch ed 2 9 .1 0 % o f tha t mea su r ed fr o m t h e p o sit i v e
c on tr ol co n di ti o n ( bu ffe r o nl y). Fu rt h er, P M Z p ertu rb e d Aβ fi bri llat i on i n a do se -d ep en d en t ma n n er, wi t h 2 0 0 µ M P MZ r e d u ci n g
th io fla vi n flu o r e sc en c e b y g r ea t er t ha n 9 5 % . I nt er pr et i ng t hi s fi n di n g, t h e data str o n gl y su g g est s t hat cu r cu min p ertu r b s Aβ
a gg r ega ti o n.
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11.3.5 Results: Chronic I.V. Administration of PMZ Reduces Aβ Plaque Burden in 5XFAD Mice
Confident in our in vitro characterization of PMZ’s ability to perturb Aβ aggregation, we next needed to validate that
chronic therapy with this compound could modulate Aβ plaque levels in vivo. To facilitate this work, Aβ-plaque burden
was assessed in the brains of two distinct cohorts of 6-month-old 5XFAD mice. Constituents of the treated cohort (N=5)
received a 25 mg/kg dose of PMZ three times a week by tail-vein injection for 8 weeks beginning at 4 months of age.
Non-treated transgenic littermates (N=3) served as controls. To quantitatively assess the effect of chronic PMZ therapy on
Aβ plaque burden, sagittal sections (n=30 per group) isolated from treated and non-treated 5XFAD mice and were stained
with 1% thioflavin as described and quantified using a custom plaque segmentation algorithm designed in Matlab. As in
our previous work, three pathologically relevant regions of interest were selected for analysis. In support of our hypothesis
that PMZ can perturb Aβ plaque assembly, quantitative analysis of the data reveals that Aβ plaque burden in the cortex of
treated 5XFAD mice is just 36.91% that of non-treated age-matched littermates (P < .01). Similarly, plaque numbers in
the hippocampus and subiculum were significantly reduced by 58.75% and 61.12%, respectively (P < .01). Importantly,
no alterations in APP levels, the holoprotein from which the Aβ peptide fragment is derived were noted when assessed via
Western blot (Figure 11-6). Moreover, qualitative assessment of COX-2 expression revealed a robust reduction in the
expression of this particular marker of neuro-inflammation following a chronic regiment of PMZ injections in 5XFAD
mice. Interpreted as a whole, the data support a role for PMZ in the reduction of Aβ peptide and its associated neuroinflammatory effect. Additionally, PMZ inability to modulate APP expression suggests that that the observed reductions
in brain Aβ as assessed by IHC are the result of increased clearance and not decreased production.
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Fi gu r e 1 1 -5 . C hr o ni c T r ea t m e nt wit h Pr o m et ha zi n e R edu ces Amyl oi d P laqu e Bu r d en .
4 -m o nt h -ol d 5 XF AD mi c e wer e tr ea t e d fo r 8 we ek s wi th 2 5 mg/k g d o ses o f P M Z d el iv ered via tail -v ein i nj ecti o n ( N = 5 ) . B y th e en d o f
th e t h era peu ti c tria l, t h e tr ea t e d 5 XF AD mi c e, no w 6 m o nt h s o f a g e, wer e sa cri fi ced i n o rd er t o fa cil itat e qu an ti fica ti o n o f Aβ pla qu e
bu r d en via hi st o ch e m i ca l sta i ni n g wit h t hi o fla v in . Pla qu e nu mb er s wer e qu an ti fi ed i n t h e cort ex , hi p p o ca mpu s, a n d su bi cu lu m b ot h
ma nu a ll y b y a bli n d e d r e vi e we r a n d via a n a u t o ma t e d a lg or it h m g en erat ed i n M AT L AB. N o n -t r eat ed a g e -mat ch ed l it t er ma t e s o f t h e
5 XF AD g e n ot y p e ser v e d a s co n tr ol s (N = 3 ). I n ea c h r e g io n o f i nt er est, Aβ bu r d en wa s si g ni fi can tl y mo du lat ed b y P MZ t rea tm e n t ( P
< .0 1 ). I n t h e c ort e x , t h e t ota l nu mb er o f a m y lo id pla qu e s i n t h e tr eat ed co h ort wa s r edu ced b y 6 3 .0 9 % a s co mpar ed t o co ntr ol s.
Si mi la rl y , pla qu e nu m be r s in t h e h ip p o ca m pu s a nd su bi cu lu m wer e si g ni fi can tl y r edu ced b y 5 8 .7 5 % a n d 6 1 .1 2 %, r especti v el y ( P < .0 1 ) .
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Fi gu r e 1 1 -6 . P ro m e t ha zi ne At t e nu a t e s Aβ -m e d ia t e d N eu r o -i n fl ammat io n wi th ou t E ffecti n g AP P E xp r essi o n.
We st er n b lo t m e dia t ed a na l y si s o f AP P a n d C O X -2 e x pr essi o n i n h o mo g eni zed h emi -sect io n s o b tai n ed fr o m tr eat ed (N = 3 ) a nd n on tr ea t e d 5 XF AD m i c e ( N = 2 ) . 4 -m on t h -ol d 5 XF AD mi c e wer e tr eat ed fo r 8 week s wi th 2 5 m g/k g d o ses o f PM Z d el iv er ed vi a ta il -v e i n
in je c ti o n. C o m pa ri so n o f APP ex pr e ssi o n b et we e n c o h ort s r ev eal s t hat ch ro n i c a d mi ni strat io n o f P MZ d o es n o t mo du lat e Aβ bu r d e n b y
a ffe c ti n g t h e l e v el s o f i t s pr e cu r sor . T h i s da ta su g g e st s tha t th e r edu ct i on s i n Aβ pla qu e bu r d en o b ser v ed via flu or escen ce m ic ro sc o p y
a re mo re l ik e l y du e t o a n i n cr ea se i n cl ea ra n c e o f Aβ p e pt i d e, as a mechan i sm in whi ch Aβ p epti d e p ro du ct io n i s so meh o w a tt en u a te d
sh ou l d a ffe c t AP P l e v el s. R e ga rd l e ss o f t h e m e c ha ni sm by wh ich P MZ r edu ces Aβ bu rd en i n th e b rai n h o wev er, i t i s cl ear fro m t h e da ta
tha t t hi s e ffe c t a l so a tt e nu a t e s t h e n eu r o -i n fla m ma t or y ca sca d e i nit iat ed b y a myl o id dep o siti o n. T hi s i s b est ev id en ced b y th e c l ea r
re du cti o n i n C O X -2 l ev e l s in tr ea t ed 5 XF AD a ni ma l s a s co mp ared t o n on -tr eat ed li tt er ma tes.
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11.3.6 Results: Chronic I.V. Administration of PMZ Improves Working & Spatial Memory in 5XFAD Mice
Although histological analysis of PMZ treated 5XFAD mouse brains revealed a reduction in Aβ plaque burden, it was
unclear whether this therapeutic intervention was sufficient to impact cognitive function. To investigate this question, the
effect of chronic PMZ therapy on spatial and working memory was probed using two distinct versions of the Y-maze
behavioral assay. Briefly, 4 month old 5XFAD mice (N=8) were administered a 25 mg/kg dose of PMZ three times a
week for 8 weeks via tail-vein injection. Two cohorts consisting of a group of age matched 5XFAD and a group of wild
type mice (N= 10 per group) were left untreated throughout the study and thus served as controls. Following a one week
habituation period in the behavioral testing facility to decrease experimental confounds attributable to stress, working
memory and spatial memory were assessed via two variations of the Y-maze behavioral paradigm. In the working
memory paradigm, spontaneous alteration was quantified over a 6 minute trial and reported as percent spontaneous
alternation. Importantly, this variable denotes the percentage of time the animal correctly entered all three arms in
sequence over the total number of choices made. Thus, the greater the percent spontaneous alteration (%SA), the higher
functioning the animal is with respect to working memory. As graphically illustrated in Figure11-7, statistical comparison
of working memory performance in non-treated 5XFAD mice reveals a mean reduction in performance of 27.53% relative
(Mean = 54.43% SA) to wild type controls (Mean = 75.10% SA). Importantly this result demonstrates that without
therapeutic intervention, the working memory of 5XFAD mice becomes significantly perturbed by 6 months of age when
compared to non-amyloid bearing mice (P<.001). In stark contrast to the non-treated 5XFAD cohort, working memory
function in 5XFAD mice treated with PMZ is largely persevered, with a mean %SA of 69.61%. This constitutes a 20.22%
improvement over the age-matched non-treated cohort of 5XFAD mice and confirms a statistically significant therapeutic
benefit for PMZ on working memory (P<.01). In fact, PMZ therapeutic impact was so robust that the %SA measured in
the treated 5XFAD cohort did not significantly differ (P > .05) from wild type controls (Mean = 69.61% and 75.10%,
respectively). Just as in the behavioral studies previously described, confounds attributable to differences in locomotion,
motivation to explore, or arm preference were excluded. Taken as a whole, his data strongly supports the conclusion that
PMZ administration prevents the acquisition of working memory deficits on the 5XFAD mouse model by inhibiting Aβ
retention in the brain.
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To directly assess hippocampal function at the behavioral level a two-phase Y-maze paradigm designed to probe
spatial memory was employed one week after assessment of working memory. Summarizing the experimental design, the
mouse was first allowed to freely explore two of the three Y-maze arms for a 6 minute period. The arm which was
blocked during this first phase was randomized between animals and designated as the "novel" arm in the secondary phase
of the study. Following the first period of exploration, each mouse was returned to its home cage and left undisturbed for a
30 minute period. Next, each mouse was placed into a randomized arm of the maze and allowed to freely explore all three
arms for a 5 minute time interval. To quantitatively assess spatial memory, the proportion of time spent exploring the
previously blocked "novel arm" arm was quantified and plotted as the percentage of overall time spent exploring. Under
this experimental paradigm, mice with intact hippocampal function should remember exploring the original two arms
during the first trial and are thus predicted to spend a majority of their time exploring the novel arm. As presented in
Figure 11-7, the performance of wild type mice is congruent with this prediction, as these animals spend the majority of
their time (54.20%) exploring the previously blocked arm. In contrast to this cohort, animals with impaired spatial
memory function are expected to spend equal amounts of time exploring each arm; as they do not recall their previous 6
minute exploration of this environment. Again, the behavioral data is consistent with this prediction. Untreated 5XFAD
mice appeared incapable of recognizing the spatial cues of the maze and thus demonstrated no discernible preference for
the novel arm, spending just 25.24% of their time exploring this region of the maze. Corroborating our working memory
data which suggests that PMZ-induced reductions in Aβ are of therapeutic significance at the behavioral level, PMZtreated 5XFAD mice exhibited a robust and significant 18.23% improvement in spatial memory (Mean time spent
exploring novel arm = 43.47%) when compared to non-treated 5XFAD littermates (P<.01). Importantly however, despite
dramatically attenuating the progressive loss of hippocampal function typical of the 5XFAD phenotype, therapeutic
intervention with PMZ did not completely rescue spatial memory. Instead, a statically significant 10.73% difference in
spatial memory function persisted between wild type and PMZ treated 5XFAD mice (P = .03). Notably, quantification of
the mean number of seconds exploring each arm of the maze in a naïve cohort of animals confirmed no innate preference
for any of the arms (data not shown). Additionally, no differences in the amount of time spent actively exploring were
noted between groups, indicating that the initiative to explore was similar between animals and confirming that observed
differences in behavior truly reflect alterations in spatial memory (data not shown). Taken as a whole, the data strongly
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supports the conclusion that PMZ-mediated reductions in Aβ plaque load elicit a profound therapeutic impact on memory
function in the 5XFAD mouse model.
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Fi gu r e 1 1 -7 . 2 M on th PM Z T r ea t m e nt O p po se s t h e D ev e lo p ment o f M emor y D efi cit s i n 5 XF AD mice:
(A) B o x -wh i sk e r pl ot o f p er c e nt spo n ta n e ou s a lt er na t io n ( %S A) i n t h e Y -ma ze beha vi ora l para di g m o f work i n g memor y . Sp o nta n eou s a lt e rna ti o n i n t h e Y -m a ze pa ra di g m wa s
e va lu a t e d in 6 m o nt h -ol d P MZ t rea t ed a nd no n -tr ea t e d 5 XF AD co h ort s a s well a s in no n -tr eat ed wil d t y pe con tr ol s (N = 8 -1 0 p er co h or t). A 2 5 m g /k g d o se o f P MZ wa s a d mi ni st er e d
thr e e ti m e s a we ek v ia I . V. i n je c ti o n b e gi n ni n g a t 4 m o nt h s o f ag e an d co nt i nu ed fo r 2 mo nt h s. F oll o wi ng a t wo week n o n -t r ea t m e nt p eri o d in c lu d e d t o a l l ev ia t e str e ss co n fou n d s
a sso cia t e d wi th r ou ti n e tr ea t m e n t, wo rk i ng m e m or y wa s pr ob ed du ri n g a 6 minu t e Y -ma ze tr ial. Sta ti st i cal co mpar i so n o f sp on ta n e ou s a lt er na t i on p er for ma n c e i n t h e Y -m a ze
pa ra di g m re v ea l s a m ea n r edu c ti on i n p e r for ma n c e o f 2 7 .5 3 % % i n n on -tr eat ed 5 XF AD mi ce ( M ean = 5 4 .4 3 %) wh en co mpa r e d to wi l d t y p e c o ntr o l s ( M ea n = 7 5 .1 0 %) . T hi s r e su lt
c on fir m s t ha t wi t hou t t h era p eu t ic i nt e rv e nt i on , t he work i n g memor y o f 5 XF AD mi c e b eco mes si g ni fi can tl y p er tu r b ed wh en c o m pa r ed t o n o n -a m yl oi d b ea r i ng mi c e (P< .0 0 1 ). In sta rk
c on tra st t o t h e n on -tr ea te d 5 XF AD c o ho rt , work i n g m e mor y i n 5 XF AD mi ce tr eat ed wit h P M Z a pp ea r pr ot ect ed fr o m a myl o id -i ndu c e d n eu r o de g e n era t i on . As e vi d e nc e , 5 XF AD mi c e
tr ea t e d wit h P MZ e x hi b it a %S A o f 6 9 .6 1 % i n t h e Y -ma ze par adi g m. T hi s co n sti tu t es a 2 0 .2 2 % i mpr o v emen t o v er t h e a g e -m a tc h e d n o n -tr ea t ed co h or t o f 5 XF AD mi c e a n d co n fir m s a
sta ti sti ca l ly si g ni fi ca nt t he ra p eu t i c b e n e fi t o n work in g memo r y ( P< .0 1 ). ( B) B ox -wh i sk er p lo t r ep or ti n g t h e ti me sp en t ex pl ori n g t h e n ov e l a r m a s a p e rc e n ta g e o f t o ta l e x pl ora ti o n
ti m e. As a n e x t en si on o f ou r i n ve sti ga t i on i nt o t h e th era p eu t i c effi ca cy o f P M Z, spa tial memor y wa s pr ob ed u si ng a t wo -tr ia l Y -ma z e b e ha vi ora l a ssa y. Br ie fl y, du ri n g t h e fir st tria l,
a ra n d o mi z e d a r m o f t h e ma z e wa s bl o ck ed a nd t h e m i c e wer e allo wed t o fr eel y ex pl or e t h e r ema in i ng t wo ar ms o f t h e Y -ma z e fo r 6 m inu t e s. F ol l o wi n g th e fi r st tria l, t h e a ni ma l s
wer e r etu r n e d to t h ei r h o m e ca g e for 3 0 mi nu t e s. Du ri n g t h e seco nd tr ial , spat ial memor y wa s pr o b ed b y r ecor di n g th e p er c e nta g e o f ti m e t h e a ni ma l sp e nt ex p lo ri n g ea c h a r m wi th i n
a 5 mi nu t e p er io d . Mi c e ex h ib iti n g n or ma l spa t ia l m e m or y ar e ex p ect ed t o sp end a hi g h er p er centa g e o f t i me ex pl ori n g t h e " n ov e l" pr e vi ou sl y bl o ck e d a r m whil e a ni ma l s wi t h
im pa ir ed spa tia ll y m e m or y a r e e x p e ct e d t o spe n d e qu a l a mou n ts o f ti me ex pl or i ng ea ch ar m. Wit h in t hi s Y -ma ze para d ig m , wil d ty p e mi c e e x hi bi t ed pr o fou n d r e co g ni ti o n o f Y -ma z e
a rm s, sp e n di n g 5 4 .2 0 % i n t h e pr e vi o u sl y b lo ck e d a r m . In con t rast, u nt r eat ed 5 XF AD mi ce a p p ear ed i n ca pa bl e o f r ecog n iz i n g th e spa tia l cu e s o f t h e ma z e a n d t hu s d e m on stra t e d n o
di sc er ni b l e pr e fer e n c e fo r t h e " n o v el a r m" , sp e n di n g 2 5 .2 4 % o f t h eir ti me exp lo ri n g th e p r ev i ou sl y bl o ck ed ar m. C or r o b ora ti ng t h e i m mu n o hi st o ch e m i ca l fi n di n g s i n di ca ti n g a
re du c ed pla qu e l oa d in cu r cu m i n n e bu li z e d 5 XF AD mi c e, t hi s coh o rt ex hi bi t s a si g ni fi can t 1 8 .2 3 % i mp ro v ement i n spa tial m e m or y ( M ea n = 4 7 .9 5 %) wh e n c o m pa r ed t o n o n -t r ea t e d
5 XF AD li tt er ma te s ( P< .0 1 ). N o ta bl y , t h e se fi n di n g s c o n fi r m t hat P MZ a d mi ni strat io n i mpr o v es hi p p o ca mpa l fu n ct io n a s a sse sse d b y a spa tia l -m e m or y d e pe n d e nt b e ha vi ora l a ssa y.
T a k en a s a wh ol e , th i s da ta str o n gl y su p p ort s t h e c o n clu si o n t hat P MZ op p o ses t h e a cqu i si ti o n o f memor y d e fi cit s o n t h e 5 XF AD m ou se m od e l
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11.3.7 Results: Promethazine Therapy Transiently Shifts Aβ Peptide Levels in Plasma Specimens

At this point, a myriad of converging lines of evidence strongly supported the hypothesis that PMZ is capable of
attenuating Aβ plaque load in the brain via its inhibition of Aβ peptide aggregation. Moreover, this therapeutic effect was
proven sufficiently robust to rescue memory performance in two iterations of the Y-maze behavioral paradigm. Given our
proposed mechanism of action underlying PMZ’s therapeutic effect, we predicted that Aβ peptides which were prevented
from aggregating into Aβ plaques would be cleared from the brain and as a consequence transiently increase levels of
Aβ40 and Aβ42 in the plasma. To test this hypothesis, measurements of these two Aβ species in the plasma were made in
two cohorts of mice. Animals comprising the first cohort (5XFAD treated) were given a 25 mg/kg dose of PMZ for 5
consecutive days via tail-vein injection (N = 5). In the second cohort of animals (Wild type treated), age-matched wild
type mice were treated with PMZ using similar dosing parameters (N = 4). In a manner consistent with our earlier work,
mean plasma levels of Aβ40 and Aβ42 in wild type mice prior to treatment were 76.46 pg/mL and < 2 pg/mL, respectively.
As predicted, these levels were not significantly impacted by the 5 day course of PMZ therapy (P > .05). In more detail,
mean plasma levels of Aβ40 remained stable at a mean of 76 pg/mL while Aβ42 levels remained under the detection
threshold. Significantly, these results confirm that treatment with PMZ does not alter plasma Aβ levels by modulating the
production/release of Aβ from other sources or enhancing its clearance by the liver. With this potential confound
sufficiently addressed, we are thus able to attribute any deviation in plasma Aβ level observed in the 5XFAD cohort to its
ability to perturb Aβ plaque formation in the CNS. To reiterate, our hypothesis holds that in the presence of PMZ, Aβ
peptide aggregation in the brain is observed resulting in a larger pool of soluble Aβ peptides which can be cleared from
the brain and thus influence plasma levels. In support of this hypothesis, treatment with PMZ significantly increases levels
of Aβ40 and Aβ42 peptide in the plasma of 5XFAD mice by a factor of 8.22 and 1.76, respectively (P < .001 for both
peptides). Prior to treatment, plasma levels of the Aβ 40 peptide in the 5XFAD treated cohort were measured at 7.16
pg/mL. Notably, this value falls within the predicted range of our previous experiments characterizing these values in nontreated 5XFAD mice. Similarly, Aβ42 peptide levels under baseline conditions were measured to be 30.32 pg per mL of
plasma. However, after a 5 day treatment with PMZ, plasma levels of the Aβ40 peptide in the treated cohort rose steeply to
a mean of 58.84 pg/mL while average levels of the Aβ 42 peptide increased to 55.81 pg/mL. Cumulatively, these trends
lead to interesting changes in the calculated ratio of Aβ 42 to Aβ40. Under baseline conditions, the propensity of the 5XFAD
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genotype to overproduce Aβ42 relative to Aβ40 is clearly observable. However, upon treatment with PMZ, plasma levels of
Aβ40 increase more so than does the corresponding concentration of Aβ42 and as a consequence, the Aβ42 to Aβ40 ratio is
significantly reduced across all animals measured (P <.001).
T a ble 1 1 -1 . Pr e - a n d P o st -T rea t m e nt Aβ P ep ti d e L e v el s i n 5 XF AD P la sma

Pre- and Post-Treatment Aβ Peptide Levels in 5XFAD Plasma
AB42

AB40

AB42/40 Ratio

Pre-test

30.32

7.16

4.24

Post-test

53.45

58.84

0.91
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11.4 DISCUSSION & SIGNIFICANCE OF WORK
As emphasized at multiple points in this work, AD is a pathologically complex neurological disease characterized by a
markedly heterogeneous phenotype. As a consequence, the diagnostic accuracy for AD when based uniquely on clinical
presentation is lower than is required given this disease’s prevalence, impact on global health, and socioeconomic cost.
Therefore, in parallel with the development of disease-modifying therapeutics, the discovery of sensitive and specific
biomarkers for AD has remained among the top scientific breakthroughs sought after by modern medicine. As highlighted
in the introductory chapters, once identified, biomarkers for AD may be leveraged in three distinct applications: (i) as a
diagnostic marker to aid in the early diagnosis of AD in clinically representative populations, (ii) as a classificatory
marker capable of distinguishing AD from dementia subtypes that have similar clinical presentations, and (iii) as a
prognostic marker capable of predicting disease progression with or without therapeutic intervention. (785) Regardless of the
application however, biomarkers used for screening or diagnosis also often represent surrogate manifestations of the
disease, and thus can contribute to the elucidation of the disease’s natural history. This has certainly held true for AD, as
the predominant biomarkers used in research today, Aβ and tau proteins, are considered central-mediators of the
neurodegeneration observed in this disease. Secondary in part to the paucity of biomarkers validated in AD clinical
populations, to date, the current repertoire of imaging- and fluid-based biomarkers have necessarily been adapted to each
of the three unique applications listed above. Predictably, given the differential in biomarker characteristics required for
each individual application, this has been done to varying degrees of success.
Considering first the application of fluid-based or imaging-mediated measurements of Aβ load as a diagnostic
biomarker for AD (i), these technologies appear well suited for the early-detection of disease. In support of this assertion,
the literature confirms the existence of statistically significant deviations in Aβ burden in the brains and CSF of AD
patients up to 20 years prior to symptom onset. (251-253) In contrast, alterations in CSF-tau levels and signs of
neurodegeneration as assessed by structural MRI appear much later in the disease course. In one study for example,
changes in CSF levels of Aβ42, tau, and phosphorylated-tau were assessed in individuals with MCI who either rapidly
converted to AD (0-5 years) or who were better described as slowly converting (5-10 years). In a manner which supports
the application of Aβ biomarkers for the early detection of AD, baseline CSF Aβ 42 levels were equally reduced in patients
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who converted to AD within 0 to 5 years compared with those who converted between 5 and 10 years. In comparison,
CSF measurements of tau and phospho-tau were significantly higher in both early converters vs late converters. (1135)
Synthesized into a unified model, these results suggests that Aβ accumulation in the brain rises and plateaus decades
before the development of symptoms whereas the occurrence of statistically significant elevations in tau biomarkers
coincide more or less with the development of cognitive deficits and increase as a function of time.(123, 1135) In these ways,
the temporal dynamics of Aβ and tau accumulation in the brains and CSF of AD patients are markedly different and thus
provide complimentary information. Exemplifying the synergistic relationship of these two biomarkers with respect to
diagnostic gains, the use of Aβ and tau biomarkers in one study of 137 patients with MCI predicted the development of
AD within 9.2 years with a sensitivity of 88%, specificity of 90%, positive predictive value of 91%, and negative
predictive value of 86%.(1135) Lending credibility to this result, an independent study reported very similar findings,
suggesting a sensitivity of 81% and specificity of 95% when the ratio of Aβ42 to phospho-tau was used as a diagnostic
predictor of MCI conversion to AD.(1136) These numbers are quite impressive; even more so when considered in the
context of AD’s phenotypic heterogeneity. However, a major limitation of these studies is that a population of patients
with MCI does not truly constitute the ideal “clinically representative population”. This is because in order for newly
developed interventions to elicit their maximum therapeutic benefit, it will be necessary to identify and treat patients in
the preclinical stages of AD, or those individuals without discernable cognitive impairment. Therefore, considerable
diagnostic gains may be garnered if complimentary biomarkers can be identified and validated.
Favorably for the current generation of AD biomarkers, the requirement to identify disease-specific pathology
early is not a requirement of classificatory biomarkers (ii). Instead, biomarkers leveraged for this application need only be
capable of distinguishing established AD from other dementia subtypes which have similar clinical presentations.
However, as highlighted in the introductory chapters, this is no easy task, as the differential diagnosis of AD is quite
broad. Overviewing only the most relevant points, although AD is by far the most likely cause of dementia, representing
between 60-80% of cases, a number of alternative forms of dementia including vascular dementia (VaD), dementia with
lewy bodies (DLB), fronto-temporal dementia (FTD), and dementia secondary to Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease or normal
pressure hydrocephalus may closely mimic the presentation of AD. (290) While this is a considerable array of diseases for
current AD biomarkers to exclude in and of itself, in real-world applications the major limitation of Aβ and tau
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biomarkers has proven to be the vast degree of pathological overlap between AD and these various neurological
conditions. To appreciate the validity of this assertion, one need only to review the data produced by studies investigating
the diagnostic utility of CSF tau and Aβ 42 levels in pure AD cohorts versus in populations contained a mix of AD and nonAD dementias. In the first scenario, differentiating AD from non-demented controls, Aβ and tau biomarkers perform
strongly, with high reports of sensitivity (50–94%) and specificity (83–100%) dominating the literature.(1137) By
comparison, when these same biomarkers are leveraged in an attempt to accurately differentiate between AD and VaD,
current CSF-based biomarkers perform with a reported specificity of only 48%. (1138) A similar short-coming in diagnostic
utility is observed when Aβ and tau biomarkers are applied to mixed cohorts of AD and DLB, with a reported specificity
of just 67% under these conditions.(1138) A closer look at the data from which these statistics were generated reveals the
underlying reason why the diagnostic performance of these biomarkers is markedly reduced in mixed dementia cohorts;
changes in neither biomarker are completely specific to AD. For example, the reduction in CSF Aβ42 observed in
individuals with AD is also seen in patients with DLB. Similarly, patients with VaD exhibit increases in CSF-tau
levels.(1138) This second finding is perhaps not surprising, as tau is widely accepted as a non-specific marker of axonal
degeneration and thus wouldn’t be expected to be uniquely elevated in just AD. On the other hand, many investigators in
the field were likely less prepared by the revelation that Aβ is also imbalanced in non-AD dementias. Notably, some
investigators argue that the limitations imposed by these findings can be largely overcome by characterizing the
magnitude of deviation from baseline caused by AD as opposed to non-AD causes of dementia. This in fact may be true
for some of the diseases included in the differential of AD, with CJD being a prime example. In this disease, CSF tau
levels are dramatically enhanced, exceeding 3000 pg/mL. In comparison, the typical threshold for CSF tau levels when
assigning the diagnosis of AD is nearer to 600 pg/mL. Given this large differential, few would argue the plausibility of
successfully leveraging CSF measurements of tau to differentiate between AD and CJD. However, such a large
differential in CSF levels is not observed between AD and other causes of dementia, raising the concern that this
biomarker may be ill-suited for application as a classificatory biomarker in isolation. This is not to say that CSF-tau levels
do not display a unique trend. To the contrary, the median effect size of tau level in multiple AD studies was 429 pg/mL
whereas in dementia-due-to-other-causes studies it was 69 pg/mL. Thus, at the population level, statistically significant
differences in CSF tau exist between cohorts of AD and non-AD dementia patients. Indeed, the limitation of this
biomarker only becomes apparent when looking at the reported range for CSF tau in these studies. In cohorts of AD
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patients, CSF tau levels range broadly from a minimum of 32 pg/mL to a maximum of 910 pg/mL. Comparing this to
dementia-due-to-other causes (range 53 pg/mL – 518 pg/mL), it is clear that CSF tau interpretation at the individual level
is muddled by inter-subject variability. Thus, while Aβ and tau measurements certainly exhibit potential as classificatory
biomarkers, few would argue against the need to identify complimentary biomarkers to fill the remaining diagnostic gaps.
Disappointingly, the diagnostic gaps just identified when leveraging Aβ and tau levels as classificatory
biomarkers are far from the only short-comings in the field. In fact, upon review of the data, these biomarkers are
probably best suited to this application. Instead, where the field has historically struggled is in the identification of
prognostic biomarkers, those capable of predicting disease progression with or without therapeutic intervention. At a
minimum, such a biomarker would be expected to correlate with symptom severity. As implied, this has not proven the
case for fluid- or imaging-based measurement of Aβ and tau. While the literature is of course mixed, multiple studies have
failed to demonstrate correlations between CSF-Aβ42 level and duration or severity of dementia regardless of the modality
employed.(1139, 1140) Notably, this finding is consistent with data suggesting that Aβ plaque burden fails to robustly
correlate with cognitive deficits when assessed via immunohistochemistry. If we continue to extrapolate the results of
histological studies in this manner, then we would expect CSF tau burden to correlate better with disease severity and
duration than similar measurements of Aβ. This is indeed the case for some AD populations, with a high proportion of
studies indicating that measures of CSF tau significantly correlate with assessments of cognitive function. (935) From these
findings, we can conclude that assessment of tau levels likely harbors more potential as a prognostic biomarker than do
Aβ biomarkers. On the other hand, studies longitudinally assessing CSF tau levels over shorter time periods and in mild to
moderately demented AD patients have not noted changes in tau levels despite significant changes in clinical measures of
disease progression.(1141) When considering these studies as a group, it appears neither Aβ nor tau abundance is
particularly adept at predicting the severity or rate of AD progression. Thus, at best, the literature is mixed as to whether
Aβ and tau biomarkers might be suitable for prognostic applications in AD. Summarizing the predominant opinion in the
field today, assessment of Aβ and tau levels via imaging or fluid analysis will only optimally impact clinical care once
integrated into a larger diagnostic, classificatory, or prognostic panels. Towards this end, a number of groups have
attempted to identify complimentary biomarkers for AD. The majority have not strayed far from the traditional hallmark
lesions of AD, investigating the diagnostic utility of Aβ42 antibodies, levels of β-secretase in the CSF, or kinases
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associated with tau hyper-phosphorylation such as glycogen synthase kinase-3, cyclin-dependent kinase 5, and
microtubule affinity-regulating kinase for example.(1142) Other researchers, including our group, have investigated the
utility of inflammatory markers for diagnostic applications in AD.
Beginning first with the discovery of microglia activation and expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines in
association with Aβ plaques, for decades science has been aware that neuro-inflammatory processes occur in the brains of
AD patients. Moreover, as reviewed, an abundance of research suggests this pro-inflammatory phenotype contributes
significantly to the pathogenic mechanisms underlying neuronal dysfunction in AD. More generally, both in the brain and
in peripheral tissues, unchecked or chronic inflammation becomes deleterious, leading to progressive tissue damage in
degenerative diseases. At the origin of these investigative efforts, early reports on patients treated chronically with antiinflammatory drugs for rheumatoid arthritis or leprosy found that a 2-year treatment with NSAIDs reduced significantly
the risk of AD later in life and that clinical benefit increased with longer periods of treatment.(1143-1145) Not surprisingly,
the data from such observational studies encouraged the search for molecular mechanisms that could explain the positive
effects of NSAIDs in delaying/preventing AD. Logically, initial investigations analyzed the role of COX1 and COX2 in
the classical AD pathological cascade. Exemplifying this work, treatment of APP overexpressing mice with NSAIDS
induced a significant reduction in cortical amyloid plaque load along with reduced microglial activation.(1146) Later, this
model would be refined, with reports of improved synaptic plasticity and memory formation in AD transgenic mice
treated with COX-2- but not COX-1-selective inhibitors.(1109) Beyond identifying COX-2 as the major cyclooxygenase
isoform of interest in AD, this work also demonstrated that the beneficial effects of COX-2 inhibitor therapy on memory
did not depend upon lowered levels of Aβ42 or the inflammatory cytokines, tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α) and
interleukin 1β (IL-1β). Instead, improved memory function was inversely related to prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) levels. In
support of this PGE2 being a key mediator of neuro-inflammatory insult in AD, administration of exogenous PGE2 to
treated AD mice prevented the restorative effects of COX-2 inhibitors on LTP. Together, this data indicates that the
inhibition of COX-2 blocks Aβ-mediated suppression of LTP and memory function, and that this block occurs
independently of reductions in Aβ42 or decreases in inflammation.(1109) While this work is certainly interesting from a
therapeutic perspective in that it highlights the multi-factorial nature of COX-2 mediated inhibition of AD pathology, it
also conveys the point that measurements of COX-2 in the brains of AD patients may reveal diagnostically exploitable
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profiles. In an attempt to test this hypothesis, we probed the brains of 5XFAD and wild type mice with a PET compatible
radio-ligand with previously demonstrated specificity for COX-2.(1027) Considering the data, we conclude that this
particular COX-2 probe cannot be applied to neuroimaging of inflammation in AD as a consequence of its inability to
cross the BBB. Importantly, this negative finding only highlights the validity of our assertion that BBB penetration
represents one of the largest barriers to AD theranostic development. Still, this is a disappointing finding as the literature
strongly suggests that COX-2 imaging would contribute significantly to overcoming the difficulties associated with earlydetection of AD. For example, this enzyme has been shown to be elevated robustly in pre-clinical mouse models of AD,
including the 5XFAD mouse model.(1147) Of course, COX-2 is not unique in this regard. Instead, several inflammatory
mediators including tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α), interleukin (IL) 6, and IL-1β are all increased in AD
patients.(1148) In fact, these molecules may even represent better imaging targets for AD, as accumulating evidence
suggests that these cellular effectors influence the development of defective brain insulin signaling in AD.
As alluded to in the introduction of this aim, disturbances in homeostatic insulin/IGF-1-like signaling are
increasingly becoming recognized as a pathological signature of AD. However, the molecular events and pathways
leading to disrupted brain insulin signaling in AD have only recently begun to be unraveled. As reviewed, physiological
activation of insulin receptors stimulates tyrosine phosphorylation of IRS to initiate intracellular signaling pathways.
Evidence of how this signaling cascade is perturbed by inflammation was first recognized in type 2 diabetes, where
elevated TNF-α levels trigger serine phosphorylation of IRS-1 by stress kinases, thereby interfering with its ability to
engage in IR signaling.(1116, 1149-1151) In the brain, TNF-α is secreted mainly by microglial cells in response to trauma,
infection, or in the case of AD, abnormal accumulation of protein aggregates.(1152) Initial evidence that impaired neuronal
insulin signaling in AD is linked to pro-inflammatory signaling came from the finding that soluble oligomers of the Aβ
peptide cause IRS-1 inhibition through TNF-α activation. This mechanism was confirmed experimentally in part via the
demonstration that the triggering of IRS-1 phosphoserine by Aβ oligomers in hippocampal neurons is blocked by
infliximab, a TNF-α neutralizing antibody.(1153) In subsequent studies, Aβ oligomers have been shown to instigate removal
of IRs from the membranes of neuronal processes and to cause defective insulin signaling in postmortem AD brains and in
several experimental models of AD.(1121, 1122, 1154) As discussed, the significance of this is that insulin signaling in the CNS
promotes neuronal survival and regulates key processes underlying learning and memory, including synapse density,
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dendritic plasticity, and circuit function.(1117) Thus, the induction of pro-inflammatory pathways and ensuing defective
insulin signaling instigated by Aβ oligomers are thought to be linked to neuronal dysfunction in AD. As we were unable
to image neuro-inflammation secondary to the low BBB penetrance of our probe, we hypothesized that downregulation of
IGF1R might be a promising diagnostic biomarker for AD. Unfortunately, this approach again proved limited by the
formidable obstacle that is the BBB. Nevertheless, the rationale behind this hypothesis is solid and further probe
development will hopefully see IGF1R validated as a biomarker for AD.
Having experienced firsthand the low probability of success when attempting to apply radio-ligands optimized for
peripheral targets for diagnostic use in the CNS, in our last set of experiments we abandoned this approach and instead
focused on improving existing fluid-based diagnostics. To date, three biomarkers have been well-established and
validated internationally to diagnose AD in CSF with ELISAs: Aβ 42, total tau and phospho-tau-181. In congruence with
our hypothesis that biomarker panels will be necessary to reliably diagnosis AD at the community level, there is now
more or less a consensus that only the combination of these three CSF biomarkers significantly increases the diagnostic
validity for sporadic AD. Together, these three measurements yield a combined sensitivity of >95% and a specificity of
>85% for AD, however in isolation, each fail to meaningfully improve diagnostic accuracy over clinical examination. (151,
1097, 1155)

Where opinions still diverge however is in the clinical feasibility of CSF-based biomarkers, as this approach

carries considerable risk to the patient. Most commonly, up to 40% of patients develop orthostatic headache lasting 1
week or less in duration after lumbar puncture. Other complications, including headaches lasting from 8 days to 1 year,
cranial neuropathies, prolonged backache, nerve root injury, and meningitis, are more rare, but still worth consideration in
the context of AD screening, following perhaps 0.3 % of lumbar punctures.(1156) Moreover, increasing numbers of
hemorrhages into the epidural or spinal space have been reported in patients using anticoagulants such warfarin and lowmolecular weight heparins as well as factor X and thrombin inhibitors. In a world where clinical practice was congruent
with expert recommendation, 50-70% of the elderly population, that at highest risk for AD, would be placed on these
medications and would thus be at increased risk for bleeding complications. (1157) However, perhaps the most practical
limitation to CSF biomarkers is that the prospect of a lumbar puncture seems to cause an inordinate amount of fear and
anxiety in patients. In addition to these patient risks, a number of potential factors that may influence or interfere with the
analytical outcome must also be considered before a CSF biomarker can be introduced into clinical routine. These
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include: concentration gradients of the protein along the spinal cord, influence of LP hemorrhage, presence of the protein
in plasma and passage over the blood-brain barrier, and degradation or loss of the protein in vitro after the CSF tap.(1156)
All factors considered, in a 2003 report, the U.S. Preventative Services Task Force (USPSTF) did not endorse routine
screening for AD. Although the report raised a number of concerns regarding screening for AD, including insufficient
evidence for the accuracy of screening tests, low accuracy of screening tests for mild dementia, and biases for age,
education, and ethnicity, the primary rationale for not endorsing screening is that until studies demonstrate that screening
provides better outcomes for patients with AD, endorsement is premature. (1158)
Here, our group notes one of the fundamental issues with CSF-based biomarkers for AD, the technical difficulty
associated with implementing these techniques in preclinical mouse models. To elaborate, national authorities like the
USPSTF explicitly state that in order for CSF-based diagnostics to be successfully leveraged clinically, early-detection
must demonstrate an advantage to the patient. However, without disease-modifying therapeutics, which the field agrees
will be most efficacious when applied early in the disease course, this criteria is unlikely to be met. Therefore, before
diagnostic screening for AD becomes clinically feasible, the biomarkers these approaches employ must be leveraged to
help develop therapeutic agents which augment AD pathology. Inarguably, the preferred animal model to test putative
therapeutics has been and will continue to be mouse models of AD. However, translation of serial CSF measurements of
Aβ, tau, and phospho-tau to mice is riddled with methodological pitfalls and has yet to be validated. At the most basic
level, using the only published technique allowing serial collections of CSF in mice, only 3-7 µL of fluid can be obtained;
a volume incompatible with commercially available ELISA-based assessment of all three clinically employed
biomarkers.(1159) In addition, to date longitudinal assessment of CSF biomarker levels for AD have only been performed in
2-3 month intervals, a lengthy time frame when considering the accelerated rate of pathology typical of most AD mouse
models. Lastly, more so than in humans, serial CSF-collection in mice is a highly invasive procedure requiring gross
dissection of the m. biventer cervicis and m. rectus capitis dorsalis major as well as penetration of the cisterna magna with
a 1 mm needle.(1159) Given the apparent role of neuro-inflammation in AD pathology, it is difficult to accept that such an
invasive procedure will not influence pathology. Even less likely is that this repeated surgical intervention will prove
compatible with behavioral assessment of cognitive function; inarguably a litmus test for putative therapeutic agents.
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To overcome the intrinsic limitations of CSF biomarkers just discussed, we tested the feasibility of leveraging
plasma measurements of Aβ to longitudinally monitor treatment response in the 5XFAD mouse model. As demonstrated
by the data, our work suggests that baseline differences in Aβ42 and Aβ40 peptide levels exist in the blood of 5XFAD and
wild type mice. Moreover, under stringent experimental conditions, this biomarker displays remarkable intra-cohort
consistency with levels ranging from 22-30 pg/mL and 6-14 pg/mL for Aβ40 and Aβ42, respectively in the 5XFAD cohort.
By comparison, mean Aβ40 levels in the plasma of wild type mice were significantly increased, with reported levels of 6080 pg of Aβ40 per milliliter of plasma noted in our preliminary experiments (P < .01). Two comments need to be made on
this data. First, the reduced levels of Aβ 40 in the plasma of 5XFAD mice as compared to wild type animals is consistent
with predictions that would be made given the genotype of the two cohorts. To understand this point, it is necessary to
understand that the 5XFAD mouse model is a double transgenic mouse model of AD harboring mutations in both APP
and PSEN1 and thus is best characterized as a model of FAD. In more detail, 5XFAD mice overexpress mutant human
APP with the Swedish (K670N, M671L), Florida (I716V), and London (V717I) Familial Alzheimer's Disease mutations
along with human PS1 harboring two FAD mutations, M146L and L286V. (670) The significance of these mutations is that
they all bias the cleavage of APP towards the amyloid-genic pathway and as a consequence, APP is almost exclusively
metabolized to Aβ42 peptide. Impressively, this trend is reflected in our data, as Aβ42 peptide only reaches detectable levels
in 5XFAD mice and remains below the 2 pg/mL detection limit in wild type mice. Our data is congruent with theoretical
predictions in that Aβ40 expression is higher in wild type mice, where the physiological processing of APP to this peptide
isoform is not perturbed. Put another way, the reduction in plasma Aβ40 levels in 5XFAD mice are in congruence with the
theory that the majority of APP is shunted towards amyloid-genic processing in these mice. One alternative or perhaps
contributory explanation for this result is that the excess of Aβ 42 present in the brains of 5XFAD serves to trap Aβ 40
peptides in a manner which perturbs their physiological clearance to the plasma. A second note to be made on this data is
that it is largely supported by independent investigations in the field. While published plasma measurements of Aβ
peptide isoforms in the 5XFAD mouse model are exceedingly rare, (1160, 1161) in general the literature agrees that reduced
Aβ40 levels still exceed Aβ42 despite their increase in AD transgenic mouse models. In addition, most groups also report
that C57BL6 mice, the genetic background of the 5XFAD mouse model, almost exclusively produce Aβ40.(1162)
Interestingly, we and others in the field interpret the former finding to reflect the propensity of Aβ 42 to be trapped in the
brain’s parenchyma, where it is unable to be cleared to the plasma despite its pathological overabundance.
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In the context of this model, we predicted that therapeutic intervention with PMZ would result in an increase in
plasma Aβ levels reflecting an improved ability to clear Aβ species from the brain. Importantly, the results from our in
vitro assay support the use of PMZ as a potent amyloid aggregation inhibitor and we have already confirmed the ability of
PMZ to cross the BBB and localize to regions of the brain most laden with Aβ assemblies in the first aim of our work. (970)
A further strength of utilizing PMZ in this work is that in comparison to other Aβ aggregation inhibitors, such as
curcumin, it does not influence AD pathology via non-amyloid-centric mechanisms. Therefore, the finding that Aβ plaque
load and cognitive deficits are reduced via chronic treatment with PMZ can only be interpreted as a confirmation of the
therapeutic benefit of Aβ-targeted therapies. To clarify this point, in contrast to our work with pleiotropic molecules like
curcumin, it is highly unlikely that an off-target effect of PMZ underlies the cognitive improvement observed in PMZ
treated mice. What is more unique about this work however is that by measuring plasma Aβ biomarkers throughout the
course of treatment, we are able to provide strong support for a mechanism of action underlying PMZ’s therapeutic effect.
To reiterate, our hypothesis holds that in the presence of PMZ, Aβ peptide aggregation in the brain is inhibited resulting in
a larger pool of soluble Aβ peptides which can be cleared from the brain and thus influence plasma levels. In support of
this hypothesis, treatment with PMZ significantly increased levels of Aβ 40 and Aβ42 peptide in the plasma of 5XFAD mice
by a factor of 8.22 and 1.76, respectively. In our opinion, the trend in the data for Aβ42 is most congruent with the
conclusion that PMZ binds to, and perturbs the aggregation of, this peptide isoform resulting in its increased homeostatic
clearance from the brain to plasma. On the other hand, we believe two equally plausible mechanisms for the results
gathered for Aβ40 are supported by the literature. The first suggests that in disrupting existing Aβ plaques, PMZ frees Aβ 40
and facilitates its increased clearance from the brain. Alternatively, by partially attenuating the aggregation of Aβ
peptides, PMZ administration may prevent Aβ 40 from being incorporated into amyloid assemblies in the brain. No longer
restricted to the brain, Aβ40 concentration would be expected to increase towards physiological baseline; as it does in our
data. At this point, our results are not sufficient to attribute full credit for the therapeutic benefits observed following PMZ
treatment to either of these models. More than likely, both contribute to the sparing of cognitive function observed in
PMZ treated 5XFAD mice. Regardless of the relative contribution of each mechanism, either of these models of PMZ’s
therapeutic effect are supported in the literature. Most fundamentally, immunohistochemical analysis of Aβ plaques has
demonstrated that these pathologic inclusions mature over time. Early in the disease process, the more aggregation-prone
Aβ42 peptides deposit in the brain to form diffuse plaques. (1163) Subsequently, peptides not prone to self-aggregation such
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as Aβ40, become increasingly incorporated into the diffuse plaque structure to form dense compact and neuritic plaques
which are posited to rank among the more pathogenic amyloid assemblies.(1164) Highlighting the pathological significance
of Aβ plaque enrichment with Aβ40, it is noteworthy that in contrast to in vitro studies where Aβ42 is demonstrated to be
more fibrillogenic and aggregate faster than Aβ40, in vivo studies in rodents point otherwise. For example, synthetic
soluble Aβ1–40, but not Aβ1–42, when injected in rat brain, form fibrillar congophilic amyloid deposits and transgenic mice
overexpressing mutant APP and PS1, deposit predominantly Aβ 40 and not Aβ42 in parenchymal congophilic compact
plaques.(1165, 1166) Similarly, in amyloid plaques of AD and DS patients, Aβ40 is the predominant constituent, especially
within the congophilic core.(1167) Taken together, these findings may help explain why plasma Aβ40 levels increase more
so than concentrations of Aβ42 following treatment with Aβ aggregation inhibitors like PMZ.
Most significantly, the work reviewed here provides convincing evidence in support of the therapeutic efficacy of
Aβ-targeted pharmaceutical agents. With respect to the future translation of PMZ for therapeutic applications in AD, of
course a discovery of this magnitude requires further characterization. At a minimum, the dosing regimen necessary to
achieve therapeutic efficacy needs to be more clearly defined, as our approach utilizes a high-dose of the agent likely
unsuitable for human applications. Without question, the ability to track therapeutic response with plasma measurements
of Aβ will be a critical asset in this future endeavor. As discussed, the major advantages to this technique over CSF-based
measurements include a reduced patient risk and feasibility in both humans and rodent models of AD. However, a number
of groups have attempted to employ measurements of plasma Aβ to diagnostic applications in humans with mixed
results.(930) In interpreting these results, it is critical to realize there are several reasons why plasma levels of Aβ 42 are
unstable: (i) Aβ expression is influenced by medications; (ii) Aβ binds to other proteins; (iii) Aβ levels in blood fluctuate
over time and among individuals, and might differ in mild, early and late AD; and (iv) blood platelets contain high
amounts of Aβ, which directly affects plasma levels. In completing this work, we were careful to address each of these
issues in our experimental design and as demonstrated by our success, we agree that elimination of methodological
confounds will likely lead to the consensus that this biomarker is compatible with a subset of diagnostic applications in
AD; especially intra-subject longitudinal assessment of treatment response. This is because serial plasma draws offer the
ability to control for the confounding effects of between-subject variability. Importantly, this trait could have a profound
impact on clinical trials. For example, in human clinical studies, baseline measurements of plasma Aβ can assist to
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compose a more uniform population at study start, and terminal follow-up measurements might allow for detecting subtle
therapeutic effects at the level of individual subjects. Thus, given the tremendous advantages of plasma-based biomarkers
for AD, we believe further research is necessary to facilitate the clinical translation of this diagnostic approach.
Considered as a whole, this work is unique in that it not only highlights the utility of a novel disease-modifying
therapeutic agent for AD, but also proposes a method by which to monitor treatment response in a longitudinal manner.
Importantly, should these discoveries prove translatable to humans; it would mark a major milestone in our group’s
cumulative effort towards alleviating disease burden associated with this devastating neurodegenerative disorder.
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